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§ 13.65 Glacier Bay National Park and
Preserve.

(a) Commercial fishing: authorizations,
closures and restrictions—(1) What terms
do I need to know? (i) Commercial fishing
means conducting fishing activities
under the appropriate commercial fish-
ing permits and licenses as required
and defined by the State of Alaska.

(ii) Glacier Bay means all marine wa-
ters within Glacier Bay National Park,
including coves and inlets, north of an
imaginary line drawn from Point Gus-
tavus to Point Carolus.

(iii) Outer waters means all of the
non-wilderness marine waters of the
park located outside of Glacier Bay.

(2) Is commercial fishing authorized in
the marine waters of Glacier Bay National
Park? Yes—Commercial fishing is au-
thorized within the outer waters of the
park and within the non-wilderness wa-
ters of Glacier Bay, subject to the pro-
visions of this chapter.

(i) Commercial fishing shall be ad-
ministered pursuant to A cooperatively
developed State/federal park fisheries
management plan, international con-
servation and management treaties,
and existing federal and Non-con-
flicting State law. The management
plan shall provide for the protection of
park values and purposes, the prohibi-
tion on any new or expanded fisheries,
and the opportunity to study marine
resources.

(ii) Commercial fishing or conducting
an associated buying or processing op-
eration in wilderness waters is prohib-
ited.

(iii) A new or expanded fishery is pro-
hibited. The Superintendent shall com-
pile a list of the existing fisheries and
gear types used in the outer waters and
follow the procedures in §§ 1.5 and 1.7 of
this chapter to inform the public.

(iv) Maps and charts showing which
marine areas of Glacier Bay are closed
to commercial fishing are available
from the Superintendent.

(3) What types of commercial fishing are
authorized in Glacier Bay? Three types
of commercial fishing are authorized in
Glacier Bay non-wilderness waters:
longline fishing for halibut; pot and
ring fishing for Tanner crab; and troll-
ing for salmon.

(i) All other commercial fishing, or a
buying or a processing operation not

related to an authorized fishery is pro-
hibited in Glacier Bay.

(ii) On October 1, 2000, each fishery
will be limited to fishermen who qual-
ify for a non-transferable commercial
fishing lifetime access permit (see
paragraph (a)(4) of this section). Com-
mercial fishing without a permit issued
by the superintendent, or other than in
accordance with the terms and condi-
tions of the permit, is prohibited.

(iii) The Superintendent shall include
in a permit the terms and conditions
that the superintendent deems nec-
essary to protect park resources. Vio-
lating a term or condition of the per-
mit is prohibited.

(4) Who is eligible for a Glacier Bay
commercial fishing lifetime access permit?
A Glacier Bay commercial fishing life-
time access permit will be issued by
the superintendent to fishermen who
have submitted documentation to the
superintendent, on or before October 1,
2000, which demonstrates to the satis-
faction of the superintendent that:

(i) They possess valid State limited
entry commercial fishing permits for
the district or statistical area encom-
passing Glacier Bay for each fishery for
which a lifetime access permit is being
sought; and,

(ii) They have participated as limited
entry permit holders for the district or
statistical area encompassing Glacier
Bay for each fishery for which a life-
time access permit is being sought.

(A) For the Glacier Bay commercial
halibut fishery, the Applicant must
have participated as a permit holder
for at least two years during the period
1992–1998.

(B) For the Glacier Bay salmon or
Tanner crab commercial fisheries, the
applicant must have participated as a
permit holder for at least three years
during the period 1989–1998.

(5) What documentation is required to
apply for a commercial fishing lifetime ac-
cess permit? The required documenta-
tion includes:

(i) The applicants full name, date of
birth, mailing address and phone num-
ber;

(ii) A notarized affidavit, sworn by
the applicant, attesting to his or her
history of participation as a limited
permit holder in Glacier Bay, during
the qualifying period, for each fishery
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for which a lifetime access permit is
being sought;

(iii) A copy of the applicant’s current
State of Alaska limited entry permit
and in the case of halibut an Inter-
national Pacific Halibut Commission
quota share, that is valid for the area
that includes Glacier Bay, for each
fishery for which a lifetime access per-
mit is sought;

(iv) Proof of the applicant’s permit
and quota share history for the Glacier
Bay fishery during the qualifying pe-
riod;

(v) Documentation of commercial
landings for the Glacier Bay fishery
during the qualifying periods, i.e.,
within the statistical unit or area that
includes Glacier Bay: for halibut, regu-
latory sub-area 184; for Tanner crab,
statistical areas 114–70 through 114–77.
For salmon, the superintendent will
consider landing reports from District
114; however, the superintendent may
require additional documentation that
supports the applicant’s declaration of
Glacier Bay salmon landings. For hal-
ibut and Tanner crab, the super-
intendent may consider documented
commercial landings from the unit or
area immediately adjacent to Glacier
Bay (in Icy Strait) if additional docu-
mentation supports the applicant’s
declaration that landings occurred in
Glacier Bay.

(vi) Any additional corroborating
documentation that might assist the
superintendent in a timely determina-
tion of eligibility for the access per-
mits.

(6) Where should the documentation for
a lifetime access permit be sent? Before
October 1, 2000, all required informa-
tion (as listed in paragraph (a)(5) of
this section) should be sent to: Super-
intendent, Attn: Access Permit Pro-
gram, Glacier Bay National Park and
Preserve, P.O. Box 140, Gustavus, Alas-
ka 99826.

(7) Who determines eligibility? The su-
perintendent will make a written de-
termination of an applicant’s eligi-
bility for the lifetime access permit
based on information provided. A copy
of the determination will be mailed to
the applicant. If additional informa-
tion is required to make an eligibility
determination, the applicant will be

notified in writing of that need and be
given an opportunity to provide it.

(8) Is there an appeals process if a com-
mercial fishing lifetime access permit ap-
plication is denied? Yes—If an appli-
cant’s request for an a commercial
fishing lifetime access permit is de-
nied, the superintendent will provide
the applicant with the reasons for the
denial in writing within 15 days of the
decision. The applicant may appeal to
the Regional Director, Alaska Region,
within 180 days. The appeal must sub-
stantiate the basis of the applicant’s
disagreement with the Superintend-
ent’s determination. The Regional Di-
rector (or his representative) will meet
with the applicant to discuss the ap-
peal within 30 days of receiving the ap-
peal. Within 15 days of receipt of writ-
ten materials and the meeting, if re-
quested, the Regional Director will af-
firm, reverse, or modify the Super-
intendent’s determination and explain
the reasons for the decision in writing.
A copy of the decision will be for-
warded promptly to the applicant and
will be the final agency action.

(9) How often will commercial fishing
lifetime access permit be renewed? The su-
perintendent will renew lifetime access
permit at 5-year intervals for the life-
time of a permittee who continues to
hold a valid State limited entry com-
mercial fishing permit, and for halibut
an International Pacific Halibut Com-
mission quota share, and is otherwise
eligible to participate in the fishery
under federal and State law.

(10) What other closures and restrictions
apply to commercial fishermen and com-
mercial fishing vessels?—The following
are prohibited:

(i) Commercial fishing in the waters
of Geikie, Tarr, Johns Hopkins and
Reid Inlets.

(ii) Commercial fishing in the waters
of the west arm of Glacier Bay north of
58°50′N latitude, except commercial
fishermen who have been authorized by
the superintendent to troll for salmon
may troll for king salmon during the
period October 1 through April 30, in
compliance with state commercial fish-
ing regulations.

(iii) Commercial fishing in the east
arm of Glacier Bay, north of an imagi-
nary line running from Point Caroline
through the southern point of Garforth
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Island and extending to the east side of
Muir Inlet, except commercial fisher-
men who have been authorized by the
superintendent to troll for salmon may
troll for king salmon south of 58°50′N
latitude during the period October 1
through April 30, in compliance with
state commercial fishing regulations.

(b) Resource protection and vessel man-
agement—(1) Definitions. As used in
this section:

Charter vessel means any motor vessel
under 100 tons gross (U.S. System) or
2,000 tons gross (International Conven-
tion System) that is rated to carry up
to 49 passengers, and is available for
hire on an unscheduled basis; except a
charter vessel used to provide a sched-
uled camper or kayak drop off service.

Commercial fishing vessel means any
motor vessel conducting fishing activi-
ties under the appropriate commercial
fishing licenses as required and defined
by the State of Alaska.

Cruise ship means any motor vessel at
or over 100 tons gross (U.S. System) or
2,000 tons gross (International Conven-
tion System) carrying passengers for
hire.

Entry means each time a motor ves-
sel passes the mouth of Glacier Bay
into the bay; each time a private vessel
activates or extends a permit; each
time a motor vessel based at or
launched from Bartlett Cove leaves the
dock area on the way into Glacier Bay,
except a private vessel based at Bart-
lett Cove that is gaining access or
egress to or from outside Glacier Bay;
the first time a local private vessel
uses a day of the seven use-day permit;
or each time a motor vessel is launched
from another vessel within Glacier
Bay, except a motor vessel singularly
launched from a permitted motor ves-
sel and operated only while the per-
mitted vessel remains at anchor, or a
motor vessel launched and operated
from a permitted motor vessel while
that vessel is not under way and in ac-
cordance with a concession agreement.

Glacier Bay means all marine waters
contiguous with Glacier Bay, lying
north of an imaginary line between
Point Gustavus and Point Carolus.

Motor vessel means any vessel, other
than a seaplane, propelled or capable of
being propelled by machinery (includ-
ing steam), whether or not such ma-

chinery is the principal source of
power, except a skiff or tender under
tow or carried on board another vessel.

Operate or Operating includes the ac-
tual or constructive possession of a
vessel or motor vessel.

Private vessel means any motor vessel
used for recreation that is not engaged
in commercial transport of passengers,
commercial fishing or official govern-
ment business.

Pursue means to alter the course or
speed of a vessel or a seaplane in a
manner that results in retaining a ves-
sel, or a seaplane operating on the
water, at a distance less than one-half
nautical mile from a whale.

Speed through the water means the
speed that a vessel moves through the
water (which itself may be moving); as
distinguished from ‘‘speed over the
ground.’’

Tour vessel means any motor vessel
under 100 tons gross (U.S. System) or
2,000 tons gross (International Conven-
tion System) that is rated to carry
more than 49 passengers, or any small-
er vessel that conducts tours or pro-
vides transportation at regularly
scheduled times along a regularly
scheduled route.

Transit means to operate a motor ves-
sel under power and continuously so as
to accomplish one-half nautical mile of
littoral (i.e., along the shore) travel.

Vessel includes every type or descrip-
tion of craft used as a means of trans-
portation on the water, including a
buoyant device permitting or capable
of free flotation and a seaplane while
operating on the water.

Vessel use-day means any continuous
period of time that a motor vessel is in
Glacier Bay between the hours of 12
midnight on one day to 12 midnight the
next day.

Whale means any humpback whale
(Megaptera novaeangliae).

Whale waters means any portion of
Glacier Bay, designated by the super-
intendent, having a high probability of
whale occupancy, based upon recent
sighting and/or past patterns of occur-
rence.

(2) Permits. The superintendent will
issue permits for private motor vessels
in accordance with this part and for
cruise ships, tour vessels, and charter
vessels in accordance with National
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Park Service concession authorizations
and this part.

(i) Private vessel permits and condi-
tions. Each private motor vessel must
have a permit to enter Glacier Bay
June 1 through August 31.

(A) The superintendent may establish
conditions regulating how permits can
be obtained, whom a vessel operator
must contact when entering or leaving
Glacier Bay, designated anchorages,
the maximum length of stay in Glacier
Bay, and other appropriate conditions.

(B) June 1 through August 31, upon
entering Glacier Bay through the
mouth, the operator of a private motor
vessel must report directly to the Bart-
lett Cove Ranger Station for orienta-
tion.

(1) Failing to report as required is
prohibited.

(2) The superintendent may waive
this requirement before or upon entry.

(ii) Commercial vessel permits and con-
ditions. Each commercially operated
motor vessel must have the required
permit(s) to enter Glacier Bay.

(A) To obtain or renew an entry per-
mit, a cruise ship company must sub-
mit and, after approval, implement a
pollution minimization plan. The plan
must ensure, to the fullest extent pos-
sible, that any ship permitted to travel
within Glacier Bay will apply the in-
dustry’s best approaches toward vessel
oil-spill response planning and preven-
tion and minimization of air and un-
derwater noise pollution while oper-
ating in Glacier Bay. The super-
intendent will approve or disapprove
the plan.

(B) Each cruise ship company must
assess the impacts of its activities on
Glacier Bay resources pursuant to the
NPS research, inventory and moni-
toring plan as specified in the applica-
ble concession permit.

(C) The superintendent at any time
may impose operating conditions to
prevent or mitigate air pollution,
water pollution, underwater noise pol-
lution or other effects of cruise ship op-
eration.

(D) The superintendent will imme-
diately suspend the entry permit(s) of
any cruise ship that fails to submit,

implement or comply with a pollution
minimization plan or additional oper-
ating condition.

(E) A commercial vessel, except a
commercial fishing vessel, is prohib-
ited from entering Glacier Bay unless
the operator notifies the Bartlett Cove
Ranger Station of the vessel’s entry
immediately upon entry or within the
48 hours before entry.

(F) Off-boat activity from a commer-
cial vessel is prohibited, unless the su-
perintendent allows it under conditions
that the superintendent establishes.

(iii) Exceptions from entry permit re-
quirement. A permit is not required to
enter Glacier Bay when:

(A) A motor vessel is engaged in offi-
cial business of the state or federal
government.

(B) A private motor vessel based at
Bartlett Cove is transiting between
Bartlett Cove and waters outside Gla-
cier Bay, or is operated in Bartlett
Cove in waters bounded by the public
and administrative docks.

(C) A motor vessel is singularly
launched from a permitted motor ves-
sel and operated only while the per-
mitted motor vessel remains at anchor,
or a motor vessel is launched and oper-
ated in accordance with a concession
agreement from a permitted motor ves-
sel while that vessel is not underway.

(D) A commercial fishing vessel oth-
erwise permitted under all applicable
authorities is actually engaged in com-
mercial fishing within Glacier Bay.

(E) The superintendent grants a ves-
sel safe harbor at Bartlett Cove.

(iv) Prohibitions. (A) Operating a
motor vessel in Glacier Bay without a
required permit is prohibited.

(B) Violating a term or condition of a
permit or an operating condition or re-
striction issued or imposed pursuant to
this chapter is prohibited.

(C) The superintendent may imme-
diately suspend or revoke a permit or
deny a future permit request as a re-
sult of a violation of a provision of this
chapter.

(v) Restrictions on vessel entry. The su-
perintendent will allow vessel entry in
accordance with the following table:
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Type of vessel

Allowable
vessel

use days
per day

Total
entries
allowed

Total ves-
sel use

days
allowed

Period covered
by

limitation

Cruise ship ............................................................................................... 2 (1) (1) Year round.
Tour vessel ............................................................................................... 3 ................ ................ Year round.
Charter vessel .......................................................................................... 6 312 552 June 1–Aug. 31.
Private vessel ........................................................................................... 25 468 1,971 June 1–Aug. 31.

1 See paragraphs (b)(2)(v) (A) through (C) of this section.

(A) By October 1, 1996, the super-
intendent will reinitiate consultation
with the National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS) and request a biologi-
cal opinion under section 7 of the En-
dangered Species Act. The super-
intendent will request that NMFS as-
sess and analyze any effects of vessel
traffic authorized by this section, on
the endangered and threatened species
that occur in or use Glacier Bay Na-
tional Park and Preserve.

(1) Based on this biological opinion,
applicable authority, and any other
relevant information, the director shall
reduce the vessel entry and use levels
for any or all categories of vessels in
this section effective for the 1998 sea-
son or any year thereafter, if required
to assure protection of the values and
purposes of Glacier Bay National Park
and Preserve.

(2) The director will publish a docu-
ment in the FEDERAL REGISTER on any
revision in the number of seasonal en-
tries and use days under this paragraph
(b)(2)(v), with an opportunity for public
comment.

(B) By October 1, 1997, the super-
intendent will determine, with the di-
rector’s approval, whether studies have
been completed and sufficient sci-
entific and other information has been
developed to support an increase in
cruise ship entries for the 1998 summer
season (June 1 through August 31)
while assuring protection of the values
and purposes of Glacier Bay National
Park and Preserve. Any increase will
be subject to the maximum daily limit
of two vessel use-days. If the super-
intendent recommends an increase, the
superintendent will publish a document
of the increase in the FEDERAL REG-
ISTER with an opportunity for public
comments.

(C) By October 1 of each year (begin-
ning in 1998), the superintendent will
determine, with the director’s ap-

proval, the number of cruise ship en-
tries for the following summer season
(June 1 through August 31). This deter-
mination will be based upon available
scientific and other information and
applicable authorities. The number
will be subject to the maximum daily
limit of two vessel use-days. The super-
intendent will publish a document of
any revision in seasonal entries in the
FEDERAL REGISTER with an opportunity
for public comment.

(D) Nothing in this paragraph will be
construed to prevent the super-
intendent from taking any action at
any time to assure protection of the
values and purposes of Glacier Bay Na-
tional Park and Preserve.

(3) Operating restrictions. (i) Operating
a vessel within one-quarter nautical
mile of a whale is prohibited, except
for a commercial fishing vessel actu-
ally trolling or setting or pulling long
lines or crab pots as otherwise author-
ized by the superintendent.

(ii) The operator of a vessel acciden-
tally positioned within one-quarter
nautical mile of a whale shall imme-
diately slow the vessel to ten knots or
less, without shifting into reverse un-
less impact is likely. The operator
shall then direct or maintain the vessel
on as steady a course as possible away
from the whale until at least one-quar-
ter nautical mile of separation is es-
tablished. Failure to take such action
is prohibited.

(iii) Pursuing or attempting to pur-
sue a whale is prohibited.

(iv) Whale water restrictions. (A) May
15 through August 31, the following
Glacier Bay waters are designated as
whale waters.

(1) Lower bay waters, defined as wa-
ters north of an imaginary line drawn
from Point Carolus to Point Gustavus;
and south of an imaginary line drawn
from the northernmost point of Lars
Island across the northernmost point
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of Strawberry Island to the point
where it intersects the line that defines
the Beardslee Island group, as de-
scribed in paragraph (b)(3)(vii)(A)(4) of
this section, and following that line
south and west to the Bartlett Cove
shore.

(2) [Reserved]
(B) June 1 through August 31, the fol-

lowing Glacier Bay waters are des-
ignated as whale waters.

(1) Whidbey Passage waters, defined
as waters north of an imaginary line
drawn from the northernmost point of
Lars Island to the northernmost point
of Strawberry Island; west of imagi-
nary lines drawn from the northern-
most point of Strawberry Island to the
southernmost point of Willoughby Is-
land, the northernmost point of
Willoughby Island (proper) to the
southernmost point of Francis Island,
the northernmost point of Francis Is-
land to the southernmost point of
Drake Island; and south of the north-
ernmost point of Drake Island to the
northernmost point of the Marble
Mountain peninsula.

(2) East Arm Entrance waters, de-
fined as waters north of an imaginary
line drawn from the southernmost
point of Sebree Island to the northern-
most point of Sturgess Island, and from
there to the westernmost point of the
unnamed island south of Puffin Island
(that comprises the south shore of
North Sandy Cove); and south of an
imaginary line drawn from Caroline
Point across the northernmost point of
Garforth Island to shore.

(3) Russell Island Passage waters, de-
fined as waters enclosed by imaginary
lines drawn from: the easternmost
point of Russell Island due east to
shore, and from the westernmost point
of Russell Island due north to shore.

(C) The superintendent may des-
ignate temporary whale waters and im-
pose motor vessel speed restrictions in
whale waters. Maps of temporary whale
waters and notice of vessel speed re-
strictions imposed pursuant to this
paragraph (b)(3)(iv)(C) shall be made
available to the public at park offices
at Bartlett Cove and Juneau, Alaska,
and shall be submitted to the U.S.
Coast Guard for publication as a ‘‘No-
tice to Mariners.’’

(D) Violation of a whale water re-
striction is prohibited. The following
restrictions apply in designated whale
waters:

(1) Except on vessels actually fishing
as otherwise authorized the super-
intendent or vessels operating solely
under sail, while in transit, operators
of motor vessels over 18 feet in length
will in all cases where the width of the
water permits, maintain a distance of
at least one nautical mile from shore,
and, in narrower areas will navigate in
mid-channel: Provided, however, that
unless other restrictions apply, opera-
tors may perpendicularly approach or
land on shore (i.e., by the most direct
line to shore) through designated whale
waters.

(2) Motor vessel speed limits estab-
lished by the superintendent pursuant
to paragraph (b)(3)(iv)(C) of this sec-
tion.

(v) Speed restrictions. (A) May 15
through August 31, in the waters of the
lower bay as defined in paragraph
(b)(3)(iv)(A)(1) of this section, the fol-
lowing are prohibited:

(1) Operating a motor vessel at more
than 20 knots speed through the water;
or

(2) Operating a motor vessel at more
than 10 knots speed through the water,
when the superintendent has des-
ignated a maximum speed of 10 knots
(due to the presence of whales).

(B) July 1 through August 31, oper-
ating a motor vessel on Johns Hopkins
Inlet south of 58°54.2′N. latitude (an
imaginary line running approximately
due west from Jaw Point) at more than
10 knots speed through the water is
prohibited.

(vi) Closed waters, islands and other
areas. The following are prohibited:

(A) Operating a vessel or otherwise
approaching within 100 yards of South
Marble Island; or Flapjack Island; or
any of the three small unnamed islets
approximately one nautical mile
southeast of Flapjack Island; or Eider
Island; or Boulder Island; or Geikie
Rock; or Lone Island; or the northern
three-fourths of Leland Island (north of
58°39.1′N. latitude; or any of the four
small unnamed islands located approxi-
mately one nautical mile north (one is-
land), and 1.5 nautical miles east (three
islands) of the easternmost point of
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Russell Island; or Graves Rocks (on the
outer coast); or Cormorant Rock, or
any adjacent rock, including all of the
near-shore rocks located along the
outer coast, for a distance of 11⁄2 nau-
tical miles, southeast from the mouth
of Lituya Bay; or the surf line along
the outer coast, for a distance of 11⁄2
nautical miles northwest of the mouth
of the glacial river at Cape
Fairweather.

(B) Operating a vessel or otherwise
approaching within 100 yards of a
Steller (northern) sea lion (Eumetopias
jubatus) hauled-out on land or a rock or
a nesting seabird colony: Provided, how-
ever, that vessels may approach within
50 yards of that part of South Marble
Island lying south of 58°38.6′N. latitude
(approximately the southern one-half
of South Marble Island) to view
seabirds.

(C) May 1 through August 31, oper-
ating a vessel, or otherwise approach-
ing within 1⁄4 nautical mile of, Spider
Island or any of the four small islets
lying immediately west of Spider Is-
land.

(D) May 1 through August 31, oper-
ating a cruise ship on Johns Hopkins
Inlet waters south of 58°54.2′N. latitude
(an imaginary line running approxi-
mately due west from Jaw Point).

(E) May 1 through June 30, operating
a vessel or a seaplane on Johns Hop-
kins Inlet waters south of 58°54.2′N.
latitude (an imaginary line running ap-
proximately due west from Jaw Point).

(F) July 1 through August 31, oper-
ating a vessel or a seaplane on Johns
Hopkins Inlet waters south of 58°54.2′N.
latitude (an imaginary line running ap-
proximately due west from Jaw Point),
within 1⁄4 nautical mile of a seal hauled
out on ice; except when safe navigation
requires, and then with due care to
maintain the 1⁄4 nautical mile distance
from concentrations of seals.

(G) Restrictions imposed in this para-
graph (b)(3)(vi) are minimum distances.
Park visitors are advised that protec-
tion of park wildlife may require that
visitors maintain greater distances
from wildlife. See, 36 CFR 2.2 (Wildlife
protection).

(vii) Closed waters, motor vessels and
seaplanes. (A) May 1 through Sep-
tember 15, operating a motor vessel or

a seaplane on the following water is
prohibited:

(1) Adams Inlet, east of 135°59.2′W.
longitude (an imaginary line running
approximately due north and south
through the charted (5) obstruction lo-
cated approximately 21⁄4 nautical miles
east of Pt. George).

(2) Rendu Inlet, north of the wilder-
ness boundary at the mouth of the
inlet.

(3) Hugh Miller complex, including
Scidmore Bay and Charpentier Inlet,
west of the wilderness boundary at the
mouth of the Hugh Miller Inlet.

(4) Waters within the Beardslee Is-
land group (except the Beardslee En-
trance), that is defined by an imagi-
nary line running due west from shore
to the easternmost point of Lester Is-
land, then along the south shore of
Lester Island to its western end, then
to the southernmost point of Young Is-
land, then north along the west shore
and east along the north shore of
Young Island to its northernmost
point, then at a bearing of 15° true to
an imaginary point located one nau-
tical mile due east of the easternmost
point of Strawberry Island, then at a
bearing of 345° true to the northern-
most point of Flapjack Island, then at
a bearing of 81° true to the northern-
most point of the unnamed island im-
mediately to the east of Flapjack Is-
land, then southeasterly to the north-
ernmost point of the next unnamed is-
land, then southeasterly along the
(Beartrack Cove) shore of that island
to its easternmost point, then due east
to shore.

(B) June 1 through July 15, operating
a motor vessel or a seaplane on the wa-
ters of Muir Inlet north of 59°02.7′N.
latitude (an imaginary line running ap-
proximately due west from the point of
land on the east shore approximately 1
nautical mile north of the McBride
Glacier) is prohibited.

(C) July 16 through August 31, oper-
ating a motor vessel or a seaplane on
the waters of Wachusett Inlet west of
136°12.0′W longitude (an imaginary line
running approximately due north from
the point of land on the south shore of
Wachusett Inlet approximately 21⁄4 nau-
tical miles west of Rowlee Point) is
prohibited.
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(viii) Noise restrictions. June 1 through
August 31, except on vessels in transit
or as otherwise permitted by the super-
intendent, the use of generators or
other non-propulsive motors (except a
windless) is prohibited from 10:00 p.m.
until 6:00 a.m. in Reid Inlet, Blue
Mouse Cove and North Sandy Cove.

(ix) Other restrictions. Notwithstand-
ing any other provision of this part,
due to the rapidly emerging and chang-
ing ecosystems of, and for the protec-
tion of wildlife in Glacier Bay National
Park and Preserve, including but not
limited to whales, seals, sea lions, nest-
ing birds and molting waterfowl:

(A) Pursuant to §§ 1.5 and 1.6 of this
chapter, the superintendent may estab-
lish, designate, implement and enforce
restrictions and public use limits and
terminate such restrictions and public
use limits.

(B) The public shall be notified of re-
strictions or public use limits imposed
under this paragraph (b)(3)(ix) and the
termination or relaxation of such, in
accordance with § 1.7 of this chapter,
and by submission to the U.S. Coast
Guard for publication as a ‘‘Notice to
Mariners,’’ where appropriate.

(C) The superintendent shall make
rules for the safe and equitable use of
Bartlett Cove waters and for park
docks. The public shall be notified of
these rules by the posting of a sign or
a copy of the rules at the dock. Failure
to obey a sign or posted rule is prohib-
ited.

(x) Closed waters and islands within
Glacier Bay as described in paragraphs
(b)(3) (iv) through (vii) of this section
are described as depicted on NOAA
Chart #17318 GLACIER BAY (4th Ed.,
Mar. 6/93) available to the public at
park offices at Bartlett Cove and Ju-
neau, Alaska.

(xi) Paragraphs (b)(3) (i) through (iii)
of this section do not apply to a vessel
being used in connection with federally
permitted whale research or moni-
toring; other closures and restrictions
in this paragraph (b)(3) do not apply to
authorized persons conducting emer-
gency or law enforcement operations,
research or resource management, park
administration/supply, or other nec-
essary patrols.

(4) Marine vessel visible emission stand-
ards. Visible emissions from a marine

vessel, excluding condensed water
vapor, may not result in a reduction of
visibility through the exhaust effluent
of greater than 20 percent for a period
or periods aggregating more than:

(i) Three minutes in any one hour
while underway, at berth, or at anchor;
or

(ii) Six minutes in any one hour dur-
ing initial startup of diesel-driven ves-
sels; or

(iii) 12 minutes in one hour while an-
choring, berthing, getting underway or
maneuvering in Bartlett Cove.

(5)–(6) [Reserved]
(7) The information collection re-

quirements contained in paragraph
(b)(3) of this section have been ap-
proved by the Office of Management
and Budget under 44 U.S.C. 3507 and as-
signed Clearance Number 1024–0016. The
information is being collected to allow
the superintendent to issue permits to
allow vessels into Glacier Bay during
the whale season. This information will
be used to grant administrative bene-
fits.

[50 FR 19886, May 10, 1985, as amended at 61
FR 27016, May 30, 1996; 64 FR 56463, Oct. 20,
1999]

§ 13.66 Katmai National Park and Pre-
serve.

(a) [Reserved]
(b) Fishing. Fishing is allowed in ac-

cordance with § 13.21 of this chapter,
but only with artificial lures and with
the following additional exceptions:

(1) Bait, as defined by State law, may
be used only on the Naknek River dur-
ing times and dates established by the
Alaska Department of Fish and Game,
and only from markers located just
above Trefon’s cabin downstream to
the park boundary.

(2) Flyfishing only is allowed on the
Brooks River between Brooks Lake and
the posted signs near Brooks Camp.

(3) No person may retain more than
one fish per day caught on Brooks
River, on the waters between the post-
ed signs 200 yards from the outlet of
Brooks lake, or on the water between
the posted signs 200 yards from the
mouth of the Brooks River on Naknek
Lake.

[54 FR 18493, May 1, 1989]
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GLACIER BAY NATIONAL PARK AND PRESERVE 
2003 COMPENDIUM 

 
 

National Park Service (NPS) regulations applicable to the protection and equitable public use of 
units of the National Park System grant specified authorities to a park superintendent to allow or 
restrict certain activities.  NPS regulations are found in Titles 36 and 43 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations (CFR) and created under authority and responsibility granted the Secretary of 
Interior in Titles 16 and 18 of the United States Code.  The following compendium comprises a 
listing of all NPS regulations that provide the Superintendent with discretionary authority to 
make designations or impose public use restrictions or conditions.  The larger body of NPS 
regulations that do not provide discretionary authority to the Superintendent is not cited in this 
compendium. A complete and accurate picture of regulations governing use and protection of the 
park can only be gained by viewing this compendium in context with the full body of applicable 
regulations found in Titles 36 and 43 CFR. Please contact Glacier Bay National Park and 
Preserve, Gustavus, Alaska at (907) 697-2230 for questions relating to information provided in 
this compendium. 
 
 
TITLE 36 CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS 
 
PART 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
 
1.5 Closures and public use limits 

(a)(1) Visiting hours, public use limits, closures 
See specific sections in this document for additional information regarding 
closures, visiting hours, and public use limits. 

 
(a)(2) Designated areas for specific use or activity or conditions 

Sledding is permitted on park roads if persons or other traffic control devices are 
posted to warn approaching motorists. 
This restriction is intended to provide maximum safety to sledders and motorists 
using the park road.  
 
See specific sections in this document for additional information regarding 
designated areas and conditions for engaging in certain activities. 
 

1.6(f) Compilation of activities requiring a permit 
• Scientific research, (1.5) 
• Collecting research specimens, (2.5)  
• Backcountry camping, (2.10(a)) 
• Operating a power saw in developed areas, (2.12(a)(2)) 
• Operating a portable motor or engine in undeveloped areas, (2.12(a)(3)) 
• Operating a public address system, (2.12)(a)(4)) 
• Air delivery, (2.17(a)(3)) 
• Noncommercial soliciting, (2.37) 
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• Using, possessing, storing, or transporting explosives, blasting agents, or explosive 
materials, (2.38(a)) 

• Special events, (2.50(a)) 
• Public assemblies and meetings, (2.51(a)) 
• Sale and distribution of printed matter, (2.52(a)) 
• Residing on federal lands, (2.61(a)) 
• Installing a monument, (2.62(a)) 
• Grazing, (2.60(a)-(b)) 
• Commercial notices or advertisements, (5.1) 
• Commercial operations, (5.3) 
• Commercial photography or filming, (5.5) 
• Repair or construction of any structure or facility, road, trail, or airstrip on federal lands, 

(5.7) 
• Mining operations (9.9(a)) or an approved Plan of Operations (in lieu of permit)) 
• Abandoned property, leaving property unattended for over 12 months, (13.22(b)) 
• Cabins on federal lands- 

◊ General use and occupancy, (13.17(e)(1), (2)) 
◊ Commercial fishing, (13.17(e)(3)) 
◊ Subsistence-exclusive use, (13.17(e)(4)(i)) 
◊ Temporary (over 14 days) facilities in Preserve for taking of fish and wildlife, 

(13.17(e)(7)) 
◊ Cabins otherwise authorized by law, (13.17(e)(8)) 

• Cutting of live standing timber greater than 3 inches in diameter for non-commercial 
subsistence uses, (13.49(a)(1)) 

• Commercial fishing in the marine waters of Glacier Bay National Park, (13.65(a)(3)(ii)) 
• Private vessels in Glacier Bay marine waters unless exempted under 13.65(b)(2)(iii), 

(13.65(b)(2)(i)) 
• Cruise ships, tour vessels, and charter vessel in Glacier Bay marine waters unless 

exempted under 13.65(b)(2)(iii), (13.65(b)(2)(ii)) 
• Access to inholding where access is not made by aircraft, snowmachine, motorboat or 

nonmotorized surface transportation, (43 CFR 36.10(b)) 
• Nonmotorized watercraft on the Alsek River, (43 CFR 36.11(d), (h)) 
• Salvaging, removing, possessing aircraft, (43 CFR 36.11 (f)(3)(ii)) 
• Helicopter landings, (43 CFR 36.11(f)(4)) 
• Off-road vehicle (ORV) use, (43 CFR 36.11(g)(2)) 
• Temporary access across federal land for survey, geophysical or exploratory work, (43 

CFR 36.12(c)) 
 
PART 2.  RESOURCE PROTECTION, PUBLIC USE AND RECREATION 
 
2.1(a)(4) Designated areas for collection of dead and downed timber for firewood 

Dead and down wood, other than interstadial wood (aged wood preserved in glacial 
deposits) may be collected for use as fuel within the former Glacier Bay National 
Monument. 
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Superseded by 13.20(b)(4) in the Park additions and Preserve, which allows the 
collection of dead or downed timber by hand for personal use for firewood.  Subsistence 
use in the Preserve comes under 13.49(b) and allows federally qualified subsistence users 
to collect dead or downed timber for firewood. 

 
2.1(a)(5) Designated areas and conditions for walking, climbing on archeological cultural 
resource sites 

There are no designated areas.  Walking and climbing on archeological cultural resource 
sites is prohibited. 

 
2.1(b) Designated trails 

No restrictions on walking or hiking. 
 

2.1(c)(1-3) Designated fruits and berries, to harvest by hand 
In the former Glacier Bay National Monument, all edible fruits, berries, nuts and 
unoccupied seashells may be gathered by hand for personal use or consumption. 

 
Superseded by 13.20(b)(4) in the Park additions and Preserve, which allows the 
collection of fruits, berries, mushrooms, and other natural plant food items by hand for 
personal use. Subsistence use in the Preserve comes under 13.49(b) and allows federally 
qualified subsistence users to collect fruits, berries, mushrooms, and other natural plant 
food items. 

 
2.2(d) Established conditions and procedures for transporting lawfully taken wildlife 
through the Park area 

While transitting the park road between Gustavus and Bartlett Cove: 
Wildlife legally taken outside the Park may be transported by motor vehicle or vessel to 
private residences within the Park for personal consumption.  
Wildlife legally taken outside the Park may be transported through the Park provided the 
transporter contacts the superintendent verbally or in writing prior to entering the Park 
and provides the following information: 

* Where the hunting took place 
* Names and addresses of hunters 
* Means of access (aircraft/vessel descriptions and registration numbers) 
* Species hunted and taken 
*Agreement to show or locate kill location on map if contacted 

 
In all other areas of the park, hunters are required to identify themselves and the location 
where the wildlife that is being transported across park/preserve land was taken when 
requested by a park ranger.  Identification of the site may consist of specific directions, 
maps, or upon request the hunter may be required to accompany the ranger to the location 
to verify the kill site. 
This designation is intended to allow transport of legally taken game across Park lands.  
Specific conditions exist for hunts taking place in Gustavus, which is surrounded on three 
sides by park land.  During Gustavus hunts in which commonly involve transit via the 
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park road  prior notification of transport precludes lengthy inspections and 
investigations which may occur to ensure wildlife was not taken from park lands . 
 

2.2(e) Designated areas for wildlife viewing with artificial light 
No areas designated for closure.  For sport hunting in the Preserve, state law prohibits the 
use of artificial light.  Federal subsistence hunting regulations provide for the use of 
artificial light in some circumstances (50 CFR Section 100). 

 
2.3(d)(2) Fresh waters designated as open to bait fishing with live or dead minnows or other 
bait fish, amphibians, nonpreserved fish eggs or fish roe 

No waters are designated as open to fishing with the types of bait identified above.  Other 
types of bait may be used in accordance with state law. Subsistence fishing is allowed in 
accordance with 36 CFR part 13 and 50 CFR part 100. 
 

2.3(d)(8) Designated areas open for fishing from motor road bridges and public boat docks 
All areas are designated as open for fishing from motor road bridges and boat docks 
except the Barlett Cove fuel dock. 
By Coast Guard regulation, a public fuel dock may only be occupied by individuals 
engaged in the act of fueling.  The Bartlett Cove fuel dock may only be used while fueling 
a vessel. 
 

2.4(a)(2)(i) Carrying of weapons at designated locations and times  
Weapons and traps may not be carried within areas designated as in the former Glacier 
Bay National Monument.  (Note: see 2.4(a)(3), which authorizes possession of unloaded, 
inoperable, and inaccessible weapons in vehicles and vessels).  Superseded by 13.19(b) in 
the Park additions and Preserve. 
The intent of this requirement is to provide maximum wildlife protection by not allowing 
the carrying of weapons or traps within the Park unless the weapon is broken down and 
made inaccessible during transport. Weapons or traps may be carried within the 
Preserve during times the taking of fish or wildlife is authorized by State law. 
 

2.10(a) Camping-conditions and permits 
Superseded in part by 13.18(a). 
 
Bartlett Cove Campground 
• Overnight registration for use of the Bartlett Cove Campground is required May 1 - 

September 30. 
The above restriction serves to prevent resource damage associated with long term 
use. 

Outside the Bartlett Cove Campground-May 1 through September 30 
• A non-fee permit is required for all persons camping overnight in the backcountry of 

Glacier Bay proper between May 1 through September 30. 
This requirement will allow NPS to better track overall backcountry use and 
distribution within Glacier Bay proper. This requirement does not apply to other 
areas of the park. Backcountry permits may be obtained from the park’s Visitor 
Information Station on a first-come, first-serve basis. 
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2.10(d) Food storage - designated areas and methods 
 Throughout the park, all  food, food containers, garbage, harvested fish and equipment 
 used to cook or store food must be stored in one of the following ways when not in use: 

• secured within a hard sided building,  or 
• secured within lockable and hard sided section of a vehicle, vessel, or aircraft, or 
• in a bear resistant food container at least 100 yds from the campsite, or  
• suspended at least 10 feet above the ground and 4 feet horizontally from a post,  

  tree trunk, wire cable, or other object, and at least 4 ft. down from the object. 
 

Note:  This does not apply to: 
• Clean dishes and cooking equipment that are free of food odors.  We strongly 

recommend that these items be securely stored; but clean and odor free items are not 
required to be stored in secure containers. 

• Food that is being transported, consumed or prepared for consumption. 
• The use of bait for trapping and hunting under the provisions of state and federal law. 
 
A bear resistant section or container is securable and constructed in such a manner and of 
material capable of preventing access by a brown or black bear.  Acceptable Bear 
Resistant Food Containers include:  
• PVC plastic or aluminum backpacker canisters (such as those manufactured by  

  Garcia Machine, Wild Ideas, or Purple Mountain Engineering) 
• steel drums with locking rings  
• modified military ammo cans or bear resistant metal panniers 
• metal raft dry boxes 
 
Unacceptable Bear Resistant Food Containers include: 
• ice chests  
• coolers  
• tents 
• dry bags or stuff sacks 
• plastic packing boxes (Totes, Action Packers, etc.) 
• hard or soft shelled kayaks with standard hatch covers 

 
 Bartlett Cove Campground Food Preparation 

The cooking, consumption or preparation of food within the limits of the Bartlett Cove 
campground is prohibited.  Food will be cooked, prepared and consumed in the intertidal 
zone adjacent to the campground. 

Storage/Security Requirements 
All food, fish, garbage, and equipment used to cook or store food (not being 
transported, consumed, or prepared for consumption) must be cached:  

• Bartlett Cove- In a sealed motor vehicle, vessel (excluding kayaks), 
building, approved bear resistant food container, bear resistant trash 
receptacle or designated food cache.  
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The intent of these requirements is to prevent bears and other wildlife from obtaining and 
habituating to food and garbage, thus protecting wildlife and park visitors alike. Specific 
guidance on what constitutes secure storage is needed to help prevent any wildlife-human 
food or garbage incidents from occurring.       
 

2.11 Picnicking - designated areas  
Superseded by 13.18(b). 

 
2.13(a)(1) Fires - Designated areas and conditions 

Campfires may be lighted and maintained in the following areas: 
Within 1 mile of Bartlett Cove – Unless otherwise authorized by the 
superintendent, fires are only allowed in the designated campground beach fire 
ring(s).  
Within 1/2 mile of the Alsek River - Fires must be contained inside a fire pan, 
except at Dry Bay. 
All Other Areas  - Fires are allowed in backcountry areas below the high tide line, 
or more than one-quarter mile from marine shorelines.  For the purposes of this 
section, high tide is defined as the line delineated in the intertidal area by the last 
high water mark of the preceding highest tide. 

All trash (tin foil, burnt food, glass, and cans) must be removed from the fire site after 
use. 
The intent of this requirement is to allow for fires in the backcountry while ensuring that 
resource impacts associated with fires are minimized. The geography of the areas 
suitable for camping have caused repetitive use of the same campsites.  The use of fire 
pans and constructing fires below the high tide line helps ensure that hardened campfire 
sites and buildup of ash piles will not occur. 
 

2.14(a)(2) Sanitation and refuse - using government receptacles 
Dumping of refuse brought into the Park or Preserve in the NPS landfill or trash 
receptacles is prohibited unless otherwise authorized by the superintendent.  This does 
not preclude PRIVATE boaters from using trash receptacles at the Public Use Dock. 
This requirement is intended to ensure the refuse handled by the park is generated by 
activities occurring within the park. 
 

2.14(a)(5) Sanitation - designated areas for bathing and washing 
No designated areas; therefore, unless allowed by the Superintendent, bathing and 
washing of cooking utensils, food and other property at all public water outlets or fixtures 
is prohibited. 
 

2.14(a)(7) Sanitation - designated areas for disposal of fish remains 
No designated areas at present.  Fish remains may not be disposed of on either land or 
water within 200 feet of public boat docks or designated swimming beaches.  
 
Modified by 13.65(b)(3)(ix)(C) for Bartlett Cove. 
 

2.14(a)(8) Sanitation - human waste in developed areas 
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Human waste must be disposed of in public restrooms and outhouses where available. 
Use of existing fixtures and facilities at Bartlett Cove required. 
 

2.14(a)(9) Sanitation - designated areas for disposal of human waste in undeveloped areas 
Within 1/4 mile of shoreline, human body waste will either be removed as trash or 
deposited in cat-holes dug at least 100 feet from any surface freshwater source and at 
least 6 inches deep.  
This requirement is intended to ensure that proper disposal of human waste occurs in the 
backcountry to protect water quality and visitor safety. 
 

2.14(b) Sanitation- conditions concerning disposal, carrying out of human waste 
Toilet paper will be burned or removed as trash. 

 
Alsek River – Disposal of human body waste within one-half mile of the Alsek River is 
prohibited.  Solid waste must be carried to the NPS dump station provided at Dry Bay.   
The intent of this requirement to ensure adequate disposal methods of human waste are 
complied with within the intensively-used Alsek River corridor, especially where popular 
campsites are used repeatedly throughout the summer and human waste disposal has 
been an issue and problem.  
 

2.15(a)(1), (a)(3), (a)(5), (b), (e) Pets 
Within Area Designated as Park - Pets on leash, crated, or otherwise under physical 
restraint are permitted in the developed area of Bartlett Cove from the Public Use Dock 
area to the Park Service administration area.   Outside of the developed area, pets must be 
within 100 feet of established roads or parking areas.  Pets are prohibited in backcountry 
areas, except in a vessel on the water. 
 
Within the Preserve - Pets must be kept on a leash or under control and attended at all 
times.    
 
This restriction limits the free-range of pets within the park to protect wildlife and park 
visitors from harassment. . 
 

2.16(a)-(c) Horses and pack animals  
Superseded by 43 CFR 36.11(e). 
Access for subsistence purposes under 36 CFR 13.46(a) supersedes this section. 

 
2.17(a)(1) Aircraft operation 

Superseded by 43 CFR 36.11(f)(1). 
Access for subsistence purposes under 36 CFR 13.45 supersedes this section. 
 

2.17(a)(2) Aircraft operation near docks, piers, swimming beaches and other designated 
areas  

No areas prohibited at present. Aircraft access to the Public Use Dock in Bartlett Cove is 
permitted.  See also 13.65(b)(3)(ix)(C) regarding dock use restrictions. 
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2.17(c)(1) Removal of downed aircraft  
Superseded by 43 CFR 36.11(f)(3)(ii). 

 
2.18(c) Snowmobiles-designated areas for use  

No areas designated for snowmachine use. 
 
Superceded in part by 43 CFR 36.11 Special access. 
Superceded by 36 CFR 13.46 for subsistence use. 
 

2.19(a) Winter activities-designated areas 
Roads and parking areas open to vehicle traffic in the winter are designated as open to 
winter activities in 2.19(a).  
 

2.20 Skating and skateboards  
 Superseded by 43 CFR 36.11(e). 
 
2.21 Smoking 

All public buildings are closed to smoking unless specifically permitted and signed as a 
designated smoking area.  Smoking is prohibited on the Fuel Dock and within 100 feet of 
the underground fuel storage facility. 
These restrictions are intended to protect public safety from fire or explosion around fuel 
storage and dispensing facilities on and adjacent to the dock. 
 

2.22 Property - leaving property unattended for 24 hours  
Superseded by 13.22. 
 

2.35(a)(3)(i) Alcoholic beverages - areas closed to consumption  
No closures or restrictions at present. 

 
2.38(b) Explosives - areas designated for using fireworks 

No areas designated for use of fireworks.  Fireworks are prohibited. 
 
2.51(e) Public assemblies/meetings - designated areas 

All areas are open to public assemblies with a permit from the superintendent. 
 

2.52(e) Sale and distribution of printed matter-areas designated for such use 
All areas are open to distribution with a permit from the superintendent. 
 

2.60(a)(3) Designated areas for grazing 
No areas are designated for agricultural grazing of livestock in Glacier Bay National 
Park. 

 
2.62(b) Memorialization-designation of areas for scattering ashes 

All areas of the park are open to scattering of ashes without a permit. 
 

PART 3. BOATING AND WATER USE ACTIVITIES 
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3.3 Permits 

• Commercial fishing vessels in the marine waters of Glacier Bay National Park must have 
a permit pursuant to (13.65(a)(3)(ii)) 

• Private vessels in Glacier Bay marine waters must have a permit unless exempted under 
13.65(b)(2)(iii) pursuant to 13.65(b)(2)(i) 

• Cruise ships, tour vessels, and charter vessel in Glacier Bay marine waters must have a 
permit unless exempted under 13.65(b)(2)(iii) pursuant to 13.65(b)(2)(ii)) 

• Users of nonmotorized watercraft on the Alsek River must have a permit pursuant to 43 
CFR 36.11(d), (h) 
 

3.6(i) Boating, prohibited operations - designated launching areas 
All areas are open to launching of boats. 
 

3.6(j) Operating a vessel not directly accessible by road  
Superseded by 43 CFR 36.11(d). 
Access for subsistence purposes under 36 CFR 13.46(a) supersedes this section. 
 

3.6(k) Launching or operating airboats 
 Superseded by 43 CFR 36.11(d) 

Access for subsistence purposes under 36 CFR 13.46(a) supersedes this section. 
 
3.6(l) Operating a vessel in excess of designated size  

No maximum size designations at present. 
 

3.20(a) Water skiing-designated waters 
All waters are designated as open. 
 

3.21(a)(1) Swimming and bathing-areas designated as closed 
All park areas are open to swimming and bathing. 
 

3.23(a) SCUBA and snorkeling - designated conditions in swimming areas, docks, etc. 
SCUBA diving is authorized at the Public Use Dock and in the mooring area at Bartlett 
Cove to inspect and repair vessels, or retrieve equipment.  

 
PART 4. VEHICLES AND TRAFFIC SAFETY 
 
4.10 Travel on park roads and designated routes-areas designated for off-road use in 
Preserves 

See ANILCA §205; 43 CFR 36.10, 36.11(c), (g). 
Access for subsistence purposes under 36 CFR 13.46(a) supersedes this section. 
 

4.11(a) Load weight and size limits - permit requirements and restrictive conditions 
A 30,000 lbs. load limit is established for the Bartlett Cove Public Use Dock.  Exceeding 
this limit is prohibited. 
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4.21(b)-(c) Speed limits-designation of a different speed limit 
The speed limit in the Bartlett Cove developed area, and on the park road between 
Bartlett Cove and Gustavus, is 15 mph, except as otherwise posted. 
The reduced speed limit in Bartlett Cove is for public safety.  Pedestrians and bicyclists 
often use the roadway and visibility is limited due to road design and vegetation.  
 

4.30(a) Bicycles-closed areas  
Superseded by 43 CFR 36.11(e). 

 
4.30(d)(1) Wilderness closed to bicycle use  

Superseded by 43 CFR 36.11(e). 
 
4.31 Hitchhiking-designated areas 

All areas of the park are open to hitchhiking. 
 

 
PART 5. COMMERCIAL AND PRIVATE OPERATIONS 
 
5.7 Construction of buildings, roads, trails, airstrips, or other facilities 

Maintenance of established landing strips utilizing non-motorized hand tools is not 
considered construction or repair and no permit is required.  Any other construction 
requires a permit. 

 
PART 13. ALASKA REGULATIONS 
 
SUBPART A – PUBLIC USE AND RECREATION 
 
13.17(d)(8)(ii), (iv) Established conditions for removal of cabin for which a cabin permit 
has been denied, expired, or revoked 

No conditions established at present (may require access permit). 
 

13.17(e)(4)(i) Designated existing cabins, shelters or temporary facilities that may be shared 
for subsistence purposes without a permit 

All uses of existing cabins, shelters, or temporary facilities for subsistence purposes 
require a permit from the superintendent.  During the Federal subsistence moose hunt, the 
East River Public Use Cabin at Dry Bay may be reserved by local rural residents at no 
charge via the NPS Office in Yakutat.    
This provision allows subsistence users to share and use the East River Public Use Cabin 
during the federal subsistence moose hunt.   

 
13.17(e)(4)(vi) Established conditions and standards governing the use and construction of 
temporary structures and facilities for subsistence purposes, published annually 

No conditions or standards established. 
 

13.17(e)(5)(i) Designated cabins or other structures for general public use 
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The East River cabin in the Preserve is designated as a public use cabin.  All other cabins, 
not otherwise under NPS permit, are open for short-term public use (less than 14 
days/year). 
The East River cabin is a short-term, public use cabin. 

 
13.17(e)(5)(ii) Established conditions and allocation system to manage the use of designated 
public use cabins 

A reservation and permit, available through the NPS Ranger Station in Yakutat, are 
required for use of the East River Public Use Cabin.  An overnight public use fee will be 
charged for the cabin, with exception noted under § 13.17(e)(4)(i) of this compendium. 
 

13.17(e)(7)(iv)(B) Established conditions for removal of temporary facility (more than 14 
days) 

Individuals must remove facility, all personal property, and return the site to its natural 
condition. 
These conditions are intended to protect the park from impacts to vegetation and soil and 
to ensure that personal items are not left in the park.   
 

13.18(a) Restricted areas for camping 
Areas temporarily restricted or closed to camping are listed under 13.30(d)(2). 

 
13.18(b) Picnicking-areas where prohibited by posted signs 

No restrictions at present. 
 
13.19(b) Carrying firearms  
 Temporary restrictions are listed under 13.30(d)(2). 

See 2.4(a)(2)(i) for the former Glacier Bay National Monument. 
 
13.21(c) Commercial Fishing-ATV use 

Use of ATVs to support commercial fishing activities is permitted in the Temporary Fish 
Camp Zone identified on a map in Appendix C. 

 
13.20(d) Collection of Natural Features 

There are no additional restrictions. 
 
13.22(c) Designate areas where personal property may not be left unattended for any time 
period, limits on amounts and types, manner in which property is stored 

• All caches must be labeled with the name of the owner, home address, telephone number, 
and date that the cache was established.  If the cache contains fuel, the type of fuel must 
be noted.  Unlabeled caches may be removed or impounded. 

• Caches left for more than 30 days will be considered abandoned and may be removed or 
impounded by Park Rangers. 

• All caches must be secured in such a manner that wildlife is unable to access the cache 
contents. 

• Fuel caches will be limited to one location, and may contain no more than 10 gallons of 
fuel or any combination of fuel types. 
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• Fuel caches will be stored at least 100 feet from any water source, gravel bar, or flood 
plain.  Fuel must be contained in a UL approved steel fuel container and placed on 
impervious material in such a manner that any spillage would be contained and prevented 
from coming into contact with water, soil or vegetation. 

• From May 1 to September 30, personal kayaks and small boats may be stored within 150 
yards of the administrative dock or above the intertidal area between the Public Use Dock 
and the Barge Ramp in Bartlett Cove. 

• A Special Use Permit may be requested from the Superintendent for unique or special 
circumstances that require a cache to be left in place for more than 30 days.  All such 
requests must be made in writing to the Superintendent at Glacier Bay National Park & 
Preserve, Gustavus, AK 99664. 

 
Unlabeled or undated caches are an indication that the owner has no intention of 
returning or retrieving the property.  Experience indicates that caches older than 30 days 
are usually abandoned.  Unlabeled fuel is of questionable use since fuel deteriorates with 
age.  Fuel caches require special containers and handling because fuel spills can 
contaminate soil and water.  Fluctuating river levels and unstable stream banks make 
streamside, gravel bar, and flood plain cache locations unsuitable. This restriction is 
intended to limit abandonment of personal property in the park and impacts to resources 
and other park users.  Provisions are provided for longer-term storage of gear where 
warranted with permission of the Superintendent. A written determination of need per 36 
CFR § 1.5(c) is on file at park headquarters. 

 
13.30(d)(1) Temporary closures and restrictions relating to the use of aircraft, motorboats, 
and non-motorized surface transportation or to the taking of fish and wildlife 

See 13.65 (b)(3)(ix)(C), Public Use Dock and Bartlett Cove use restrictions. 
 

13.30(d)(2) Temporary closures and restrictions (other) 
Camping  
Bartlett Cove– between May 1 through September 30, except as otherwise noted 
• Camping in the Bartlett Cove Campground for more than 14 days is prohibited unless 

otherwise authorized by the superintendent. 
This limitation is intended to prevent residential use of the campground. 

• Overnight registration for use of the Bartlett Cove Campground is required May 1 - 
September 30 under 36 CFR 2.10(a). 
The above restriction serves to prevent resource damage associated with long term 
use. 

• Camping is prohibited within 1 mile of Bartlett Cove, except inside the boundary of 
the Bartlett Cove Campground. 
This is intended to minimize camper impacts on the numerous other visitors to the 
Bartlett Cove area.  
 

Outside Bartlett Cove Campground– between May 1 through September 30, except as 
otherwise noted 
• A non-fee permit is required for all persons camping overnight in the backcountry of 

Glacier Bay proper under 36 CFR 2.10(a). 
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This requirement will allow NPS to better track overall backcountry use and 
distribution within Glacier Bay proper. This requirement does not apply to other 
areas of the park. Backcountry permits may be obtained from the park’s Visitor 
Information Station on a first-come, first-serve basis. 

• Camping for more than 3 consecutive nights in one location is prohibited unless 
otherwise authorized by the superintendent. 
This limitation is derived from the park’s Wilderness Visitor Use Management Plan, 
July 1989, and is intended to “prevent long term occupancy of campsites other 
groups may wish to use, minimize campsite deterioration and disruption of wildlife 
use patterns.” 

• Group size is limited to a maximum of 12 persons.  The superintendent may authorize 
an exception for educational groups.  
This restriction is also derived from the Wilderness Visitor Use Management Plan 
and is intended to minimize impacts on resources and other park visitors.  

• The number of overnight, non-commercial backcountry visitors in Glacier Bay proper 
is limited to no more than 1870.   
This limitation on backcountry use in Glacier Bay proper is necessary to protect park 
resources and the quality of the backcountry visitor’s experience.  The cap precludes 
continuing growth in backcountry use until an updated backcountry management 
plan and implementing regulations are in place.  Commercial, guided backcountry 
groups are already limited in number through concession permits and are not 
included in the visitor use limit described. This limitation only applies to backcountry 
use associated with Glacier Bay proper and does not affect backcountry use in other, 
less visited areas of the park.      
 

Alsek River– between May 1 through September 30 
• Group size is limited to a maximum of 15 persons, except specific commercial groups 

limited to 25 persons under concession permit. 
The limitation on group sizes is derived from the 1989 Alsek River Visitor Use 
Management Plan and is intended to minimize impacts on resources and other 
visitors.  

• Campers may camp only one night at each of the following areas: Walker Glacier, 
Alsek Spit and Gateway Knob.  However, campers may choose to layover one 
additional night at one of these areas. (4 camping nights allowed among these 3 
locations.)  
This restriction is intended to provide equitable public use of these very popular 
Alsek River campsites. 

 
Areas Closed to Overnight Camping– between May 1 through August 15 
• The landmass from Wolf Creek to a point directly east of the southern tip of Garforth 

Island including Puffin Island and the two unnamed islands in North Sandy Cove, and 
the one unnamed island in South Sandy Cove, from sea level to any elevation is 
closed to overnight camping due to a high concentration of bears. (See Appendix B)  
This restriction is intended to minimize conflicts between backcountry campers and 
bears in an area habitually used and important to bear. The restriction on overnight 
camping does not preclude day use of this area for hiking and other activities.  
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• The landmass between Margerie Glacier and Toyatte Glacier from sea level to any 
elevation is closed to overnight camping to all campers other than an organized group 
of 10-12 with an experienced wilderness leader with experience camping in bear 
country unless otherwise authorized by the superintendent due to a history of 
bear/human incidents.  (See Appendix B)  
This restriction is intended to minimize conflicts between backcountry campers and 
bears in an area habitually used and important to bear.  The restriction on overnight 
camping does not preclude day use of this area for hiking and other activities.  The 
allowance for a organized group with an experienced wilderness leader is intended to 
verify if the closure in the past has had an impact on the bear behavior.  Large 
groups have experienced less bear encounters than smaller groups camping in bear 
frequented areas. 

  
SUBPART B – SUBSISTENCE 
 
13.49(a)(1) May permit cutting in accordance with specifications of permit for subsistence 
timber harvest (house logs & firewood) 

Cutting of live standing trees greater than 3” in the Park is prohibited.  The 
superintendent may allow subsistence harvest of live standing trees greater than 3” in the 
Preserve subject to the terms and conditions of a permit issued by the superintendent.   

 
13.49(a)(2) Restrictions on cutting of live timber less than 3" in diameter for subsistence 
purposes 

Cutting of live timber is not authorized within the Park. Verbal or written permission 
from a park ranger is required to cut live timber less than 3" in diameter in the Preserve, 
except as necessary to clear designated vehicle routes and airstrips.  

 
SUBPART C – SPECIAL REGULATIONS, SPECIFIC PARK AREAS 
 
13.65 Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve Special Regulations  
 
(a)(2)(iii) New or expanded fisheries prohibited.  List of existing fisheries and gear types for 
the park’s outer waters: 
   

• King Crab, Pot 
• Tanner Crab, Pot and Ring 
• Dungeness Crab, Pot 
• Weathervane Scallop, Dredge 
• Shrimp, Pot 
• Pacific Salmon, Troll 
• Chum Salmon, Purse Seine 
• Pacific Halibut, Longline 
• Groundfish, Dinglebar and Longline 

The commercial fisheries listed above are those fisheries which have, at the time of the 
1998 legislation regarding commercial fishing in the park (P.L. 105-277), been 
established legally in outside waters.  All fisheries are subject to current state and 
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Federal regulations and emergency closures, which should be referred to prior to 
engaging in any fishery in Glacier Bay National Park & Preserve. 

 
(a)(2)(iv) Maps and charts showing marine waters of Glacier Bay that are closed to 
commercial fishing 
 See Appendix D. 
 
(b)(2)(i)(A) Private vessel permits and conditions 

Obtaining Private Vessel Permits 
Private motor vessel permits are only required for Glacier Bay proper, and only for the 
months of June, July, August.  The following procedures and conditions apply to the 
issuance and use of private motor vessel entry permits: 
• Permits may be obtained via telephone (907-697-2627), marine band radio 

(KWM20Bartlett Cove), by mail or in person at Glacier Bay headquarters at Bartlett 
Cove.  

• Permits may be reserved up to 60 days in advance of an entry and are issued on a first 
received priority basis.  

• Permits must be confirmed within 48 hours of the scheduled entry.  Permits not 
confirmed by 10:00 a.m. on the date of entry, will be canceled and made available for 
reissue. 

• Three of the daily 25 maximum permitted vessels, are reserved for local private 
vessels; these are restricted to residents of the Icy Straits/Cross Sound area, including 
the communities of Elfin Cove, Excursion Inlet, Gustavus, Hoonah, Pelican. These 
permits will be valid for any 7 use days, not necessarily consecutive ones, and may be 
issued up to 48 hours in advance.  
 

Administration of Private Permits 
• June 1 - August 31, the following schedule will generally be used to allocate daily 

vessel entries within Glacier Bay proper:  
June 1 - 10: 3 entries per day  
June 11 – August 2: 6 entries per day 
August 3 - 15: 5 entries per day  
August 16 - 31: 3 entries per day 

The above allocations are necessary to ensure entry permits (limited in total number 
by NPS regulation) are available for visitor use throughout the June – August permit 
season. Park staff may vary the daily entry numbers to maximize opportunities for 
public access, consistent with allowable use day and season entry limits.  
Unused daily entries will be carried forward and issued. 

• All private vessel entries will be allocated in a manner that will prevent the maximum 
daily presence of more than 36 motorized vessels of all types in Glacier Bay on any 
given day. 

• The total number of private vessel entries will not exceed 468 for the period June 1 – 
August 31. 
No more than 25 private motor vessels will be permitted on any day.   

• The total number of vessel use days will be limited to 1,971 for the period June 1 to 
August 31.   
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• A private boater may apply for and hold up to 2 permits at one time. However, a 
second private vessel permit will not be issued during the peak boater use period, 
June 11–August 2.  
The intent of this limitation is to ensure first time visitors are provided a priority 
opportunity for a Glacier Bay entry permit over returning visitors during the period 
of highest demand.  

 
Length of Stay 
• Private motor vessels that entered Glacier Bay prior to June 1 may remain in the Bay 

until June 6 without an entry permit, however the vessel use days will be counted 
toward the allowable vessel use day total.  

• Permits are valid for up to 7 consecutive days.  An extension permit may be requested 
and issued for an additional 7 days, provided days are available.  Request for an 
extension permit must be made between 8:00 AM and 7:00 PM on the last day of the 
initial permit.  

• If an extension permit is unavailable, a vessel may remain anchored for up to seven 
additional days without motorized operation at Blue Mouse Cove, Sandy Cove, or 
Bartlett Cove.  If the vessel leaves an anchorage without obtaining an extension 
permit it must proceed directly out of the Bay. After using an extension, a vessel must 
leave the bay for at least 7 days prior to applying for another vessel permit.   
 

Notification Requirements Upon Entry/Departure 
• Motor vessel operators are required to notify park headquarters by telephone (907-

697-2627) or marine band radio (KWM20 Bartlett Cove on Channels 12 or 16) prior 
to entering or departing Glacier Bay.    
This requirement allows NPS to track the number of vessel permits in Glacier Bay 
each day and reallocate available permits when boaters fail to arrive or depart early. 
 

(b)(3)(ix)(A) Other restrictions for the protection of wildlife. 
No restrictions at present.   
(See 13.30(d)(2) Temporary closures and restrictions (other) re: areas closed to camping) 
 

(b)(3)(ix)(C) Rules for the safe and equitable use of Bartlett Cove waters and docks. 
The following use restrictions are for the safe and equitable use of park facilities and are 
in effect during the primary visitor use season, May 1 - September 15, unless otherwise 
noted. 
 
Bartlett Cove Public Use Dock (See Appendix A) 
• Vessels may dock for a maximum of three hours in any 24-hour period, unless 

otherwise authorized by a park ranger.   
This provides flexibility to allow longer docking periods on a space available basis to 
complete boat repairs, etc.  

• Dinghies may dock in the designated area (see Appendix A) for up to 24 hrs.   
This allows overnight docking of small vessels (<10’) commonly used as tenders for 
larger vessels. 
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• Aircraft are restricted to use of the designated aircraft float and are limited to three 
hours in any 24-hour period. Pilots must remain with aircraft or provide notice of 
their location to a park ranger.   
Space exists for only one floatplane on the aircraft float at a time.  

• Trailers specifically designed for transport of kayaks and canoes are allowed on the 
dock when authorized by a park ranger.  However, when backing, the trailers must be 
detached from the tow vehicle and backed by hand.  All other trailers and commercial 
passenger-carrying vehicles (such as B&B vans, taxis and buses) are prohibited from 
driving onto the dock unless authorized by a park ranger. 
 

(January 1 - December 31)   
• From September 16 to April 30, vessels may tie up to the Public Use Dock for up to 

ten consecutive days.  Vessels must leave the dock for at least one 24 hr. period for 
each period of 10 consecutive days.  All vessels tying up to the dock must register 
with a park ranger on the initial day of each docking period.  
This relaxation of summer docking limits allows for more flexible use of the dock 
during the winter season when weather is inclement and vessel movement is more 
difficult, yet still prevents long term storage of vessels on the public dock. 

• Dock space is assigned for use by private vessels, NPS vessels, Glacier Bay Lodge, 
Inc. vessels, and aircraft as depicted in Appendix A.  Parking in a space otherwise 
reserved is prohibited. 

• Motor vehicles may not be left unattended on the Public Use Dock or parked 
overnight in the parking lot adjacent to the dock.   
Vehicles parked on the dock block access and limit use of the facility; the parking lot 
at the head of the dock is not large enough to accommodate overnight use during the 
visitor use season.  

• The load limit on the Public Use Dock is 30,000 pounds GVW. No vehicle exceeding 
this limit is permitted on the dock, unless authorized by the Superintendent.   
This is necessary for public safety and to prevent structural damage to the dock 
facility. 

• Unattended personal property may not be left on or attached to the floats or pier 
without prior permission from a park ranger.   
Prevents clutter from accumulating on the dock/floats. 

• Processing of commercially-caught fish on the surface of the Public Use Dock is 
prohibited. 

• Commercial fish buying or selling is prohibited on or over the Public Use Dock 
unless otherwise authorized in writing by the superintendent. 

• Public access not directly related to fueling or pumpout is not permitted on the fuel 
dock.  Unattended vessels are prohibited on the fuel dock.   
This dock is only to be used for fueling and waste pumpout. 

• Vessels may not use electrical shore power unless otherwise authorized by a park 
ranger. 

• Residing on a vessel within Bartlett Cove for more than fourteen days is prohibited 
unless otherwise authorized by the superintendent. 

 
Bartlett Cove Waters   
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• The discharge of “blackwater” (water contaminated with human waste) is prohibited 
in Bartlett Cove waters. 
This requirement is to limit the discharge of human waste that might complicate the 
water quality monitoring by the park. 

• The placement of temporary moorings is authorized to the north or east of the Public 
Use Dock, provided they are at least one-quarter mile from the dock.  These moorings 
must meet applicable marking requirements, may not be installed prior to April 1, and 
must be removed by November 1 in a given calendar year.  Contact must be made 
with the Protection Ranger prior to placement of a mooring and Mooring Buoy 
Agreement signed.   
These limitations are necessary to ensure that fixed moorings not preempt the most 
convenient anchorage locations or impede access to the dock, are properly tended, 
and are temporary rather than permanent fixtures.   

• Anchoring vessels within 300 ft. of the Public Use Dock is prohibited. The No 
Anchor Zone is depicted in Appendix A of this compendium. The placement of 
buoys, markers, or lines (including fishing gear) is authorized to the north or east of 
the Public Use Dock, provided they are at least one-quarter mile from the dock. 
This limitation is necessary to ensure adequate room for safe maneuvering of vessels 
and aircraft accessing and departing from the Public Use Dock. 
 

Bartlett Cove Inner Lagoon and Administrative Dock 
The Administrative Dock is reserved for NPS vessels.  The superintendent may authorize 
employee use of the dock on a space available and fee basis consistent with applicable 
Federal law. 
• A park ranger may authorize temporary public use of the Administrative Dock on a 

space available basis.  Use will be limited to 3 consecutive days during the peak use 
season, May 1 - September 30, and 7 consecutive days the remainder of the calendar 
year.   
This accommodates visitor and local resident use of the administrative dock for 
repairs, etc., on a space available basis. 

• Anchoring in the inner lagoon area is limited to 7 consecutive days unless otherwise 
authorized by a park ranger, January 1 – December 31.   
The inner lagoon is known and used by local residents as a storm anchorage.  These 
limitations are intended to accommodate short-term use of the lagoon, which is 
limited in size, but preclude long-term use that limits opportunity for use by other 
visitors or local residents.  

• No buoys or lines may be placed inside the inner lagoon unless otherwise authorized 
by a park ranger.  
This limitation is intended to ensure clear and safe passage for all vessels transiting 
the inner lagoon, and availability of the lagoon for temporary storm anchorage use. 

 
43 CFR, PART 36 TRANSPORTATION AND UTILITY SYSTEMS (Access Regulations) 
 
36.11(c) Temporary closures or restrictions on the use of snowmachines for traditional 
activities 

No closures or restrictions at present. 
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36.11(d) Temporary closures or restrictions on use of motorboats 

The use of motorized boats is prohibited on the Alsek River at Alsek Lake above 
Gateway Knob between April 1 through October 31 in accordance with the approved 
Alsek River Visitor Use Management Plan (1989). 
See also 13.65 and 13.30(d)(1). 
This restriction is to ensure the wilderness experience of visitors rafting the Alsek River is 
minimally disrupted by powerboats.  Congress directed that the Alsek River corridor be 
managed to preserve its outstanding wilderness characteristics.  

 
36.11(e) Temporary closures or restrictions on use of non-motorized surface transportation 

Vessels- A permit is required for non-commercial use within the Alsek River corridor 
above Gateway Knob between May 1 through September 30. 
This requirement is necessary to manage public use of the Alsek River corridor in 
accordance with the Alsek River Visitor Use Management Plan (1989). The Plan seeks to 
manage use for no more than one party initiating travel within the river corridor each 
day. This use level would be exceeded without the current permit and management 
system.  Permits for the Alsek River can be obtained by contacting the NPS office in 
Yakutat, Alaska, phone (907) 784-3370. 
 
Bicycles- Bicycles are prohibited on the Forest Loop, Bartlett River and Bartlett Lake 
Trail between April 1 through October 31. 
This limitation is necessary to minimize resource damage to what are generally wet and 
muddy trails. 
 

36.11(f)(1) Temporary closures or restrictions on landing areas for fixed-wing aircraft 
No closures or restrictions at present. 
 

36.11(f)(3)(ii) Established procedure for salvaging and removing downed aircraft. 
A permit is required from the superintendent before downed aircraft may be salvaged and 
removed from the park; violation of the terms and conditions of the permit is prohibited.   
This requirement allows the superintendent to establish terms and conditions for salvage 
operations as necessary to protect resources, provide for public safety, and minimize 
impacts on visitors. 
 

36.11(g)(1) Use of off-road vehicles (ORV) on established trails 
In Glacier Bay National Preserve, off-road vehicles are allowed with a permit only on the 
existing trails shown on the map in Appendix C and on existing trails to and from gill net 
sites.   

 
List of Attachments 
Appendix A: Restrictions on the Use of Bartlett Cove Docks, 13.65 (b)(3)(ix)(C) 
Appendix B: Areas Closed to Overnight Camping, 13.30(d)(2) 
Appendix C: Areas Open to ATVs, 13.21(c), 43 CFR 36.11(g)(1) 
Appendix D: Maps and Charts of Glacier Bay Marine Waters Closed to Commercial Fishing 
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This compendium is approved and rescinds all previous compendiums issued for Glacier 
Bay National Park and Preserve. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Superintendent        Date 
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Appendix A: Restrictions on the Use of Bartlett Cove Docks, 13.65 (b)(3)(ix)(C) 
 
Rules for the safe and equitable use of Bartlett Cove waters and docks: Bartlett Cove Public Use 
Dock. 
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Appendix B, Areas Closed to Overnight Camping, 13.30(d)(2) 
 
• The landmass between Margerie Glacier and Toyatte Glacier from sea level to any elevation 

is closed to overnight camping unless otherwise authorized by the superintendent due to a 
history of bear/human incidents, May 1 - August 15.  (See Appendix B)  

 
• The landmass from Wolf Creek to a point directly east of the southern tip of Garforth Island 

including Puffin Island and the two unnamed islands in North Sandy Cove, and the one 
unnamed island in South Sandy Cove, from sea level to any elevation is closed to overnight 
camping due to a high concentration of bears, May 1 - August 15.  
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Appendix C, Areas open to ATVs, 43 CFR 36.11(g)(1), 36 CFR 13.21(c) 
 
36.11(g)(1) Use of off-road vehicles (ORV) on established trails (recreational use) 
In Glacier Bay National Preserve, off-road vehicles are allowed with a permit only on the 
existing trails shown on the map in Appendix C and on existing trails to and from gill net sites.   
 
 
ANILCA § 205 Use of ATVs associated with commercial fishing 
ATV use for commercial fishing purposes are allowed inside the boundary of the designated 
Temporary Fish Camp Zone identified on the map below. 
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Appendix D: Maps and Charts of Glacier Bay Marine Waters Closed to Commercial 
Fishing, 13.65 (a)(10) 
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APPENDIX C 

Acoustics Memorandum 



Established in 1971
ONTARIO • BRITISH COLUMBIA • NEWFOUNDLAND • ALASKA • TEXAS • FIJI • MOSCOW

LGL Alaska Research Associates, Inc.
1101 E. 76th Avenue, Suite B

Anchorage, Alaska 99518 USA
Tel: (907) 562-3339  Fax: (907) 562-7223

e-mail: alaska@lgl.com  web: www.lgl.com

Memorandum

To: Louise Flynn, Assistant Project Manager

From: Michael T. Williams

Date: 31 October 2002

Re: Acoustic Appendix

Ms. Flynn, attached is an appendix that includes (1) Acoustic Concepts and Terminology, (2) Underwater
Noise Propagation, (3) Zones of Influence, (4) Marine Mammal Hearing, and (5) Underwater Noise and
Acoustics Environment.  Please consider this text as supplemental to the other sections of the EIS to provide
an in depth discussion of acoustics in order for the reader to gain a better understanding of the concepts
discussed in the Soundscape, Threatened and Endangered Animals, and Marine Mammals sections.



1

1.0 ACOUSTIC CONCEPTS AND TERMINOLOGY

1.1 INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE

This section contains an introduction to acoustic concepts and terminology to aid non-acousticians in
understanding the terms and techniques used in this report.  It is based on a longer presentation given by
Charles R. Greene, Jr. in Chapter 2 of Marine Mammals and Noise (Richardson et al. 1995).  The scope of
the material presented here is focused on acoustic principles and terminology used in this report.  For a
broader coverage of general acoustic concepts the reader should refer to Marine Mammals and Noise and
to Principles of Underwater Sound (Urick 1983). Technical terms are identified by an underline when first
described.

1.2 SOUND MEASUREMENT UNITS

1.2.1 Basic Units

Sound is produced when waves of vibrational energy travel through air or water as oscillations of the fluid
particles to exert tiny push-pull pressures on our eardrums or transducers. Transducers (hydrophones or
microphones) act as electronic ears, converting pressure waves to electronic signals.  The frequency of the
oscillation or vibration is measured in cycles per second or hertz.(Hz) The pitch of a sound as perceived by
a human is directly related to frequency. Humans are often said to hear sounds ranging from 20 to 20,000
Hz. However, for most individuals the actual range of useful sensitivity is narrower. A tone, sometimes
called a pure tone, involves a sinusoidal oscillation at a specific frequency. Frequency is the reciprocal of
the oscillation period, which is the time required for one oscillation. The wavelength (• ) of a periodic
sound is the length of the fundamental oscillation in the propagation medium. To a physical acoustician,
sound is a mechanical wave motion propagating in an elastic medium at a sound velocity (c) that depends
on the relative compressibility of the medium. The wavelength of a single tone is related to its frequency
by the equation:

•  = c/f  (1.1)

Some fluctuations in fluid pressure are commonly called sounds even though they cannot be heard by
humans. Ultrasonic frequencies are too high to be heard by humans (>20,000 Hz); infrasonic sounds are
too low to be heard (<20 Hz). Many animals (e.g., dolphins, bats, and dogs) can detect certain ultrasounds.
Some animals, including elephants, pigeons, and probably some baleen whales, can detect certain
infrasounds.

A useful model of the acoustic process is the ‘source-path-receiver’model. This model includes
a source of sound with specific frequency and temporal characteristics,
the sound transmission path(s) that changes sound characteristics as the sound propagates
and
a receiver with specific detection capabilities.

For example, consider a whale swimming near a ship: the ship is a source of underwater sound, the water
(including surface and bottom) is the path from source to whale, and the whale is the receiver.

Source characteristics include variability over time (transient versus continuous), and sound intensity
distribution in frequency (source level spectrum). Transmission refers to the propagation of sound through
the air, water, or bottom from a source to a receiver. The transmission path is the route from source to
receiver, The path may include various combinations of air, water, or bottom materials. The path often is
not a straight line. Multiple transmission paths (multipaths) occur when sound reflects from surfaces along
the path, such as the surface and (in underwater sound transmission) the bottom. Rough surface or bottom
features cause sound to be scattered, and some underwater sound impacting the bottom is absorbed.
Refraction (ray bending) can be important in either under-water or airborne sound transmission. In this
report the receivers of interest are marine mammals. Important receiver characteristics include an animal’s
hearing sensitivity to sounds at different frequencies and its responsiveness to different types and levels of
sounds.

The energy or acoustic intensity transmitted by sound waves is rarely measured directly but is often
discussed. It is important because it is a fundamental measure of propagating sound. It is defined as the
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acoustical power per unit area in the direction of propagation; the units are watts/m2. The intensity, power,
and energy of an acoustic wave are proportional to the average of the pressure squared (mean square
pressure). Acoustics researchers often refer to intensities or powers, but they derive these from pressures
squared. Measurement instruments (and ears) normally sense pressure, from which intensity or power is
computed. This practice is legitimate for measurements in the same medium (i.e., in water or in air), where
constants of proportionality between intensity or power and pressure are the same. For most sound
receivers sound pressure is measured in micropascals (• Pa). A pascal is a standard unit of pressure in the
SI system of units. One pascal is the pressure resulting from a force of one Newton exerted over an area of
one square meter.

In presenting sound measurements, acousticians use ratios of pressures, or pressures squared, requiring
adoption of a standard reference pressure for use in the denominator of the ratio. The reference pressure
for underwater sounds is 1 • Pa (Table 1.1). For airborne sound it is conventional to use 20 • Pa as the
reference pressure—the approximate threshold of human hearing at 1 kHz (Table 1.1).

The human ear is capable of responding to a very wide range of sound intensity levels – a factor of 1013. It
spans this range by means of a logarithmic response, therefore acousticians have adopted a logartithmic
scale for sound intensity denoted in decibels. In decibels, the intensity level of a sound of intensity I is
given by equation (1.2):

Intensity Level (dB) = 10 log (I/I0) (1.2)

where I0 is the reference intensity,   10-12 W/m2 . Because intensity is proportional to pressure squared, the
sound pressure level (SPL) of a sound of pressure P is given by

Sound Pressure Level (dB) = 20 log (P/P0) (1.3)

where P is the reference pressure, e.g., 1 • Pa. The phrase “sound pressure level” implies a decibel measure
and that a reference pressure has been used as the denominator of the ratio.

In summary, when studying underwater sound, we usually measure pressure, not intensity. The reference
pressure for underwater sounds is one micropascal (• Pa).

Pulsed sounds usually should be measured in terms of their energy, not just their pressure or power.
Energy is proportional to the time integral of the pressure squared. Thus, sound energy is proportional to
and may be described in terms of • Pa2–s (micropascal, squared, for one second). Airborne impulsive
sounds are usually measured on an energy basis, integrating the squared instantaneous sound pressure over
the pulse duration and adjusting the resulting level to a reference one sec duration to obtain the Sound
Exposure Level ( SEL). A frequency-dependent filter approximating the human hearing curve (A-
weighting) is used unless otherwise stated (ANSI 1994). The energy measurement technique, without A-
weights, is sometimes applied in underwater acoustics, but rarely in studies of underwater noise versus
marine mammals. Better standardization and reporting of measurement methods for pulsed underwater
sounds are urgently needed to permit meaningful comparisons among studies.

1.2.2 Sound Spectra

Sound spectra are important because we use them to describe the distribution of sound power as a function
of frequency. An animal’s sensitivity to sounds varies with frequency, and its response to a sound is
expected to depend strongly on the presence and levels of sound in the frequency band (range of
frequencies) to which it is sensitive.

A sound waveform represents the amplitude variations of the sound with time. Sound from some sources
has power distributed over a wide range of frequencies. Some sound components may be periodic,
consisting of a repeated waveform whose power is concentrated at specific frequencies. The waveform of
a pure tone is a simple sinusoid. However, other components of sounds are continuously distributed across
frequency. Such sound may have a hissing quality at high frequencies or a rumbling quality at low
frequencies. The waveforms of these more complex sounds are erratic.

To describe continuously distributed sounds, acousticians use the concept of power density spectrum. This
is a graph plotting power per unit frequency versus frequency. Because measurements are usually in terms
of pressure rather than power, a more common graph is the sound pressure density spectrum—the mean
square pressure per unit frequency, in • Pa2/Hz (e.g., Fig. 1.1).
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1.2.3 Levels of Tones

A tone is a sinusoidal waveform for which all power is at a particular frequency. Tones originate from
rotating or oscillating objects. For example, something that rotates at 3000 rpm (50 times/s) likely will
create a tone at 50 Hz. There may be additional tones (harmonics) at integer multiples of this fundamental
frequency (100, 150 .Hz). For a multibladed propeller or turbine, the blade rate (rotation rate per second
times number of blades) is often the fundamental frequency of a harmonic family of tones.. The pure tone
has all its power at one frequency. As filter bandwidth decreases, the output from the filter containing the
tone remains constant.

1.2.4 Octave and 1/3-Octave Levels

Sound pressure density spectrum levels, representing mean square sound pressure per unit of frequency,
can be integrated over a range of frequencies (band) to obtain the mean square pressure expected in the
band.

To facilitate comparison of sources with different ouput power and frequency content, two types of
proportional bandwidth filters have been adopted as standards: octave band for noise-control engineering
applications, and one-third octave band  for hearing response related applications. In each case, filter
bandwidth is proportional to filter center frequency. An octave is a factor of two in frequency. For
example, middle C on the music scale is at 262 Hz; the next higher C on the scale, an octave higher, is at
524 Hz. The bandwidth of a 1-octave band is 70.7% of its center frequency and the bandwidth of a 1/3-
octave band is 23% of its center frequency. Standard center frequencies (in Hz) for adjacent ½-octave
bands include the following:

 50  63  80  100  125  160  200  250  315  400  500  Hz

plus other frequencies lower or higher by factors of 10. Sound levels are often presented for 1/3 -octave
bands because, in humans and some animals, the effective filter bandwidth of the hearing system is
roughly 1/3 octave.

1.3 TERMS DESCRIBING SOUND SOURCES

1.3.1 Temporal Properties

A sound may be transient, of relatively short duration having an obvious start and end, or it may be
continuous, seeming to go on and on. Transient underwater sounds include impulsive transient sounds
from explosions, airguns, pile drivers, and sonars. An explosion produces a single transient sound, but
airguns, pile drivers, and many sonars produce repeated transients. Sound from a fixed, ongoing source
like an operating drillship is continuous. However, the distinction between transient and continuous
sounds is not absolute. Sound emitted from an aircraft or a ship underway is continuous, but it is transient
insofar as a stationary receiver is concerned. Also, many sounds are not purely transient or purely
continuous even at the source. For example, on a drillship, generators and pumps operate essentially
continuously, but there are occasional transient bangs and clanks from various impacts during operations.

In describing a transient sound it is useful to present the peak level as well as some description of how the
sound varies with time— its waveform. The peak level may be described as being a particular pressure, or
as a mean square pressure averaged over a relatively short interval. The latter approach allows more
reasonable comparisons with mean square pressures of continuous sounds. When transient sounds are so
short as to be impulsive, they are best described in terms of their energy levels (Section 1.2.1) and energy
density spectra. Some transient sounds, like airgun impulses, occur periodically. For such sources it is also
helpful to describe the duty cycle, or the fraction of time during which the transients are significant.

A continuous sound or slow transient may be described by its mean square pressure and its mean square
pressure density spectrum, for some defined averaging time. The latter shows the distribution of sound
power versus frequency (e.g., Fig. 1.1). It may also be useful to show the corresponding levels in various
1/3-octave and 1-octave bands (e.g., Fig. 1.2).
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1.3.2 Amplitude Properties

Source level is defined as the pressure level that would be measured at a standard reference distance (e.g.,
1 m) from an ideal point source radiating the same amount of sound as the actual source being measured.
This concept is necessary because sound measurements near large, distributed sources, like ships, depend
strongly on source size and measurement location, and are difficult to relate to levels measured far away.
Such near-field measurements are generally lower than would be obtained at the same distance from a
point source radiating the same amount of energy.  The concept of source level introduces the dimension
of distance into the description of sound. In general, sound level decreases with increasing distance from
the source. To compare different sound sources, it is necessary to adopt a standardized reference distance
at which source levels will be determined. Normally, field measurements are made at distances larger than
the standard reference distance, beyond the near field. Source level is determined by taking into account
the known or expected change in level (propagation loss) between the reference and actual distances. For
underwater sounds, a reference distance of 1 m (or 1 yard in older reports) is usually cited (and is used in
this report). However, in some reports on ship noise the reference distance may be 100 m or 100 yards. In
any case, source level is estimated by adjusting the measured level to allow for transmission loss between
a standard reference range and the range where the sound was measured. Only in this way can source
levels of various sounds be compared.

1.4 TERMS DESCRIBING SOUND PROPAGATION

Discussions of sound propagation include two equivalent terms: transmission loss (TL) and propagation
loss. Chapter 1 discusses this topic in greater detail, but some introductory material is necessary to
understand parts of that and other chapters. Conceptually, a sound wave traveling from point A to point B
diminishes in amplitude, or intensity, as it spreads out in space, is reflected, and is absorbed. If the source
level (at 1 m) is 160 dB re 1 • Pa-m, the received level at range 1 km may be only 100 dB re 1 • Pa; in this
case TL is 60 dB. TL is generally expressed in dB, representing a ratio of powers, intensities, or energies
of a sound wave at two distances from the source. The distance at which the denominator measurement
was taken is the reference distance for TL. Because dB scales are logarithmic, and log (ratio) equals log
(numerator) minus log (denominator), TL can be expressed as the difference, in dB, between the levels at
the two distances. Strictly speaking, TL is a positive quantity, but it is plotted downward, as in Fig. 1.3. A
person viewing a TL graph can visualize the way in which a sound diminishes with increasing distance.

A major component of transmission loss is spreading loss. From a point source in a uniform medium
(water or air), sound spreads outward as spherical waves. Spherical spreading implies that intensity, or the
mean square pressure, varies inversely with the square of the distance from the source. Thus, TL due to
spherical spreading is given in dB by 20 log (R/R0) where R0 is the reference range, normally 1 m. With
spherical spreading, sound levels diminish by 6 dB when the distance is doubled, and by 20 dB when
distance increases by a factor of 10 (Fig. 1.3).

Cylindrical spreading sometimes occurs when the medium is non homogeneous. In shallow water, sound
reflects from the surface and bottom. At some distance from the source that is long compared to water
depth, various reflected waves combine to form a cylindrical wave. Such a wave may be imagined by
picturing a short tuna fish can. The top and bottom of the can correspond to the water surface and ocean
bottom, and the curved outer surface is the cylindrical wavefront. In some situations (Chapter 1), a near-
cylindrical wave can also form as a result of refraction or ray-bending. With cylindrical spreading, the
sound intensity varies inversely with distance from the source.  With cylindrical spreading, sound levels
diminish by 3 dB when distance doubles, and by 10 dB when distance increases 10-fold. Thus, levels
diminish much more slowly with increasing distance with cylindrical than with spherical spreading (Fig.
1.3).

Sound rays are refracted (bent) when sound speed changes along the ray path. Refraction is common in the
atmosphere and the ocean when temperature varies with height above ground or depth in the ocean;
temperature has a major influence on sound speed. Refraction of sound rays can result in convergence
zones, which are regions of focused rays and higher sound levels; and shadow zones, which are regions of
very low sound level.

As sound travels, some power is absorbed by the medium, giving rise to absorption losses. Such losses
vary linearly with distance traveled, and absorption loss can be described as x dB/km. Absorption losses
depend strongly on frequency, becoming greater with increasing frequencies. Scattering losses also vary
linearly with distance, but result from different physical mechanisms. These losses are in addition to the
spherical, cylindrical, or other spreading losses previously mentioned (e.g., Fig. 1.3B).
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The terms phase, phase difference, relative phase, and phase angle can be used in comparing two periodic
waveforms with the same period. For example, sound components from one source that arrive at a given
point via two different propagation paths may differ in phase. Phase refers to the difference in time, or the
offset, between two waveforms. If the difference equals the period, or any integer multiple of the period,
the two waveforms look the same and the phase difference is zero. Thus, it is possible to describe phase as
an angle in the range ± 180°. For example, if phase difference is 1/4 of the period, phase angle is ±90°.
The sign depends on whether the waveform of interest is “ahead of’ (leads +) or “behind” (lags -) the
reference waveform. For continuous waveforms that are random or nonperiodic, the phase concept
generalizes to one of time delay, describing the time offset of a waveform and its replica.

1.5 TERMS DESCRIBING AMBIENT NOISE

Ambient noise is the background noise. There is no single source, point or otherwise. In the ocean,
ambient noise arises from wind, waves, surf, ice, organisms, earthquakes, distant shipping, volcanoes,
fishing boats, and more. At any one place and time, several of these sources are likely to contribute
significantly to ambient noise. In the source-path-receiver model, ambient noise is present in the medium
(water or air) along the path, and it is present at any receiver location. Ambient noise varies with season,
location, time of day, and frequency. It has the same attributes as other sounds, including transient and
continuous components, tones, hisses, and rumbles. It is measured in the same units as other sounds.
However, in measuring ambient noise, it makes no sense to use a reference distance from the “source”, as
there is no one source.

1.6 TERMS DESCRIBING SOUND RECEPTION

Sounds can be received by animals’ ears and instruments such as hydrophones and microphones.
Hydrophones and microphones are transducers that transform received acoustic pressures into electrical
voltages or currents, which may be amplified and conditioned for application to meters, tape recorders,
speakers, or earphones. These transducers are characterized by their sensitivities, which vary with
frequency, by the electrical noise they add to received sound, and by their distortion properties.
Hydrophone sensitivities generally are described in volts per micropascal or in dB re 1 V/• Pa.

Animals, including people, have complicated sound reception capabilities. We introduce a few key terms
here. More terminology related to hearing is given in Chapter 8 of Marine Mammals and Noise
(Richardson et al. 1995) and Section 4 of this memorandum. The absolute auditory threshold of an animal
is the minimum received sound level at which a sound with particular frequency and other properties can
be perceived in the absence of significant background noise. Threshold and auditory sensitivity are
inversely related. In other words, an animal can hear a fainter sound if the threshold is low than if it is
high, and vice versa.

Auditory thresholds vary with frequency. A graph of thresholds versus frequency, called an audiogram,
typically is U-shaped. Thresholds generally are high (poor sensitivity) at low frequencies. From there,
thresholds generally diminish (improved sensitivity) with increasing frequency, up to some frequency
range of optimal sensitivity (best frequency). Above that range, thresholds increase (deteriorating
sensitivity) with a further increase in frequency. The “best frequency” varies from one species to another.
Section 8.2 in Richardson et al. (1995) includes underwater and in-air audiograms of all marine mammal
species for which audiograms have been measured; the human in-air audiogram is also shown (Fig. 8.3).

The terms critical ratio and critical band deal with the audibility of a pure tone in the presence of
background noise. People and animals have varying abilities in this regard. The critical ratio is the ratio of
the level of a barely audible tone to the spectrum level of background noise at similar frequencies. Because
of the logarithmic nature of dB scales, a critical ratio can be derived by subtracting the spectrum level of
the background noise from the tone level. For example, if a tone must be 100 dB re 1 • Pa to be detected
with background noise of 80 dB re 1 • Pa at similar frequencies, the critical ratio is 20 dB (i.e., 100 minus
80). Critical ratios tend to increase with increasing frequency.

Critical bands can be defined in different ways, but in general the critical band around a given frequency is
the band within which background noise affects detection of a sound signal at that frequency. Background
noise at frequencies outside the critical band has little effect on detection of a sound within that band
unless the noise level is very high. Critical bands are often roughly 1/3 octave wide. Hence, it is often
useful to summarize man-made noise and ambient noise on a 1/3 octave basis. The process by which
background noise may prevent detection of sound signals at nearby frequencies is called masking.
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2.0 Underwater Noise Propogation

2.1 Introduction

This section is included to provide an introduction to sound propagation for non-acousticians. It is based
on a longer summary of sound propagation principles contained in Chapter 4 of Marine Mammals and
Noise (Richardson et al. 1995). The scope of the material presented here is concerned primarily with the
acoustics of the Glacier Bay environment and focuses on underwater sound propagation in shallow water
with a brief discussion of airborne sound propagation and transmission of airborne sound into water. For a
more complete discussion, including deep water sound transmission and theoretical aspects of sound
propagation, the reader is referred to Marine Mammals and Noise, and to Principles of Underwater Sound
(Urick 1983).

The audibility or apparent loudness of a noise source is determined by the radiated acoustic power (source
level), the propagation efficiency, the ambient noise, and the hearing sensitivity of the subject species.
Noise levels produced by human activities in underwater and terrestrial environments are determined not
only by their acoustic power output but, equally important, by the local sound transmission conditions. A
moderate-level source transmitting over an efficient path may produce the same received level at a given
range as a higher-level source transmitting through an area where sound is attenuated rapidly, that is, over
a “lossy” path. Likewise, a given noise source operating in different areas, or in the same area at different
times, may be detectable for greatly varying distances, depending on regional and temporal changes in
sound propagation conditions among other factors. In deep water, depth variations in water properties
strongly affect sound propagation. In shallow water, interactions with the surface and bottom have strong
effects.

As a result, the zone of acoustic influence for a given source of man-made noise can vary in radius 10-fold
or more, depending on operating site and depth, and on seasonal changes in water properties. Hence,
sound transmission measurements, analyses, and model predictions are necessary to estimate the potential
radius of acoustic influence of noisy human activities.

Site-specific sound propagation data are often lacking when a potentially noisy activity is planned. It is
often not feasible to obtain in situ sound transmission measurements to estimate how intrusive the new
noise will be. However, predictions can often be made even without site-specific propagation data.
Predictions are based on propagation models developed for both airborne and underwater sound. These
models provide procedures for estimating the received noise level as a function of distance, assuming that
the source level and characteristics are known. These propagation models may be purely theoretical, based
on physical principles; or semi-empirical, using both physical principles plus field measurements.

Model predictions can be useful for planning and for preparing environmental impact statements, but it is
advisable to obtain relevant empirical data as well. This is important because of the highly variable and
site-specific nature of underwater sound transmission, especially in shallow water, and of airborne sound
transmission near the ground.

This section describes some sound propagation concepts relevant to noise impact prediction. We provide a
brief review of theoretical aspects; shallow water, and airborne sound transmission; and air-to-water
transmission. Equations are included where useful for clarity, but the reader should refer to the references
described previously for a more detailed theoretical treatment of the topics presented here.

2.2 Theoretical Aspects

In a uniform medium with no nearby boundaries and no absorption loss, sound from an omnidirectional
source spreads uniformly outward with a spherical wavefront. Intensity decreases as the area of the
wavefront expands. At distances that are large compared with the source dimensions (far field), sound
intensity varies inversely as the square of range from the acoustic center of the source. Since sound
intensity is proportional to sound pressure squared, sound pressure is inversely proportional to range. In
logarithmic terms, this is called a 20 log R spreading loss or spherical spreading:
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Lr = Ls - 20 log R

where Lr is the received level in dB re 1 • Pa (underwater) or dB re 20 • Pa (in-air),

Ls is the source level at 1 m in the same units, and R is the range in m.

When sound becomes trapped in a sound duct between horizontal refracting or reflecting layers, it is
constrained to spread outward cylindrically rather than spherically. Cylindrical spreading also occurs when
sound is trapped between the surface and bottom in shallow water. In these cases, sound intensity
decreases in proportion to the increase in area of the expanding cylindrical wavefront. As a result, sound
intensity varies inversely as the range from the source (i.e., as 1/R), in contrast to the 1/R2 that applies with
spherical spreading. Sound pressure varies inversely as the square root of range (i.e., as 1/R0.5), in contrast
to the 1/R that applies with spherical spreading. This is the 10 log R spreading loss of cylindrical sound
transmission:

Lr = Ls - 10 log H - 10 log R

where H is the effective channel depth. The “- 10 log H” term is related to the fact that cylindrical
spreading does not begin at the source; spreading is usually more or less spherical from the source out to
some distance (approximately equal to the water depth), and then may transition to cylindrical. Sound
attenuates much more rapidly with increasing distance with spherical (20 log R) than with cylindrical (10
log R) spreading (Fig. 1.3). A given source can be heard farther away when there is cylindrical spreading
along much of the path from source to receiver.

Simple spherical or cylindrical spreading are important theoretical concepts and apply at least
approximately to many real-world situations. However, the ocean is not a uniform medium. Variations in
temperature and salinity with water depth affect the rate of propagation loss. The speed of sound increases
with increasing temperature, salinity, and pressure. This results in distortion of the wavefront as it
propagates. This distortion is equivalent to bending (refraction) of the sound rays that trace the paths of
points on the wavefront. Refraction causes rays to be bent toward the direction of slower sound speed,
since the portion of the wavefront traveling in the region of higher sound speed advances faster than the
remaining portion. Refraction is a dominant feature of sound transmission in both deep and shallow water.
Variation of sound speed with depth controls the ray paths. As a result, the decrease of sound intensity
with range is influenced not only by spreading loss but also by concentration or reduction in the ray
density due to refraction.  In the current application the gradients are those of the summer season in
Glacier Bay so the effects of seasonal changes on transmission loss will not be discussed in detail.

In shallow water with an absorptive bottom the 10 Log R spreading loss of cylindrical reflection is not
appropriate because energy is lost by bottom absorption and scattering.  In regions where the bottom
reflection loss for sound rays is proportional to the angle of incidence with the bottom a 15 Log R
spreading loss is developed, but often there are variations in the transmission path properties that result in
a multistage range-dependent spreading loss characteristic.  This is discussed in more detail in the next
subsection.

2.3 Shallow Water Sound Propagation

Sound transmission in shallow water is highly variable and site-specific because it is strongly influenced
by the acoustic properties of the bottom and surface as well as by variations in sound speed within the
water column. As in deep water, variations in temperature and salinity with depth cause sound rays to be
refracted downward or upward. Refraction of sound in shallow water can result in either reduced or
enhanced sound transmission. With upward refraction, bottom reflections and the resulting bottom losses
are reduced; with downward refraction the opposite occurs. Thus, sound transmission conditions in
continental shelf waters and bays can vary widely.

The many environmental factors that influence shallow water sound transmission make it difficult to
develop adequate theoretical models. One must combine theory with site-specific empirical data to obtain
reliable propagation predictions. Low frequency sounds do not propagate well in shallow waters due to the
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long wave lengths, whereas high frequency sounds propagate relatively well.  In many cases, however, the
bottom consists of water-saturated sediment and does not reflect all the sound energy. In these conditions,
propagation of low-frequency energy extends downward into the bottom material. If the composition and
layer structure of the bottom are known, or can be estimated, this information, when incorporated into the
modal analysis procedure, permits calculation of shallow water sound transmission losses with good
accuracy.

To accommodate the variability of real-world data, semi-empirical propagation models have been
designed for application to shallow water. It is possible to make reasonable propagation predictions from
simple formulas of these types if sound speed is nearly independent of water depth and if the bottom either
is flat or slopes uniformly and gradually (Weston 1976). Weston’s formulas divide the shallow water
transmission path into four regions: a spherical spreading region near the source (20 Log R); a transitional,
cylindrical-spreading region where bottom- and surface-reflected rays contribute more energy than the
directly transmitted rays (10 log R); a grazing angle dependent, “mode-stripping”, region (15 Log R); and
a “lowest-mode” cylindrical spreading region (10 Log R). Weston’s formulas have been modified by P.W.
Smith, Jr. (Malme et al. 1986), and incorporated into a short computer program (Weston/Smith Model)
that calculates transmission loss when given parameters of frequency, water depth at the source, bottom
slope, and two parameters describing the bottom reflection loss.

2.4 Absorption and Factors Affecting Spreading Loss

Several additional factors can have important influences on sound propagation in both deep and shallow
water. These include molecular absorption and interference effects associated with shallow sources or
receivers. A sloping bottom or special types of subbottom layers can also affect propagation, especially in
shallow water.

2.4.1 Absorption

When sound energy is transmitted through water, a small portion is absorbed by water molecules.
Absorption of sound by seawater increases with increasing frequency; energy loss is approximately
proportional to the square of frequency. Absorption is also weakly influenced by water temperature.
Furthermore, there is a relatively strong pressure dependence, with absorption coefficients being reduced
with increasing depth. At frequencies >5 kHz, absorption causes significant (>2 dB) transmission loss if
range is >10 km. At frequencies <1 kHz, absorption is not significant at ranges <40 km.

2.4.2 Shallow Source and Receiver Effects

When the source or receiver are very close to the surface, the surface reflection of the sound interacts
strongly with direct sound radiation. The reflected sound is out of phase with the direct sound. If the
source has strong tonal or narrow-bandwidth components, this phenomenon produces an interference
pattern. It may be observed as range-dependent fluctuations in sound level at receiving locations along a
horizontal radial line from the source. This phenomenon, the Lloyd mirror effect, is strongest with low-
frequency tones and in calm sea conditions.

This effect occurs when range from source to receiver is long enough such that the direct and reflected
path lengths are comparable. An interference field develops with alternating maxima and minima in
received level. Beyond the interference zone, propagation loss is higher than normal when either the
source or the receiver is close to the surface, that is, when their depths are less than •  /4 for the dominant
frequencies. With a shallow source, the source and its reflected image become effectively a dipole source
with a vertical directionality (Urick 1983). In deep water, with both a shallow source and a shallow
receiver, spreading loss may be as much as 40 log R, versus the 20 log R expected from spherical
spreading. In shallow water, the shallow source dipole effect introduces an additional 10 log R spreading
loss, increasing the loss from - 15 log R to - 25 log R. A similar interference effect occurs when the
receiving location is within 1/4 wavelength of the surface. Thus, propagation from a shallow source to a
shallow receiver in shallow water will show - 35 log R spreading loss. These types of effects occur for low
frequency ship noise. Low frequency propeller noise is typically several decibels weaker when received
near the surface than when received at depth.

2.4.3 Bottom Slope Effects

The slope of the bottom has a strong influence on sound transmission in shallow water. For transmission
from a shallow region into deeper water, the increasing depth permits sound energy to spread out into a
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larger volume than would have been available if depth had remained constant. This tends to result in a
reduced sound level. On the other hand, a downward-sloping bottom causes decreasing angles of incidence
of sound rays with the bottom and surface. This results in fewer reflections per kilometer, and thus less
energy loss. For most bottom types, the reduction in reflection loss with increasing depth has a stronger
influence than the increased water volume.
Hence, the net effect of a downward slope along the propagation path often is lower transmission loss.

An upward slope causes more surface and bottom reflections, and a steeper incidence angle for each
reflection. Consequently, there is a net increase in loss rate as sound enters shallower water unless bottom
loss is very low. As propagation continues upslope, there is a transition from multimode to single-mode
propagation and a shift from 15 log R to 10 log R spreading loss. Although spreading loss is reduced,
attenuation from bottom loss may be high because of the many reflections in shallow water. Eventually,
depth is reduced to the point where modal transmission is not supported and the remaining sound energy is
attenuated very rapidly.

2.5 Airborne Sound Transmission

Airborne sound transmission needs to be considered for two reasons. First, sound from some sources,
especially aircraft, travels through air before entering water, and is attenuated along the airborne portion of
the propagation path. Second, some marine mammals—pinnipeds and sea otters—commonly occur on
land or ice, where they hear airborne sounds and emit aerial calls.

Sound from an omnidirectional source in an unbounded uniform atmosphere is attenuated only by
spherical spreading (20 log R) and by absorption of sound energy by air molecules. However, sound from
a source near the ground is affected by additional factors. The ground is usually nonrigid and permeable,
and propagation near this surface is influenced by reflections and wave transmission along the surface.
Interference between the direct, reflected, and ground wave paths causes fluctuations in received level and
in frequency composition for near-ground transmission. Also, refraction caused by wind and temperature
gradients produces shadow zones with poor sound transmission in the upwind direction, and often
produces enhanced transmission downwind.  When sound is transmitted from an elevated source such as
an aircraft, the influence of gradient refraction and ground effects are greatly reduced, so for most airborne
noise sources of concern in Glacier Bay the received level may be estimated by a simplified transmission
loss relationship.

Lr = Ls - 20 Log R – • R/1000

Where •  is the atmospheric absorption loss in dB/km.

2.5.1 Atmospheric Absorption

Atmospheric absorption of sound at frequencies below 30 kHz is produced by oxygen and nitrogen
molecules. The dominant mechanism is similar to the process acting underwater. The amount of
absorption depends on frequency, temperature, relative humidity, and to a small degree atmospheric
pressure. The physical relationships between these parameters and absorption are not easily expressed
mathematically, but an empirical algorithm has been developed to compute absorption coefficients from
these four parameters. At middle frequencies, sound absorption has more influence on sound transmission
in the atmosphere than in the ocean. For example, at 1 kHz the underwater sound absorption coefficient is
- 0.06 dB/km, whereas a typical value for in-air attenuation is - 4 dB/km. The absorption coefficient
increases rapidly with frequency to - 130 dB/km at 10 kHz, depending on temperature and humidity.
Hence, only low-frequency sound is transmitted well in air

2.6 Air-to-Water Transmission

Sound traveling from a source in air to a receiver underwater propagates in four ways: (1) via a direct
refracted path; (2) via direct refracted paths that are reflected by the bottom; (3) via a lateral (surface-
traveling) wave; and (4) via scattering from a rough sea surface. The types of propagation vary in
importance depending on local conditions, depth of receiver, and bottom depth. The direct refracted path is
important when the receiver is nearly under the aircraft. Snell’s law predicts a critical angle of 13° from
the vertical for the transmission of sound from air to water. Under calm sea conditions, sound is totally
reflected at larger angles and does not enter the water. However, some airborne sound may penetrate water
at angles >13° from the vertical when rough seas provide water surfaces at suitable angles.
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Sound traveling from air to water along the direct refracted path passes through three phases: through air;
across the air-water surface; and from the surface to the underwater receiver. To a first approximation,
propagation loss in air can be described by simple spherical spreading—a 6 dB decrease per distance
doubled. At the surface, the great difference in acoustic properties of air and water results in most acoustic
energy being reflected. However, the sound pressure transmitted to the water is actually enhanced because
of a pressure-doubling effect at the interface. Hence, sound pressure at the surface directly beneath the
source is twice that expected in air at the same distance if there were no water surface. From the surface to
the underwater receiver, sound propagation includes both geometrical spreading and the effects of the
divergence of sound energy as it passes through the surface. This results in a complicated distribution of
underwater sound pressure that depends on height of source, location of receiver, water depth, and
temperature-salinity profile of the water column. Air-to-water sound propagation has been documented
using wave theory. To estimate underwater sound levels produced by an airborne source over shallow
water, an air-to-water sound transmission model has been developed (Richardson et al. 1995).

Model results are consistent with empirical data. In deep water, there are high transmission losses between
a source in air and an underwater receiver distant from the subsource point. Underwater received levels
away from the subsource point are higher in shallow than in deep water. This difference occurs because, in
shallow water, sound is transmitted horizontally away from the subsource point by multiple reflections
from the bottom and surface. This process is more efficient for hard bottom conditions. Even with a hard
bottom, however, underwater noise diminishes more rapidly with increasing horizontal distance than does
airborne noise. Consistent with this, under typical ambient noise conditions, an approaching aircraft can be
heard in the air well before it is audible underwater.

2.7 Summary

Sound propagation in the sea has been the subject of intensive research. The open literature is voluminous,
and there is additional unpublished and classified information. For specific applications, the information
provided in this chapter should be augmented by a detailed review of relevant references.

Sound propagation research has made considerable progress in recent years. Field measurements of sound
levels in relation to distance, frequency, and environmental parameters have been obtained in many areas
and situations. Based on these data and on theoretical considerations, efficient computer models have been
developed. Some models provide sufficient detail to account for many of the propagation processes
occurring in the real world. However, most models are designed for specialized applications (often
classified) and are not easily generalized for use in predicting potential noise impact ranges for
anthropogenic sources. Fortunately, simple and general relationships can be used to make estimates of
transmission loss for many sources and locations, both underwater and in air (Richardson et al.1995).

3.0 Zones of Influence

One method to assess the effects of man-made noise on marine mammals is to estimate the radii within
which effects are expected.  This “Zone of Influence” model was described in detail in Richardson et al.
(1995) and is summarized here.  Readers are directed to the original source for a more detailed description
of the factors affecting zones of influence, and the variability therein.

There are at least four zones identified in which man-made noise can affect marine mammals.  Those
zones are:

1. zone of audibility – the area within which a sound is barely audible above background
noise,

2. zone of responsiveness – the region within which an animal reacts to the sound either
behaviorally of physiologically.  This zone may or may not be smaller than the zone of
audibility,

3. zone of masking – the region within which a man-made sound is strong enough to
interfere with the detection of other sounds, such as communication or echolocation
sounds,

4. zone of hearing loss, discomfort, or injury – the area within which the level of sound is
high enough to cause discomfort or tissue damage to auditory or other systems.
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Many assumptions must be made to predict radii of acoustic influence on marine mammals, and in many
cases the data are not adequate to allow precise predictions.  Local variables, including time, season, and
location, will also affect radii of influence.  While many factors prevent zones of influence from being
exact predictors of the effects of noise to marine mammals, the model may be the best way to predict and
mitigate the effects of man-made noise to marine mammals.

3.1 Zone of Audibility

The zone of audibility is the maximum possible radius of influence of a man-made noise on marine
mammals.  The radius of the zone of audibility is affected by many variables, including the source level
and frequency, propagation loss, ambient noise, hearing sensitivity of the animal and individual variation.

Ambient noise greatly affects the zone of audibility.  If the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR, the difference
between the received signal level and background noise level) is •  0 dB, the man-made noise may not be
detected, and may not affect the animal.

Many man-made sounds are dominated by low frequency components.  For a single source, dominated by
low frequency components, the zone of audibility will vary greatly depending on the animals’ abilities to
hear low frequency sounds.  Pinnipeds and odontocetes (toothed whales and dolphins) generally are not
highly sensitive to low frequency sounds, while baleen whales are believed to be highly sensitive to low
frequency sounds.  Therefore, for a single source, the zone of audibility will vary greatly from species to
species.  If the ambient level is lower than the absolute threshold (the lowest sound level that can be
detected) for the frequency in question, the zone of audibility will be determined not by the man-made
sound, but by the sensitivity of the animal.  The radius of influence will also vary depending on the
sensitivity of the individual.

3.2 Zone of Responsiveness

The zone of responsiveness is the area around of source of man-made noise within which marine
mammals of a given species show observable behavioral responses (Richardson et al. 1995).  Many
studies (e.g. Baker and Herman 1989, Frankel and Clark 1998, 2000, Bogaard et al. 1999, Todd et al.
1996) have documented behavioral changes in response to sound from human activities.  However, types
of behavioral responses and the distance at which reactions became evident varied widely, even for a
particular species with the same human activity.  Furthermore, behavioral differences are generally only
detectible with sophisticated statistical techniques.  Therefore, while the zone of responsiveness is a real
phenomenon for many species and human activities, the radius is a statistical phenomenon: a few animals
may respond at great distances, the majority may react when the source is closer, and a few may not
respond until the source is very close or may not respond at all.  To define the zone of responsiveness, it is
necessary to define the proportion of animals expected to react, and the type of reaction that is expected.

The most obvious behavioral response to noise is an avoidance reaction.  However, avoidance responses
can be strong or weak.  Animals may swim rapidly, directly away from a noise source, or may vary speed
and direction from the source.  Animals may even swim toward a source, for instance pinnipeds may
move toward the water, or cetaceans in shallow water may move toward deeper water, even if the sound
source is offshore.  Other behavioral responses also may indicate disturbance.  Pinnipeds on a beach may
lift their heads or otherwise become alert, and cetaceans may change general activity state, resting or
socializing whales may begin to travel.  Other indications may not be easily detected by observation, the
mean duration of surfacings and dives, blow rate, and blow intervals may change in response to sound.
However, these responses are often only detectible with statistical tests.  Those changes may, nevertheless,
be useful as indicators of stress without any obvious avoidance response.

Biological factors can influence the responsiveness of animals to sound disturbance.  Resting whales may
be more apt to respond than animals that are socializing, feeding or mating (Richardson et al. 1985).  Age
and sex classes can also vary in their responsiveness.  Immature or pregnant Steller sea lions at a haul-out
site were more likely to enter the water when an airplane flew over than were territorial males or females
with pups (Calkins 1979).  Habitat differences may also influence responsiveness: walruses were more
responsive to approaching boats when they were hauled out on ice than in the water (Fay 1984), and
whales in shallow water or surrounded by ice may react more strongly to noise.

It is often difficult to determine appropriate criteria to measure the zone of responsiveness.  Several
methods of estimating the radii of influence have been suggested.  One method is based on received sound
levels: animals may react when the received sound level reaches or exceeds a specific level, in a specific
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bandwidth.  One complicating factor of this method is determining which frequency band is appropriate.
Response thresholds for broad bands are likely to be higher than for narrower bands which contain the
most intense noise.  For example, Richardson et al. (1990) determined that the response threshold for
bowhead whales in the Beaufort Sea exposed to drilling and dredging sounds was approximately 115 dB
re 1 • Pa on a broadband (20-1000 Hz) basis and approximately 110 dB re 1 • Pa in the 1/3 octave band
where industrial noise was most prominent.  Another possible criterion is the Signal-to-Noise Ratio.  A
sound of given level may be more disturbing when the ambient level is low than when the ambient level is
high.  A third criterion possibility is that of distance from a sound source.  Distance criteria are easy to
define, implement and monitor for compliance.  However, received sound level and distance are not
perfectly correlated, and received sound level a given distance from a source will vary with time and
location.  Sound sources also vary, so received levels at a given distance will vary depending on the sound
source (e.g. cruise ship v. private skiff).  A further complication is the sensitivity of species in question.
Distance criteria will be larger for species more sensitive to the dominant frequencies from a man-made
sound source than for species less sensitive.

3.3 Zone of Masking

If noise is strong enough relative to a target signal, the signal will be “masked” and undetectable.  In
theory, each man-made sound source is surrounded by a Zone of Masking within which useful sounds are
undetectable to marine mammals of a given species.  The area where masking will occur is highly
variable, and dependent upon all factors that affect the received levels of background noise and the sound
signal.

Any man-made noise introduced into the marine environment will add to the background noise.  This
increase will interfere with an animal’s ability to detect very weak signals.  Therefore, the Zone of
Audibility is also the largest potential Zone of Masking.  For an animal close to a source of man-made
noise, the noise level will be high and the animal would only be able to hear sounds from nearby animals,
calls from animals further away would be weaker and may be undetectable.  Thus, for animals that use low
level sounds for communication such as baleen whales that may use weak, low-frequency sounds for
communication (Payne and Webb 1971) the Zone of Masking will be larger than for animals that do not
regularly use weak, low-frequency sounds.  Short-distance communications are unlikely to be masked by
distant sources of man-made noise.  Therefore, the Zone of Masking is influenced not only by the level of
the target sound, but also by its function.  For a single species in a single situation, there may be multiple
Zones of Masking, depending on the frequency, level, and function of the target sound.

There is some evidence that animals may have strategies to compensate for masking of useful sounds.
This would be expected since natural background noise (wave noise, non-useful biological noise, etc.) can
also mask useful sounds.  Serrano and Terhune (2001) report that harp seals (Pagophilus groenlandicus) in
the Gulf of St. Lawrence, Canada increased the number of elements per call as ambient calling rates
(noise) within a breeding colony increased.  The increase in the number of elements per call may be a
strategy to avoid masking in a noisy environment and to maximize call detection over long distances.

3.4 Zone of Hearing Loss, Discomfort , and Injury

Prolonged or repeated exposures to high levels of airborne sound accelerates the normal process of gradual
hearing loss in humans (Kryter 1985).  This deterioration is a permanent threshold shift (PTS) in that
sensitivity at some frequencies is permanently lowered; a higher level is required before it is detected.
Besides PTS, temporary exposure to high noise levels can cause a temporary threshold shift (TTS) that
can last anywhere from a few minutes to days.  PTS can also develop from a brief exposure to an
extremely high sound level, such as that from a nearby explosion.

There is little direct evidence that marine mammals suffer TTS or PTS, although it is assumed that the
hearing sensitivity of marine mammals can be reduced at least temporarily by exposure to strong noises.
Kastak et al. (1999) reported TTS in three species of pinnipeds after underwater exposure to noise.  A
harbor seal exposed to white noise with frequencies ranging from 100 Hz to 2,000 Hz at source levels
between 60-75 dB for 20 – 22 min. experienced a threshold shift of approximately 4.8 dB, recovery to
near baseline levels was reported within 24 hours of noise exposure (Kastak et al. 1999).  Threshold shifts
were similar for two California sea lions (Zalophus californianus)and a juvenile elephant seal (Mirounga
angustirostris).

In humans, a chronic exposure of approximately 80 dB above threshold is required for PTS to develop.  If
the same follows for marine mammals hearing underwater, a chronic exposure to noise levels of ~120 db
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re 1• Pa, approximately 80 dB above absolute threshold, would be required for induce PTS in belugas (one
of a few cetaceans for which absolute thresholds have been measured).  For pinnipeds the exposure would
probably be higher (~ 140 dB re 1 • Pa) given their higher absolute thresholds.  While some marine
mammals tolerate noise at ~120 dB re 1 • Pa, it is doubtful that marine mammals would remain in an area
ensonified at 120 – 140 dB re 1 • Pa long enough to suffer TTS or PTS.  Many of the loudest sources of
man-made noise (e.g. supertankers or icebreakers) are themselves mobile, and are unlikely to ensonify a
given area for long enough to induce TTS or PTS in marine mammals.  However, while chronic exposure
is unlikely, intermittent or explosive noise may be strong enough in some circumstances to induce TTS or
PTS in marine mammals.  In addition to inducing TTS or PTS, very strong explosive noise has the
potential to cause tissue damage to auditory or other tissues.  Todd et al. (1996) examined two dead
humpback whales found near industrial explosive activities in Trinity Bay, Newfoundland.  Both whales
showed evidence of tissue damage consistent with extremely high noise levels, and it is likely that the
noise contributed to the deaths of the whales.  Besides damage to auditory tissues, extremely strong noise
sources can cause damage to internal organs: respiratory cavities can be induced to resonate in response to
strong underwater noise with the appropriate wavelengths.

3.5 Summary

Radii of influence of man-made noise to marine mammals are dependent upon numerous factors.  The
source level and spectral characteristics of the noise, the rate of attenuation of the noise, and ambient noise
will all affect radii of influence.  Attenuation and ambient noise are themselves dependent upon
environmental characteristics, including water depth, water qualities, bottom characteristics, sea state, and
many others.  When considering masking, characteristics of the target signal also add to the variability in
predicting radii.  Predictions of radii are also variable due to the sensitivity, individual variation, and
motivation of the marine mammals themselves.  Much caution must be taken in developing and
interpreting zones of influence.  However, while many factors prevent zones of influence from being exact
predictors of the effects of noise to marine mammals, the model may be the best way to predict and
mitigate the effects from man-made noise.

4.0 Marine Mammal Hearing

Sound, unlike light and other stimuli, is transmitted very efficiently through water. Sounds from
natural and man-made sources can often be heard for many kilometers, far beyond the range at which the
stimuli would be detected visually either underwater or in air. Marine mammals probably use the
characteristics of sound transmission to obtain information about their surroundings, including the
presence of conspecifics and other marine mammals, and the presence of prey or predators. Concern has
been raised that the multitude of man-made sounds introduced into the ocean may have deleterious effects
to marine mammals.

Factors affecting marine mammal hearing

The hearing abilities of marine mammals (and other animals) are functions of the following (after
Richardson et al. 1995):

1. Absolute hearing threshold – the level of sound that is barely audible in the absence of
significant ambient noise.

2. Frequency and intensity discrimination – the ability to discriminate among sounds of
different frequencies and intensities.

3. Localization – the ability to localize sound direction at the frequencies under
consideration

4. Masking – the ability or inability to distinguish target sounds from ambient noise

5. Motivation – the psychological state of the animal may influence whether the sound is
detected, and whether the animal reacts.

6. Individual variation – the variation between individuals in hearing sensitivity.
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4.1 Absolute Threshold

Audiograms show the sensitivity of marine mammals to sounds of different frequencies.
Audiograms are normally obtained using captive animals specially trained to respond when sounds
become audible. In this way, the absolute threshold for various frequencies can be measured.  Audiograms
typically produce a U-shaped chart, with the best sensitivity (bottom of the U) in the middle frequencies,
and decreasing sensitivity (higher intensity required for detection) at low and high frequencies. It is not
known how well baleen whales follow this trend, their use of low frequency sound, and the anatomy of
their auditory organs suggest that they may have good low frequency hearing.  Audiograms have been
obtained for seven species of toothed whales and seven species of pinnipeds.  No audiograms have been
collected for baleen whales. Of the marine mammals inhabiting Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve,
audiograms have been obtained for only the killer whale and the harbor porpoise.

4.1.1 Odontocete Threshold

Odontocetes generally have very acute hearing at the middle frequencies, with lower sensitivity at
low and high frequencies. The best frequencies for the seven species of odontocetes for which audiograms
have been obtained ranged from ~8 to 90 kHz (Richardson et al. 1995). Hearing extends at least as low as
40 – 75 Hz in the beluga and the bottlenose dolphin, but their sensitivity at low frequencies appears to be
low. By contrast, the sensitivity at high frequencies appears to be very good for most odontocetes,
extending up to 80 – 150 kHz. The good high-frequency hearing is likely related to the use of high
frequency sounds for echolocation.

4.1.2 Pinniped Threshold

Underwater audiograms have been obtained for four species of phocid (hair or true seals)
including one for the harbor seal, which inhabits Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve waters, and for
three species of otariid (sea lions and fur seals).

Phocids generally have flat audiograms from 1 kHz to 30 – 50 kHz with thresholds between 60
and 85 dB re 1 • Pa (Richardson et al. 1995). Little is known about pinniped hearing below 1 kHz, but for
a single harbor seal sensitivity was 96 dB re 1 • Pa at 100 Hz (Kastak and Schusterman 1995). Sensitivity
for most phocids remains good until about 60 kHz, after which sensitivity is poor (Richardson et al. 1995).

Underwater sensitivity at the high and low frequency ends of otariids is generally lower than for
phocids, but there is little difference in the middle frequencies (Richardson et al. 1995). The high-
frequency limit for most otariids appears to be about 36 – 40 kHz (Schusterman 1981), and sensitivity in
the 100 – 1 kHz range appears to be lower than for phocids, based on the slopes of the audiograms that
have been performed. Otariids that have been tested appear to have best sensitivity between 2 and 17 kHz
(Moore and Schusterman 1987; Schusterman et al. 1972). Kastak and Schusterman (2002) recently
reported that the auditory sensitivity of a free-diving California sea lion changed at depth. Hearing
sensitivity generally worsened with depth, with significant interaction between depth and frequency.
However, sensitivity at 50 m increased above 35 kHz compared to sensitivity at 10 m. Similar studies have
not been conducted with phocids, but would help elucidate mechanisms of pinnipeds’ underwater hearing.

Pinnipeds are amphibious and thus must also respond to airborne sounds. In-air audiograms have
been obtained for two otariids and two phocids, including the harbor seal. Otariids apparently are more
sensitive to airborne sounds and appear to detect higher frequency airborne sounds than phocids. The high
frequency limit for otariids is similar to the underwater limit of 36 – 40 kHz, whereas for phocids, the
upper limit appears to be around 20 kHz, considerably lower than the 60 kHz limit underwater. Sensitivity
for both otariids and phocids deteriorates as the frequency goes below 2 kHz.

4.2.2 Frequency and Intensity Discrimination

The ability to differentiate between two signals of different frequency and intensity is important
in detecting sound signals amidst background noise. This ability is also important for detecting calls from
conspecifics, prey and predators.

Odontocetes apparently have very good frequency discrimination. Bottlenose dolphins can
discriminate frequencies differing by 0.21 – 0.81% between 2 and 130 kHz (Thompson and Herman
1975). Pinnipeds have less precise frequency discrimination than odontocetes. Harbor seals were able to
detect differences as small as 1.0 – 1.8% between 1 and 57 kHz (Møhl 1967, 1968).
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Intensity discrimination may be important in detecting signals in the presence of noise.
Odontocetes may be able to detect differences as small as 0.35 – 2.0 dB (Johnson 1971). Few data exist on
the ability of pinnipeds to detect differences in intensity. Moore and Schusterman (1976) report that the
California sea lion may be able to detect differences as small as 3 dB at 16 kHz.

4.2.3 Directional Hearing

The ability to localize sounds may be important for interactions among social marine mammals,
and is undoubtedly important in prey detection by echolocation or by passive signal detection. Humans’
ability to localize sounds depends on the interaural delay of sounds. Sound travels five times faster in
water than in air, greatly reducing the ability to detect interaural delay. Bone conduction may also reduce
the ability of terrestrial animals to localize sound underwater. In whales, the auditory organs are isolated
from the skull, enhancing the ability to localize sound. Pinnipeds auditory structures are fused to the skull,
which suggests a reduced ability to localize underwater sounds, but pinnipeds have other adaptations for
hearing both in-air and underwater.

Odontocetes have very good ability to localize sound, as would be expected based on their
echolocation abilities. Bottlenose dolphins are able to differentiate tones 2-3° off midline, and may have
been able to detect clicks 0.7 – 0.9° off midline (Renaud and Popper 1975). Clicks are used for
echolocation and should be more easily located than pure tones. These results were measured with the
dolphin’s head restrained. Head movement may increase the localization abilities of echolocating
dolphins.

Pinnipeds have less precise abilities to localize sounds than odontocetes. A harbor seal was able
to localize underwater tones ~ 6º apart (Møhl 1968b), and a California sea lion was able to localize
underwater tones ~ 4º apart (Moore and Au 1975). The ability to localize tones is better in air than
underwater. A harbor seal was able to localize clicks in air ~ 3º apart (Terhune 1974).

There is some indirect evidence that baleen whales have the ability to localize sounds at
frequencies of a few hundreds, to tens of hertz (Richardson et al. 1995). Baleen whales sometimes orient
and swim towards distant calling conspecifics (Watkins 1981; Tyack and Whitehead 1983), or swim
directly away from predator calls (Malme et al. 1983) or industrial noise (Richardson et al. 1995).

4.3 Auditory Masking

Normal background noise (natural and man-made) may interfere with the ability of an animal to detect a
sound signal. The amount by which a pure tone must exceed the background level in order to be audible is
called the Critical Ratio (CR). CRs are generally measured for specific frequencies, since ability to detect
sounds is dependent upon frequency. In general, CRs increase with increasing frequency.

4.3.1 Adaptations to Reduce Masking

Since natural noise can interfere with the ability to detect sounds, it would be expected that animals have
developed strategies to reduce masking. Marine mammals that localize sounds reduce the effect of
masking as a result of directional noises, that is masking is not as severe for important sounds that come
from directions different than those of the noise. Masking of high frequency sounds in the bottlenose
dolphin is strongly dependent upon the directionality of the sound and noise signals (Au and Moore 1984).
In general, the masking effect of background noise is reduced if the noise either comes from a direction
other than that of the target, or is omnidirectional (Richardson et al. 1995).

In order to reduce masking marine mammals may also shift the frequency of their calls from a
“noisy” frequency band to one with less ambient noise (Lesage et al. 1999), increase the length of calls
(Miller et al. 2000), change the duration of elements in calls (Norris 1999), increase the number of specific
calls (Lesage et al. 1999) or elements within calls (Serrano and Terhune 2001).

4.4 Individual Variation and Motivation

In addition to the physical factors that influence marine mammal hearing, individual variation in
hearing abilities and differences in motivation will influence the effects of sound to marine mammals.
Ketten et al. (1995) compared hearing abilities of a long-term captive dolphin, one juvenile, and two
young adult dolphins. The older dolphin showed hearing loss consistent with age related hearing loss in
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humans. The older dolphin showed a shift in high frequency sensitivity from normal threshold levels up to
165 kHz to no functional hearing above 60 kHz at his death at age 28. The conclusion was that the hearing
loss was attributable only to age-related changes in the ear.

Reactions of marine mammals to sounds vary considerably. Some humpbacks show little or no
reaction to vessels within distances that other humpbacks have shown obvious reactions. Krieger and
Wing (1984, 1986) determined that humpbacks are less likely to react to vessels when they are actively
feeding than when resting or engaged in other activities. Humpback pods with calves, or small pods, were
more likely to react to vessels than were larger pods or pods without calves present (Bauer et al. 1993).
Thus, the motivation (behavioral state, whether sound is perceived as a threat) will affect how or whether
marine mammals will react to sound.

4.5 Baleen Whale Hearing

There are no audiograms for baleen whales, so all information about hearing in baleen whales is based on
behavioral observations, anatomical evidence, and extrapolations from other marine mammal hearing
characteristics. Field observations of the responsiveness of baleen whales to sounds can set an upper
bound for detection thresholds. However, it is not possible to determine if sounds at lower levels than
those that elicited a response were detected but did not elicit an overt response or were undetected by the
animal. Humpback whales reacted to calls from other humpbacks at levels as low as 102 dB re 1 • Pa, and
bowhead whales fled from an approaching boat when the noise level was 90 dB re 1 • Pa (Frankel et al.
1995; Richardson and Greene 1993).

Baleen whales are probably able to hear low frequency sounds, including infrasounds (< 20 Hz).
Baleen whales react to sounds from conspecifics that range from 20 Hz (fin whales) to 550 Hz (humpback
whales) (Watkins 1981; Frankel et al. 1995). Humpback, gray and bowhead whales all react to airgun
pulses and underwater playbacks of low frequency (50 – 500 Hz) man-made sounds (Richardson et al.
1995). Anatomical evidence also suggests that baleen whales are adapted to hear low frequency sounds
(Ketten 1998). The upper bounds of baleen whale hearing are not as high as odontocetes. Humpback
whales reacted to sonar signals at 3.1 – 3.6 kHz and broadband clinkers centered around 4 kHz (Lien et al.
1990, 1992; Maybaum 1993). Watkins (1986) reported that baleen whales react to sonar sounds up to 28
kHz, but not to sounds 36 kHz and above.

4.6 Marine Mammal Sounds

The frequencies of sounds produced by marine mammals identify at least some of the frequencies
important to these species. Marine mammals probably use sounds they create to obtain much information
about their environment, including information about the presence of danger, food, a conspecific or other
animal, and to transmit information about their own position, identity, and territorial or reproductive status
(Richardson et al. 1995). While the sounds created by marine mammals are a good indication of
frequencies important to those species, it is likely that higher and lower frequencies are also important.

4.6.1 Mysticete Sounds

Since baleen whales have rarely been held in captivity, sounds created by baleen whales have
generally been recorded in the wild. Most baleen whale sounds are dominated by low frequencies,
generally below 1 kHz, although a few recordings of clicks with dominant frequencies from 16 to 25 kHz
have been recorded near minke, fin and blue whales (Beamish and Mitchell 1973; Thompson et al. 1979;
Beamish 1979). It is thought these high frequency sounds may have been from odontocetes in the area, or
recording artifacts (Richardson et al. 1995).

Humpback whales produce stereotyped songs associated with reproduction on low-latitude
wintering grounds (Tyack 1981). Songs have occasionally been recorded on the high-latitude summer
feeding grounds (Mattila et al. 1987; McSweeney et al. 1989; Gabriele et al. 2001), in late summer or early
fall. Gabriele et al. (2001) suggest that the increase in song frequency in fall may correspond with the
beginning of hormonal activity in male humpbacks associated with the migration to the wintering grounds.
Humpback whale song elements range from •  20 Hz to 4 or 8 kHz, estimated source levels range from 144
to 174 dB re 1 • Pa (Thompson et al. 1979).

On the summer feeding grounds humpbacks produce sounds associated with feeding behavior
(Jurasz and Jurasz 1979; Cerchio and Dahlheim 2001).  These calls ranged from 236 – 1219 Hz (Cerchio
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and Dahlheim 2001). It is suggested that these calls may serve to manipulate prey distribution (scaring fish
into tighter groups) and as assembly calls, but not to coordinate feeding (Baker 1985).

Humpbacks also produce sounds on the wintering grounds associated with agonistic behavior in
social groups. The sounds extend from 50 Hz to • 10 kHz. These sounds may elicit response from
humpbacks up to 9 km away (Tyack and Whitehead 1983).

4.6.2 Odontocete Sounds

Odontocetes produce three broad types of sounds, tonal whistles, short duration pulsed sounds,
and less distinct pulsed sounds such as cries, grunts and barks. Odontocetes that produce whistles tend to
be social, gathering in large groups of up to thousands of individuals, while non-whistling odontocetes
tend to be non-social or gather in small groups of a few individuals (Tyack 1986; Herman and Tavolga
1980).

Most odontocete’s whistles are narrow-band sounds. Whistles typically have most of their energy
below 20 kHz and can vary greatly in frequency structure. Some odontocetes may use special, unique
whistles as “signature calls” that may carry some information about the sender. Whistles may also serve to
coordinate activity such as feeding in large, dispersed groups (Norris and Dohl 1980; Würsig and Würsig
1980).

Clicks and pulsed sounds are typically short (50 – 200 • s) bursts of sound that can range from 0.1
– 200 kHz (Watkins 1980; Santoro et al. 1989). Source levels of sperm whale clicks can be near 180 dB re
1 • Pa-m (Watkins 1980). Clicks have been demonstrated to be used for echolocation in several species of
odontocetes, and numerous other species produce echolocation type sounds although they have not been
proved to echolocate. Echolocating odontocetes produce forward directional pulsed sounds of high
frequency (12 – 150 kHz), short duration (50 – 200 • s), high intensity (up to 220 – 230 dB re 1 • Pa-m)
sounds.

4.6.3 Phocid Sounds

Phocid seals are diverse in their behavior and habitat use, some spend almost all their time in
water or hauled out on ice. Others haul out regularly on land. Most phocid seal calls seem to be associated
with mating, mother-pup associations or territoriality. Underwater calls may be less important for species
that perform those activities on land. Some phocids produce sounds that propagate for long distances, and
others produce faint sounds that probably do not propagate far. Phocids probably hear sounds up to
approx. 60 kHz underwater, and most calls are made between 90 Hz and 16 kHz (Richardson et al. 1995).

Harbor seals spend considerable time hauled out on land, although much social behavior occurs
underwater as well. Males produce repeated call trains of low frequency (<4 kHz) underwater pulses
including roars, grunts, and creaks (Hanggi and Schusterman 1994). Calls from pups are individually
distinct and broadcast simultaneously in-air and underwater when the pups head is in the air. Females use
calls from their pups both in-air and underwater to recognize and maintain contact with their pups. Pup
calls in-air are centered around 350 Hz, (Ralls et al. 1985) while underwater calls are shifted to higher
frequencies (Richardson et al. 1995).

4.6.4 Otariid Sounds

Sea lions and fur seals spend a great deal of time hauled out on land. They defend territories,
mate, and give birth on traditional terrestrial rookeries. In-air vocalizations are used to defend territories,
attract females, and establish and maintain mother-pup bonds.

No information exists on the frequency composition or source levels of Steller sea lion calls.
Only California sea lion calls have been recorded and analyzed, and are thought to be generally consistent
with those of Steller sea lions. California sea lion males bark incessantly while defending territories on
rookeries. Barks have most energy <1 kHz. Females bark at intruders into their territory, squeal, belch and
growl. Females exchange calls with new pups for several hours after birth. Mothers and pups are then able
to recognize one another by their calls (Trillmich 1981). Female belches and growls have most energy
between 0.25 – 4 kHz, female – pup attraction calls are 1 – 2 kHz and the pup’s bleat is at 0.25 – 6 kHz
(Peterson and Bartholomew 1969). Male Steller sea lions roar and hiss to defend territories on rookeries,
and females defend birthing territories with barks and growls. Females and pups exchange vocal signals
soon after birth, the calls may function in mother – pup recognition.
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Underwater sounds of California sea lions are generally associated with social situations
(Schusterman et al. 1966). Most underwater sounds are barks that are produced while the head is above the
surface. Most of the energy is at frequencies below 2 kHz, and is similar in water and air (Schevill et al.
1963). When submerged, California sea lions produce barks, whinny and buzzing sounds, and click trains
(Schusterman et al. 1966). Steller sea lions are said to produce clicks, growls, snorts and bleats underwater
(Poulter 1968).

4.6.5 Sea Otter Sounds

Sea otters spend much of their time in water, but underwater sounds have not been studied.
Airborne sounds of adult sea otters include: whines, whistles, growls, cooing, chuckles, snarls, and
screams (Kenyon 1981). Otters may also produce sounds by vigorously kicking and splashing while at the
surface (Calkins and Lent 1975). Calls between mothers and pups appear to be important for maintaining
contact (Sandegren et al. 1973). Most of the energy in mother and pup calls is between 3 – 5 kHz.

5.0 UNDERWATER NOISE ACOUSTICS ENVIRONMENT

The ambient underwater noise in Glacier Bay results from both natural and man-made sources.
The natural sources are primarily splash noise from wind-generated waves, and turbulence noise from high
tidal currents in restricted channels. Other sources of natural noise that are unique to Glacier Bay are found
in Sitakaday Narrows and in upper-bay waters that are near the glaciers. The noise in Sitakaday Narrows is
produced by current interaction with the bottom - that results in turbulence noise and impact noise caused
by the movement of small rocks and boulders as they are tumbled down bay by the strong tidal flow. In
the upper bay, and in particular, Queen Inlet, glaciers advancing intermittently down mountain slopes
produce strong low frequency underwater rumbles resembling thunder. These sounds can be heard as they
propagate out into the bay as far as the Marble Islands, and occasionally, in quiet background conditions,
in Bartlett Cove.

Man-made components of ambient noise are primarily caused by water transportation activities.
Cruise ships are the loudest sources but tour boats, charter boats, private skiffs, and even airplanes
contribute to the underwater noise levels in areas near Bartlett Cove and other areas where park visitors
may be concentrated. Vessel noise is considered part of the ambient noise if no nearby source can be
recognized. The following discussion presents details concerning the natural and man-made components
of Glacier Bay underwater noise collected in the 1980s.  Readers are encouraged to read the previous
sections “Acoustic Concepts and Terminology”, “Sound Propagation”, “Zones of Influence”, and “Marine
Mammal Hearing” before reading this section.  It must be noted that there are more current data for the
underwater acoustics environment in Glacier Bay, however, those data are not widely available.
Obtaining those data will allow a more complete description of the underwater environment in Glacier
Bay and provide a better basis for comparisons of the effects of the alternatives presented within this EIS.

5.1 Ambient Noise Levels

Ambient noise has both long-term and transient properties. The long-term properties are
described in terms of their average (mean rms) overall sound level, temporal statistics ( transient level
fluctuations in time) and frequency composition.  Ambient noise data are generally measured at a single
point for a long period (several hours or days).   .  The fluctuations in sound energy that normally occur
over the sampling period are generally averaged  to an equivalent sound level (Leq), which is the constant
rms sound level that would provide the same acoustic energy as the actual signal over the same period.
The range in amplitude of the fluctuating sound level is described statistically by the percentage of time
that the “instantaneous” rms level is above or below selected values, typically 5%, 50% and 95% of the
total range observed during the measurement period.  The frequency composition is usually measured as a
1/3 octave band using the same measurement period as used in determining the Leq.  When signals with
strong tonal components are present, a narrow band analysis may be used to obtain better frequency
definition since most of the energy is contained in a narrow band that includes the tonal frequency. The
1/3 octave band analysis is used for broadband signals because it provides a better correspondence to the
hearing sensitivity of humans (and other mammals).

Acoustic measurements in Glacier Bay have provided data to compare the ambient sound levels
in various parts of the bay with archival data obtained in open water areas to determine if Glacier Bay is
more or less “noisy” than open water areas nearby. Data reported by Wenz (1982) and Urick (1983) are
compared with data obtained by Miles and Malme (1983) in Bartlett Cove as shown in Fig. 1. The Bartlett
Cove data were obtained for conditions with very light winds, so the variation in sound level over the two
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8-hr measurement periods was due primarily to boat and ship traffic, rather than differing environmental
conditions. The mean sound level from boat and ship traffic in Bartlett Cove corresponds to a Sea State 4
(wind speed of about 20 kts) in open water.

It is also necessary to consider the temporal characteristics of ambient noise. The long term
averages discussed previously convey the impression that sound levels under water are nearly constant.
This is not the case in Bartlett Cove as shown in Fig. 2, taken from a graphic level recording sequence
obtained over two 10-minute periods in Bartlett Cove (Miles and Malme 1982). The record shows the
fluctuations in overall sound levels due to humpback whale vocalizations, ship arrivals and departures, and
fishing boat movements. The level of the whale vocalizations is much higher (at the measurement
position) than the departure of the cruise ship Statendam as it begins to travel up bay.

There is a wide variation in ambient noise for other sites in the bay, as can be seen in Figs.3A and
3B. Station 17 near North Marble Island shows sound levels lower than Sea State 0 (calm winds, smooth
seas) at frequencies above 250 Hz. The low frequency noise levels seen in Figs. 3A and 3B are from either
distant ships or glacier motion.  Intermediate levels of noise are seen in the spectrum obtained in Queen
Inlet. The narrow band peaks in this spectrum are caused by glacier rumbles. The spectrum obtained near
Muir Glacier is dominated by the noise of out-gassing from the glacial ice nearby. The high frequency
sounds are higher than would be obtained by wind and wave noise at Sea State 6 (wind speed about 30
kts).

5.2 Description of Noise Range for Each Vessel Class

The man-made component of ambient noise is produced primarily by ship and boat movements.
It is possible to categorize the classes of vessels using the bay by type or application. However, on
analyzing the acoustic output of vessels of the same type, a wide variation is often found. As a result, only
two general classifications, cruise ships, and other miscellaneous boats, have been used. This may be
modified when acoustic data from additional vessels become available. Figure 4 shows the source level
spectra for the range of sound levels produced by 6 representative cruise ships for which data are
available. For comparison, the source levels of a range of smaller vessels, representative of the types that
use the bay, are also shown. These spectra were obtained by estimating transmission loss (TL) for received
levels reported by Malme et.al. (1982). The received energy levels for each 1/3 octave band were summed
to obtain an overall source level (Ls) for each vessel.  The average source level for the cruise ships is about
179 dB, with 9 dB variation between the maximum and minimum overall source levels. The average
source level for the smaller vessels is 164 dB with variation of 10 dB.  The difference in average source
levels between the cruise ships and the smaller vessels is about 15 dB.

In order to estimate the assumed zone of responsiveness (Sec. 3.2.4.2), or the range at which the
overall radiated sound level from these vessels approaches the 130 dB disturbance criterion, it is necessary
to review the Glacier Bay TL data reported by Malme et al. (1982). The data are summarized for 200 Hz
in Fig. 5. The TL measured for Station 41, at the bay entrance, was selected for a whale waters location.
The estimated ranges are shown in Table 5-1.

TABLE 5-1: NOISE RANGES BY VESSEL

Vessel Class
Ls, dB re 1
µPa @ 1 mµPa @ 1 mµPa @ 1 mµPa @ 1 m

Criterion,
dB re 1 µPaµPaµPaµPa

Required TL,
dB Minimum Range, m

Cruise Ships 179 130 49 600
Tour, fishing, sport,
misc. 164 130 34 50

The TL data reported by Malme et al. (1982) at six sites in Glacier Bay included a range of  100
Hz  - 16,000 Hz.  In this case 200 Hz was selected as a representative frequency, as sounds from cruise
ship are generally low frequency. Further TL analyses will be made to include TL values for all
frequencies at selected sites reported by Malme et al. (1982) to provide a more optimum match with the
spectra of the cruise ships. Additional analysis will also be made using an expanded ship database
including all the vessels that visited the park during the 2001 season to provide a more detailed and
relevant analysis for ships in Glacier Bay.
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Memo      
Date:     6/25/2003  

To: Louise Flynn, Ecology and Environment, Inc., Assistant Project Manager 

From: Laurie Kutina, Ecology and Environment, Inc., Air Quality Specialist 

RE: Appendix D: Air Emissions Calculations Methodology 

Existing and projected air emissions were estimated using 2001 operation data, vessel entry and 
use day quotas, NPS staff and vessel operator observations, and the most recent emission factor 
data and emission calculation method for vessels. Projections of future air pollutant emission 
levels were derived based on proposed changes in vessel activity for each alternative. Emission 
calculations used hours of operation that were averaged from 2001 data and NPS staff and vessel 
operator observations to provide average vessel times at each speed classification (time-in-mode).  

 
Vessel emission factor data and calculation methodology were obtained from documentation 
recently published by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Office of Mobile Sources 
(Energy and Environmental Analysis 2000). The estimation method, as described below, 
incorporates the latest information available from nine different emission studies and utilizes 
kilowatt-hour (kW-hr) emission factors to determine emissions based upon load factor (i.e. 
percent of engine capacity while the vessel is under power) and operational time. The load factors 
were estimated using this method, and projected time-in-mode for each power setting was 
estimated based upon observations of existing conditions and proposed speed restrictions within 
Glacier Bay. 
 
The emissions factor algorithms derived are from the following equation: 

E (g/kW-hr) = a (Fractional Load)-x + b 

Where E is the emissions rate per unit of work. The data analysis showed no statistically 
significant differences in emissions rates by engine size or output range, or by 
two-stroke/four-stoke, subject to the caveats detailed above. Emissions rates for SO2 are based on 
(fuel consumption x sulfur content of fuel) since all SO2 emissions are fuel derived. The sulfur 
content of fuel was assumed to be 0.2% for all vessels except the cruise ships, which use marine 
grade fuel assumed to contain a sulfur content of 1.5%.   
The SO2 regression equation used is: 

 Emissions Rate (g/kW-hr) = a (Fuel Sulfur Flow in g/kW-hr) + b 
 
The calculation of all factors is provided in table D-1. 
 
Computation of emissions from auxiliary engines used by cruise ships required the use of the 
same emission factors specified above, and are evaluated at a load factor equal to one (i.e., at full 
load). The equation for emission from auxiliary engines is   

Emissions = (EF)(LF=1) × Auxiliary Power (kW) × Time 
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The basic equations used for the calculation of emissions are: 
 

EMISSIONS,VCC,MODE = (EF)(LFMODE) × (HP) × LFMODE × TIME 
 

where: 
 VCC - vessel class (cruise ship, or tour, charter, or private vessel) 
 EF - emissions factor 
 LF -mode specific load factor 
 HP I- maximum Horsepower 

 
Load Factor and Power calculations are provided in table D-2, and the calculations of emissions 
rates in lbs/hr are provided in table D-3. 
 
For this evaluation, it was assumed that the cruise ships would operate in the park for 9 hours per 
use day, and that tour vessels would operate in the park for 13 hours per use day (based upon 
2001 average—See Tables D-4 and D-5). Charter and private vessels are assumed to operate for 
9.5 hours per use day, based upon generic assumptions established by The Energy and 
Environmental Analysis 2000 Report because there was no specific operation time data available. 
Time-in-mode for assumptions are adjusted for alternatives 4, 5, and 6, where speed restrictions 
would require cruise ships to maintain a slow cruise. It was assumed that the cruise ships would 
therefore take twice as long to enter and leave the bay, and therefore the total time for cruise ships 
under alternatives 4, 5, and 6 would be 13 hours. Other vessels would not be subject to the speed 
restrictions. NPS staff and vessel operator observations were used to determine average time at 
each speed classification (time-in-mode), assuming that the majority of time would be spent at 
normal cruise, with some time spent at a slow cruise and maneuvering (see table D-6). 
 
Use day data for 2001 was collected for cruise ships, tour vessels, charter vessels, and private 
vessels, and it was used to determine baseline annual emissions. This data is summarized in tables 
D-4, D-5, D-7, and D-8.   
 
In the development of projected emissions, annual use day quotas were used to determine number 
of in-season use days for all vessels, and off-season entries for cruise ships and tour vessels. Off-
season vessel use days for charter and private vessels were assumed to be the same as the 
baseline. Daily emission and annual emissions were calculated differently in this evaluation. 
Daily emissions were calculated assuming that the vessel use of Glacier Bay is at the maximum 
quota of 2 cruise ships, 3 tour vessels, 6 charter vessels, and 25 private vessels, adjusted as 
required for each alternative. The total provides a worst-case evaluation of daily emissions in the 
park on a given day, and under these conditions. Annual emissions include all emissions emitted 
during the calendar year, January to December, and were determined using annual seasonal 
quotas and 2001 use data as described above.   

 
Baseline emissions and 2001 operating data are provided in tables D-7 and D-8. Use-day quotas 
and calculations for alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are provided in tables , D-9, D-11, D-13, 
D-15, D-17, and D-19, respectively. Load factors are adjusted to account for speed reductions for 
alternatives 4, 5, and 6. Estimated daily and annual emissions for alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 
are summarized in tables D-10, D-12, D-14, D-16, D-18, and D-20, respectively.   



Emission Rate Calculations
Table D-1

Pollutants Exponent(x) Intercept(b) Coefficient(a) Pollutants 80% 40% 20% 10%
PM 1.5 0.2551 0.0059 PM 0.26 0.28 0.32 0.44

NOX 1.5 10.4496 0.1255 NOX 10.62 10.95 11.85 14.42
NO2 1.5 15.5247 0.18865 NO2 15.79 16.27 17.63 21.49
SO2 2.3735 High Sulfur SO2 11.25 11.25 11.25 11.25
CO 1 0.8378 Low Sulfur SO3 1.69 1.69 1.69 1.69
HC 1.5 0.0667 CO 1.05 2.09 4.19 8.38

HC 0.09 0.26 0.75 2.11
Fuel consumption g/kW-hr) 223.37 241.02 276.32 346.92

All but SO2:
Emission Rate (g/kW-hr) = a(Fractional Load)-x + b
SO2:
Emission Rate(g/kW-hr) = a(Fuel Sulfur Flow in g/kW-hr) + b lbs sulfur/lb fuel (1.5%) 0.020 0.003

(Sulfur Flow in g/kW-hr = 0.71 fuel wieght 7.1 lbs/gal
(Sulfur Flow in g/kW-hr = 4.74 0.39 lbs fuel/hp-hr 0.39 0.39

Fuel Consumption (g/kW-hr) = 14.12/(Fractional Load) + 205.717 1 kW=1.34 hp 1.34 1.34
1 lb = 453.59 g 453.6 453.59

Source: Energy and Environmental Analysis, EPA420-00-002, Analysis of Commercial Marine Vessels Emission and Fuel Consumption Data , Final Report, Feb 2000

Marine Grade Fuel Low Sulfur Diesel Fuel

1 lb = 453.59 g

lbs sulfur/lb fuel (0.2%)
fuel wieght 7.1 lbs/gal
0.39 lbs fuel/hp-hr
1 kW=1.34 hp

Emission rate (g/kW-hr) by fractional load
Marine Engine Emission Factor                                                                       

and Fuel Consumption Algorithms

Conversion Factors for SO2 Conversion Factors for SO2 



Average Power Ratings (kW) and Load Factors for Vessels
Table D-2

Vessel Horsepowerb kW(rated average) Activity Load Factora kW (weighted) Auxiliary Loads (kW)a Total kW
Cruise Ship 32000 23881 Normal Cruise 80% 19104 19104

Slow Cruise 20% 4776 5000 9776
Maneuvering 10% 2388 5000 7388
Hotelling 5000 5000

Tour boats 2415 1802 Normal Cruise 80% 1442 1442
Slow Cruise 40% 721 721
Maneuvering 20% 360 360
Hotelling

Charter Vessels 1106 825 Normal Cruise 80% 660 660
Slow Cruise 40% 330 330
Maneuvering 20% 165 165
Hotelling

Private Vessels 1863 1390 Normal Cruise 80% 1112 1112
Slow Cruise 40% 556 556
Maneuvering 20.00% 278 278
Hotelling

(a) From Table 5-2, Energy and Environmental Analysis February 2000 
(b) From page 5-4, Energy and Environmental Analysis, February, 2000, except Cruise Ships, which is the average of HP ratings of all cruise 
     ships that operated in the Bay in 2001                                                                                       



Calculation of Emission Rates (lbs/hr)
Table D-3

Vessel Activity
Load 

Factor
kW 

(weighted) PM NOX SO2 CO HC PM NOX SO2 CO HC
Cruise Normal Cruise 80% 19104 0.26 10.62 11.25 1.05 0.09 8.85 357.25 378.36 35.21 3.13
Ship Slow Cruise 20% 9776 0.32 11.85 11.25 4.19 0.75 4.91 50.98 48.40 18.02 3.21

Maneuvering 10% 7388 0.44 14.42 11.25 8.38 2.11 5.58 23.44 18.29 13.62 3.43
Hotelling 10% 5000 0.44 14.42 11.25 8.38 2.11 5.34 15.86 12.38 9.22 2.32

Tour Normal Cruise 80% 1442 0.26 10.62 1.69 1.05 0.09 0.67 26.96 4.28 2.66 0.24
Boats Slow Cruise 40% 721 0.28 10.95 1.69 2.09 0.26 0.18 6.94 1.07 1.33 0.17

Maneuvering 20% 360 0.32 11.85 1.69 4.19 0.75 0.05 1.88 0.27 0.66 0.12
Hotelling 0% 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Charter Normal Cruise 80% 660 0.26 10.62 1.69 1.05 0.09 0.31 12.35 1.96 1.22 0.11
Vessels Slow Cruise 40% 330 0.28 10.95 1.69 2.09 0.26 0.08 3.18 0.49 0.61 0.08

Maneuvering 20% 165 0.32 11.85 1.69 4.19 0.75 0.02 0.86 0.12 0.30 0.05
Hotelling 0% 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Private Normal Cruise 80% 1112 0.26 10.62 1.69 1.05 0.09 0.52 20.80 3.30 2.05 0.18
Vessels Slow Cruise 40% 556 0.28 10.95 1.69 2.09 0.26 0.14 5.36 0.83 1.03 0.13

Maneuvering 20% 278 0.32 11.85 1.69 4.19 0.75 0.04 1.45 0.21 0.51 0.09
Hotelling 0 0

Emission Factor (g/kW-hr) Emissions lbs/hr (includes auxilliary power)



Existing Conditions Speed Assumptions
Table D-4

Vessel Activity

Load 
Factor       
(% of full 
power)

Average 
hours at 
each 
speed

% of time at 
each speed Information Source

Cruise Normal Cruise 80.00% 5.8 65 Interpretation Division

Ship Slow Cruise 20.00% 1.8 20
We assume transit through whale waters to be at a 
slow cruise speed.

Maneuvering 10.00% 1.4 15

to pick up and drop off rangers: 15 minutes to pick 
up a ranger on the way up-bay, 15 minutes to drop 
off on the way back and 1 hour at the glacier.

Hotelling 10.00% 0 0

TOTAL HOURS IN BAY 9 100%
Cruise ships stay on their schedules more than any 
other vessels in the bay.

Tour Normal Cruise 80.00% 8

The amount of time spent in the bay and amount of 
time spent at the different speeds varies for each 
concessioner.. Estimates on Sheet 1 were provided 
by Chris Gabriele, GLBA whale biologist.

Vessels Slow Cruise 40.00% 2
Maneuvering 20.00% 1
Hotelling 0.00% 2

TOTAL HOURS IN BAY 13 100%

Charter Normal Cruise 80.00% 3.3 35
Info from Gustavus Marine Charters (via Marilyn 
Trump, GLBA, 01-10-03)

Vessels Slow Cruise 40.00% 2.4 25
Maneuvering 20.00% 1.4 15
Hotelling 0.00% 2.4 25

TOTAL HOURS IN BAY 9.5 100%

Private Normal Cruise 80.00% 5
Included here are the estimates provided by Chris 
Gabriele, GLBA whale biologist

Vessels Slow Cruise 40.00% 1.5
Maneuvering 20.00% 1
Hotelling 0.00% 2

TOTAL HOURS IN BAY 9.5 100%



Table D-5

Vessel Activity

Actual 
seasonal use 

days1
Off-season 
use days2

Total Annual 
use days

13.65(b) daily 
max

Average daily 
hours of 

operation3,4 PM NOX SO2 CO HC
Cruise Ship Normal Cruise 130 89 219 2 5.80 8.85 357.25 378.36 35.21 3.13

Slow Cruise 130 89 219 2 1.80 4.91 50.98 48.40 18.02 3.21
Maneuvering 130 89 219 2 1.40 5.58 23.44 18.29 13.62 3.43
Hotelling 130 89 219 2 0.00 5.34 15.86 12.38 9.22 2.32

TOTAL(lbs)
TOTAL (tons)
Tour boats Normal Cruise 257 86 343 3 8.00 0.67 26.96 4.28 2.66 0.24

Slow Cruise 257 86 343 3 2.00 0.18 6.94 1.07 1.33 0.17
Maneuvering 257 86 343 3 1.00 0.05 1.88 0.27 0.66 0.12
Hotelling 257 86 343 3 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Charter Vessels Normal Cruise 261 55 316 6 3.30 0.31 12.35 1.96 1.22 0.11

Slow Cruise 261 55 316 6 2.40 0.08 3.18 0.49 0.61 0.08
Maneuvering 261 55 316 6 1.40 0.02 0.86 0.12 0.30 0.05
Hotelling 261 55 316 6 2.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Private Vessels Normal Cruise 1,603 401 2,004 25 5.00 0.52 20.80 3.30 2.05 0.18

Slow Cruise 1,603 401 2,004 25 1.50 0.14 5.36 0.83 1.03 0.13
Maneuvering 1,603 401 2,004 25 1.00 0.04 1.45 0.21 0.51 0.09
Hotelling 1,603 401 2,004 25 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
GRAND TOTAL (lbs)
GRAND TOTAL (tons)

Notes:
1.  Seasonal use day numbers established by existing vessel quotas.  
2.  Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the seasonal number.  
3.  Assumes 9 hours op for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.5 for others. 
4. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and existing speed restrictions. 

Baseline Cruise Ship Emissions- 2001 Emissions

Emissions (lbs/hr)



Table D-5

Vessel Activity

Actual 
seasonal use 

days1
Off-season 
use days2

Total Annual 
use days

13.65(b) daily 
max

Average daily 
hours of 

operation3,4

Cruise Ship Normal Cruise 130 89 219 2 5.80
Slow Cruise 130 89 219 2 1.80
Maneuvering 130 89 219 2 1.40
Hotelling 130 89 219 2 0.00

TOTAL(lbs)
TOTAL (tons)
Tour boats Normal Cruise 257 86 343 3 8.00

Slow Cruise 257 86 343 3 2.00
Maneuvering 257 86 343 3 1.00
Hotelling 257 86 343 3 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Charter Vessels Normal Cruise 261 55 316 6 3.30

Slow Cruise 261 55 316 6 2.40
Maneuvering 261 55 316 6 1.40
Hotelling 261 55 316 6 2.40

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Private Vessels Normal Cruise 1,603 401 2,004 25 5.00

Slow Cruise 1,603 401 2,004 25 1.50
Maneuvering 1,603 401 2,004 25 1.00
Hotelling 1,603 401 2,004 25 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
GRAND TOTAL (lbs)
GRAND TOTAL (tons)

Notes:
1.  Seasonal use day numbers established by existing vessel quotas.  
2.  Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the seasonal number.  
3.  Assumes 9 hours op for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.5 for others. 
4. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and existing speed restrictions. 

Baseline Cruise Ship Emissions- 2001 Emissions

PM NOX SO2 CO HC
102.71 4,144.14 4,388.92 408.47 36.36

17.69 183.54 174.25 64.87 11.55
15.61 65.62 51.21 38.13 9.60

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
136.01 4,393.30 4,614.38 511.46 57.50

16.04 647.08 102.79 63.78 5.68
1.06 41.66 6.42 7.97 1.00
0.15 5.64 0.80 1.99 0.35
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

17.25 694.38 110.02 73.74 7.04

6.06 244.48 38.84 24.10 2.14
1.16 45.79 7.06 8.76 1.10
0.20 7.23 1.03 2.56 0.45
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
7.42 297.51 46.93 35.42 3.70

64.44 2,599.86 413.01 256.25 22.81
5.11 200.87 30.98 38.44 4.84
0.98 36.25 5.16 12.81 2.28
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

70.53 2,836.98 449.15 307.51 29.93

231.22 8,222.17 5,220.49 928.13 98.17

Emissions (lbs/day)

showersa
Notes:1. Seasonal use day numbers established by existing vessel quotas.2. Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the3. Assumes 9 hours op for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.54. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and existing speed restrictions.



Table D-5

Vessel Activity

Actual 
seasonal use 

days1
Off-season 
use days2

Total Annual 
use days

13.65(b) daily 
max

Average daily 
hours of 

operation3,4

Cruise Ship Normal Cruise 130 89 219 2 5.80
Slow Cruise 130 89 219 2 1.80
Maneuvering 130 89 219 2 1.40
Hotelling 130 89 219 2 0.00

TOTAL(lbs)
TOTAL (tons)
Tour boats Normal Cruise 257 86 343 3 8.00

Slow Cruise 257 86 343 3 2.00
Maneuvering 257 86 343 3 1.00
Hotelling 257 86 343 3 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Charter Vessels Normal Cruise 261 55 316 6 3.30

Slow Cruise 261 55 316 6 2.40
Maneuvering 261 55 316 6 1.40
Hotelling 261 55 316 6 2.40

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Private Vessels Normal Cruise 1,603 401 2,004 25 5.00

Slow Cruise 1,603 401 2,004 25 1.50
Maneuvering 1,603 401 2,004 25 1.00
Hotelling 1,603 401 2,004 25 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
GRAND TOTAL (lbs)
GRAND TOTAL (tons)

Notes:
1.  Seasonal use day numbers established by existing vessel quotas.  
2.  Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the seasonal number.  
3.  Assumes 9 hours op for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.5 for others. 
4. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and existing speed restrictions. 

Baseline Cruise Ship Emissions- 2001 Emissions

PM NOX SO2 CO HC
11,247.24 453,783.33 480,587.04 44,727.06 3,981.17

1,936.61 20,098.07 19,080.42 7,103.07 1,264.49
1,709.69 7,185.19 5,607.60 4,175.09 1,051.12

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
14,893.54 481,066.58 505,275.06 56,005.21 6,296.78

7.45 240.53 252.64 28.00 3.15
1,833.69 73,982.28 11,752.83 7,292.05 649.07

121.17 4,763.45 734.55 911.51 114.74
17.47 644.77 91.82 227.88 40.57

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1,972.32 79,390.50 12,579.20 8,431.43 804.37

0.99 39.70 6.29 4.22 0.40
319.14 12,876.05 2,045.49 1,269.12 112.97

61.35 2,411.76 371.91 461.50 58.09
10.32 380.86 54.24 134.60 23.96

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
390.80 15,668.67 2,471.63 1,865.23 195.02

0.20 7.83 1.24 0.93 0.10
5,164.76 208,378.47 33,103.02 20,538.78 1,828.16

409.53 16,100.09 2,482.73 3,080.82 387.81
78.71 2,905.71 413.79 1,026.94 182.82

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
5,653.00 227,384.28 35,999.53 24,646.53 2,398.79

2.83 113.69 18.00 12.32 1.20
22,909.66 803,510.03 556,325.43 90,948.41 9,694.97

11.45 401.76 278.16 45.47 4.85

Emissions (lbs/yr, TPY )

showersa
Notes:1. Seasonal use day numbers established by existing vessel quotas.2. Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the3. Assumes 9 hours op for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.54. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and existing speed restrictions.



Summary of Baseline Cruise Ship Emissions- 2001 Emissions
Table D-6

PM NOX SO2 CO HC
Cruise Ships 136.01 4,393.30 4,614.38 511.46 57.50
Tour Boats 17.25 694.38 110.02 73.74 7.04
Charter Vessels 7.42 297.51 46.93 35.42 3.70
Private Vessels 70.53 2,836.98 449.15 307.51 29.93
Total 231.22 8,222.17 5,220.49 928.13 98.17

PM NOX SO2 CO HC
Cruise Ships 7.45 240.53 252.64 28.00 3.15
Tour Boats 0.99 39.70 6.29 4.22 0.40
Charter Vessels 0.20 7.83 1.24 0.93 0.10
Private Vessels 2.83 113.69 18.00 12.32 1.20
Total 11.45 401.76 278.16 45.47 4.85

Baseline Emissions lbs/day

Baseline Emissions TPY



Table D-7

Vessel Activity

13.65(b) 
Seasonal 
use days 

Max1
Off-season 
use days2

Total Annual 
use days

13.65(b) daily 
max

Average daily 
hours of 

operation3,4 PM NOX SO2 CO HC
Cruise Ship Normal Cruise 139 122 261 2 5.80 8.85 357.25 378.36 35.21 3.13

Slow Cruise 139 122 261 2 1.80 4.91 50.98 48.40 18.02 3.21
Maneuvering 139 122 261 2 1.40 5.58 23.44 18.29 13.62 3.43
Hotelling 139 122 261 2 0.00 5.34 15.86 12.38 9.22 2.32

TOTAL(lbs)
TOTAL (tons)
Tour boats Normal Cruise 276 244 520 3 8.00 0.67 26.96 4.28 2.66 0.24

Slow Cruise 276 244 520 3 2.00 0.18 6.94 1.07 1.33 0.17
Maneuvering 276 244 520 3 1.00 0.05 1.88 0.27 0.66 0.12
Hotelling 276 244 520 3 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Charter Vessels Normal Cruise 552 55 607 6 3.30 0.31 12.35 1.96 1.22 0.11

Slow Cruise 552 55 607 6 2.40 0.08 3.18 0.49 0.61 0.08
Maneuvering 552 55 607 6 1.40 0.02 0.86 0.12 0.30 0.05
Hotelling 552 55 607 6 2.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Private Vessels Normal Cruise 1,971 493 2,464 25 5.00 0.52 20.80 3.30 2.05 0.18

Slow Cruise 1,971 493 2,464 25 1.50 0.14 5.36 0.83 1.03 0.13
Maneuvering 1,971 493 2,464 25 1.00 0.04 1.45 0.21 0.51 0.09
Hotelling 1,971 493 2,464 25 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
GRAND TOTAL (lbs)
GRAND TOTAL (tons)

Notes:
1.  Seasonal use day numbers established by alterative 1 vessel quotas.  
2.  Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the seasonal number.  
3.  Assumes 9 hours of operations for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.5 for others. 
4. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators.

Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 1

Emissions (lbs/hr)



Table D-7

Vessel Activity

13.65(b) 
Seasonal 
use days 

Max1
Off-season 
use days2

Total Annual 
use days

13.65(b) daily 
max

Average daily 
hours of 

operation3,4

Cruise Ship Normal Cruise 139 122 261 2 5.80
Slow Cruise 139 122 261 2 1.80
Maneuvering 139 122 261 2 1.40
Hotelling 139 122 261 2 0.00

TOTAL(lbs)
TOTAL (tons)
Tour boats Normal Cruise 276 244 520 3 8.00

Slow Cruise 276 244 520 3 2.00
Maneuvering 276 244 520 3 1.00
Hotelling 276 244 520 3 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Charter Vessels Normal Cruise 552 55 607 6 3.30

Slow Cruise 552 55 607 6 2.40
Maneuvering 552 55 607 6 1.40
Hotelling 552 55 607 6 2.40

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Private Vessels Normal Cruise 1,971 493 2,464 25 5.00

Slow Cruise 1,971 493 2,464 25 1.50
Maneuvering 1,971 493 2,464 25 1.00
Hotelling 1,971 493 2,464 25 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
GRAND TOTAL (lbs)
GRAND TOTAL (tons)

Notes:
1.  Seasonal use day numbers established by alterative 1 vessel quotas.  
2.  Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the seasonal number.  
3.  Assumes 9 hours of operations for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.5 for others. 
4. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators.

Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 1

PM NOX SO2 CO HC
102.71 4,144.14 4,388.92 408.47 36.36

17.69 183.54 174.25 64.87 11.55
15.61 65.62 51.21 38.13 9.60

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
136.01 4,393.30 4,614.38 511.46 57.50

16.04 647.08 102.79 63.78 5.68
1.06 41.66 6.42 7.97 1.00
0.15 5.64 0.80 1.99 0.35
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

17.25 694.38 110.02 73.74 7.04

6.06 244.48 38.84 24.10 2.14
1.16 45.79 7.06 8.76 1.10
0.20 7.23 1.03 2.56 0.45
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
7.42 297.51 46.93 35.42 3.70

64.44 2,599.86 413.01 256.25 22.81
5.11 200.87 30.98 38.44 4.84
0.98 36.25 5.16 12.81 2.28
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

70.53 2,836.98 449.15 307.51 29.93

231.22 8,222.17 5,220.49 928.13 98.17

Emissions (lbs/day)

showersa
Notes:1. Seasonal use day numbers established by existing vessel quotas.2. Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the3. Assumes 9 hours op for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.54. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and existing speed restrictions.



Table D-7

Vessel Activity

13.65(b) 
Seasonal 
use days 

Max1
Off-season 
use days2

Total Annual 
use days

13.65(b) daily 
max

Average daily 
hours of 

operation3,4

Cruise Ship Normal Cruise 139 122 261 2 5.80
Slow Cruise 139 122 261 2 1.80
Maneuvering 139 122 261 2 1.40
Hotelling 139 122 261 2 0.00

TOTAL(lbs)
TOTAL (tons)
Tour boats Normal Cruise 276 244 520 3 8.00

Slow Cruise 276 244 520 3 2.00
Maneuvering 276 244 520 3 1.00
Hotelling 276 244 520 3 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Charter Vessels Normal Cruise 552 55 607 6 3.30

Slow Cruise 552 55 607 6 2.40
Maneuvering 552 55 607 6 1.40
Hotelling 552 55 607 6 2.40

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Private Vessels Normal Cruise 1,971 493 2,464 25 5.00

Slow Cruise 1,971 493 2,464 25 1.50
Maneuvering 1,971 493 2,464 25 1.00
Hotelling 1,971 493 2,464 25 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
GRAND TOTAL (lbs)
GRAND TOTAL (tons)

Notes:
1.  Seasonal use day numbers established by alterative 1 vessel quotas.  
2.  Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the seasonal number.  
3.  Assumes 9 hours of operations for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.5 for others. 
4. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators.

Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 1

PM     NOX SO2 CO HC
13,404.24 540,810.27 572,754.41 53,304.85 4,744.68

2,308.01 23,952.49 22,739.68 8,465.30 1,507.00
2,037.58 8,563.17 6,683.03 4,975.79 1,252.70

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
17,749.84 573,325.93 602,177.13 66,745.94 7,504.38

8.87 286.66 301.09 33.37 3.75
2,779.93 112,159.72 17,817.70 11,055.00 984.01

183.69 7,221.56 1,113.61 1,381.87 173.95
26.48 977.50 139.20 345.47 61.50

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2,990.10 120,358.78 19,070.51 12,782.34 1,219.46

1.50 60.18 9.54 6.39 0.61
613.03 24,733.42 3,929.15 2,437.84 216.99
117.84 4,632.72 714.39 886.49 111.59

19.82 731.59 104.18 258.56 46.03
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

750.69 30,097.73 4,747.73 3,582.89 374.61
0.38 15.05 2.37 1.79 0.19

6,350.43 256,215.82 40,702.47 25,253.86 2,247.85
503.55 19,796.18 3,052.68 3,788.08 476.84

96.78 3,572.78 508.78 1,262.69 224.79
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

6,950.76 279,584.78 44,263.93 30,304.63 2,949.48
3.48 139.79 22.13 15.15 1.47

28,441.39 1,003,367.22 670,259.29 113,415.80 12,047.94
14.22 501.68 335.13 56.71 6.02

Emissions (lbs/yr, TPY )

showersa
Notes:1. Seasonal use day numbers established by existing vessel quotas.2. Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the3. Assumes 9 hours op for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.54. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and existing speed restrictions.



Summary of Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 1
Table D-8

Quota PM NOX SO2 CO HC
Cruise Ships 2 136.01 4,393.30 4,614.38 511.46 57.50
Tour Boats 3 17.25 694.38 110.02 73.74 7.04
Charter Vessels 6 7.42 297.51 46.93 35.42 3.70
Private Vessels 25 70.53 2,836.98 449.15 307.51 29.93
Total 231.22 8,222.17 5,220.49 928.13 98.17

Quota PM NOX SO2 CO HC
Cruise Ships 261 8.87 286.66 301.09 33.37 3.75
Tour Boats 520 1.50 60.18 9.54 6.39 0.61
Charter Vessels 607 0.38 15.05 2.37 1.79 0.19
Private Vessels 2,464 3.48 139.79 22.13 15.15 1.47
Total 14.22 501.68 335.13 56.71 6.02
Change from Baseline 2.77 99.93 56.97 11.23 1.18
% Change from baseline 24% 25% 20% 25% 24%

Alternative 1 Emissions lbs/day

Alternative 1 Emissions TPY



Table D-9

Vessel Activity

13.65(b) 
Seasonal use 

days Max1
Off-season 
use days2

Total Annual 
use days

13.65(b) 
daily max

Average daily 
hours of 

operation3,4 PM NOX SO2 CO HC
Cruise Ship Normal Cruise 107 122 229 2 5.80 8.85 357.25 378.36 35.21 3.13

Slow Cruise 107 122 229 2 1.80 4.91 50.98 48.40 18.02 3.21
Maneuvering 107 122 229 2 1.40 5.58 23.44 18.29 13.62 3.43
Hotelling 107 122 229 2 0.00 5.34 15.86 12.38 9.22 2.32

TOTAL(lbs)
TOTAL (tons)
Tour boats Normal Cruise 276 244 520 3 8.00 0.67 26.96 4.28 2.66 0.24

Slow Cruise 276 244 520 3 2.00 0.18 6.94 1.07 1.33 0.17
Maneuvering 276 244 520 3 1.00 0.05 1.88 0.27 0.66 0.12
Hotelling 276 244 520 3 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Charter Vessels Normal Cruise 511 55 566 6 3.30 0.31 12.35 1.96 1.22 0.11

Slow Cruise 511 55 566 6 2.40 0.08 3.18 0.49 0.61 0.08
Maneuvering 511 55 566 6 1.40 0.02 0.86 0.12 0.30 0.05
Hotelling 511 55 566 6 2.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Private and Normal Cruise 1,714 429 2,143 25 5.00 0.52 20.80 3.30 2.05 0.18
Admin Vessels Slow Cruise 1,714 429 2,143 25 1.50 0.14 5.36 0.83 1.03 0.13

Maneuvering 1,714 429 2,143 25 1.00 0.04 1.45 0.21 0.51 0.09
Hotelling 1,714 429 2,143 25 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
GRAND TOTAL (lbs)
GRAND TOTAL (tons)

Notes:
1.  Seasonal use day numbers established by alterative 2 vessel quotas.  
2.  Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the seasonal number.  
3.  Assumes 9 hours of operations for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.5 for others. 
4. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators. 

Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 2

Emissions (lbs/hr)



Table D-9

Vessel Activity

13.65(b) 
Seasonal use 

days Max1
Off-season 
use days2

Total Annual 
use days

13.65(b) 
daily max

Average daily 
hours of 

operation3,4

Cruise Ship Normal Cruise 107 122 229 2 5.80
Slow Cruise 107 122 229 2 1.80
Maneuvering 107 122 229 2 1.40
Hotelling 107 122 229 2 0.00

TOTAL(lbs)
TOTAL (tons)
Tour boats Normal Cruise 276 244 520 3 8.00

Slow Cruise 276 244 520 3 2.00
Maneuvering 276 244 520 3 1.00
Hotelling 276 244 520 3 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Charter Vessels Normal Cruise 511 55 566 6 3.30

Slow Cruise 511 55 566 6 2.40
Maneuvering 511 55 566 6 1.40
Hotelling 511 55 566 6 2.40

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Private and Normal Cruise 1,714 429 2,143 25 5.00
Admin Vessels Slow Cruise 1,714 429 2,143 25 1.50

Maneuvering 1,714 429 2,143 25 1.00
Hotelling 1,714 429 2,143 25 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
GRAND TOTAL (lbs)
GRAND TOTAL (tons)

Notes:
1.  Seasonal use day numbers established by alterative 2 vessel quotas.  
2.  Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the seasonal number.  
3.  Assumes 9 hours of operations for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.5 for others. 
4. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators. 

Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 2

PM NOX SO2 CO HC
102.71 4,144.14 4,388.92 408.47 36.36

17.69 183.54 174.25 64.87 11.55
15.61 65.62 51.21 38.13 9.60

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
136.01 4,393.30 4,614.38 511.46 57.50

16.04 647.08 102.79 63.78 5.68
1.06 41.66 6.42 7.97 1.00
0.15 5.64 0.80 1.99 0.35
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

17.25 694.38 110.02 73.74 7.04

6.06 244.48 38.84 24.10 2.14
1.16 45.79 7.06 8.76 1.10
0.20 7.23 1.03 2.56 0.45
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
7.42 297.51 46.93 35.42 3.70

64.44 2,599.86 413.01 256.25 22.81
5.11 200.87 30.98 38.44 4.84
0.98 36.25 5.16 12.81 2.28
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

70.53 2,836.98 449.15 307.51 29.93

231.22 8,222.17 5,220.49 928.13 98.17

Emissions (lbs/day)

showersa
Notes:1. Seasonal use day numbers established by existing vessel quotas.2. Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the3. Assumes 9 hours op for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.54. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and existing speed restrictions.



Table D-9

Vessel Activity

13.65(b) 
Seasonal use 

days Max1
Off-season 
use days2

Total Annual 
use days

13.65(b) 
daily max

Average daily 
hours of 

operation3,4

Cruise Ship Normal Cruise 107 122 229 2 5.80
Slow Cruise 107 122 229 2 1.80
Maneuvering 107 122 229 2 1.40
Hotelling 107 122 229 2 0.00

TOTAL(lbs)
TOTAL (tons)
Tour boats Normal Cruise 276 244 520 3 8.00

Slow Cruise 276 244 520 3 2.00
Maneuvering 276 244 520 3 1.00
Hotelling 276 244 520 3 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Charter Vessels Normal Cruise 511 55 566 6 3.30

Slow Cruise 511 55 566 6 2.40
Maneuvering 511 55 566 6 1.40
Hotelling 511 55 566 6 2.40

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Private and Normal Cruise 1,714 429 2,143 25 5.00
Admin Vessels Slow Cruise 1,714 429 2,143 25 1.50

Maneuvering 1,714 429 2,143 25 1.00
Hotelling 1,714 429 2,143 25 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
GRAND TOTAL (lbs)
GRAND TOTAL (tons)

Notes:
1.  Seasonal use day numbers established by alterative 2 vessel quotas.  
2.  Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the seasonal number.  
3.  Assumes 9 hours of operations for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.5 for others. 
4. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators. 

Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 2

PM NOX SO2 CO HC
11,760.81 474,504.03 502,531.65 46,769.39 4,162.96

2,025.04 21,015.79 19,951.67 7,427.41 1,322.23
1,787.76 7,513.28 5,863.66 4,365.73 1,099.11

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
15,573.61 503,033.09 528,346.98 58,562.53 6,584.31

7.79 251.52 264.17 29.28 3.29
2,779.93 112,159.72 17,817.70 11,055.00 984.01

183.69 7,221.56 1,113.61 1,381.87 173.95
26.48 977.50 139.20 345.47 61.50

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2,990.10 120,358.78 19,070.51 12,782.34 1,219.46

1.50 60.18 9.54 6.39 0.61
571.62 23,062.80 3,663.76 2,273.18 202.34
109.88 4,319.80 666.14 826.61 104.05

18.48 682.18 97.15 241.09 42.92
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

699.98 28,064.77 4,427.04 3,340.88 349.31
0.35 14.03 2.21 1.67 0.17

5,522.39 222,807.67 35,395.24 21,960.99 1,954.76
437.89 17,214.95 2,654.64 3,294.15 414.67

84.16 3,106.92 442.44 1,098.05 195.48
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

6,044.45 243,129.54 38,492.33 26,353.19 2,564.90
3.02 121.56 19.25 13.18 1.28

25,308.14 894,586.18 590,336.86 101,038.95 10,717.97
12.65 447.29 295.17 50.52 5.36

Emissions (lbs/yr, TPY )

showersa
Notes:1. Seasonal use day numbers established by existing vessel quotas.2. Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the3. Assumes 9 hours op for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.54. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and existing speed restrictions.



Summary of Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 2
Table D-10

Quota PM NOX SO2 CO HC
Cruise Ships 2 136.01 4,393.30 4,614.38 511.46 57.50
Tour Boats 3 17.25 694.38 110.02 73.74 7.04
Charter Vessels 6 7.42 297.51 46.93 35.42 3.70
Private Vessels 25 70.53 2,836.98 449.15 307.51 29.93
Total 231.22 8,222.17 5,220.49 928.13 98.17

Quota PM NOX SO2 CO HC
Cruise Ships 229 7.79 251.52 264.17 29.28 3.29
Tour Boats 520 1.50 60.18 9.54 6.39 0.61
Charter Vessels 566 0.35 14.03 2.21 1.67 0.17
Private Vessels 2,143 3.02 121.56 19.25 13.18 1.28
Total 12.65 447.29 295.17 50.52 5.36
Change from Alt 1 -1.57 -54.39 -39.96 -6.19 -0.66
Change from Baseline 1.20 45.54 17.01 5.05 0.51
% Change from baseline 10% 11% 6% 11% 11%

Alternative 2 Emissions lbs/day

Alternative 2 Emissions TPY



Table D-11

Vessel Activity

13.65(b) 
Seasonal use 

days Max1
Off-season use 

days2
Total Annual 

use days
13.65(b) daily 

max

Average daily 
hours of 

operation3,4 PM NOX SO2 CO HC
Cruise Ship Normal Cruise 184 122 306 2 5.80 8.85 357.25 378.36 35.21 3.13

Slow Cruise 184 122 306 2 1.80 4.91 50.98 48.40 18.02 3.21
Maneuvering 184 122 306 2 1.40 5.58 23.44 18.29 13.62 3.43
Hotelling 184 122 306 2 0.00 5.34 15.86 12.38 9.22 2.32

TOTAL(lbs)
TOTAL (tons)
Tour boats Normal Cruise 368 183 551 3 8.00 0.67 26.96 4.28 2.66 0.24

Slow Cruise 368 183 551 3 2.00 0.18 6.94 1.07 1.33 0.17
Maneuvering 368 183 551 3 1.00 0.05 1.88 0.27 0.66 0.12
Hotelling 368 183 551 3 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Charter Vessels Normal Cruise 552 55 607 6 3.30 0.31 12.35 1.96 1.22 0.11

Slow Cruise 552 55 607 6 2.40 0.08 3.18 0.49 0.61 0.08
Maneuvering 552 55 607 6 1.40 0.02 0.86 0.12 0.30 0.05
Hotelling 552 55 607 6 2.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Private Vessels Normal Cruise 1,971 493 2,464 25 5.00 0.52 20.80 3.30 2.05 0.18

Slow Cruise 1,971 493 2,464 25 1.50 0.14 5.36 0.83 1.03 0.13
Maneuvering 1,971 493 2,464 25 1.00 0.04 1.45 0.21 0.51 0.09
Hotelling 1,971 493 2,464 25 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
GRAND TOTAL (lbs)
GRAND TOTAL (tons)

Notes:
1.  Seasonal use day numbers established by alterative 3 vessel quotas.  
2.  Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the seasonal number.  
3.  Assumes 9 hours of operations for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.5 for others. 
4. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators.

Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 3

Emissions (lbs/hr)



Table D-11

Vessel Activity

13.65(b) 
Seasonal use 

days Max1
Off-season use 

days2
Total Annual 

use days
13.65(b) daily 

max

Average daily 
hours of 

operation3,4

Cruise Ship Normal Cruise 184 122 306 2 5.80
Slow Cruise 184 122 306 2 1.80
Maneuvering 184 122 306 2 1.40
Hotelling 184 122 306 2 0.00

TOTAL(lbs)
TOTAL (tons)
Tour boats Normal Cruise 368 183 551 3 8.00

Slow Cruise 368 183 551 3 2.00
Maneuvering 368 183 551 3 1.00
Hotelling 368 183 551 3 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Charter Vessels Normal Cruise 552 55 607 6 3.30

Slow Cruise 552 55 607 6 2.40
Maneuvering 552 55 607 6 1.40
Hotelling 552 55 607 6 2.40

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Private Vessels Normal Cruise 1,971 493 2,464 25 5.00

Slow Cruise 1,971 493 2,464 25 1.50
Maneuvering 1,971 493 2,464 25 1.00
Hotelling 1,971 493 2,464 25 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
GRAND TOTAL (lbs)
GRAND TOTAL (tons)

Notes:
1.  Seasonal use day numbers established by alterative 3 vessel quotas.  
2.  Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the seasonal number.  
3.  Assumes 9 hours of operations for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.5 for others. 
4. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators.

Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 3

PM NOX SO2 CO HC
102.71 4,144.14 4,388.92 408.47 36.36

17.69 183.54 174.25 64.87 11.55
15.61 65.62 51.21 38.13 9.60

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
136.01 4,393.30 4,614.38 511.46 57.50

16.04 647.08 102.79 63.78 5.68
1.06 41.66 6.42 7.97 1.00
0.15 5.64 0.80 1.99 0.35
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

17.25 694.38 110.02 73.74 7.04

6.06 244.48 38.84 24.10 2.14
1.16 45.79 7.06 8.76 1.10
0.20 7.23 1.03 2.56 0.45
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
7.42 297.51 46.93 35.42 3.70

64.44 2,599.86 413.01 256.25 22.81
5.11 200.87 30.98 38.44 4.84
0.98 36.25 5.16 12.81 2.28
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

70.53 2,836.98 449.15 307.51 29.93

231.22 8,222.17 5,220.49 928.13 98.17

Emissions (lbs/day)

showersa
Notes:1. Seasonal use day numbers established by existing vessel quotas.2. Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the3. Assumes 9 hours op for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.54. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and existing speed restrictions.



Table D-11

Vessel Activity

13.65(b) 
Seasonal use 

days Max1
Off-season use 

days2
Total Annual 

use days
13.65(b) daily 

max

Average daily 
hours of 

operation3,4

Cruise Ship Normal Cruise 184 122 306 2 5.80
Slow Cruise 184 122 306 2 1.80
Maneuvering 184 122 306 2 1.40
Hotelling 184 122 306 2 0.00

TOTAL(lbs)
TOTAL (tons)
Tour boats Normal Cruise 368 183 551 3 8.00

Slow Cruise 368 183 551 3 2.00
Maneuvering 368 183 551 3 1.00
Hotelling 368 183 551 3 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Charter Vessels Normal Cruise 552 55 607 6 3.30

Slow Cruise 552 55 607 6 2.40
Maneuvering 552 55 607 6 1.40
Hotelling 552 55 607 6 2.40

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Private Vessels Normal Cruise 1,971 493 2,464 25 5.00

Slow Cruise 1,971 493 2,464 25 1.50
Maneuvering 1,971 493 2,464 25 1.00
Hotelling 1,971 493 2,464 25 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
GRAND TOTAL (lbs)
GRAND TOTAL (tons)

Notes:
1.  Seasonal use day numbers established by alterative 3 vessel quotas.  
2.  Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the seasonal number.  
3.  Assumes 9 hours of operations for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.5 for others. 
4. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators.

Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 3

PM NOX SO2 CO HC
15,715.32 634,053.42 671,505.17 62,495.34 5,562.73

2,705.95 28,082.23 26,660.31 9,924.84 1,766.83
2,388.89 10,039.58 7,835.28 5,833.68 1,468.68

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
20,810.15 672,175.23 706,000.77 78,253.86 8,798.24

10.41 336.09 353.00 39.13 4.40
2,945.66 118,846.16 18,879.91 11,714.05 1,042.67

194.64 7,652.08 1,179.99 1,464.26 184.32
28.06 1,035.77 147.50 366.06 65.17

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3,168.36 127,534.02 20,207.40 13,544.37 1,292.16

1.58 63.77 10.10 6.77 0.65
613.03 24,733.42 3,929.15 2,437.84 216.99
117.84 4,632.72 714.39 886.49 111.59

19.82 731.59 104.18 258.56 46.03
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

750.69 30,097.73 4,747.73 3,582.89 374.61
0.38 15.05 2.37 1.79 0.19

6,350.43 256,215.82 40,702.47 25,253.86 2,247.85
503.55 19,796.18 3,052.68 3,788.08 476.84

96.78 3,572.78 508.78 1,262.69 224.79
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

6,950.76 279,584.78 44,263.93 30,304.63 2,949.48
3.48 139.79 22.13 15.15 1.47

31,679.96 1,109,391.76 775,219.83 125,685.75 13,414.50
15.84 554.70 387.61 62.84 6.71

Emissions (lbs/yr, TPY )

showersa
Notes:1. Seasonal use day numbers established by existing vessel quotas.2. Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the3. Assumes 9 hours op for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.54. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and existing speed restrictions.



Summary of Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 3
Table D-12

Quota PM NOX SO2 CO HC
Cruise Ships 2 136.01 4,393.30 4,614.38 511.46 57.50
Tour Boats 3 17.25 694.38 110.02 73.74 7.04
Charter Vessels 6 7.42 297.51 46.93 35.42 3.70
Private Vessels 25 70.53 2,836.98 449.15 307.51 29.93
Total 231.22 8,222.17 5,220.49 928.13 98.17

Quota PM NOX SO2 CO HC
Cruise Ships 306 10.41 336.09 353.00 39.13 4.40
Tour Boats 551 1.58 63.77 10.10 6.77 0.65
Charter Vessels 607 0.38 15.05 2.37 1.79 0.19
Private Vessels 2,464 3.48 139.79 22.13 15.15 1.47
Total 15.84 554.70 387.61 62.84 6.71
Change from Alt 1 1.62 53.01 52.48 6.13 0.68
Change from Baseline 4.39 152.94 109.45 17.37 1.86
% Change from baseline 38% 38% 39% 38% 38%

Alternative 3 Emissions lbs/day

Alternative 3 Emissions TPY



Table D-13

Vessel Activity

13.65(b) 
Seasonal use 

days Max1
Off-season 
use days2

Total 
Annual use 

days
13.65(b) 

daily max

Average daily 
hours of 

operation3,4 PM NOX SO2 CO HC
Cruise Ship Normal Cruise 92 61 153 2 0.00 8.85 357.25 378.36 35.21 3.13

Slow Cruise 92 61 153 2 13.40 4.91 50.98 48.40 18.02 3.21
Maneuvering 92 61 153 2 1.40 5.58 23.44 18.29 13.62 3.43
Hotelling 92 61 153 2 0.00 5.34 15.86 12.38 9.22 2.32

TOTAL(lbs)
TOTAL (tons)
Tour boats Normal Cruise 184 183 367 2 8.00 0.67 26.96 4.28 2.66 0.24

Slow Cruise 184 183 367 2 2.00 0.18 6.94 1.07 1.33 0.17
Maneuvering 184 183 367 2 1.00 0.05 1.88 0.27 0.66 0.12
Hotelling 184 183 367 2 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Charter Vessels Normal Cruise 460 55 515 5 3.30 0.31 12.35 1.96 1.22 0.11

Slow Cruise 460 55 515 5 2.40 0.08 3.18 0.49 0.61 0.08
Maneuvering 460 55 515 5 1.40 0.02 0.86 0.12 0.30 0.05
Hotelling 460 55 515 5 2.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Private Vessels Normal Cruise 2,024 506 2,530 22 5.00 0.52 20.80 3.30 2.05 0.18

Slow Cruise 2,024 506 2,530 22 1.50 0.14 5.36 0.83 1.03 0.13
Maneuvering 2,024 506 2,530 22 1.00 0.04 1.45 0.21 0.51 0.09
Hotelling 2,024 506 2,530 22 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
GRAND TOTAL (lbs)
GRAND TOTAL (tons)

Notes:
1.  Seasonal use day numbers established by alterative 4 vessel quotas.  
2.  Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the seasonal number.  
3.  Assumes 9 hours of operations for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.5 for others. 
4. Average time in mode values are based upon existing vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and proposed speed restrictions that would 
require that vessels remained at slow cruise in the Bay. Speed reductions would require additional time in the Bay, so total time spent by cruise ships entering 
and leaving the bay at a slow cruise was increased by 100% (doubled)

Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 4

Emissions (lbs/hr)



Table D-13

Vessel Activity

13.65(b) 
Seasonal use 

days Max1
Off-season 
use days2

Total 
Annual use 

days
13.65(b) 

daily max

Average daily 
hours of 

operation3,4

Cruise Ship Normal Cruise 92 61 153 2 0.00
Slow Cruise 92 61 153 2 13.40
Maneuvering 92 61 153 2 1.40
Hotelling 92 61 153 2 0.00

TOTAL(lbs)
TOTAL (tons)
Tour boats Normal Cruise 184 183 367 2 8.00

Slow Cruise 184 183 367 2 2.00
Maneuvering 184 183 367 2 1.00
Hotelling 184 183 367 2 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Charter Vessels Normal Cruise 460 55 515 5 3.30

Slow Cruise 460 55 515 5 2.40
Maneuvering 460 55 515 5 1.40
Hotelling 460 55 515 5 2.40

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Private Vessels Normal Cruise 2,024 506 2,530 22 5.00

Slow Cruise 2,024 506 2,530 22 1.50
Maneuvering 2,024 506 2,530 22 1.00
Hotelling 2,024 506 2,530 22 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
GRAND TOTAL (lbs)
GRAND TOTAL (tons)

Notes:
1.  Seasonal use day numbers established by alterative 4 vessel quotas.  
2.  Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the seasonal number.  
3.  Assumes 9 hours of operations for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.5 for others. 
4. Average time in mode values are based upon existing vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and proposed speed restrictions that would 
require that vessels remained at slow cruise in the Bay. Speed reductions would require additional time in the Bay, so total time spent by cruise ships entering 
and leaving the bay at a slow cruise was increased by 100% (doubled)

Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 4

PM NOX SO2 CO HC
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

131.66 1,366.38 1,297.20 482.91 85.97
15.61 65.62 51.21 38.13 9.60
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

147.28 1,432.00 1,348.41 521.04 95.57

10.69 431.38 68.53 42.52 3.78
0.71 27.78 4.28 5.31 0.67
0.10 3.76 0.54 1.33 0.24
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

11.50 462.92 73.35 49.16 4.69

5.05 203.73 32.37 20.08 1.79
0.97 38.16 5.88 7.30 0.92
0.16 6.03 0.86 2.13 0.38
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6.18 247.92 39.11 29.51 3.09

56.71 2,287.87 363.45 225.50 20.07
4.50 176.77 27.26 33.83 4.26
0.86 31.90 4.54 11.28 2.01
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

62.07 2,496.55 395.25 270.60 26.34

227.03 4,639.39 1,856.12 870.32 129.68

Emissions (lbs/day)

showersa
Notes:1. Seasonal use day numbers established by existing vessel quotas.2. Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the3. Assumes 9 hours op for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.54. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and existing speed restrictions.



Table D-13

Vessel Activity

13.65(b) 
Seasonal use 

days Max1
Off-season 
use days2

Total 
Annual use 

days
13.65(b) 

daily max

Average daily 
hours of 

operation3,4

Cruise Ship Normal Cruise 92 61 153 2 0.00
Slow Cruise 92 61 153 2 13.40
Maneuvering 92 61 153 2 1.40
Hotelling 92 61 153 2 0.00

TOTAL(lbs)
TOTAL (tons)
Tour boats Normal Cruise 184 183 367 2 8.00

Slow Cruise 184 183 367 2 2.00
Maneuvering 184 183 367 2 1.00
Hotelling 184 183 367 2 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Charter Vessels Normal Cruise 460 55 515 5 3.30

Slow Cruise 460 55 515 5 2.40
Maneuvering 460 55 515 5 1.40
Hotelling 460 55 515 5 2.40

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Private Vessels Normal Cruise 2,024 506 2,530 22 5.00

Slow Cruise 2,024 506 2,530 22 1.50
Maneuvering 2,024 506 2,530 22 1.00
Hotelling 2,024 506 2,530 22 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
GRAND TOTAL (lbs)
GRAND TOTAL (tons)

Notes:
1.  Seasonal use day numbers established by alterative 4 vessel quotas.  
2.  Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the seasonal number.  
3.  Assumes 9 hours of operations for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.5 for others. 
4. Average time in mode values are based upon existing vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and proposed speed restrictions that would 
require that vessels remained at slow cruise in the Bay. Speed reductions would require additional time in the Bay, so total time spent by cruise ships entering 
and leaving the bay at a slow cruise was increased by 100% (doubled)

Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 4

PM NOX SO2 CO HC
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

10,072.14 104,528.30 99,235.60 36,942.46 6,576.52
1,194.44 5,019.79 3,917.64 2,916.84 734.34

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
11,266.58 109,548.09 103,153.24 39,859.30 7,310.86

5.63 54.77 51.58 19.93 3.66
1,961.99 79,158.88 12,575.19 7,802.28 694.48

129.64 5,096.76 785.95 975.28 122.77
18.69 689.89 98.24 243.82 43.41
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

2,110.32 84,945.53 13,459.38 9,021.38 860.66
1.06 42.47 6.73 4.51 0.43

520.12 20,984.70 3,333.63 2,068.35 184.10
99.98 3,930.56 606.11 752.13 94.68
16.81 620.71 88.39 219.37 39.05
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

636.91 25,535.97 4,028.14 3,039.85 317.83
0.32 12.77 2.01 1.52 0.16

6,521.19 263,105.44 41,796.95 25,932.93 2,308.30
517.09 20,328.50 3,134.77 3,889.94 489.66
99.38 3,668.85 522.46 1,296.65 230.83
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

7,137.66 287,102.79 45,454.18 31,119.52 3,028.79
3.57 143.55 22.73 15.56 1.51

21,151.48 507,132.37 166,094.94 83,040.05 11,518.15
10.58 253.57 83.05 41.52 5.76

Emissions (lbs/yr, TPY )

showersa
Notes:1. Seasonal use day numbers established by existing vessel quotas.2. Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the3. Assumes 9 hours op for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.54. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and existing speed restrictions.



Summary of Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 4
Table D-14

Quota PM NOX SO2 CO HC
Cruise Ships 2 147.28 1,432.00 1,348.41 521.04 95.57
Tour Boats 2 11.50 462.92 73.35 49.16 4.69
Charter Vessels 5 6.18 247.92 39.11 29.51 3.09
Private Vessels 22 62.07 2,496.55 395.25 270.60 26.34
Total 227.03 4,639.39 1,856.12 870.32 129.68

Quota PM NOX SO2 CO HC
Cruise Ships 153 5.63 54.77 51.58 19.93 3.66
Tour Boats 367 1.06 42.47 6.73 4.51 0.43
Charter Vessels 515 0.32 12.77 2.01 1.52 0.16
Private Vessels 2,530 3.57 143.55 22.73 15.56 1.51
Total 10.58 253.57 83.05 41.52 5.76
Change from Alt 1 -3.64 -248.12 -252.08 -15.19 -0.26
Change from Baseline -0.88 -148.19 -195.12 -3.95 0.91
% Change from baseline -8% -37% -70% -9% 19%

Alternative 4 Emissions lbs/day

Alternative 4 Emissions TPY



Table D-15

Vessel Activity

13.65(b) 
Seasonal use 

days Max1
Off-season 
use days2

Total 
Annual use 

days
13.65(b) 

daily max

Average daily 
hours of 

operation3,4 PM NOX SO2 CO HC
Cruise Ship Normal Cruise 139 92 231 2 0.00 8.85 357.25 378.36 35.21 3.13

Slow Cruise 139 92 231 2 13.40 4.91 50.98 48.40 18.02 3.21
Maneuvering 139 92 231 2 1.40 5.58 23.44 18.29 13.62 3.43
Hotelling 139 92 231 2 0.00 5.34 15.86 12.38 9.22 2.32

TOTAL(lbs)
TOTAL (tons)
Tour boats Normal Cruise 276 244 520 3 8.00 0.67 26.96 4.28 2.66 0.24

Slow Cruise 276 244 520 3 2.00 0.18 6.94 1.07 1.33 0.17
Maneuvering 276 244 520 3 1.00 0.05 1.88 0.27 0.66 0.12
Hotelling 276 244 520 3 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Charter Vessels Normal Cruise 552 55 607 6 3.30 0.31 12.35 1.96 1.22 0.11

Slow Cruise 552 55 607 6 2.40 0.08 3.18 0.49 0.61 0.08
Maneuvering 552 55 607 6 1.40 0.02 0.86 0.12 0.30 0.05
Hotelling 552 55 607 6 2.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Private Vessels Normal Cruise 2,300 575 2,875 25 5.00 0.52 20.80 3.30 2.05 0.18

Slow Cruise 2,300 575 2,875 25 1.50 0.14 5.36 0.83 1.03 0.13
Maneuvering 2,300 575 2,875 25 1.00 0.04 1.45 0.21 0.51 0.09
Hotelling 2,300 575 2,875 25 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
GRAND TOTAL (lbs)
GRAND TOTAL (tons)

Notes:
1.  Seasonal use day numbers established by alterative 5 vessel quotas.  
2.  Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the seasonal number.  
3.  Assumes 9 hours of operations for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.5 for others. 
4. Average time in mode values are based upon existing vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and proposed speed restrictions that 
would require that vessels remained at slow cruise in the Bay. Speed reductions would require additional time in the Bay, so total time spent by cruise ships 
entering and leaving the bay at a slow cruise was increased by 100% (doubled)

Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 5

Emissions (lbs/hr)



Table D-15

Vessel Activity

13.65(b) 
Seasonal use 

days Max1
Off-season 
use days2

Total 
Annual use 

days
13.65(b) 

daily max

Average daily 
hours of 

operation3,4

Cruise Ship Normal Cruise 139 92 231 2 0.00
Slow Cruise 139 92 231 2 13.40
Maneuvering 139 92 231 2 1.40
Hotelling 139 92 231 2 0.00

TOTAL(lbs)
TOTAL (tons)
Tour boats Normal Cruise 276 244 520 3 8.00

Slow Cruise 276 244 520 3 2.00
Maneuvering 276 244 520 3 1.00
Hotelling 276 244 520 3 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Charter Vessels Normal Cruise 552 55 607 6 3.30

Slow Cruise 552 55 607 6 2.40
Maneuvering 552 55 607 6 1.40
Hotelling 552 55 607 6 2.40

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Private Vessels Normal Cruise 2,300 575 2,875 25 5.00

Slow Cruise 2,300 575 2,875 25 1.50
Maneuvering 2,300 575 2,875 25 1.00
Hotelling 2,300 575 2,875 25 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
GRAND TOTAL (lbs)
GRAND TOTAL (tons)

Notes:
1.  Seasonal use day numbers established by alterative 5 vessel quotas.  
2.  Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the seasonal number.  
3.  Assumes 9 hours of operations for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.5 for others. 
4. Average time in mode values are based upon existing vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and proposed speed restrictions that 
would require that vessels remained at slow cruise in the Bay. Speed reductions would require additional time in the Bay, so total time spent by cruise ships 
entering and leaving the bay at a slow cruise was increased by 100% (doubled)

Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 5

PM NOX SO2 CO HC
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

131.66 1,366.38 1,297.20 482.91 85.97
15.61 65.62 51.21 38.13 9.60
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

147.28 1,432.00 1,348.41 521.04 95.57

16.04 647.08 102.79 63.78 5.68
1.06 41.66 6.42 7.97 1.00
0.15 5.64 0.80 1.99 0.35
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

17.25 694.38 110.02 73.74 7.04

6.06 244.48 38.84 24.10 2.14
1.16 45.79 7.06 8.76 1.10
0.20 7.23 1.03 2.56 0.45
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
7.42 297.51 46.93 35.42 3.70

64.44 2,599.86 413.01 256.25 22.81
5.11 200.87 30.98 38.44 4.84
0.98 36.25 5.16 12.81 2.28
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

70.53 2,836.98 449.15 307.51 29.93

242.48 5,260.87 1,954.51 937.70 136.23

Emissions (lbs/day)

showersa
Notes:1. Seasonal use day numbers established by existing vessel quotas.2. Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the3. Assumes 9 hours op for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.54. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and existing speed restrictions.



Table D-15

Vessel Activity

13.65(b) 
Seasonal use 

days Max1
Off-season 
use days2

Total 
Annual use 

days
13.65(b) 

daily max

Average daily 
hours of 

operation3,4

Cruise Ship Normal Cruise 139 92 231 2 0.00
Slow Cruise 139 92 231 2 13.40
Maneuvering 139 92 231 2 1.40
Hotelling 139 92 231 2 0.00

TOTAL(lbs)
TOTAL (tons)
Tour boats Normal Cruise 276 244 520 3 8.00

Slow Cruise 276 244 520 3 2.00
Maneuvering 276 244 520 3 1.00
Hotelling 276 244 520 3 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Charter Vessels Normal Cruise 552 55 607 6 3.30

Slow Cruise 552 55 607 6 2.40
Maneuvering 552 55 607 6 1.40
Hotelling 552 55 607 6 2.40

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Private Vessels Normal Cruise 2,300 575 2,875 25 5.00

Slow Cruise 2,300 575 2,875 25 1.50
Maneuvering 2,300 575 2,875 25 1.00
Hotelling 2,300 575 2,875 25 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
GRAND TOTAL (lbs)
GRAND TOTAL (tons)

Notes:
1.  Seasonal use day numbers established by alterative 5 vessel quotas.  
2.  Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the seasonal number.  
3.  Assumes 9 hours of operations for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.5 for others. 
4. Average time in mode values are based upon existing vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and proposed speed restrictions that 
would require that vessels remained at slow cruise in the Bay. Speed reductions would require additional time in the Bay, so total time spent by cruise ships 
entering and leaving the bay at a slow cruise was increased by 100% (doubled)

Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 5

PM NOX SO2 CO HC
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

15,206.95 157,817.24 149,826.30 55,775.86 9,929.26
1,803.38 7,578.90 5,914.87 4,403.86 1,108.71

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
17,010.33 165,396.13 155,741.17 60,179.72 11,037.97

8.51 82.70 77.87 30.09 5.52
2,779.93 112,159.72 17,817.70 11,055.00 984.01

183.69 7,221.56 1,113.61 1,381.87 173.95
26.48 977.50 139.20 345.47 61.50
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

2,990.10 120,358.78 19,070.51 12,782.34 1,219.46
1.50 60.18 9.54 6.39 0.61

613.03 24,733.42 3,929.15 2,437.84 216.99
117.84 4,632.72 714.39 886.49 111.59
19.82 731.59 104.18 258.56 46.03
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

750.69 30,097.73 4,747.73 3,582.89 374.61
0.38 15.05 2.37 1.79 0.19

7,410.45 298,983.46 47,496.54 29,469.24 2,623.07
587.60 23,100.57 3,562.24 4,420.39 556.44
112.93 4,169.15 593.71 1,473.46 262.31

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8,110.98 326,253.17 51,652.48 35,363.09 3,441.81

4.06 163.13 25.83 17.68 1.72
28,862.10 642,105.82 231,211.89 111,908.05 16,073.85

14.43 321.05 115.61 55.95 8.04

Emissions (lbs/yr, TPY )

showersa
Notes:1. Seasonal use day numbers established by existing vessel quotas.2. Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the3. Assumes 9 hours op for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.54. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and existing speed restrictions.



Summary of Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 5
Table D-16

Quota PM NOX SO2 CO HC
Cruise Ships 2 147.28 1,432.00 1,348.41 521.04 95.57
Tour Boats 3 17.25 694.38 110.02 73.74 7.04
Charter Vessels 6 7.42 297.51 46.93 35.42 3.70
Private Vessels 25 70.53 2,836.98 449.15 307.51 29.93
Total 242.48 5,260.87 1,954.51 937.70 136.23

Quota PM NOX SO2 CO HC
Cruise Ships 231 8.51 82.70 77.87 30.09 5.52
Tour Boats 520 1.50 60.18 9.54 6.39 0.61
Charter Vessels 607 0.38 15.05 2.37 1.79 0.19
Private Vessels 2,875 4.06 163.13 25.83 17.68 1.72
Total 14.43 321.05 115.61 55.95 8.04
Change from Alt 1 0.21 -180.63 -219.52 -0.75 2.01
Change from Baseline 2.98 -80.70 -162.56 10.48 3.19
% Change from baseline 26% -20% -58% 23% 66%

Alternative 5 Emissions lbs/day

Alternative 5 Emissions TPY



Table D-17

Vessel Activity

13.65(b) 
Seasonal use 

days Max1
Off-season 
use days2

Total 
Annual use 

days
13.65(b) 

daily max

Average daily 
hours of 

operation3,4 PM NOX SO2 CO HC
Cruise Ship Normal Cruise 184 122 306 2 0.00 8.85 357.25 378.36 35.21 3.13

Slow Cruise 184 122 306 2 13.40 4.91 50.98 48.40 18.02 3.21
Maneuvering 184 122 306 2 1.40 5.58 23.44 18.29 13.62 3.43
Hotelling 184 122 306 2 0.00 5.34 15.86 12.38 9.22 2.32

TOTAL(lbs)
TOTAL (tons)
Tour boats Normal Cruise 276 244 520 3 8.00 0.67 26.96 4.28 2.66 0.24

Slow Cruise 276 244 520 3 2.00 0.18 6.94 1.07 1.33 0.17
Maneuvering 276 244 520 3 1.00 0.05 1.88 0.27 0.66 0.12
Hotelling 276 244 520 3 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Charter Vessels Normal Cruise 552 55 607 6 3.30 0.31 12.35 1.96 1.22 0.11

Slow Cruise 552 55 607 6 2.40 0.08 3.18 0.49 0.61 0.08
Maneuvering 552 55 607 6 1.40 0.02 0.86 0.12 0.30 0.05
Hotelling 552 55 607 6 2.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Private Vessels Normal Cruise 1,971 493 2,464 25 5.00 0.52 20.80 3.30 2.05 0.18

Slow Cruise 1,971 493 2,464 25 1.50 0.14 5.36 0.83 1.03 0.13
Maneuvering 1,971 493 2,464 25 1.00 0.04 1.45 0.21 0.51 0.09
Hotelling 1,971 493 2,464 25 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
GRAND TOTAL (lbs)
GRAND TOTAL (tons)

Notes:
1.  Seasonal use day numbers established by alterative 6 vessel quotas.  
2.  Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the seasonal number.  
3.  Assumes 9 hours of operations for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.5 for others. 
4. Average time in mode values are based upon existing vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and proposed speed 
restrictions that would require that vessels remained at slow cruise in the Bay. Speed reductions would require additional time in the Bay, so 
total time spent by cruise ships entering and leaving the bay at a slow cruise was increased by 100% (doubled)

Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 6

Emissions (lbs/hr)



Table D-17

Vessel Activity

13.65(b) 
Seasonal use 

days Max1
Off-season 
use days2

Total 
Annual use 

days
13.65(b) 

daily max

Average daily 
hours of 

operation3,4

Cruise Ship Normal Cruise 184 122 306 2 0.00
Slow Cruise 184 122 306 2 13.40
Maneuvering 184 122 306 2 1.40
Hotelling 184 122 306 2 0.00

TOTAL(lbs)
TOTAL (tons)
Tour boats Normal Cruise 276 244 520 3 8.00

Slow Cruise 276 244 520 3 2.00
Maneuvering 276 244 520 3 1.00
Hotelling 276 244 520 3 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Charter Vessels Normal Cruise 552 55 607 6 3.30

Slow Cruise 552 55 607 6 2.40
Maneuvering 552 55 607 6 1.40
Hotelling 552 55 607 6 2.40

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Private Vessels Normal Cruise 1,971 493 2,464 25 5.00

Slow Cruise 1,971 493 2,464 25 1.50
Maneuvering 1,971 493 2,464 25 1.00
Hotelling 1,971 493 2,464 25 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
GRAND TOTAL (lbs)
GRAND TOTAL (tons)

Notes:
1.  Seasonal use day numbers established by alterative 6 vessel quotas.  
2.  Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the seasonal number.  
3.  Assumes 9 hours of operations for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.5 for others. 
4. Average time in mode values are based upon existing vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and proposed speed 
restrictions that would require that vessels remained at slow cruise in the Bay. Speed reductions would require additional time in the Bay, so 
total time spent by cruise ships entering and leaving the bay at a slow cruise was increased by 100% (doubled)

Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 6

PM NOX SO2 CO HC
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

131.66 1,366.38 1,297.20 482.91 85.97
15.61 65.62 51.21 38.13 9.60
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

147.28 1,432.00 1,348.41 521.04 95.57

16.04 647.08 102.79 63.78 5.68
1.06 41.66 6.42 7.97 1.00
0.15 5.64 0.80 1.99 0.35
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

17.25 694.38 110.02 73.74 7.04

6.06 244.48 38.84 24.10 2.14
1.16 45.79 7.06 8.76 1.10
0.20 7.23 1.03 2.56 0.45
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
7.42 297.51 46.93 35.42 3.70

64.44 2,599.86 413.01 256.25 22.81
5.11 200.87 30.98 38.44 4.84
0.98 36.25 5.16 12.81 2.28
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

70.53 2,836.98 449.15 307.51 29.93

242.48 5,260.87 1,954.51 937.70 136.23

3.  Assumes 9 hours of operations for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.5 for others. 

Emissions (lbs/day)

showersa
Notes:1. Seasonal use day numbers established by existing vessel quotas.2. Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the3. Assumes 9 hours op for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.54. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and existing speed restrictions.



Table D-17

Vessel Activity

13.65(b) 
Seasonal use 

days Max1
Off-season 
use days2

Total 
Annual use 

days
13.65(b) 

daily max

Average daily 
hours of 

operation3,4

Cruise Ship Normal Cruise 184 122 306 2 0.00
Slow Cruise 184 122 306 2 13.40
Maneuvering 184 122 306 2 1.40
Hotelling 184 122 306 2 0.00

TOTAL(lbs)
TOTAL (tons)
Tour boats Normal Cruise 276 244 520 3 8.00

Slow Cruise 276 244 520 3 2.00
Maneuvering 276 244 520 3 1.00
Hotelling 276 244 520 3 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Charter Vessels Normal Cruise 552 55 607 6 3.30

Slow Cruise 552 55 607 6 2.40
Maneuvering 552 55 607 6 1.40
Hotelling 552 55 607 6 2.40

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
Private Vessels Normal Cruise 1,971 493 2,464 25 5.00

Slow Cruise 1,971 493 2,464 25 1.50
Maneuvering 1,971 493 2,464 25 1.00
Hotelling 1,971 493 2,464 25 2.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)
GRAND TOTAL (lbs)
GRAND TOTAL (tons)

Notes:
1.  Seasonal use day numbers established by alterative 6 vessel quotas.  
2.  Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the seasonal number.  
3.  Assumes 9 hours of operations for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.5 for others. 
4. Average time in mode values are based upon existing vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and proposed speed 
restrictions that would require that vessels remained at slow cruise in the Bay. Speed reductions would require additional time in the Bay, so 
total time spent by cruise ships entering and leaving the bay at a slow cruise was increased by 100% (doubled)

Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 6

PM NOX SO2 CO HC
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

20,144.27 209,056.60 198,471.21 73,884.91 13,153.04
2,388.89 10,039.58 7,835.28 5,833.68 1,468.68

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
22,533.16 219,096.18 206,306.49 79,718.60 14,621.73

11.27 109.55 103.15 39.86 7.31
2,779.93 112,159.72 17,817.70 11,055.00 984.01

183.69 7,221.56 1,113.61 1,381.87 173.95
26.48 977.50 139.20 345.47 61.50
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

2,990.10 120,358.78 19,070.51 12,782.34 1,219.46
1.50 60.18 9.54 6.39 0.61

613.03 24,733.42 3,929.15 2,437.84 216.99
117.84 4,632.72 714.39 886.49 111.59
19.82 731.59 104.18 258.56 46.03
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

750.69 30,097.73 4,747.73 3,582.89 374.61
0.38 15.05 2.37 1.79 0.19

6,350.43 256,215.82 40,702.47 25,253.86 2,247.85
503.55 19,796.18 3,052.68 3,788.08 476.84
96.78 3,572.78 508.78 1,262.69 224.79
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

6,950.76 279,584.78 44,263.93 30,304.63 2,949.48
3.48 139.79 22.13 15.15 1.47

33,224.71 649,137.47 274,388.66 126,388.46 19,165.28
16.61 324.57 137.19 63.19 9.58

Emissions (lbs/yr, TPY )

showersa
Notes:1. Seasonal use day numbers established by existing vessel quotas.2. Data based upon existing totals provided by the NPS for 2001 operations. Private vessel data is assumed to be one quarter the3. Assumes 9 hours op for cruise ships (based upon 2001 average), 13 hours for tour vessels (based upon 2001 average) and 9.54. Average time in mode values are based upon vessel observations from NPS staff and vessel operators and existing speed restrictions.



Summary of Estimated Cruise Ship Emissions Under Alternative 6
Table D-18

Quota PM NOX SO2 CO HC
Cruise Ships 2 147.28 1,432.00 1,348.41 521.04 95.57
Tour Boats 3 17.25 694.38 110.02 73.74 7.04
Charter Vessels 6 7.42 297.51 46.93 35.42 3.70
Private Vessels 25 70.53 2,836.98 449.15 307.51 29.93
Total 242.48 5,260.87 1,954.51 937.70 136.23

Quota PM NOX SO2 CO HC
Cruise Ships 306 11.27 109.55 103.15 39.86 7.31
Tour Boats 520 1.50 60.18 9.54 6.39 0.61
Charter Vessels 607 0.38 15.05 2.37 1.79 0.19
Private Vessels 2,464 3.48 139.79 22.13 15.15 1.47
Total 16.61 324.57 137.19 63.19 9.58
Change from Alt 1 2.39 -177.11 -197.94 6.49 3.56
Change from Baseline 5.16 -77.19 -140.97 17.72 4.74
% Change from baseline 45% -19% -51% 39% 98%

Alternative 6 Emissions lbs/day

Alternative 6 Emissions TPY



ESTIMATED CUMULATIVE EMISSIONS

EMISSIONS FROM BARTLETT COVE FERRY
TABLE D-19

Vessel Activity

13.65(b) 
Seasonal use 

days Max1
Off-season 
use days2

Total Annual 
use days

13.65(b) 
daily max

Average 
daily hours 

of 
operation3,4 PM NOX SO2 CO HC

Bartlett Cove Normal Cruise 92 0 92 1 8.00 0.67 26.96 4.28 2.66 0.24
Ferry Slow Cruise 92 0 92 1 2.00 0.18 6.94 1.07 1.33 0.17

Maneuvering 92 0 92 1 1.00 0.05 1.88 0.27 0.66 0.12
Hotelling 92 0 92 1 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL
TOTAL (tons)

Emissions (lbs/hr)



ESTIMATED CUMULATIVE EMISSIONS

EMISSIONS FROM BARTLETT COVE FERRY
TABLE D-19

Vessel Activity

13.65(b) 
Seasonal 
use days 

Max1
Off-season 
use days2

Total Annual 
use days

13.65(b) 
daily max

Average daily 
hours of 

operation3,4 PM NOX SO2 CO HC

Bartlett Cove Normal Cruise 92 0 92 1 8.00 5.35 215.69 34.26 21.26 1.89
Ferry Slow Cruise 92 0 92 1 2.00 0.35 13.89 2.14 2.66 0.33

Maneuvering 92 0 92 1 1.00 0.05 1.88 0.27 0.66 0.12
Hotelling 92 0 92 1 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL 5.75 231.46 36.67 24.58 2.35
TOTAL (tons)

Emissions (lbs/day)



ESTIMATED CUMULATIVE EMISSIONS

EMISSIONS FROM BARTLETT COVE FERRY
TABLE D-19

Vessel Activity

13.65(b) 
Seasonal 
use days 

Max1
Off-season 
use days2

Total Annual 
use days

13.65(b) 
daily max

Average 
daily hours 

of 
operation3,4 PM NOX SO2 CO HC

Bartlett Cove Normal Cruise 92 0 92 1 8.00 491.83 19,843.64 3,152.36 1,955.88 174.09
Ferry Slow Cruise 92 0 92 1 2.00 32.50 1,277.66 197.02 244.49 30.78

Maneuvering 92 0 92 1 1.00 4.68 172.94 24.63 61.12 10.88
Hotelling 92 0 92 1 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

TOTAL 529.02 21,294.25 3,374.01 2,261.49 215.75
TOTAL (tons) 0.26 10.65 1.69 1.13 0.11
Notes:
1. Emission factors from Calculation Methods for Criteria Air Pollutant Emission Inventories,
    Table J-1 (Armstrong Laboratory 1994).
2.  Total daily fuel use and oeprational information provided by Forrest Welden by e-mail, 12/2002
3.  One 275 KW generator, operated 24 hours per day 
4.  One 165 KW generator, operated 24 hours per day

Emissions (lbs/yr, TPY )



TABLE D-20

NOx VOC CO SO2 PM2.5 PM10 PM
Emission Factor 
(lbs/1000 gal)1 604 49.3 130 39.7 32 32 42.5
Fuel burned (gal)2

  Daily, May-Sept3 260 260 260 260 260 260 260
  Daily, Oct-Sept4 160 160 160 160 160 160 160
  Annual 73700 73700 73700 73700 73700 73700 73700

Emissions (lbs)
  Daily, May-Sept 157.04 12.818 33.8 10.322 8.32 8.32 11.05
  Daily, Oct-Sept 96.64 7.888 20.8 6.352 5.12 5.12 6.8
  Annual 44514.8 3633.41 9581 2925.89 2358.4 2358.4 3132.25
Annual Emissions 
(tons per year) 22.26 1.82 4.79 1.46 1.18 1.18 1.57
Notes:
1. Emission factors from Calculation Methods for Criteria Air Pollutant Emission Inventories,
    Table J-1 (Armstrong Laboratory 1994).
2.  Total daily fuel use and oeprational information provided by Forrest Welden by e-mail, 12/2002
3.  One 275 KW generator, operated 24 hours per day 
4.  One 165 KW generator, operated 24 hours per day

TOTAL CALCULATED CUMULATIVE EMISSIONS
PM NOX SO2 CO HC

Bartlett Cove Ferry 0.26 10.65 1.69 1.13 0.11
Generators 1.57 22.26 1.46 4.79 1.82
TOTAL 1.83 32.90 3.15 5.92 1.92

EMISSIONS FROM DIESEL GENERATORS AT BARTLETT COVE

EMISSIONS FROM DIESEL GENERATORS AT BARTLETT COVE



APPENDIX E 

Vessel Use Data and Incident Reports 



Matrix To Identify Glacier Bay Administrative Use 

Unless specified in writing all park regulations apply to administrative vessel use.

Draft
Recommendation For Administrative Vessel Use Yes No

Category

Project Description

Dates Requested

Level I (Park Goals) If Yes, go to next level.  If No, consider denying use.
Yes No

Does the requested activity meet one of the park's Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) 
goals?

Level II (Reasonable Accommodation) If Yes in any of the categories, go to next level.  If No in all categories, 
consider denying use. Yes No

Is there an alternative available for conducting the activity that would not require use of an administrative vessel?

Are there extenuating circumstances specific to this activity that justify an Administrative entry such as:

Activity is critical to a park mission or goal.

Alternative(s) would be cost prohibitive.

Activity is the result of an emergency or safety related issue.

Alternative(s) would be un-reasonable.



Activity addresses visitor accessibility.

Activity fosters Agency to Agency or State to State relations.

Activity requires specific expertize that can not be found in the public sector?

Level III (Impacts) If Yes in any category, go to next level.  If No in all categories, consider authorizing the use. 
Yes No

Would the activity result in adverse effects on public health or safety?

Would the activity result in significant adverse effects on historic or cultural resources, park lands, wilderness 
areas, sole or principal driking water, wetlands, floodplains, or ecologically significant critical areas, including 
those listed on the National Register of Natural Landmarks?

Would the activity have highly controversial or significant environmental effects?

Would the activity involve unique or unkown environmental risks?

Establish a precedent for future action or represent a decision about future actions that would involve potentially 
significant environmental effects?
Have adverse effects on species listed or proposed to be listed on the list of Endangered or Threatened Species, 
or have adverse effects on designated Critical Habitat for these species?
Threaten to violate a federal, state, local, or tribal law or requirement imposed for the protection of the 
environment?
Require compliance with Executive Order 11988 (Floodplain Management), Excecutive Order 11990 (Protection 
of Wetlands), or the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act?
Restrict access to and ceremonial use of Indian sacred sites by Indian religious practitioners or adversely affect 
the physical integrity of such sacred sites?

Contribute to the introduction, continued existence, or spread of federally listed noxious weeds?



Have adverse effects on properties listed or eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places?

Have the potential to violate the NPS Organic Act by impairing park resources or values?

Be directly related to other activities with individually insignificant but cumulatively significant environmental 
effects?

Level IV (Consequences) If Yes in any category, consider authorizing the use.  If No, consider denying the request.
Yes No

Would the consequences of not allowing the activity to take place result in the following…

Greater damage to park resources?

Loss of available information for making management decisions that would protect the park's resources or 
provide for visitor enjoyment?

Detriment to public education?

Detriment to Agency to Agency or State to State relations?

Others???

Recommendation For Administrative Vessel Use Yes No

Activities that are recommended for administrative use but also require an exception to a park regulation must 
also be evaluated under the Waiver to Park Regulations Decision Document.



2001 GLACIER BAY NATIONAL PARK RECREATIONAL BOATER REPORT

DAYS AT MAXIMUM USE
Month Days at Max Use

June, 2001 0
July, 2001 1
|August, 2001 0

PERMIT ENTRIES BY YEAR
Year Total Entries General Entries Local Entries

1998 412 348 64
1999 418 331 87
2000 414 356 58
2001 385 323 62

PERMIT ENTRY TYPES BY MONTH FOR YEAR
Year Permit Type Total June July August

1998 General 348 104 144 100
1998 Local 64 29 28 7
1999 General 331 114 145 72
1999 Local 87 33 29 25
2000 General 356 106 146 104
2000 Local 58 26 14 18
2001 General 323 96 139 88
2001 Local 62 29 19 14

GENERAL PERMIT STATUS
Year Permit Type Permit Status Total June July August

2001 General Canceled 49 13 26 9
2001 General Denied 11 1 1
2001 General Departed 323 96 139 88
2001 General No Show 27 3 10 13

LOCAL PERMIT STATUS
Year Permit Type Permit Status Total June July August

2001 General Canceled 3 1 2
2001 General Denied
2001 General Departed 62 29 19 14



LOCAL CATEGORIES
Year Local Category Count

2001 Elfin 1
2001 GBL 8
2001 Gustavus 22
2001 NPS 30
2001 Others 1

GENERAL PERMITS GIVEN TO LOCAL BOATERS
NOTE: 33 local boaters were given general permits in 2001
Year General locals Count Single Use Day Entries Multiple Use Day Entries
2001 Elfin Cove 2 18 14
2001 Hoonah 3
2001 Gustavus 28

DAY BOATERS (includes General and Local Permits)
Year Category Total June July August

2001 Boat Use Days 239 94 65 80
2001 Visitors 678 250 192 236
2001 Fuel only entries 9 6 2 1

USE DAYS BY MONTH BY YEAR
Month General Use Local Use Total Use

June, 2001 428 79 507
July, 2001 604 72 676
August, 2001 355 65 420

USE DAY ENTRIES BY YEAR
Year General

Use Days
Local

Use Days
Total

Use Days
General
Entries

Local
Entries

Total
Entries

1998 1440 242 1682 348 64 412
1999 1375 358 1733 331 87 418
2000 1454 213 1667 356 58 414
2001 1387 216 1603 322 62 384



GENERAL PERMITS BY STATE/PROVINCE FOR MONTH FOR YEAR
Year Permit Type State/ Province Total June July August
2001 General Alaska 122 37 42 43
2001 General Washington 79 32 34 13
2001 General California 22 2 15 5
2001 General Oregon 22 6 11 5
2001 General Delaware 5 3 2
2001 General Nevada 5 3 2
2001 General Florida 4 3 1
2001 General Texas 4 3 1
2001 General Colorado 3 2 1
2001 General Connecticut 3 3
2001 General British Columbia 1 1
2001 General Hawaii 1 1
2001 General Montana 1 1
2001 General New Mexico 1 1

GENERAL PERMITS PORT- COUNTRY
Year Permit Type MV Port Country Total June July August
2001 General Canada 27 10 12 5
2001 General United Kingdom 5 2 1 2
2001 General Cayman Islands 4 0 4 0
2001 General Virgin Islands

(British)
4 0 1 3

2001 General Bermuda 3 1 1 1
2001 General Belize 2 0 1 1
2001 General Germany 1 0 1 0
2001 General Ireland 1 1 0 0

MOTOR VESSELL USE TYPE
Year Permit Type MV Use Type Total June July August
2001 General Bareboat 49 18 16 15
2001 General Charter 9 0 3 6
2001 General Commercial Fishing 4 0 3 1
2001 General Corporate 32 6 17 9
2001 General Government 2 0 0 2
2001 General Private 226 72 100 54
2001 Local Bareboat 1 1 0 0
2001 Local Charter 8 5 2 1
2001 Local Commercial Fishing 1 0 1 0
2001 Local Corporate 7 2 1 4
2001 Local Government 12 7 0 5
2001 Local Private 33 14 15 4



GENERAL PERMIT VISITOR USE DAYS BY MONTH FOR YEAR

Month Crew Passengers Visitors Visitor Use
Days

Days of
Stay

(Average)
June, 2001 130 149 279 1254 4.79
July, 2001 309 246 555 2152 4.29
August,
2001

182 133 315 1177 3.79

GENERAL PERMIT VISITOR USE DAYS BY YEAR
Year Crew Passengers Visitors Visitor

Use
Days

Days of
Stay

Boat
Use
Days

Boat
Entries

1998 727 888 1615 6268 4.14 1440 348
1999 661 682 1343 5189 4.15 1375 331
2000 703 533 1236 4950 4.07 1454 356
2001 621 528 1149 4583 4.31 1387 322

LOCAL PERMIT VISITOR USE DAYS BY MONTH FOR YEAR
Month Boat Use Days People Use Days
June, 2001 79 196
July, 2001 72 203
August,
2001

65 184

LOCAL PERMIT USE DAYS BY YEAR
Year Boat Use Days People Use Days
1998 242 721
1999 358 966
2000 213 628
2001 216 583

USE DAYS BY TYPE BY MONTH FOR YEAR
Year Permit Type Total June July August
2001 General 1387 460 597 330
2001 Local 216 79 72 65



LOCAL PERMITS BY SIZE FOR MONTH FOR YEAR
Year Permit Type Vessel Size Total June July August
2001 Local 1 - 20 34 15 9 10
2001 Local 21 - 30 18 10 6 2
2001 Local 31 - 40 3 1 2 0
2001 Local 41 - 50 4 1 2 1
2001 Local 51 - 60 2 1 0 1
2001 Local 61 - 70 1 1 0 0

GENERAL VESSELLS BY SIZE FOR MONTH FOR YEAR
Year Permit Type Vessel Size Total June July August
2001 General 1 - 20 16 2 5 9
2001 General 21 - 30 47 14 18 15
2001 General 31 - 40 102 34 38 30
2001 General 41 - 50 86 30 37 19
2001 General 51 - 60 29 9 14 6
2001 General 61 - 70 15 2 12 1
2001 General 71 - 80 7 2 3 2
2001 General 81 - 90 4 1 2 1
2001 General 91 - 200 16 2 10 4

BOAT TYPES
Year Permit Type MV Type Total June July August
2001 General P-Mega 22 2 17 3
2001 General Power 230 75 91 64
2001 General S-Mega 6 0 2 4
2001 General Sailing 1 19 29 17
2001 Local P-Mega 61 1 0 0
2001 Local Power 28 19 14



Motorized Vessel Type Hull Speed Category (Knots) Permits Issued (1998-2002)
Power 1 to 10 565

Sail 1 to 10 333

Power 11 to 20 967

Sail 11 to 20 25

Power 21 to 30 472

Power 31 to 40 205

Power 41 to 50 104

Power 51 to 60 1

Hull Speeds of Vessels Entering Glacier Bay (1998-2002)

Private Vessel Characteristics of
Permitted Vessels In Glacier Bay



Motorize Vessel Type
and Size

Permits Issued Year

Power 18' 61 1998
Power 18' 93 1999
Power 18' 105 2000
Power 18' 121 2001
Power 18' 114 2002

Total Permits: 494
Power 40' 193 1998
Power 40' 342 1999
Power 40' 237 2000
Power 40' 199 2001
Power 40' 217 2002

Total Permits: 1188
Power 80' 139 1998
Power 80' 150 1999
Power 80' 134 2000
Power 80' 119 2001
Power 80' 106 2002

Total Permits: 648
Power 120' 23 1998
Power 120' 9 1999
Power 120' 7 2000
Power 120' 3 2001
Power 120' 7 2002

Total Permits: 49
Power 160' 6 1998
Power 160' 0 1999
Power 160' 2 2000
Power 160' 0 2001
Power 160' 2 2002

Total Permits: 10
Power 200' 1 1998
Power 200' 0 1999
Power 200' 2 2000
Power 200' 0 2001
Power 200' 0 2002

Total Permits: 3

Lengths of Private Vessels Entering Glacier Bay

Private Vessel Characteristics of
Permitted Vessels In Glacier Bay



Motorize Vessel Type
and Size

Permits Issued Year

Lengths of Private Vessels Entering Glacier Bay

P-Mega 40' 0 1998
P-Mega 40' 0 1999
P-Mega 40' 0 2000
P-Mega 40' 1 2001
P-Mega 40' 1 2002

Total Permits: 2
P-Mega 80' 0 1998
P-Mega 80' 4 1999
P-Mega 80' 5 2000
P-Mega 80' 9 2001
P-Mega 80' 8 2002

Total Permits: 26
P-Mega 120' 0 1998
P-Mega 120' 11 1999
P-Mega 120' 4 2000
P-Mega 120' 9 2001
P-Mega 120' 9 2002

Total Permits: 33
P-Mega 160' 0 1998
P-Mega 160' 6 1999
P-Mega 160' 0 2000
P-Mega 160' 4 2001
P-Mega 160' 4 2002

Total Permits: 10
P-Mega 200' 0 1998
P-Mega 200' 3 1999
P-Mega 200' 0 2000
P-Mega 200' 1 2001
P-Mega 200' 1 2002

Total Permits: 5
P-Mega 262' 0 1998
P-Mega 262' 0 1999
P-Mega 262' 1 2000
P-Mega 262' 0 2001
P-Mega 262' 0 2002

Total Permits: 1



Motorize Vessel Type
and Size

Permits Issued Year

Lengths of Private Vessels Entering Glacier Bay

Sailing 40' 41 1998
Sailing 40' 45 1999
Sailing 40' 38 2000
Sailing 40' 35 2001
Sailing 40' 30 2002

Total Permits: 189
Sailing 80' 44 1998
Sailing 80' 26 1999
Sailing 80' 31 2000
Sailing 80' 30 2001
Sailing 80' 31 2002

Total Permits: 162
Sailing 120' 7 1998
Sailing 120' 0 1999
Sailing 120' 4 2000
Sailing 120' 1 2001
Sailing 120' 0 2002

Total Permits: 12
Sailing 160' 1 1998
Sailing 160' 0 1999
Sailing 160' 0 2000
Sailing 160' 0 2001
Sailing 160' 0 2002

Total Permits: 1
S-Mega 80' 0 1998
S-Mega 80' 0 1999
S-Mega 80' 1 2000
S-Mega 80' 4 2001
S-Mega 80' 2 2002

Total Permits: 7
S-Mega 120' 0 1998
S-Mega 120' 0 1999
S-Mega 120' 1 2000
S-Mega 120' 1 2001
S-Mega 120' 0 2002

Total Permits: 2
S-Mega 160' 0 1998
S-Mega 160' 1 1999
S-Mega 160' 0 2000
S-Mega 160' 1 2001
S-Mega 160' 2 2002

Total Permits: 4



Tourboat Private1 Charter
Commercial

fishing2 NPS Other3 Total
Vessels

Week 01 June 1 - June 7
Week 02 June 8 - June 14 0 1 1 0 0 0 2
Week 03 June 15 - June 21 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Week 04 June 22 - June 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Week 05 June 29 - July 5 0 6 2 0 0 1 9
Week 06 July 6 - July 12 0 6 3 0 0 1 10
Week 07 July 13 - July 19 0 2 0 0 0 1 3
Week 08 July 20 - July 26 0 2 2 0 0 1 5
Week 09 July 27 - Aug. 2 0 4 0 1 0 0 5
Week 10 Aug. 3 - Aug. 9 0 9 0 0 0 1 10
Week 11 Aug. 10 - Aug. 16 0 3 1 1 0 0 5
Week 12 Aug. 17 - Aug. 23
Week 13 Aug. 24 - Aug. 30 0 0 0 2 0 0 2
Week 14 Aug. 31 - Sept. 6 0 2 1 6 0 0 9
Week 15 Sept. 7 - Sept. 13 0 0 0 3 0 0 3
Week 16 Sept. 14 - Sept. 20
Week 17 Sept. - Sept. 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Week 18 Sept. 28 - Oct. 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 0 36 10 13 0 5 64

Tourboat Private1 Charter
Commercial

fishing2 NPS Other3 Total
Vessels

Week 01 June 1 - June 7
Week 02 June 8 - June 14
Week 03 June 15 - June 21 2 1 0 1 0 1 5
Week 04 June 22 - June 28 0 6 4 0 0 2 12
Week 05 June 29 - July 5 0 4 2 0 0 0 6
Week 06 July 6 - July 12 1 6 2 0 1 16 26
Week 07 July 13 - July 19 0 5 0 0 1 0 6
Week 08 July 20 - July 26
Week 09 July 27 - Aug. 2 3 6 0 0 1 3 13
Week 10 Aug. 3 - Aug. 9 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Week 11 Aug. 10 - Aug. 16 0 0 2 2 0 0 4
Week 12 Aug. 17 - Aug. 23 0 1 2 3 0 0 6
Week 13 Aug. 24 - Aug. 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Week 14 Aug. 31 - Sept. 6 0 0 2 1 2 0 5
Week 15 Sept. 7 - Sept. 13 0 0 0 5 2 0 7
Week 16 Sept. 14 - Sept. 20 0 0 1 5 2 0 8
Week 17 Sept. - Sept. 27 0 0 0 0 2 0 2
Week 18 Sept. 28 - Oct. 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 6 30 15 17 11 22 101

2Vessel class includes primarily trollers, one crabber and one tender.
3Vessel class includes kayaks, skiffs or other vessels (Pilot) that may be associated with either private or commercial vessels.

Vessel Use in Dundas Bay - Summer 2002

N  o       D  a  t  a
N  o       D  a  t  a

N  o       D  a  t  a

N  o       D  a  t  a

N  o       D  a  t  a

Dundas Bay Vessel Traffic Documented during
Outer Waters Vessel Activity Survey (OWVAS) Project Aerial Surveys

1Vessel class includes cabin cruiser style vessels and sailboats. 

Vessel Use in Dundas Bay - Summer 2001

N  o       D  a  t  a













































  

APPENDIX F 
 

Fuel Spill and Spill Response Information 



TABLE 1:  GUIDING PROPERTIES OF EFFECTS OF FUEL OIL

Fuel Oil Type
Properties Marine Diesel (No. 2)a IFO 380 (No. 6) a Gas/Oil Mixture b

General description light, refined product blend of heavy residual
oil with diesel (3:1
usually)

Blended light refined
product with llubricating
oil (25-50:1 usually)

Classification (33 CFR
155)

Group I, non-persistent
oil

Group III, persistent oil Group I, non-persistent
oil

Probability of mousse
formation

low (viscosity too low) low (viscosity too high) low (viscosity too low)

Percent evaporated and
Dispersed after 12 hours

24% 1% 86%

Percent evaporated and
Dispersed after 24 hours

42% 4% 98%

Percent evaporated and
Dispersed after 48 hours

67% 10% 100%

Percent evaporated and
Dispersed after 5 days

87% 20% 100%

Behavior on shoreline penetrates porous
sediments,
dispersed/degraded by
tide, wave and microbial
action

remains on surface, bath
tub ring at high tide,
degradation takes
months to years

Dispersed/degraded by
tide, wave and microbial
action, readily volaitlizes
with wind and warm
temperatures

Environmental toxicity acutely toxic to water
column organisms,
shellfish tainting, fish
kills in confined shallow
water, minor impacts on
seabirds due to quick
dissipation

primarily from physical
coating of marine
mammals, seabirds,
intertidal organisms

acutely toxic to water
column organisms,
shellfish tainting, fish
kills in confined shallow
water, minor impacts on
seabirds due to quick
dissipation

Effectiveness of
mechanical recovery
and shoreline
countermeasures

usually of limited
effectiveness
due to rapid dissipation,
exclusion/deflection
booming can be
effective

open water recovery
should be attempted,
shoreline
countermeasures can be
very effective

Usually of limited
effectiveness due to
rapid dissipation,
dispersion instead of
containment is
suggested because of
the combustible nature
of gasoline

A: Source Ely 2000
Assumes 2,500 barrel spill (100,000 gallons) in 9 degrees Celsius seawater under calm conditions with winds at 10 miles
per hour.
B: Source NOAA ADIOS Software 2000
Assumes 100 gallon spill in 9 degrees Celsius seawater under calm conditions with winds at 10 miles per hour.



TABLE 2:  SPILL RESPONSE EQUIPMENT AT BARTLETT OR BLUE MOUSE COVES, MARCH 1999

Location Item Description Amount Time
Operations

Status

Boat Dock Deflection boom, 34-inch yellow
with slide and pin connectors

400 feet (enough to
encircle dock)

<1 hour Ready

Fuel Storage Building
by Tank Farm

Mini boom, SS-500, 4
booms/bale, 5 inches diameter
by 10 feet

3 bales
(120 feet)

<1 hour Ready

Sorbent mat, SS-150 2 bales <1 hour Ready

Sorbent pads, 17-by-19-inch
sheets, 3M, 100 sheets/bale

14 bales <1 hour Ready

Type 270 boom 4 booms 10 feet by
8 inches
(40 feet)

<1 hour Ready

Fuel Barge Petrel
at Bartlett Cove,

Deflection boom, 34-inch yellow
with slide and pin connectors

3 segments 1 hour Ready

October to May Mini boom, SS-500, 5-inch
diameter by 10 feet

4 booms
(40 feet)

1 hour Ready

At Blue Mouse Cove,
May to October

Sorbent pads, 17-by-19 inches,
100 sheets/ bale

½ bale 1 hour Ready

At Blue Mouse Cove,
May to October

Diesel America 3-inch trash
pump

1 each 1 hour Ready

At Blue Mouse Cove
May to October

Floating Hale pump with hose
for fire

1 each 1 hour Ready

Containment pad
adjacent to fuel tank
farm

2,000 gallon tanker truck 1 each 15
minutes

Ready

Boat Dock, April to
May

15.5-foot Boston Whaler boat 1 each 30
minutes

Ready

Park Maintenance
Shop

Front-end loader Caterpillar IT-
18

1 each 30
minutes

Ready

________
Source: Baker 2000.
Additional equipment is readily available at the Power Plant and Park Landfill.



TABLE 3: PROBABLE SPILL SCENARIOS – BARTLETT COVE FUEL STORAGE AND TRANSFER FACILITY

Most likely discharge Occurs during dispensing of fuel to the boats. The average most probable spill is 1 pint
of gasoline or diesel fuel waterborne in any single incident, however, if the pumping
operation continues without observation, a spill of around 150 gallons may occur.

Maximum most
probable discharge

Failure of piping, hoses, or coupling during transfer. This can occur from a split hose,
coupling, pipe fitting, or pipe while fuel is being transferred from the barge to shore. This
would likely spill several hundred gallons of product before flow could be stopped.

Worst case discharge The worst case discharge at this facility would come from a rupture of one of four 3,000
gallon fuel oil tanks. Three of these tanks are used for fuel storage at the Glacier Bay
Lodge, and one is used for fuel storage at the Utility Service Building.

______
Source: Baker 2000.



APPENDIX G

Vessel Wakes Technical Memorandum 

(Note: This memorandum was prepared prior to development of the DEIS. 
Subsequent analysis resulted in some minor changes in conclusions, 

but overall methods and analysis are the same.)
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1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this technical memorandum is to describe the nature of vessel generated waves, referred to 

as wakes, in Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve, Gustavus, Alaska. The analysis compares the 

effects of vessel generated surface waves to the effect of natural wind generated surface waves. This 

analysis was applied to selected sites on the Glacier Bay proper shoreline. The reason for the analysis is to 

identify where vessel wakes could cause adverse effects to the resources and/or users of the park. This 

information will be used as one element in determining the appropriate number of vessels and vessel 

operating requirements in the park. The technical memorandum presents a method to evaluate the 

different physical effects caused by wakes for each respective alternative in the Environmental Impact 

Statement on Vessel Quotas and Operating Requirements (EIS). Other effects of vessel generated waves 

on park users and animal inhabitants of Glacier Bay proper are discussed in other sections of the 

Environmental Impact Statement. Many terms used in this memorandum have specific meaning in coastal 

engineering. Please see section 6 for definitions.

2 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
An extensive literature search was conducted to identify any existing evaluation models that were directly 

applicable to this project. None were found so the theory behind several existing models was utilized in 

developing the models used for this study. The process used to determine the sites was to identify where 

vessels travel within 2,000 feet of the shoreline. This distance was based on research and the accuracy of 

the vessel traffic data. The next step was to conduct a wind analysis and derive the wave climatology for 

each site. The wave climatology provides the energy imparted to the site over a one-year period due to 

natural wind waves. An energy index was calculated for each site by comparing the energy imparted by 

vessel wakes to natural wind waves. This index makes it possible to discern the effect due to natural wind 

wave energy from the effect due to vessel wakes despite differences in wind energy at all sites. The 

potential erodability of the site was evaluated by examining existing data on substrate size and beach 

slope. The site was assigned an overall erosion potential based on the site erosion potential due to 

substrate and the vessel wake energy index. 
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3 BACKGROUND
This section provides the theoretical basis for the analysis of waves. It is intended to provide the reader 

with an understanding of the various wave models available, which model(s) were used, and how those 

models were used in the evaluation of waves and wakes on the shoreline of Glacier Bay proper. 

3.1 BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND INFORMATION
There are many causes of waves across a water body. These include tides, wind, tsunamis, and vessels. 

The technical memorandum evaluates two generators of waves, wind and vessels. 

Wave energy is a quantifiable parameter and is equal to the ability of the wave to do work on the 

shoreline. The energy that a wave contains determines if and how much effect the wave can have on a 

shoreline. The energy contained in a wave that can act on a shoreline can be measured many ways. For 

this memorandum, the wave height is the measure for the energy contained within a wave. 

A site visit to Glacier Bay revealed no observable signs of erosion or effects of vessel wakes on the 

shoreline.  However, wave energy from vessels could have an impact over time which is not readily 

observable.

3.2 WIND WAVE CLIMATOLOGY
The wind wave climate is a description of the waves that are a result of the wind and is similar to 

describing the general weather pattern for an area. It provides wave heights and periods of typical waves. 

Identifying the wind wave climate at each site provides a way to analyze the effects of waves on that site. 

Wind induced waves are natural, or background, levels of energy that interact with the shoreline and the 

energy contained in a wave may act to change the shoreline.

There are several pieces of information necessary to analyze the natural wind wave climate in the park or 

any other location. The most important is the wind conditions. The wind speed, duration, and direction 

need to be measured over a period of time, preferable many years. After evaluating the wind speed, 

duration, and direction, the size of the natural waves can be determined. The orientation of the open water 

body plus its size, fetch, and depth determines the size of waves that can be generated by the wind. The 

typical period of a wind-generated wave in Glacier Bay proper is 1-3 seconds. 

3.3 VESSEL WAKE CLIMATOLOGY
Vessels can generate two types of waves, surface and internal waves. Large vessels generate waves that 

generally affect the top 40 feet of the water column for the largest vessels in Glacier Bay proper. Smaller 

vessels’ effect will be shallower. The first type of wave is surface waves. Surface waves are visible on the 

surface of the water body. These surface waves have the potential to affect other boaters and the shoreline 
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environment. Surface waves would not be expected to cause mixing of nutrients in the water column. The 

second type of wave, internal waves, is created by vessels under specific conditions and is capable of 

causing mixing in the water column. Internal waves are density dependent, which means that there must 

be stratification in the water column that the vessel directly affects. Internal waves do not act on the 

shoreline and will not be discussed further in this technical memorandum.

The vessel wake climate is the effect of vessel operation on the waterway.  The vessel wake climate is 

compared to the wind wave climate to analyze how vessel wakes affect the shoreline in excess of natural 

processes. Various parameters including the vessel’s hull shape and displacement, and the distance to 

where the wave energy is no longer capable of changing the coastline were looked at to determine the size 

and number of vessel wakes to strike each site. The vessel wake climate pictured in Figure 1 is not 

capable of affecting the coastline because it is too far away from the shoreline.

FIGURE 1 PASSING BOAT'S WAKE.

3.3.1 Literature Review and Discussion of Models
The literature on vessel wave generation describes models with widely varying inputs and even more 

widely varying outputs. Models presented by Sorenson (1989), Blaauw et al (1983) and PIANC (1987) 
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were analyzed to determine their applicability to Glacier Bay proper conditions. Examples of their outputs 

are in Attachment “Wave generation model calculations”. No models were found to be directly applicable 

to this evaluation but the models do provide the basis for the assumptions made in analyzing the available 

information. A discussion of the models for wave generation and how a shoreline is affected by waves is 

presented here.

Generation of Surface Waves by Vessels
Vessels displace water in their passage and generate waves on the surface. This phenomenon is directly 

related to the water resistance encountered by the vessel due to its speed. Vessels generate surface waves 

in two waveforms: diverging wakes and transverse wakes (Figure 2). The crests of these waves converge 

at a “cusp line” where their superposition causes maximum amplitude. This means that the wake will be 

highest at the cusp line due to the addition of the transverse and diverging wakes. Theory and experiments 

indicate that the angle of the cusp line range from 19 to 22 degrees off the ship track line. The ship track 

is the route that a particular vessel takes on a specific trip. The energy imparted by the vessel to the water 

spreads laterally along the lengthening crest lines with correspondingly reduced wave height (Sorenson 

1973).

FIGURE 2 PATTERN OF VESSEL-GENERATED WAVES.

The relationship of the vessel speed to the water depth determines the behavior of the wake. A vessel 

traveling at the same speed through areas with different water depths will produce different wakes. The 

Froude Number, F, is an accepted measure to define this relationship, defined as

gd

V
F = , where                                                                                                                         Equation 1
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V = the vessel speed through the water,
g = acceleration of gravity (32.2 ft/sec2 or 9.81 m/sec2), and 
d = water depth.

The transverse wake is longer than the diverging wake, in terms of the horizontal distance between 

adjacent wave crests, and therefore is first affected by shallow water. When F exceeds 0.6 to 0.7, the 

transverse wake is transformed through interaction with the bottom and its propagation speed is 

constrained. This means that transverse wakes are more quickly dissipated and less likely to reach a shore

or any great distance from the vessel when the water body is shallow. Waves cannot exceed a propagation 

speed of gd , so no transverse waves are possible when F is greater than one. Only diverging wakes are 

generated when vessels, like small powerboats on plane or larger high-speed catamaran excursion boats, 

are at higher speeds. Diverging waves have shorter wavelengths than transverse wakes and are less prone 

to water depth effects. Their propagation speed, C, is predicted by:

θcosVC =  , where Equation 2

cosθ  = the trigonometric cosine of the angle of wave propagation to the ship’s track line.

V = the vessel speed through the water

The pattern of a group of diverging waves from a single ship passage experienced at some point away 

from the track line is typically 15 waves with increasing wave heights to a central maximum height, as 

illustrated in Figure 3 (Sorensen 1973 and 1989, Weggel and Sorensen 1986, and Maynard 2001). The 

maximum height of the wake is initially a function of ship speed, displacement, and underwater shape.

The wake height decreases with distance from the track line. 

FIGURE 3 GROUP PATTERN OF 15-20 WAVES. THE WAVES ARE GENERATED BY A SINGLE VESSEL PASSAGE, EXPERIENCED AT A 

POINT ON THE WATER OFFSET FROM THE TRACK LINE.
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Predictions of maximum wave height at a given distance from the track line are based on empirical 

findings. Weggel and Sorensen (1986) predict maximum wave height, Hm, at track offset distance, x, on 

the basis of F, water depth, d, and the cube root of ship displacement, 3/1V .  See pages 4, 5 and 6 of 

Attachment “Wave generation model calculations” for details of the formulation. Figure 4 illustrates an 

example application for a cruise ship.  Note that the predicted maximum wave height decreases as the 

wake travels farther from the vessel that produced the wake. This equation is conservative in comparison 

to other similar formulations and measurements (Blaauw et al 1984, PIANC 1987, Sorensen 1989, Hüsig 

et al 2000, and Veri-Tech 2002). 
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FIGURE 4 EXAMPLE APPLICATION OF WEGGEL AND SORENSEN (1986). GIVEN A SHIP OF 1000 TONS DISPLACEMENT WITH A 

SPEED OF 15 KNOTS THROUGH THE WATER IN 100 FATHOMS DEPTH. THE WAKE IS PREDICTED TO PROPAGATE AT C = 12.2 KNOTS 

WITH AN ANGLE θ = 35.3 DEGREES TO THE SHIP TRACK AND TO HAVE A PERIOD T = 4.0 SECONDS AND WAVELENGTH L = 83.4 FT.
WAVE HEIGHTS BEFORE AND AFTER THE MAXIMUM WILL BE DIMINISHED AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 3.

Table 1 provides the maximum wave height generated by a series of vessels at a speed of 10 knots, as 

presented in Sorensen (1973). Sorensen’s measurements demonstrate that vessels of varying sizes all had 

wakes with maximum wave heights of less than 1-foot at a distance of 500 feet from the sailing line. 

Similar findings were reported in a study which measured vessel wakes on the Kenai River and Johnson 

Lake (Maynord 2001). In this study Maynord looked at the vessel wakes of 16 to 20-foot long boats of 

various hull shapes and beams. He found that these vessels generated maximum waves at speeds of 

approximately 8-knots. The waves were less than one foot measured between 30 and 50 feet from the 

track line. Although the wave height dropped off rapidly with distance from the track line, the wave’s 

periods remained constant. 
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TABLE 1 MAXIMUM WAVE AMPLITUDES GENERATED BY A SERIES OF VESSELS AT A SPEED OF 10 KNOTS AS PRESENTED BY 
SORENSEN (1973).

Distance from sailing line

100 ft 500 ft

Vessel Length Beam Draft Displacement Height Height

ft ft ft tons ft ft

Cabin Cruiser 23 8.25 1.7 3 1.1 0.8

Coast Guard Cutter 40 10 3.5 10 1.6 1

Tugboat 45 13 6 29 1.6 0.9

Fishing boat 64 12.8 3 35 1.8 0.7

Fireboat 100 28 10.5 343 1.6 1

3.4 DESIGN WAKE ASSUMPTIONS

• Design Wake height is 1 foot. This is the maximum wave height expected for any of the vessels 

permitted in Glacier Bay proper and therefore is protective of the coastline. 

• All vessels within 2,000 feet of the shoreline will have a design wake of 1-foot. (See “Vessel 

Track Analysis Methodology” for information on the selection of 2,000 feet from the shoreline 

for analysis purposes).

• Vessels generate 15 wake waves. This is the maximum number of waves that will intercept the 

shoreline at any one point from a passing vessel.

• All wake energy is assumed to be directed perpendicular to the shore.

4 GLACIER BAY PROPER ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

4.1 METHODOLOGY FOR CONDUCTING WAKE ANALYSIS OF GLACIER BAY PROPER
PN&D analyzed the collected data and chose specific sites that will require detailed evaluation. This was 

done by:

• evaluating vessel track data for proximity to shoreline to determine the number of vessels that 

come within 2,000 feet of the shoreline for the energy index calculation
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• evaluating Gustavus, Alaska wind data to determine the natural wind patterns including strength 

(wind speed) and direction

• examination of the physical features of Glacier Bay proper to determine the physical restrictions 

and limitations in wave development, 

• evaluating the fetch geometries of the chosen sites to determine the amount of wind wave energy 

that will assault the site and compare that to the vessel wake energy at the same site, and

• evaluation of material size at beaches to determine risk of erosion. 

4.2 GLACIER BAY PROPERPHYSICAL FEATURES
The mouth of Glacier Bay proper is located near Gustavus, Alaska, which is 50 miles due west of Juneau, 

Alaska. Glacier Bay proper (Plate 1) is approximately 60 miles long and consists of a 4-mile wide 

entrance narrows, Sitakaday Narrows, which opens up into an approximately 12-mile wide main body.

North of the main body, the East Arm creates a north-south fetch of approximately 55miles. The West 

Arm also creates a maximum fetch of 55 miles, oriented at 140 degrees. Fetches are distances over which 

waves are generated when sustained winds blow. These long fetches, over deep waters of Glacier Bay 

proper, create a wave climate similar to the open sea.  Water depths in mid-channel range from 200 feet in 

Sitakaday Narrows to 1,400 feet in the upper West Arm. Glacier Bay proper also contains many protected 

waterways in various orientations and the wave climate will differ substantially from the open areas. 

Analysis with restricted fetches (narrow channels) applies to the waves generated in these protected 

waterways.

Tidal currents and waves are major influences over the shape of beaches. This is a relatively new method 

of influence in Glacier Bay proper due to the long period of glacial ice coverage. Glacier Bay proper is an 

example of a secondary coast, in that terrestrial forces, in this case, glacial activity, formed it. The tidal 

range in Glacier Bay proper is large at approximately 24 feet. Tidal currents act on the shoreline primarily 

as long shore transport. In addition, wave action acts both perpendicular to the shore and parallel to the 

shore; something that was absent until recently due to glacial ice covering the bay.

4.3 SITE VISIT
PN&D conducted a site visit to Glacier Bay proper on June 12, 2002.  One of the purposes of the site visit 

was to observe maximum tides and currents. The site reconnaissance consisted of taking photographs and 

recording the vessels path using a global positioning system (GPS) unit during an eight hour Spirit of 
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Adventure Tour Vessel Cruise from Bartlett Cove to Grand Pacific Glacier at the head of the West Arm. 

The GPS record for the cruise is shown in Plate 1. The vessel positions and speed between waypoints is 

provided in Attachment “Spirit of Adventure positions and speeds”. During the trip around the bay, a 

negative 2.7-foot (extreme low) tide was observed at approximately 9:30 am. A brown bear was observed 

foraging at the waterline on the exposed food supply at the extreme low water mark (see concentration of 

waypoints just north of Tidal Inlet, Plate 1).

The data collected by the GPS during the site visit included vessel track (route) and speed. Vessel track 

information is necessary to estimate the number of vessels that are close enough to the shore to affect the 

shoreline. GPS provides a speed relative to the ground; much like a speedometer provides the speed of a 

car. This does not provide the speed of the vessel in relation to the water when there are currents. To 

identify the speed of Spirit of Adventure in relation to the water, PN&D used coastal prediction tables 

available at NOAA/OPS online. The maximum ebb current was 5.2 knots west of Beardslee Island and 

the maximum flood current was 6.1 knots for the day of the site visit. These values corresponded with the

4-knot flood current observed by the ship captain at 2:15 pm, which should have been the time of 

maximum flood current adjusted to that location. By using the GPS record made during the cruise, Spirit 

of Adventure speed relative to the water at any time can be inferred using its GPS speed log (speed 

relative to the ground) and tidal currents predictions for each location.  The GPS record also provides the 

distance from the shore that the vessel traveled. This is necessary information to determine which sites to 

investigate further.

FIGURE 5 DAWN PRINCESS, CRUISE SHIP CLASS
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The investigators observed that the cruise ship Swan Princess (Figure 5) appeared to be traveling at top 

speed up Glacier Bay proper at 1pm on June 12, and appeared to have generated a wake of less than 1 

foot height at a distance of 2,000 feet, when Spirit of Adventure crossed its wake. The period of the wake 

was between 1 and 2 seconds. The period and distance were estimated by timing the sound and motion 

induced in the video recording of the wake crossing.

4.3.1 Ship Captains Interview
One of the purposes of the trip was to observe the wake produced by catamaran tour vessels, such as 

Spirit of Adventure. This vessel has very desirable characteristics for a tour vessel because it accelerates 

rapidly and produces minimum wake and noise. The maximum wake, according to Spirit of Adventure 

Captain Kanoi Taylor, occurs when the boat is at the speed of 12 to13 knots relative to the water. The 

maximum water height generated by Spirit of Adventure is not in the form of a wave. The frothy 

convergence centered behind the stern quickly dissipates energy without contributing energy to formation 

of waves. See Figure 6, Spirit of Adventure wake. This type of wake is advantageous for a vessel which 

makes frequent stops along beaches, as waves from the departure wake are minimized. 

FIGURE 6 SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE WAKE
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4.4 WIND WAVE ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The wind wave analysis calculates the natural wind wave heights and periods for sites in Glacier Bay 

proper. Site-specific wind measurements are unavailable for Glacier Bay; however it is available for 

Gustavus Airport, Alaska. Several coastal cities in southeast Alaska have first order stations, including 

Juneau (1987-1999), Sitka (March-December 1999), Ketchikan (March-December 1999), and Cordova 

(December 1999). Wind summaries and wind roses for Juneau, Ketchikan, Sitka and Cordova are 

presented in Attachment “Wind summaries for Sitka, Ketchikan, Juneau, and Cordova (1987-1999)”.

Weather data collection stations have different ratings based on collection methods and accuracy 

standards with first order stations having the most reliable data. Plate 2 compares Gustavus to its nearest 

first order station and demonstrates that the wind patterns in Gustavus are similar to Juneau and sufficient 

for this evaluation. Therefore, data from the Gustavus Airport from 1987 to 2002 was used as the baseline 

data for the Glacier Bay wind analysis.  The airport anemometer in Gustavus is on a flat, sparsely treed 

delta and is likely to share its wind climate with Glacier Bay proper. National Climate Data Center 

provided raw wind data for Gustavus. 

As in all of southeast Alaska, wind directions induced by large-scale weather patterns prevail along the 

main channels of the bay. The dominant NW-SE winds at Gustavus (Plate 2), for example, have a similar 

speed distribution to N-S prevailing winds in the main channel of the lower bay (Plate 1). Similarly, the 

distributions of wind speeds in the prevailing directions at Glacier Bay proper and Gustavus are expected 

to be similar to the speed distribution in the prevailing directions at Juneau, 50 miles east, as seen in Plate 

5.  A pattern of wind speeds and directions in selected parts of Glacier Bay proper was constructed 

following this above logic. 

For the wave analysis, below, PN&D used the Gustavus wind rose to combine related sectors of winds. 

This is done to determine the directions to use for the wave analysis. Five categories appear to be most 

significant and winds from combining related sectors are shown in Plate 3. The related groups were 

assigned the values of 50o, 130o, 200o, 260o and 340o.

4.4.1 Fetch Restrictions and Wind Duration Analysis Methodology
Wave analysis requires predicting the height and period of the waves. The length of the fetch, duration 

and intensity of wind determine the height and period of the waves. Glacier Bay proper has both open 

fetch areas and restricted fetch areas. In open areas, like the midsection of the main body of water, the 

fetch is less important than the duration of a particular wind event in generating waves. When this 

condition exists, the wave growth is said to be duration limited. In a narrow area, like protected inlets and 
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near protecting islands, wave growth will be fetch limited. There is not sufficient fetch length (depending 

on the direction of the particular wind) in some parts of Glacier Bay proper to generate large waves even 

if the wind blows strongly for a long time. 

In the wave analysis, fetch restrictions were modeled using CEDAS (Veritech, Inc) wind generated wave 

growth model. Deep water wave growth was used since d/L>0.7 for wind waves in Glacier Bay proper. 

Glacier Bay proper has deep water waves, which means the wave energy does not interact with the 

bottom. This is similar to the ocean.  For a diagram showing application in restricted fetches see 

Attachment “Technical References”, Aces Technical Reference, pages 8 and 9.

The wind duration used for the wave growth model was one hour. This assumption will predict smaller 

waves than would actually exist during wind events as a typical storm event lasts longer than one hour. A 

wind event is a period of sustained wind in both speed and direction. This is a conservative assumption 

from this discussion because the analysis will be biased towards the vessel wakes causing an effect. 

4.4.2 Wave Analysis Methodology
The wave analysis includes information from the weather stations and the vessel track information. The 

information from the weather stations is used to create the natural wind wave climate at each site. The 

vessel track information is used with the vessel wave design height to create the vessel wave climate at 

each site. The energy, or ability to do work, of the two climates is compared against each other in the 

energy index. The number of waves that strike the shore, whether it is a storm or vessel passing, is one 

measure of the amount of energy in a single event.

According to the Airy (linear wave) theory, if all waves are propagated in the same direction, the total 

energy for each wave is:

E
1

8
ρ⋅ g⋅ H

2⋅:=

where ρ is the density of water, g is the acceleration due to gravity and H the wave height.

To get the total energy, we multiply the energy per wave by the number of waves. In this report, it is 

convenient for comparison purposes to define the energy index, N, for a particular coastal site. N is the 

cumulative energy of the design height (one foot) vessel waves to strike the shore in a year divided by the 

cumulative energy of wind-generated waves to strike the same shore in a year.
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Assumed Wave Height
The approach used for this technical memorandum is to select a conservative wave height based on the 

vessels which are permitted in the bay and use this height for all calculations. This will provide an 

increased safety factor in calculating the energy contained within a vessel wake. The conservative wave 

height value provides a worst-case scenario as this is the maximum wave height expected to be produced 

by any of the vessels permitted to enter Glacier Bay proper. Further justification of this approach is given 

at II-7-61, Coastal Engineering Manual (30 Sep 96), see Attachment “Technical References”.

Vessel Track Analysis Methodology
Vessel traffic information is required to determine the number of vessel waves at any site. PN&D used the 

track logged during the site visit on June 12, 2002 and the vessel tracks provided by NPS in order to 

determine the number of vessel waves. During the site visit on the Spirit of Adventure, this vessel 

appeared to be traveling closer to shore than any other vessel observed during the trip. According to the 

GPS record, the Spirit of Adventure maintained an average distance of approximately 1,000 feet when it 

was closest to shore.

Vessel track data provided by NPS contains shape file data for cruise vessels, tour vessels and charter 

vessels.  There was no information for private vessels.  The vessel track data set was used to predict the 

number of vessels that passed within 2,000 feet of the shore. The tracks within 2,000 feet of the coastline

were counted. The analysis uses 2,000 feet because the literature indicates that wakes from vessels are 

found to have attenuated to approximately 1-foot at a distance of 1,000 feet from the vessels track. The 

2,000-foot distance provides an acceptable margin of error and is protective of the coastline against 

erosion. It is important to note that the NPS stated that their track data is only accurate to ±3,000 feet. 

NPS track data provides the only information available with which to make a prediction on vessel traffic 

patterns. Plate 4 Glacier Bay vessel traffic is an example of one of the vessel track datasets from NPS. 

Wave and Wake Energy Analysis Methodology
To complete the shoreline effect analysis for Glacier Bay proper, the energy levels for wind-induced

waves and vessel wakes are divided to give a comparison index. The following assumptions were made:

• A design vessel wake represented all vessel wakes at each shore site.

• This design vessel wake is conservative as most vessel wakes will have less energy than the 

design wake.

• The design boat wake maximum height is 1-foot.
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• 100% of the vessel wake energy is directed at the shore.

• Wind duration for a storm event is set at 1 hour.

A design boat wake was chosen to represent every vessel wake because reliable statistical information 

about each particular class of vessels wakes is not available and the vessel wake attenuation through the 

water has a significant effect on its energy at the shore site.  The 1-foot design wake is conservative and 

biased towards showing an affect on the shoreline. The wind duration for wind-induced waves is 

conservative as storms typically last longer than 1-hour.

4.4.3 Site Selection for Analysis
Energy levels were generated at 22 study areas (see Figure 9). Details of the selected sites are shown in 

Attachment “Areas identified for detailed study”. These areas were selected by analyzing vessel track 

information as provided above. 

An energy index value (N value) was generated for each of the 22 sites, and the sites were divided into 

the following categories to compare the ability of vessel-generated waves against natural conditions. This 

does not consider the substrate material so it is not the effects analysis.

• High – if the energy of the vessel waves is of the same order of magnitude as the wind waves 

(1/1). This means that all the vessel wake energy over the year has the same amount or more 

energy as natural background conditions and is highly likely to change (erode) the coastline.

• Moderate – if the energy of the vessel waves is one-tenth of the energy of the wind waves. This 

means that all the vessel wake energy over the year has one-tenth (1/10) the amount of energy as 

a natural background conditions and is moderately likely to change (erode) the coastline.

• Minor – if the energy of the vessel waves is one-hundredth of the energy of the wind waves. This 

means that all the vessel wake energy over the year has one-hundredth (1/100) the amount of 

energy as a natural background conditions and has a low likelihood of changing (eroding) the 

coastline.

• Negligible – if the energy of the vessel waves in one-thousandth of the energy of the wind waves. 

This means that all the vessel wake energy over the year has one-thousandth (1/1000) the amount 

of energy as a natural background conditions and is highly unlikely to change (erode) the 

coastline.
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The period chosen for the evaluation is one year. This allows for the use of a full year of wind data. Any 

shorter period would not correctly interpret cumulative effects of wind waves. A longer period would be 

necessary to correctly predict the effect of climate cycles, for example El Nino.  The vessel analysis 

evaluates a single permit-required season, which generally runs from June through October.

4.4.4 Wind Wave and Vessel Wake Comparison
This section discusses the probability that a design vessel’s wake height will exceed a typical summer 

storm’s wave height. This probability is important to discuss because it provides a summary of how 

strong a wake is compared to a wave. The probability varies from site to site and from beach to beach due 

to different angles to the wind and the fetch length. Wind direction is an important factor in evaluating the 

natural wind waves because there must be sufficient fetch to create a wave and the wave needs to be 

nearly perpendicular to the shore for the wave to act on the beach. 

Site 11, see plate 4, provides an example of calculating probabilities. Site 11 has two beaches as it 

includes the shoreline on each side of Tidal Inlet. Beach A is to the northwest of Tidal Inlet and Beach B 

is to the southeast of Tidal Inlet.  For the same wind intensity and direction, the wind waves along Beach 

B will be higher because the fetches are longer. As discussed above, wind direction was grouped into five 

related sectors. For Site 11, the only two sectors of concern are 260° and 340°. Table 2 shows the number 

of observations when a summer (June through August) wind event created a wave of 1-foot or higher. 

Table 3 shows the probability of a wind event creating a wave that exceeds the 1-foot design height for 

selected wind speeds and durations. For example, at Beach A, a 14-knot wind blowing for an hour from 

340 degrees can be expected to occur one time in 5 summers and will produce waves of the same height 

as the design vessel wake. As a comparison, a 10-knot wind from the same direction (340 degrees) for 

two hours would produce the same wind waves. These two scenarios exert the same amount of energy on 

the beach. The differing fetches account for the differing probabilities between Beach A and Beach B.
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TABLE 2 NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS WHEN WIND WAVES EXCEEDED 1-FOOT FOR SITE 11. LIMITED TO SUMMER
OBSERVATIONS (JUNE, JULY AND AUGUST), GUSTAVUS, AK.1

Wind Speed Number of Observations with Number of Observations with 
In Knots Wind Direction 260°° Wind Direction 340°°

16 1 0
15 1 1
14 2 1
13 9 3
12 12 16
11 27 30
10 59 56
9 105 111
8 158 215
7 276 383

TABLE 3 PROBABILITY OF SELECTED WIND SPEEDS AND DURATIONS PRODUCING 1-FOOT WAVES AT SITE 11.2

Wind Beach A Beach B

Duration Direction
Wind

Speed

Probability of 
exceeding 1-

Foot wave

Average
Number of times 

exceeding 1-
foot wave

Wind
speed*

Probability
of

exceeding
1-Foot
wave

Average
Number of 

times
exceeding

1-foot wave
(Hours) (Degrees) (Knots) (%) (Knots) (%)

1 340 14 0.0087 0.2 13 0.0260 0.6
2 340 10 0.4858 nc3 9 0.9630 nc
3 340 8 1.8652 nc 7 3.3226 nc

1 260 16 0.0087 0.2 14 0.0174 0.4
2 260 12 0.1041 nc 11 0.2342 nc
3 260 11 0.2342 nc 9 0.9109 nc

4.4.5 Wind/Wave Model Assumptions

• Design wake assumptions stated above. The design wake represents all vessels, regardless of size 

and speed, that come within 2,000 feet of the shoreline. 

• Wind wave growth event is 1 hour.

• Glacier Bay is a deep-water environment in terms of wind wave growth and characteristics. 

• Analysis period is one-year.

1 Total Observations equal 11,527.
2 The wind speed and duration shown are required to produce at least 1-foot waves.
3 NC = Not calculated (duration analysis not performed)
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4.5 PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS
The substrate is the size of material present in the tidal zone. Table 4 provides the definition of the various 

material types and their potential for erosion.

TABLE 4 SUBSTRATE SIZE CHART

Substrate Material Size Comparison Size Erosion Potential

Bedrock Continuous rock Continuous rock Negligible

Boulder >256 mm  human head size Minor

Cobble 64-256 mm Billiard ball to human head Minor

Pebble 4-64 mm Pea to billiard ball Minor

Granule 2-4 mm BB to pea Moderate

Coarse sand 1-2 mm Pinhead to BB Moderate

Fine sand 0.0625-1 mm Gritty (sugar/salt) to pinhead High

Silt >0.0625 mm Smooth; forms clumps/balls High

Shell 4-256 mm shells/fragments Shells/fragments Minor

The CoastWalkers database defines the substrate in terms of primary and secondary substrate. The 

primary substrate is the material size most commonly found at the site. The secondary substrate is the 

second most common material size and it has at least 10% coverage. 

The slope that a beach can maintain is a function of the material size. Generally, large material also has a 

steep slope and small material has a gentler slope. The slope of beach is important for analysis because 

this defines how widely the energy is distributed across the beach (see Figure 8).

The erosion potential of a site is a function of the size of material and the amount of energy it receives. 

Bedrock has negligible erosion potential. Boulders, cobbles, and pebbles have minor erosion potential and 

require high energy levels to erode. Granules and coarse sand have moderate erosion potential and fine 

sand and silt have a high erosion potential. The amount of erosion visible for smaller materials depends 

on recruitment of new materials. A beach could have a very high erosion potential, yet not erode with a 

storm because it has a strong source (recruitment point) of new materials.

4.6 OVERALL ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Each site is assigned an erosion potential based on the site’s potential for erosion. Each site is also 

assigned a rating for the energy index, which indicates the amount of energy imparted on the site by
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vessel wakes in comparison to the natural wind wave energy. How these two ratings are obtained and 

calculated is described above. 

Reaching an overall potential effect at a site requires evaluation of the erosion potential rating and the 

energy index (vessel wake potential) rating. The highest, or more severe, rating common to both 

categories is the overall rating. For example, Site 1 has a high to moderate rating for erosion potential and 

a vessel wake potential of negligible. This means that the overall potential effect is negligible. What is 

instructive by showing both the erosion potential and vessel wake potential ratings is that it is clear how a 

change in vessel usage near a site could change the overall potential effect. Site 1 is susceptible to an

increase in erosion should there be an increase in vessel traffic due to the small substrate. Under the 

current conditions, vessel traffic is limited and therefore does not significantly affect the shoreline at Site 

1. In contrast, Site 4 has an overall rating of minor because both the erosion potential and vessel wake 

potential ratings are minor. An increase in vessel traffic will not affect the overall rating at this site 

because the substrate is resistant to erosion.

4.6.1 Assumptions
• No compound wakes occur due to two vessels traveling so closely that their wakes become 

additive.

• The beach material is assumed to be consistent throughout the tidal zone so tide height is not 

factored into the analysis. The height of the tide is important for other considerations include near 

shore and intertidal users.

5 GLACIER BAY PROPER ANALYSIS

5.1 INTRODUCTION
As stated above, there is a two-prong approach to analyzing a site for potential affect due to vessel wakes. 

The first evaluation is the comparison between the natural wind wave climate and the vessel wake 

climate. This analysis provides an index of how much energy above the natural wind environment that 

vessel wakes impart on the coastline. The second evaluation is of the substrate present at the site. The 

amount of energy necessary to affect a shoreline depends on the type and size of material. The analysis is 

complete when the energy potential from the vessel wakes is considered with the substrate material.
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5.2 ANALYSIS EXAMPLE SITES
Two sites were selected to show the analysis process. The first site, Site 20, is in upper Muir Inlet near 

Stump Cove (Figure 7) and the second site, Site 11, is in the Lower West Arm (see Plate 4). 

FIGURE 7 FETCH LENGTHS IN MILES IN UPPER MUIR INLET NEAR STUMP COVE, SITE 20.

Site Descriptions
Stump Cove has a narrow and curving channel that is likely to force traffic closer to shore.  The Lower 

West Arm site is moderately well sheltered. The fetch lengths, in miles, near Stump Cove are shown in 

Figure 7. Site 11 and 20 are representative of the types of areas most likely to be adversely affected by 

vessel wakes and thus requiring the most attention when evaluating vessel quotas and operating 

requirements. Due to the size of the vessels and safe vessel traffic management standards, it is assumed 

that vessels would not travel in the same track at the same time to produce compounded wakes. 

Additionally, this analysis does not distinguish between the times of day or tidal cycle. The energies 

calculated are for a square foot of shoreline perpendicular to the shore.  The energies due to tide and the 

part of wave energy which is directed parallel to shore are pictured with the second arrow in Figure 8.

Energy parallel to shore is responsible for long shore sediment transport and was not considered in 

computing the energy index, N.
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FIGURE 8 WAVE ENERGIES RELATED TO THE SHORE

Wind and Wake Example Analysis
Attachment “Example calculations” provides the calculation of the energy index for the Stump Cove site 

(Site 20). The example follows all the assumptions listed previously. The Stump Cove site is one of the 

more sheltered areas in Glacier Bay proper where motorized vessels are permitted. This site experiences 

little to no vessel traffic according to the NPS vessel track data. With the current vessel traffic, this site 

has an energy index of N=0.008, which is below the negligible significance level. In other words, vessel 

wakes impart less than one thousandth (1/1000) the amount of energy on this site than natural wind 

waves.

The second example analysis is a moderately well sheltered site in the lower West Arm (Site 11). With 

the current vessel traffic, this site has an energy index of N=0.02, which is minor significance level. In 

other words, vessel wakes impart less than one tenth (1/10) but more than one hundredth (1/100) the 

amount of energy on this site than natural wind waves. See Table 5 for a comparison of the two sites. 
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TABLE 5 VESSEL WAKE AND WIND WAVE ENERGY COMPARISON AT 2 SITES

Site Vessels Wind Energy
Index (N)4

Significance
Level

# of 
vessel
wakes

Energy Energy

Stump Cove 
(site 20), 
Beach A

362 112 148,000 0.008 Negligible

Lower West
Arm (site 11), 

Beach A

6,515 2,014 108,000 0.02 Minor

Wave energy at a site is expressed in units of square feet perpendicular to the shore.  However, the actual 

energy transfer takes place on the face of the shore, which is the long rectangular area under the breaker 

in Figure 8.  A steep beach will have a much larger concentration of energy upon its face than a gentler 

sloping beach as shown in Figure 8.  The range of beach slopes in Glacier Bay proper is approximately 

1/10 of one degree to 75 degrees. For the range of beach slopes here, there is a range of between 1 and 

600 square feet of beach area influenced by the waves. Thus the concentration of energy on the steepest 

beaches is 600 times the concentration of energy on the gentlest beaches for one given wave climate.

TABLE 6 POTENTIAL AFFECT ON 22 SITES BY VESSEL WAKES WITH CURRENT QUOTAS.

Site Beach potential5
Assigned Site Total 

potential6

1 Negligible Negligible

2 Minor Minor

3 Negligible Negligible

4 Minor Minor

Minor
5

Minor
Minor

6 Negligible Negligible

Negligible

Negligible7

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible
8

Negligible
Negligible

Negligible

Negligible9

Minor

Minor

10 Negligible Negligible

4 Energy Index (N) is equal to the vessel wake energy divided by the wind wave energy.
5 Each site is divided into one or more beaches. This is due to the different fetches and variations in the shoreline, 
which affect the waves that can strike the shore.
6 To be conservative, the highest potential level for a beach is also the total potential.
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Site Beach potential5
Assigned Site Total 

potential6

Minor
11

Negligible
Minor

Minor

Minor12

Negligible

Minor

Negligible
13

Negligible
Negligible

Negligible

Minor14

Negligible

Minor

Minor
15

Minor
Minor

Negligible

Moderate16

Moderate

Moderate

17 Minor Minor

Minor

Negligible18

Minor

Minor

Negligible
19

Negligible
Negligible

Negligible

Negligible20

Negligible

Negligible

21 Negligible Negligible

22 Minor Minor

5.3 PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES OF THE 22 SITES BEING ANALYZED
The vessel wake analyses identified 22 sites where vessels travel close enough to the shoreline to 

potentially cause change on that shoreline (see Figure 9). This section provides a summary of the physical 

attributes of the 22 sites identified as presented in the CoastWalkers database. The physical attributes 

summarized below include the primary substrate, secondary substrate, and the slope. These attributes are 

important in evaluating the potential for erosion.
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FIGURE 9 SITES SELECTED FOR VESSEL WAKE ANALYSIS.

5.3.1 Physical Attributes of the 22 Sites
The NPS CoastWalker database provides substrate and slope information for each polygon mapped. The 

polygons are based on changes in substrate material size and the slope. Table 7 provides site information 

based on the CoastWalker database by summarizing the substrate information for all polygons in the site. 

See Attachment “CoastWalkers Polygon Table” for a list of the polygons included in each site. The sites 

have anywhere from eight polygons to 119 polygons representing a single beach in this technical 

memorandum. The average number of polygons for a single site is approximately 40. 
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TABLE 7 SUBSTRATE TYPES AND SLOPE FOR EACH SITE.

Site Primary
Substrate

Secondary
Substrate

Slope
(degrees)

Erosion
Potential

1 coarse sand granule 2.9 High

2 pebble pebble 5.2 Moderate

3 cobble cobble 16.4 Minor

4 cobble boulder 11.8 Minor

5 pebble pebble 8.8 Moderate

6 pebble cobble 8.2 Moderate to 
Minor

7 boulder cobble 18.0 Minor

8 cobble cobble 11.5 Minor

9 granule pebble 7.8 High to 
Moderate

10 boulder cobble 13.1 Minor

11 cobble cobble 16.5 Minor

12 cobble cobble 13.9 Minor

13 cobble cobble 16.2 Minor

14 granule pebble 6.7 High to 
Moderate

15 cobble boulder 15.4 Minor

16 boulder boulder 31.9 Minor

17 boulder boulder 27.0 Minor

18 pebble pebble 11.7 Moderate to 
Minor

19 Not mapped N/A

20 Granule granule 8.1 High

21 Not mapped N/A

22 Not mapped N/A

Site 1
The average material size for site 1 is coarse sand. The minimum size material is silt and the largest is 

cobble. The median and mode material size is fine sand. The average secondary substrate size is granule.

The minimum size material for secondary substrate is silt and the largest is cobble. The median and mode 

material size for secondary substrate is pebble. The average slope is 2.9 degrees. The minimum slope is 1 

degree and the maximum slope is 5 degrees. The median slope is 2.75 degrees and the mode is 2.5 

degrees.

Site 2
The average material size for site 2 is pebble. The minimum size material is granule and the largest is 

cobble. The median and mode material size is cobble. The average secondary substrate size is pebble. The 

minimum size material for secondary substrate is pebble and the largest is boulder. The median and mode 
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material size for secondary substrate is pebble. The average slope is 5.2 degrees. The minimum slope is 0 

degrees and the maximum slope is 8 degrees. The median slope is 5.75 degrees and the mode is 7 degrees.

Site 3
The average material size for site 3 is cobble. The minimum size material is coarse sand and the largest is 

bedrock. The median material size is boulder and mode material size is bedrock. The average secondary 

substrate size is cobble. The minimum size material for secondary substrate is coarse sand and the largest 

is bedrock. The median and mode material size for secondary substrate is cobble. The average slope is 

16.4 degrees. The minimum slope is 4 degrees and the maximum slope is 66 degrees. The median slope is 

12 degrees and the mode is 7 degrees. 

Site 4
The average material size for site 4 is cobble. The minimum size material is granule and the largest is 

bedrock. The median and mode material size is pebble. The average secondary substrate size is boulder. 

The minimum size material for secondary substrate is granule and the largest is bedrock. The median and 

mode material size for secondary substrate is cobble. The average slope is 11.8 degrees. The minimum 

slope is 2.5 degrees and the maximum slope is 26 degrees. The median slope is 10 degrees and the mode 

is 8 degrees. 

Site 5
The average material size for site 5 is pebble. The minimum size material is fine sand and the largest is 

bedrock. The median and mode material size is pebble. The average secondary substrate size is pebble. 

The minimum size material for secondary substrate is silt and the largest is boulder. The median material 

size for secondary substrate is pebble and mode material size is cobble. The average slope is 8.8 degrees. 

The minimum slope is 2.5 degrees and the maximum slope is 21.5 degrees. The median slope is 7.5 

degrees and the mode is 12 degrees.

Site 6
The average material size for site 6 is pebble. The minimum size material is silt and the largest is bedrock. 

The median and mode material size is pebble. The average secondary substrate size is cobble. The 

minimum size material for secondary substrate is fine sand and the largest is bedrock. The median and 

mode material size for secondary substrate is cobble. The average slope is 8.2 degrees. The minimum 

slope is 1 degree and the maximum slope is 33 degrees. The median slope is 7.5 degrees and the mode is 

6 degrees. 
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Site 7
The average material size for site 7 is boulder. The minimum size material is pebble and the largest is 

bedrock. The median material size is boulder and mode material size is bedrock. The average secondary 

substrate size is cobble. The minimum size material for secondary substrate is granule and the largest is 

boulder. The median and mode material size for secondary substrate is cobble. The average slope is 18 

degrees. The minimum slope is 3 degrees and the maximum slope is 75 degrees. The median slope is 12 

degrees and the mode is 6 degrees.

Site 8
The average material size for site 8 is cobble. The minimum size material is silt and the largest is bedrock. 

The median and mode material size is pebble. The average secondary substrate size is cobble. The 

minimum size material for secondary substrate is fine sand and the largest is bedrock. The median and 

mode material size for secondary substrate is cobble. The average slope is 11.5 degrees. The minimum 

slope is 1.5 degrees and the maximum slope is 70 degrees. The median slope is 9 degrees and the mode is 

8 degrees. 

Site 9
The average material size for site 9 is granule. The minimum size material is silt and the largest is 

bedrock. The median and mode material size is pebble. The average secondary substrate size is pebble. 

The minimum size material for secondary substrate is fine sand and the largest is bedrock. The median 

and mode material size for secondary substrate is pebble. The average slope is 7.5 degrees. The minimum 

slope is 2.5 degrees and the maximum slope is 22 degrees. The median slope is 7.8 degrees and the mode 

is 9 degrees.

Site 10
The average material size for site 10 is boulder. The minimum size material is pebble and the largest is 

bedrock. The median and mode material size is boulder. The average secondary substrate size is cobble. 

The minimum size material for secondary substrate is pebble and the largest is bedrock. The median and 

mode material size for secondary substrate is cobble. The average slope is 13.1 degrees. The minimum 

slope is 5 degrees and the maximum slope is 44.5 degrees. The median slope is 8.3 degrees and the mode 

is 6.5 degrees. 

Site 11
The average material size for site 11 is cobble. The minimum size material is fine sand and the largest is 

bedrock. The median and mode material size is pebble. The average secondary substrate size is cobble. 
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The minimum size material for secondary substrate is fine sand and the largest is bedrock. The median 

and mode material size for secondary substrate is cobble. The average slope is 16.5 degrees. The 

minimum slope is 3 degrees and the maximum slope is 90 degrees. The median slope is 9 degrees and the 

mode is 8 degrees.

Site 12
The average material size for site 12 is cobble. The minimum size material is silt and the largest is 

bedrock. The median material size is cobble and mode material size is pebble. The average secondary 

substrate size is cobble. The minimum size material for secondary substrate is silt and the largest is 

bedrock. The median and mode material size for secondary substrate is cobble. The average slope is 13.9 

degrees. The minimum slope is 2 degrees and the maximum slope is 65 degrees. The median slope is 8 

degrees and the mode is 5 degrees.

Site 13
The average material size for site 13 is cobble. The minimum size material is fine sand and the largest is 

bedrock. The median material size is cobble and mode material size is bedrock. The average secondary 

substrate size is cobble. The minimum size material for secondary substrate is coarse sand and the largest 

is bedrock. The median material size for secondary substrate is cobble and mode material size is bedrock. 

The average slope is 16.2 degrees. The minimum slope is 2 degrees and the maximum slope is 45 

degrees. The median slope is 8.8 degrees and the mode is 7 degrees.

Site 14
The average material size for site 14 is granule. The minimum size material is silt and the largest is 

cobble. The median and mode material size is pebble. The average secondary substrate size is pebble. The 

minimum size material for secondary substrate is silt and the largest is boulder. The median and mode 

material size for secondary substrate is cobble. The average slope is 6.7 degrees. The minimum slope is 

1.5 degrees and the maximum slope is 15.5 degrees. The median slope is 6.5 degrees and the mode is 7.5 

degrees.

Site 15
The average material size for site 15 is cobble. The minimum size material is silt and the largest is 

bedrock. The median and mode material size is cobble. The average secondary substrate size is boulder. 

The minimum size material for secondary substrate is silt and the largest is bedrock. The median material 

size for secondary substrate is boulder and mode material size is bedrock. The average slope is 15.4 
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degrees. The minimum slope is 4 degrees and the maximum slope is 55 degrees. The median slope is 10

degrees and the mode is 8 degrees.

Site 16
The average material size for site 16 is boulder. The minimum size material is granule and the largest is 

bedrock. The median material size is boulder and mode material size is bedrock. The average secondary 

substrate size is boulder. The minimum size material for secondary substrate is granule and the largest is 

bedrock. The median material size for secondary substrate is boulder and mode material size is bedrock. 

The average slope is 31.9 degrees. The minimum slope is 4 degrees and the maximum slope is 89 

degrees. The median slope is 26 degrees and the mode is 35 degrees.

Site 17
The average material size for site 17 is boulder. The minimum size material is pebble and the largest is 

bedrock. The median material size is bedrock and mode material size is bedrock. The average secondary 

substrate size is boulder. The minimum size material for secondary substrate is pebble and the largest is 

bedrock. The median material size for secondary substrate is boulder and mode material size is bedrock. 

The average slope is 27 degrees. The minimum slope is 4 degrees and the maximum slope is 50 degrees. 

The median slope is 26 degrees and the mode is 50 degrees.

Site 18
The average material size for site 18 is pebble. The minimum size material is silt and the largest is 

bedrock. The median and mode material size is pebble. The average secondary substrate size is pebble. 

The minimum size material for secondary substrate is silt and the largest is bedrock. The median and 

mode material size for secondary substrate is cobble. The average slope is 11.7 degrees. The minimum 

slope is 1.5 degrees and the maximum slope is 70 degrees. The median slope is 9 degrees and the mode is 

6 degrees.

Site 19
This site was not mapped as part of the CoastWalkers program.

Site 20
The average material size for site 20 is granule. The minimum size material is silt and the largest is 

bedrock. The median and mode material size is pebble. The average secondary substrate size is granule. 

The minimum size material for secondary substrate is silt and the largest is bedrock. The median material 

size for secondary substrate is pebble and mode material size is cobble. The average slope is 8.1 degrees. 
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The minimum slope is 0.5 degrees and the maximum slope is 55 degrees. The median slope is 7.5 degrees 

and the mode is 10 degrees.

Site 21
This site was not mapped as part of the CoastWalkers program.

Site 22
This site was not mapped as part of the CoastWalkers program.

5.4 SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL EFFECTS ON THE 22 SITES
This section summarizes the information provided above for each site. It is intended to provide the reader 

with an understanding of the vessel wake effects on the specific beaches. This evaluation is for the current 

quota and vessel restrictions so the evaluation of a site could change if the number of vessels permitted to 

enter Glacier Bay proper increases or decreases. See Table 8 for a summary of the overall potential affect 

to Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve due to vessels.

Site 1
Site 1 is generally a sandy beach with some larger material. This means that the beach has a high to 

moderate potential for erosion. However, the potential for vessel wakes to adversely affect the site at the 

current quota is negligible. Therefore, this site has a negligible potential for adverse affects at the current 

quota.

Site 2
Site 2 is generally a pebbled beach with cobbles. This means that the beach has a moderate potential for 

erosion. The potential for vessel wakes to adversely affect the site at the current quota is minor. 

Therefore, this site has a minor potential for adverse affects at the current quota. 

Site 3
Site 3 is generally a cobbled to sandy beach that also has a significant amount of boulders and bedrock. 

This means that the beach has a minor potential for erosion. The potential for vessel wakes to adversely 

affect the site at the current quota is negligible. Therefore, this site has a negligible potential for adverse 

affects at the current quota. 
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Site 4
Site 4 is generally a cobbled beach with larger material including boulders. This means that the beach has 

a minor potential for erosion. The potential for vessel wakes to adversely affect the site at the current 

quota is minor. Therefore, this site has a minor potential for adverse affects at the current quota. 

Site 5
Site 5 is generally a pebbled beach. This means that the beach has a moderate potential for erosion. The 

potential for vessel wakes to adversely affect the site at the current quota is minor. Therefore, this site has 

a minor potential for adverse affects at the current quota. 

Site 6
Site 6 is generally a pebbled beach with larger material including cobbles. This means that the beach has a 

moderate to minor potential for erosion. The potential for vessel wakes to adversely affect the site at the 

current quota is negligible. Therefore, this site has a negligible potential for adverse affects at the current 

quota.

Site 7
Site 7 is generally a boulder beach. This means that the beach has a minor potential for erosion. The 

potential for vessel wakes to adversely affect the site at the current quota is negligible. Therefore, this site 

has a negligible potential for adverse affects at the current quota. 

Site 8
Site 8 is generally a cobbled beach with both larger material including bedrock and some smaller material 

including silt. This means that the beach has a minor potential for erosion. The potential for vessel wakes 

to adversely affect the site at the current quota is negligible. Therefore, this site has a negligible potential 

for adverse affects at the current quota. 

Site 9
Site 9 is generally a granular beach with pebbles. This means that the beach has a high to moderate 

potential for erosion. The potential for vessel wakes to adversely affect the site at the current quota is 

negligible to minor. Therefore, this site has a minor potential for adverse affects at the current quota. 
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Site 10
Site 10 is generally a boulder beach with cobbles. This means that the beach has a minor potential for 

erosion. The potential for vessel wakes to adversely affect the site at the current quota is negligible. 

Therefore, this site has a negligible potential for adverse affects at the current quota. 

Site 11
Site 11 is generally a cobbled beach. This means that the beach has a minor potential for erosion. The 

potential for vessel wakes to adversely affect the site at the current quota is minor to negligible. 

Therefore, this site has a minor potential for adverse affects at the current quota. 

Site 12
Site 12 is generally a cobbled beach. This means that the beach has a minor potential for erosion. The 

potential for vessel wakes to adversely affect the site at the current quota is minor to negligible. 

Therefore, this site has a minor potential for adverse affects at the current quota. 

Site 13
Site 13 is generally a cobbled beach with exposed bedrock. This means that the beach has a minor 

potential for erosion. The potential for vessel wakes to adversely affect the site at the current quota is 

negligible. Therefore, this site has a negligible potential for adverse affects at the current quota. 

Site 14
Site 14 is generally a granular beach with pebbles and cobbles. This means that the beach has a high to 

moderate potential for erosion. The potential for vessel wakes to adversely affect the site at the current 

quota is negligible to minor. Therefore, this site has a minor potential for adverse affects at the current 

quota.

Site 15
Site 15 is generally a cobble beach with larger material including boulders and bedrock. This means that

the beach has a minor potential for erosion. The potential for vessel wakes to adversely affect the site at 

the current quota is minor. Therefore, this site has a minor potential for adverse affects at the current 

quota.

Site 16
Site 16 is generally a boulder beach with bedrock. This means that the beach has a minor potential for 

erosion. The potential for vessel wakes to adversely affect the site at the current quota is moderate to 
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negligible. Therefore, this site has a minor potential for adverse affects at the current quota due to the 

larger material size of the substrate. 

Site 17
Site 17 is generally a boulder beach with bedrock. This means that the beach has a minor potential for 

erosion. The potential for vessel wakes to adversely affect the site at the current quota is minor. 

Therefore, this site has a minor potential for adverse affects at the current quota. 

Site 18
Site 18 is generally a pebbled beach with some cobbles. This means that the beach has a moderate to 

minor potential for erosion. The potential for vessel wakes to adversely affect the site at the current quota 

is minor to negligible. Therefore, this site has a minor potential for adverse affects at the current quota. 

Site 19
Physical attribute information is not available for Site 19. This site is in Muir Inlet and outside the area 

mapped for the NPS during the CoastWalkers project. A glacier covered the site as recently as 40 years 

ago. The potential for vessel wakes to adversely affect the site at the current quota is negligible. More

information on the shoreline material is necessary to determine the overall potential affect. 

Site 20
Site 20 is generally a granular beach with some pebbles. This means that the beach has a high potential 

for erosion. The potential for vessel wakes to adversely affect the site at the current quota is negligible. 

Therefore, this site has a negligible potential for adverse affects at the current quota. 

Site 21
Physical attribute information is not available for Site 21. This site is in the upper reaches of Muir Inlet 

and outside the area mapped for the NPS. A glacier covered the site as recently as 30 years ago. The 

potential for vessel wakes to adversely affect the site at the current quota is negligible. More information 

on the shoreline material is necessary to determine the overall potential affect. 

Site 22
Physical attribute information is not available for Site 22. This site is on South Marble Island and outside 

the area mapped for the NPS. Seabird activity on the island was noted during the cruise tour and maps 

indicate that this site is a seabird nesting area. The potential for vessel wakes to adversely affect the site at 
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the current quota is minor. More information on the shoreline material is necessary to determine the 

overall potential affect.

TABLE 8 POTENTIAL FOR ADVERSE AFFECTS AT 22 SITES IN GLACIER BAY NATIONAL PARK AND PRESERVE WITH THE 1996
VESSEL ”USE DAYS”.

Site Erosion Potential at the 
Site

Vessel Wake Potential 
Effect7

Overall Potential Effect8

1 High to moderate Negligible Negligible
2 Moderate Minor Minor
3 Minor Negligible Negligible
4 Minor Minor Minor
5 Moderate Minor Minor
6 Moderate to minor Negligible Negligible
7 Minor Negligible Negligible
8 Minor Negligible Negligible
9 High to moderate Negligible to minor Minor

10 Minor Negligible Negligible
11 Minor Minor to negligible Minor
12 Minor Minor to negligible Minor
13 Minor Negligible Negligible
14 High to moderate Negligible to minor Minor
15 Minor Minor Minor
16 Minor Moderate to negligible Minor
17 Minor Minor Minor
18 Moderate to minor Minor to negligible Minor
19 Not mapped Negligible Need additional 

information
20 High Negligible Negligible
21 Not mapped Negligible Need additional 

information
22 Not mapped Minor Need additional

information

5.5 WAKE EFFECTS ON WATERWAY USERS
The tide range in Glacier Bay proper is approximately 24 feet.  With mixed tides the bay daily 

experiences two different high tide levels and two different low tide levels (see Figure 12).  A high tide is 

followed by a higher low, which is followed by a higher high, which is followed by a lower low.  Twice a 

month, due to alignment of the sun and moon, spring tides occur.  For approximately two days, both 

higher highs and lower lows are exaggerated.  Although spring tides occur twice a month, the most 

exaggerated spring tides occur in the spring season when large vessel traffic is absent in Glacier Bay

proper.

7 1996 vessel quotas.
8 1996 vessel quotas.
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There are many waterway users that may be in the vicinity of the shoreline. These users can include 

nesting birds, kayakers, and campers. For this section, shore nesting birds will be used as an example of 

potentially affected users. Most shore nesting birds establish their nests to minimize swamping due to 

waves and with consideration of the tides and typical storms during the nesting season. Some birds may 

be forced into the marginal areas and be at higher risk for swamping during natural conditions and when 

vessels are not present. Swamping of shore nesting birds is most likely to occur when boat wakes occur 

simultaneously with higher high spring tides. The probability that a vessel wake will wash over a nest is 

equal to the probability of a spring tide occurring times the probability that the nests are placed low on the 

beach and “too close to the high water level.”

The probability of a higher high spring tide is equal to the number of hours of higher high spring tides a 

season divided by the number of hours in the season.  This probability is 0.56%, calculated as follows:

1hr

higher high−( )tide

1 higher high−( )tide

day
⋅

4day

month
⋅

3month

season
⋅

÷
24hr

day

30day

month
⋅

3month

season
⋅

The analysis of whether a nest will be swamped due to vessel wakes can be carried over to any shoreline 

user. For example, if a kayaker pulls their kayak above the higher high tide line, the probability that the 

kayak will be swamped and possible pulled out into the bay is the same as the example above, 0.56%. 

However, if the kayak is not pulled up to this point on the beach, then the probability of the kayak being 

swamped will increase depending on the location of the kayak and the tide range during that time.

5.6 WAVE PARAMETERS CONSIDERED BUT NOT SELECTED FOR THE DETAILED
ANALYSIS

Another parameter besides energy was calculated and compared to wave energy at selected sites to 

provide an alternative method of evaluating vessel wake impacts to the Glacier Bay proper ecosystem.

This wave parameter is water particle velocity and it relates to long shore transport.

Maximum water particle velocities were considered.  Water particle velocities stir up the sediments by 

exerting drag on the sediment particles.  The motion of the water under surface waves (for which gravity 

is the restoring force) is circular near the surface.  As the depth increases, the motion becomes elliptical.

Very near the bottom, the water can be imagined as moving back and forth.
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Example calculations of water particle velocities showed that for the wave heights and periods typical of 

the wave climate in Glacier Bay proper, the velocities would be more difficult to compare in the various 

sites of interest because additional input parameters are required. These include the wave speed, C, and 

the period of the vessel waves.  The calculations performed show that the typical particle velocities were 

smaller than the design velocity of 10 feet per second (fps), which is used in aquariums to prevent marine 

fouling.  Velocities of less than 10 fps are inferred to be required to allow marine growth. Velocities in 

the range of 10 fps do routinely occur in the shallow surf zone during wind wave events. Even in the 

shallowest water, as predicted by Airy theory, the maximum horizontal water particle velocity caused by 

the design boat wake is approximately 3 fps.

Water particle velocity was not as suitable a parameter for analysis of vessel wake effects in Glacier Bay 

proper. The additional input information required is not readily available and would require making 

additional assumptions.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The purpose of this technical memorandum is to provide a method to evaluate existing and proposed 

vessel quotas and operating requirements in Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve. The method detailed 

in this technical memorandum will be used to classify all sites selected for full evaluation in the EIS. 

Some conclusions can be drawn based on our work so far and on the information contained within this 

technical memorandum. These include:

• For most of Glacier Bay proper, vessel wakes pose little threat to the coastline. 

• There are specific locations where operating requirements may be necessary to prevent adverse 

effect to the shoreline. This may include creating a no-wake zone near the shoreline. See the 

Environmental Impact Statement for specific sites and evaluations.

• The potential effect of vessel generated internal waves to all aspects of the environment is not 

known. Research indicates that internal waves have the potential to mix stratified layers of water. 

This could affect stratification of pelagic organisms like algae. Further scientific study is required 

to determine if they exist and their affects on the environment. It is likely that naturally occurring 

internal waves occur in Glacier Bay proper and would not be affected by vessels due to the 

shallow extent of influence by the vessel.

• Vessel wake disturbance occurs close to the vessel producing the wake. Wakes are essentially 

dissipated within 2,000 feet of the vessel. 
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• Requiring vessels to stay farther from shore during the hour of higher-high spring tides will guard 

against the possibility of wakes washing over nesting sites.

• Wave climates (both natural and vessel induced) affect near shore and tidal users. The height of 

the tide is an important factor in whether the vessel-induced wake would affect the user.

• Erosion due to beaching vessels is more likely to cause erosion at a specific site than vessel 

wakes.

Data is needed in the following areas:

• Wind data in several key locations throughout the park. Wind data used in this memorandum is 

not specific for Glacier Bay and thus only extrapolated.

• Accurate vessel track data is needed. This is the weakest element in the analysis.

• Waves should be measured in the bay to provide validation of the energy indices, N values.

• Effects of ship induced internal waves on the water column.

7 DEFINITIONS
Average – This is the typical quantity, also known as the mean.

Beach – In coastal engineering a beach or shore encompasses the extents shown in Figure 10. Rocky 
beaches (for instance) will not have all the features, but will have the same zones that are defined by the 
water levels shown in the figure.

FIGURE 10 BEACH TERMINOLOGY AND EXTENTS.

Beam – vessel maximum width normal to flow, see Figure 11 (B on the drawing).
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Blockage Ratio – cross sectional area of waterway divided by the maximum submerged cross section of 
the vessel. A maximum blockage ratio of 60 in Glacier Bay proper would occur if a cruise ship traversed 
the 0.25 mile wide channel north of Russell Island.

Constricted waterway – a navigated waterway with blockage ratio less than 20.

Deep water – related to a wave’s position in the water, where d satisfies 0.5< d < infinity, see Figure 13.
                    L

FIGURE 11 VESSEL DIMENSIONS

Diverging Wake – the wave which spreads outward from the boats bow and is always present

Fetch – the unobstructed area in which waves are generated by a wind having a rather constant direction 
and speed

Mean Lower Low Water (MLLW) is the 0 water level in Figure 12, and is the datum referenced in coastal 
engineering. Glacier Bay has what is called mixed tides, with one small and one large tide a day. 
Referenced water levels are averaged over a period of years to establish the datum.
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Tide cycle of June 12, 2002 and datums
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FIGURE 12 TIDES IN JUNEAU.

Median – The middle number of a given sequence of numbers, as used in statistical analysis.

Mode – The number that occurs most frequently in a given sequence of numbers, as used in statistical 
analysis.

Negative tide - when the water is below the usual low water mark (0 MLLW), as on the day of June 12 in 
Gustavus, see Figure 12.  This occurs twice monthly.

Orographic effects - effects attributed to mountains.

Propagation Speed – the same as wave speed, or celerity.

Ship (Vessel) Track Line – the path over the water.

Spring Tide – Tides which occur twice monthly and have both higher highs and lower lows.  The most 
extreme spring tides do occur during the spring before boats begin to enter Glacier Bay, but the term is 
used throughout the seasons.

Transverse Wake – the wave which is directed opposite the boats motion, is caused by the boats stern and 
is sometimes present.

Wave height or amplitude – Shown as H in Figure 13.

Wave period – the length of time which a stationary observer on the surface of the water observes 
between two successive crests.

Wave length – L in Figure 13

Wave speed – the speed at which the wave propagates or advances, usually referred to as C, or wave 
celerity. See Figure 13.
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FIGURE 13 WAVE PARAMETER DEFINITIONS

FIGURE 14 VESSEL MOTION DEFINITIONS
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assigned Gustavus probabilities summarized as described in technical memo
angle sector calm 1-9kn 10-19kn 20-29kn 30-39kn 40-49kn 50-max

1* 0 0.30 4.9707 0.5096 0.0056 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2 22.5 1.6352 0.1333 0.0011 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3 45 1.4919 0.0605 0.0011 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
4 67.5 2.4966 0.1434 0.0011 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

50 5.6237 0.3371 0.0034 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
5 90 3.1708 0.4839 0.0056 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6 112.5 5.2451 0.3125 0.0123 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
7 135 8.8976 3.0633 0.2464 0.0011 0.0011 0.0000
8 157.5 3.4878 0.6843 0.0202 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

135 20.8013 4.5440 0.2845 0.0011 0.0011 0.0000
9 180 4.0467 0.4077 0.0090 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10 202.5 3.7208 0.0997 0.0022 0.0000 0.0000 0.0011
11 225 3.7824 0.1904 0.0056 0.0000 0.0022 0.0000

200 11.5498 0.6978 0.0168 0.0000 0.0022 0.0011
12 247.5 2.0037 0.9554 0.0022 0.0000 0.0022 0.0022
13 270 2.1684 0.0918 0.0011 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
14 292.5 1.8805 0.0202 0.0000 0.0011 0.0011 0.0011

260 6.0527 1.0674 0.0034 0.0011 0.0034 0.0034
15 315 4.9741 0.1736 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
16 337.5 8.1247 0.2363 0.0034 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

340 18.0695 0.9195 0.0090 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
% totals 30.34 62.0969 7.5658 0.3170 0.0022 0.0067 0.0045

assigned Juneau summaried as Gustavus
angle sector calm 1-9kn 10-19kn 20-29kn 30-39kn 40-49kn 50-max

1* 0 0.22 6.6959 0.0827 0.0018 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2 22.5 2.4436 0.0361 0.0018 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3 45 0.9329 0.0774 0.0026 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
4 67.5 2.9448 0.7131 0.0149 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

50 6.3213 0.8265 0.0193 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
5 90 10.4469 6.7407 0.2814 0.0009 0.0009 0.0000
6 112.5 6.2193 11.4397 2.0681 0.0985 0.0009 0.0000
7 135 1.7498 4.4018 1.0446 0.0440 0.0000 0.0000
8 157.5 0.7131 0.4282 0.0457 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

135 19.1291 23.0104 3.4398 0.1433 0.0018 0.0000
9 180 0.8942 0.1196 0.0070 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
10 202.5 1.4095 0.1337 0.0035 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
11 225 3.0855 0.3816 0.0009 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

200 5.3892 0.6349 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
12 247.5 2.7795 0.3878 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
13 270 2.7258 0.4185 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
14 292.5 1.4420 0.1196 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

260 6.9473 0.9259 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
15 315 1.5414 0.0404 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
16 337.5 3.2745 0.0431 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

340 11.5118 0.1662 0.0018 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
% totals 21.52 49.2987 25.5639 3.4609 0.1433 0.0018 0.0000

* sector 1 added to direction assigned 340 degrees

Peratrovich, Nottingham and Drage, Inc
Plate 5 Wind Comparison



records total Gustavus 1987-2001
calm 1-9kn 10-19kn 20-29kn 30-39kn 40-49kn 50-max

27091 4438 455 5 0 0 0 4898
1460 119 1 0 0 0 1580
1332 54 1 0 0 0 1387
2229 128 1 0 0 0 2358

50 5021 301 3 0 0 0 5325
2831 432 5 0 0 0 3268
4683 279 11 0 0 0 4973
7944 2735 220 1 1 0 10901
3114 611 18 0 0 0 3743

135 18572 4057 254 1 1 0 22885
3613 364 8 0 0 0 3985
3322 89 2 0 0 1 3414
3377 170 5 0 2 0 3554

200 10312 623 15 0 2 1 10953
1789 853 2 0 2 2 2648
1936 82 1 0 0 0 2019
1679 18 0 1 1 1 1700

260 5404 953 3 1 3 3 6367
4441 155 0 0 0 0 4596
7254 211 3 0 0 0 7468

340 16133 821 8 0 0 0 16962
55442 6755 283 2 6 4 62492

grand tot 89583

records total Juneau 1987-1999 (first order station)
calm 1-9kn 10-19kn 20-29kn 30-39kn 40-49kn 50-max

24474 7615 94 2 0 0 0 7711
2779 41 2 0 0 0 2822
1061 88 3 0 0 0 1152
3349 811 17 0 0 0 4177

50 7189 940 22 0 0 0 8151
11881 7666 320 1 1 0 19869
7073 13010 2352 112 1 0 22548
1990 5006 1188 50 0 0 8234
811 487 52 0 0 0 1350

135 21755 26169 3912 163 2 0 52001
1017 136 8 0 0 0 1161
1603 152 4 0 0 0 1759
3509 434 1 0 0 0 3944

200 6129 722 13 0 0 0 6864
3163 441 0 0 0 0 3604
3100 476 0 0 0 0 3576
1640 136 0 0 0 0 1776

260 7903 1053 0 0 0 0 8956
1753 46 0 0 0 0 1799
3724 49 0 0 0 0 3773

340 13092 189 2 0 0 0 13283
56068 29073 3949 163 2 0 89255

grand tot 113729

Peratrovich, Nottingham and Drage, Inc
Plate 5 Wind Comparison



Mem orandum

To: File Project No.: 02056.02

From: Jennifer Wilson Date: October 3, 2002

Re: Wave Generation Model Calculations

Project : Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve Vessel Quotas and Operating Requirements
Environmental Impact Statement, Appendix F Technical Memorandum

The attached document, Wave Generation Model Calculations, provides the wave generation
models used to calculate wave energy. The models calculate wave heights in restricted and
unrestricted channels, deep versus shallow water, and the type of wave considering the shape of
the vessel hull. Document created July 2002.



Wave generation models and example calculations

Ref. Sorensen, R. M., 1973. "Ship-Generated Waves," Advances in Hydroscience," v. 9, pp. 
49-83.
(deep water)

C V cos θ( )⋅=

C = ship wave propagation speed
V = ship velocity relative to the water
θ = angle between ship track and wave direction of propagation (wave ray)

λ
2 π⋅ V2⋅ cos2⋅ θ( )⋅

g
= T

2 π⋅ V⋅ cos θ( )⋅
g

=

λ = wavelength (horizontal distance between crests along wave propagation direction)
g = acceleration of gravity

x
n π⋅ V2⋅

2 g⋅








sin α( ) sin 3 α⋅( )+( )⋅= y
n− π⋅ V2⋅
2 g⋅








5 cos α( )⋅ cos 3 α⋅( )−( )⋅=

x and y = coordinates of wave crest
α = angle between ship track and a line to the point (x,y)

F
V

g d⋅
=

g λ⋅
2 π⋅

g d⋅
= 0.56= F = Froude number limit for deep water transverse waves (d/λ = 0.5)

d = still water depth at F > 0.6 - 0.7, ship waves respond to bottom (no longer deep 
water)
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Wave generation models and example calculations

(shallow water)

cos2 α( )
8 1

2 k⋅ d⋅
sinh 2 k⋅ d⋅( )





−


⋅

3
2 k⋅ d⋅

sinh 2 k⋅ d⋅( )
−




2
= α = cusp locus angle 

k
2 π⋅
λ

= wave number

at F = 1, V C= Cg= g d⋅= and α 90 deg⋅=

at F > 1, only diverging waves exist and transverse waves are no longer generated

α asin
g d⋅
V







=

V cos θ( )⋅
g T⋅
2 π⋅







tanh
2 π⋅ d⋅

V T⋅ cos θ( )⋅






= general relation, V, θ, d, and T
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Wave generation models and example calculations

ref. Sorensen, R.M., 1989. "Port and Channel Bank Protection from Ship Waves," Proc., Ports 
'89, ASCE, pp. 393-401

θ 35.3 1 e12 F 1−( )⋅− ⋅= θ = wave propogation direction

C
g C⋅ T⋅
2 π⋅

tanh
2 π⋅ d⋅
C T⋅







⋅= V cos θ( )⋅= (requires trial and error solution for T)

Unconstricted channels, deep water:
(from Gates and Herbich 1977)

Hmax 1.11
Kw B⋅

Le








⋅
V2

2 g⋅
⋅ 2 N⋅

3

2
+




1−
3

⋅=

distance from the sailing line to channel bank x
2 V2⋅

g

2 N⋅
3

2
+




π⋅

3
⋅ sin 19.467 deg⋅( )⋅=

B = ship beam
Le = the distance from the ship bow back to midship = LWL/2
N = the cusp number = 1, 2, 3...
Kw = coefficient (function of ship waterline length, LWL, and ship speed V)

      = -6.2(V/(LWL)1/2) + 72 for V/L1/2 < 0.95
      = 1.13 for V/(LWL)1/2 > 1.0

Canal (from Blaauw et al 1984): Hmax A d⋅
S

d





0.33−
⋅

V

g d⋅






2.67

=

S = distance from the ship's side to the channel bank
A = a coefficient for ship type and loading
   = 0.8 (pushing type)
   = 0.35 (empty pushing type and tugboat)
   = 0.25 (conventional European inland vessel)
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Wave generation models and example calculations

Lx
L

Displ

1

3

=length

L = ship length
B = beam
D = draft

cx
Displ

L B⋅ D⋅
=block coefficient

dx
d

Displ

1

3

=depth

xx
x

Displ

1

3

=offset distance
(from track)

H = max. ship wave height
Displ = ship displacement volume

Hx
H

Displ

1

3

=wave height

F = 1, θ = 0

deep water conditionF 0.7<F
V

g d⋅
=dimensionless parameters:

ref. Weggel, J., and Sorensen, R., 1986, "Ship Wave Prediction for Port and Channel Design," 
Proc., Ports '86, American Society of Civil Engineers, NY, pp. 797-814.

Hmax d
S

d





0.33−
⋅

V

g d⋅






4

⋅=from PIANC 1987 (navigation channel bank design):
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Wave generation models and example calculations

β 0.342−= δ 0.146−= for 0.55 F< 0.8<

Cdiv V cos θ( )⋅= phase speed of diverging ship waves

θ 35.267 1 e 12− 12 F⋅+−( )⋅= angle θ in degrees

Cdiv

g Tdiv⋅

2 π⋅
= for F 0.7≤

Cdiv

g Ldiv⋅

2 π⋅
tanh

2 π⋅ d⋅
Ldiv








⋅= for F 0.7>

Tdiv

Ldiv

Cdiv
=

knots 6076
ft

hr
⋅≡ tons 2240 lbf⋅≡ fathoms 6 ft⋅≡

beam Bx
B

Displ

1

3

= draft Dx
D

Displ

1

3

=

model: Hx α xx
n⋅= n β dx

δ⋅=

log α( ) a b log dx( )⋅+ c log dx( )⋅+= α 10
a b log dx( )⋅+ c log dx( )⋅+( )

=

a
0.6−
F

= b 0.75 F 1.126−⋅= c 2.6531 F⋅ 1.95−= α 10
a 0.43429 b⋅ log dx( )⋅+ .1886 c⋅ log dx( )2( )⋅+ =

β 0.225− F 0.699−⋅= δ 0.118− F 0.366−⋅= for 0.20 F< 0.55<
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Wave generation models and example calculations

b 0.75 F 1.125−⋅:= b 5.092=

c 2.6531 F⋅ 1.95−:= c 1.467−=

α 10
a 0.43429 b⋅ log dx( )⋅+ .1886 c⋅ log dx( )2( )⋅+ := α 0.143=

β 0.225− F 0.699−⋅:= δ 0.118− F 0.366−⋅:= for 0.20 F< 0.55<

n β dx
δ⋅:= n 0.377−= i 1 2, 100..:= xi 20 i⋅ ft⋅:=

xx
i

xi

Displ

1

3

:= Hx
i

α xx
i( )n⋅:= Hi Hx

i
Displ

1

3⋅:=

Example execution: use characteristics of cruise ship L 700 ft⋅:= B 80 ft⋅:= D 24 ft⋅:=

DWT 1000 tons⋅:=

Displ
DWT

100
lbf

ft3
⋅

:=
Displ 2.24 104× ft3=

Displ

1

3 28.189 ft=

d 100 fathoms⋅:= dx
d

Displ

1

3

:= dx 21.285=

V 15 knots⋅:= F
V

g d⋅
:= F 0.182=

a
0.6−
F

:= a 3.293−=
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Wave generation models and example calculations

0 200 400 600 800 1000
0

1

2

3

4

5
Example model execution

Offset distance from ship track (ft)

W
av

e 
he

ig
ht

 (
ft

)

xi

20
40
60

80
100

120
140

160
180

200
220

240
260

280
300

320

ft

=
xx

i

0.709
1.419
2.128

2.838
3.547

4.257
4.966

5.676
6.385

7.095
7.804

8.514
9.223

9.933
10.642

11.352

= Hx
i

0.163
0.126
0.108

0.097
0.089

0.083
0.078

0.074
0.071

0.068
0.066

0.064
0.062

0.06
0.059

0.057

= Hi

4.599
3.541
3.038

2.726
2.505

2.339
2.207

2.098
2.007

1.929
1.861

1.8
1.747

1.699
1.655

1.615

ft

=
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Wave generation models and example calculations

Canal (from Blaauw et al 1984):

S = distance from the ship's side to the channel bank
A = a coefficient for ship type and loading
   = 0.8 (pushing type)
   = 0.35 (empty pushing type and tugboat)
   = 0.25 (conventional European inland vessel)

A 0.25:= Si 10 i⋅ ft⋅:=

Hmax
i

A d⋅
Si

d







0.33−

⋅
V

g d⋅






2.67

:= Hmax
i

6.146
4.89

4.277

3.89
3.614

3.403
3.234

3.095
2.977

2.875
2.786

2.707
2.636

2.573
2.515

2.462

ft

=
Si

10
20
30

40
50

60
70

80
90

100
110

120
130

140
150

160

ft

=

0 200 400 600 800 1000
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Hmaxi

ft

Si

ft
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Wave generation models and example calculations

from PIANC 1987 (navigation channel bank design):

Hmax
i

d
Si

d







0.33−

⋅
V

g d⋅






4

⋅:= Hmax
i

2.554
2.032
1.777

1.616
1.502

1.414
1.344

1.286
1.237

1.195
1.158

1.125
1.096

1.069
1.045

1.023

ft

=

0 200 400 600 800 1000
0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

Hmaxi

ft

Si

ft

Si

10
20
30

40
50

60
70

80
90

100
110

120
130

140
150

160

ft

=
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Wave generation models and example calculations

NOTE: apparent errors in transcription of 
formulae!

xN

84.291
132.458
180.624

228.791
276.957

325.124

ft

=N

1
2
3

4
5

6

= Hmax
N

118.098
101.581
91.604

84.663
79.439

75.305

ft

=

Hmax
N

1.11
Kw B⋅

Le








⋅
V2

2 g⋅
⋅ 2 N⋅

3

2
+




1−
3

⋅:=xN
2 V2⋅

g

2 N⋅
3

2
+




π⋅

3
⋅ sin 19.467 deg⋅( )⋅:=

Kw 70.954=N 1 2, 20..:=

Kw 6.2−
V

g LWL⋅
⋅ 72+:=

V

g LWL⋅
0.169=V 15 knots=

Le
LWL

2
:=LWL L:=L 700 ft=B 80 ft=

B = ship beam
Le = the distance from the ship bow back to midship = LWL/2
N = the cusp number = 1, 2, 3...
Kw = coefficient (function of ship waterline length, LWL, and ship speed V)

      = -6.2(V/(g*LWL)1/2) + 72 for V/L1/2 < 0.95
      = 1.13 for V/(g*LWL)1/2 > 1.0

x
2 V2⋅

g

2 N⋅
3

2
+




π⋅

3
⋅ sin 19.467 deg⋅( )⋅=distance from the sailing line to channel bank

Hmax 1.11
Kw B⋅

Le








⋅
V2

2 g⋅
⋅ 2 N⋅

3

2
+




1−
3

⋅=Unconstricted channels, deep water:
(from Gates and Herbich 1977)
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Mem orandum

To: File Project No.: 02056.02

From: Jennifer Wilson Date: October 3, 2002

Re: Spirit of Adventure Positions and Speeds document

Project : Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve Vessel Quotas and Operating Requirements
Environmental Impact Statement, Appendix F Technical Memorandum Concerning Vessel Wakes

The attached document, Spirit of Adventure Positions and Speeds, maps the GPS route taken
during the site visit to Glacier Bay proper on June 12, 2002. This site visit included a cruise by
Sandra Donohue (PN&D Engineers) and Orson Smith, PE. The purpose of the visit was to
collect information on the shoreline structure and vessel tracks. The cruise also provided
information on different vessel wakes including height, period, and differences due to type of
vessel hull.



GPS Way Point Log
Cruise of Spirit of Adventure - 6-12-02

LATITUDE LONGITUDE GMT DEC TIME DISTANCE SPEED *
local feet knots

* speed measured relative to the ground
N5827.30554 W13553.24518 15:33:32 7.56 80.3 1.0
N5827.30876 W13553.26965 15:34:18 7.57 146.6 1.9
N5827.33129 W13553.28606 15:35:03 7.58 11.9 0.2
N5827.33193 W13553.28960 15:35:49 7.60 371.2 4.8
N5827.37925 W13553.36331 15:36:35 7.61 487.7 6.3

N5827.43139 W13553.47982 15:37:21 7.62 486.6 6.3

N5827.46165 W13553.62144 15:38:07 7.64 515.7 6.8
N5827.47323 W13553.78206 15:38:52 7.65 750.7 9.9
N5827.47001 W13554.01798 15:39:37 7.66 1474.9 19.0
N5827.32324 W13554.38716 15:40:23 7.67 1698.6 21.9
N5827.07605 W13554.63596 15:41:09 7.69 1659.5 21.8
N5826.83562 W13554.88283 15:41:54 7.70 1689.8 21.8
N5826.60709 W13555.18507 15:42:40 7.71 1684.3 21.7
N5826.40271 W13555.54234 15:43:26 7.72 1689.0 21.8
N5826.20347 W13555.91216 15:44:12 7.74 1671.8 22.0
N5826.00006 W13556.26557 15:44:57 7.75 1657.4 21.3
N5825.86230 W13556.71489 15:45:43 7.76 1647.8 21.7
N5825.92184 W13557.21990 15:46:28 7.77 1681.1 22.1
N5826.02387 W13557.71074 15:47:13 7.79 1707.9 22.0
N5826.14071 W13558.19869 15:47:59 7.80 1714.5 22.1
N5826.27203 W13558.67537 15:48:45 7.81 1685.1 21.7
N5826.41365 W13559.13049 15:49:31 7.83 1651.8 21.7
N5826.54176 W13559.58818 15:50:16 7.84 1639.8 21.1
N5826.66664 W13600.04491 15:51:02 7.85 1540.7 19.8
N5826.82339 W13600.42535 15:51:48 7.86 1454.2 19.1
N5826.99977 W13600.73402 15:52:33 7.88 1438.2 18.5
N5827.17036 W13601.04719 15:53:19 7.89 1375.3 18.1
N5827.35028 W13601.30919 15:54:04 7.90 1372.2 17.7
N5827.55885 W13601.47399 15:54:50 7.91 1313.6 17.3
N5827.75873 W13601.63074 15:55:35 7.93 1322.5 17.4
N5827.95474 W13601.81098 15:56:20 7.94 1317.5 17.3
N5828.14207 W13602.01923 15:57:05 7.95 1343.9 17.3
N5828.34871 W13602.16922 15:57:51 7.96 1393.5 17.9
N5828.57176 W13602.26996 15:58:37 7.98 1416.8 18.7
N5828.79449 W13602.40096 15:59:22 7.99 1420.8 18.3
N5829.00434 W13602.59762 16:00:08 8.00 1440.1 18.5
N5829.21452 W13602.80651 16:00:54 8.02 1428.0 18.8
N5829.42148 W13603.01894 16:01:39 8.03 1444.9 19.0
N5829.63230 W13603.22880 16:02:24 8.04 1486.5 19.1
N5829.85632 W13603.41612 16:03:10 8.05 1470.0 19.4
N5830.08839 W13603.54583 16:03:55 8.07 1527.3 19.7
N5830.33333 W13603.65237 16:04:41 8.08 1533.1 19.7
N5830.58148 W13603.73799 16:05:27 8.09 1513.1 19.9
N5830.82964 W13603.77339 16:06:12 8.10 1536.5 19.8
N5831.08231 W13603.76599 16:06:58 8.12 1517.4 20.0
N5831.33079 W13603.72157 16:07:43 8.13 1518.9 20.0
N5831.57959 W13603.67844 16:08:28 8.14 1567.4 20.2
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GPS Way Point Log
Cruise of Spirit of Adventure - 6-12-02

LATITUDE LONGITUDE GMT DEC TIME DISTANCE SPEED *
local feet knots

N5831.83611 W13603.62952 16:09:14 8.15 1603.3 21.1
N5832.09908 W13603.59218 16:09:59 8.17 1850.2 23.8
N5832.40131 W13603.52427 16:10:45 8.18 1831.1 24.1
N5832.69807 W13603.42610 16:11:30 8.19 1870.8 24.1
N5833.00320 W13603.35014 16:12:16 8.20 1880.0 24.2
N5833.31026 W13603.28062 16:13:02 8.22 1882.9 24.3
N5833.61603 W13603.18663 16:13:48 8.23 1836.3 24.2
N5833.91536 W13603.10971 16:14:33 8.24 1855.4 24.4
N5834.21695 W13603.02055 16:15:18 8.26 1886.0 24.3
N5834.52497 W13602.95038 16:16:04 8.27 1891.2 24.4
N5834.83461 W13602.89373 16:16:50 8.28 1872.4 24.1
N5835.14135 W13602.84127 16:17:36 8.29 1835.1 24.2
N5835.44068 W13602.76724 16:18:21 8.31 1853.2 24.4
N5835.74323 W13602.69643 16:19:06 8.32 1895.9 24.4
N5836.05287 W13602.62594 16:19:52 8.33 1861.5 24.5
N5836.35735 W13602.56447 16:20:37 8.34 1912.7 24.6
N5836.66827 W13602.47273 16:21:23 8.36 1867.6 24.6
N5836.96954 W13602.35783 16:22:08 8.37 1906.9 24.6
N5837.28143 W13602.29474 16:22:54 8.38 1873.0 24.7
N5837.58720 W13602.22297 16:23:39 8.39 1902.4 24.5
N5837.89812 W13602.15570 16:24:25 8.41 1888.5 24.3
N5838.20776 W13602.10903 16:25:11 8.42 1633.5 21.0
N5838.42920 W13602.40128 16:25:57 8.43 282.6 3.7
N5838.46106 W13602.46630 16:26:42 8.45 107.4 1.4
N5838.47748 W13602.47885 16:27:28 8.46 162.4 2.1
N5838.50419 W13602.47949 16:28:14 8.47 67.3 0.9
N5838.51514 W13602.47628 16:28:59 8.48 38.8 0.5
N5838.52093 W13602.47113 16:29:45 8.50 22.1 0.3
N5838.52318 W13602.46565 16:30:31 8.51 14.5 0.2
N5838.52415 W13602.46147 16:31:17 8.52 15.4 0.2
N5838.52318 W13602.45696 16:32:02 8.53 219.7 2.9
N5838.55537 W13602.42542 16:32:47 8.55 319.2 4.1
N5838.60783 W13602.42156 16:33:33 8.56 313.1 4.1
N5838.65837 W13602.44055 16:34:18 8.57 293.4 3.8
N5838.70343 W13602.47370 16:35:04 8.58 254.8 3.3
N5838.74366 W13602.49623 16:35:50 8.60 232.0 3.0
N5838.77778 W13602.52906 16:36:36 8.61 185.7 2.4
N5838.80385 W13602.55964 16:37:21 8.62 117.7 1.5
N5838.81962 W13602.58120 16:38:07 8.64 124.2 1.6
N5838.83668 W13602.60277 16:38:52 8.65 89.7 1.2
N5838.84794 W13602.62111 16:39:37 8.66 239.5 3.1
N5838.88689 W13602.63238 16:40:23 8.67 637.9 8.4
N5838.98796 W13602.57831 16:41:08 8.69 1675.2 22.1
N5839.24867 W13602.40707 16:41:53 8.70 1931.0 24.9
N5839.55830 W13602.27125 16:42:39 8.71 1941.8 25.0
N5839.87180 W13602.38841 16:43:25 8.72 1941.3 25.0
N5840.18014 W13602.54773 16:44:11 8.74 1904.1 25.1
N5840.48205 W13602.70770 16:44:56 8.75 1906.2 25.1
N5840.77366 W13602.92914 16:45:41 8.76 1925.4 25.4
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GPS Way Point Log
Cruise of Spirit of Adventure - 6-12-02

LATITUDE LONGITUDE GMT DEC TIME DISTANCE SPEED *
local feet knots

N5841.04821 W13603.23266 16:46:26 8.77 1907.8 25.1
N5841.29251 W13603.61149 16:47:11 8.79 1924.8 25.3
N5841.53906 W13603.99355 16:47:56 8.80 17685.0 25.0
N5843.61541 W13607.91322 16:54:55 8.92 1944.3 25.0
N5843.85359 W13608.32424 16:55:41 8.93 1945.1 25.1
N5844.07536 W13608.76842 16:56:27 8.94 1913.5 25.2
N5844.29487 W13609.20293 16:57:12 8.95 1906.6 25.1
N5844.52822 W13609.60655 16:57:57 8.97 1880.3 24.8
N5844.79215 W13609.91715 16:58:42 8.98 1919.6 24.7
N5845.10339 W13610.01918 16:59:28 8.99 704.6 9.1
N5845.21926 W13610.02305 17:00:14 9.00 55.0 0.7
N5845.21057 W13610.01822 17:01:00 9.02 258.5 3.3
N5845.23729 W13609.95449 17:01:46 9.03 164.6 2.1
N5845.24051 W13609.90267 17:02:32 9.04 20.3 0.3
N5845.24051 W13609.89623 17:03:18 9.06 10.3 0.1
N5845.23890 W13609.89720 17:04:03 9.07 4.1 0.1
N5845.23825 W13609.89687 17:04:49 9.08 2.2 0.0
N5845.23793 W13609.89720 17:05:34 9.09 9.3 0.1
N5845.23890 W13609.89494 17:06:19 9.11 7.8 0.1
N5845.23793 W13609.89655 17:07:05 9.12 7.8 0.1
N5845.23890 W13609.89816 17:07:51 9.13 192.9 2.5
N5845.23954 W13609.95932 17:08:36 9.14 64.3 0.8
N5845.22956 W13609.96608 17:09:22 9.16 1427.5 18.8
N5844.99686 W13610.02626 17:10:07 9.17 1981.3 25.5
N5844.67113 W13610.00888 17:10:53 9.18 1796.8 23.7
N5844.43488 W13610.35103 17:11:38 9.19 1866.7 24.6
N5844.45548 W13610.94133 17:12:23 9.21 1940.0 25.0
N5844.50408 W13611.54901 17:13:09 9.22 1906.1 25.1
N5844.51406 W13612.15283 17:13:54 9.23 1923.3 25.3
N5844.53176 W13612.76147 17:14:39 9.24 1967.1 25.3
N5844.57457 W13613.37945 17:15:25 9.26 1964.1 25.3
N5844.63411 W13613.99132 17:16:11 9.27 1969.8 25.4
N5844.72939 W13614.58806 17:16:57 9.28 1950.6 25.1
N5844.84236 W13615.16677 17:17:43 9.30 1935.0 24.9
N5845.01552 W13615.68143 17:18:29 9.31 1908.0 25.1
N5845.21991 W13616.14041 17:19:14 9.32 1938.6 25.0
N5845.45905 W13616.54693 17:20:00 9.33 1894.4 24.9
N5845.72170 W13616.87008 17:20:45 9.35 1902.5 25.1
N5845.98466 W13617.19710 17:21:30 9.36 1926.0 24.8
N5846.18003 W13617.67796 17:22:16 9.37 1879.4 24.7
N5846.31779 W13618.21162 17:23:01 9.38 1911.0 24.6
N5846.41242 W13618.78969 17:23:47 9.40 1903.4 24.5
N5846.48902 W13619.37516 17:24:33 9.41 1905.5 24.5
N5846.64674 W13619.89754 17:25:19 9.42 1843.5 24.3
N5846.88298 W13620.26415 17:26:04 9.43 1920.8 24.7
N5847.14498 W13620.60468 17:26:50 9.45 1878.7 24.7
N5847.37254 W13621.00798 17:27:35 9.46 1878.9 24.7
N5847.54731 W13621.49979 17:28:20 9.47 1911.2 24.6
N5847.73110 W13621.99192 17:29:06 9.49 1883.9 24.8
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GPS Way Point Log
Cruise of Spirit of Adventure - 6-12-02

LATITUDE LONGITUDE GMT DEC TIME DISTANCE SPEED *
local feet knots

N5847.91553 W13622.47247 17:29:51 9.50 1931.8 24.9
N5848.05329 W13623.02511 17:30:37 9.51 1895.6 25.0
N5848.16787 W13623.58483 17:31:22 9.52 1926.5 24.8
N5848.28278 W13624.15485 17:32:08 9.54 1878.3 24.7
N5848.40605 W13624.70170 17:32:53 9.55 1874.2 24.7
N5848.53801 W13625.23954 17:33:38 9.56 1899.6 24.5
N5848.68833 W13625.76836 17:34:24 9.57 1855.8 24.4
N5848.87855 W13626.22927 17:35:09 9.59 1905.1 24.5
N5849.06201 W13626.71980 17:35:55 9.60 1850.1 24.4
N5849.23357 W13627.20517 17:36:40 9.61 1770.4 22.8
N5849.40254 W13627.66318 17:37:26 9.62 1441.6 19.0
N5849.56219 W13628.00179 17:38:11 9.64 392.8 5.1
N5849.59663 W13628.10736 17:38:57 9.65 97.4 1.3
N5849.60307 W13628.13568 17:39:42 9.66 31.5 0.4
N5849.60339 W13628.14566 17:40:28 9.67 12.7 0.2
N5849.60178 W13628.14823 17:41:13 9.69 21.9 0.3
N5849.59824 W13628.14695 17:41:58 9.70 74.0 1.0
N5849.59792 W13628.17044 17:42:44 9.71 777.6 10.0
N5849.68643 W13628.34876 17:43:30 9.73 886.4 11.4
N5849.81196 W13628.49199 17:44:16 9.74 777.1 10.0
N5849.91978 W13628.62459 17:45:02 9.75 275.6 3.6
N5849.94778 W13628.69347 17:45:48 9.76 91.3 1.2
N5849.94457 W13628.72180 17:46:33 9.78 59.3 0.8
N5849.93620 W13628.73145 17:47:18 9.79 248.4 3.2
N5849.93427 W13628.81031 17:48:04 9.80 965.9 12.7
N5849.97482 W13629.10707 17:48:49 9.81 1863.1 24.0
N5850.11902 W13629.62946 17:49:35 9.83 1864.0 24.5
N5850.26546 W13630.14991 17:50:20 9.84 1906.4 24.6
N5850.41996 W13630.67713 17:51:06 9.85 1917.6 24.7
N5850.56866 W13631.21464 17:51:52 9.86 1867.2 24.6
N5850.70610 W13631.74540 17:52:37 9.88 1907.5 24.6
N5850.84740 W13632.28678 17:53:23 9.89 1867.8 24.6
N5850.98580 W13632.81689 17:54:08 9.90 1905.4 24.5
N5851.13160 W13633.35311 17:54:54 9.92 1913.3 24.6
N5851.28449 W13633.88484 17:55:40 9.93 1916.4 24.7
N5851.43577 W13634.41945 17:56:26 9.94 1909.6 24.6
N5851.57803 W13634.96083 17:57:12 9.95 1880.1 24.8
N5851.71482 W13635.49706 17:57:57 9.97 1928.3 24.8
N5851.86352 W13636.03876 17:58:43 9.98 1875.9 24.7
N5852.01351 W13636.56018 17:59:28 9.99 1916.0 24.7
N5852.17219 W13637.08675 18:00:14 10.00 1878.0 24.7
N5852.32733 W13637.60334 18:00:59 10.02 1884.9 24.8
N5852.47957 W13638.12573 18:01:44 10.03 1913.4 24.6
N5852.62731 W13638.66324 18:02:30 10.04 1885.5 24.8
N5852.76571 W13639.20012 18:03:15 10.05 1923.8 24.8
N5852.90251 W13639.75211 18:04:01 10.07 1876.7 24.7
N5853.08372 W13640.23556 18:04:46 10.08 1916.0 24.7
N5853.29100 W13640.69486 18:05:32 10.09 1882.8 24.8
N5853.50214 W13641.13324 18:06:17 10.10 1926.0 24.8
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N5853.73581 W13641.54716 18:07:03 10.12 1908.3 25.1
N5853.96048 W13641.97137 18:07:48 10.13 1919.5 25.3
N5854.18546 W13642.40010 18:08:33 10.14 1963.5 25.3
N5854.42300 W13642.82367 18:09:19 10.16 1927.8 25.4
N5854.65313 W13643.24596 18:10:04 10.17 1857.2 23.9
N5854.84271 W13643.70977 18:10:50 10.18 1756.1 22.6
N5854.98272 W13644.19900 18:11:36 10.19 1749.0 22.5
N5855.11501 W13644.69371 18:12:22 10.21 1712.5 22.5
N5855.26113 W13645.16009 18:13:07 10.22 1638.7 21.6
N5855.43526 W13645.55856 18:13:52 10.23 1432.4 18.4
N5855.61905 W13645.84405 18:14:38 10.24 593.5 7.6
N5855.71561 W13645.87173 18:15:24 10.26 297.5 3.8
N5855.76453 W13645.86948 18:16:10 10.27 292.7 3.9
N5855.81249 W13645.86144 18:16:55 10.28 140.5 1.9
N5855.83534 W13645.85468 18:17:40 10.29 75.7 1.0
N5855.84757 W13645.85017 18:18:26 10.31 54.9 0.7
N5855.85658 W13645.84888 18:19:12 10.32 31.9 0.4
N5855.86173 W13645.85081 18:19:57 10.33 13.7 0.2
N5855.86366 W13645.85307 18:20:43 10.35 5.6 0.1
N5855.86431 W13645.85435 18:21:28 10.36 19.8 0.3
N5855.86688 W13645.85822 18:22:14 10.37 21.8 0.3
N5855.86946 W13645.86304 18:23:00 10.38 16.2 0.2
N5855.87075 W13645.86755 18:23:45 10.40 3.9 0.1
N5855.87139 W13645.86755 18:24:30 10.41 11.9 0.2
N5855.86946 W13645.86691 18:25:16 10.42 109.3 1.4
N5855.85497 W13645.84631 18:26:02 10.43 126.3 1.6
N5855.83534 W13645.83311 18:26:48 10.45 201.9 2.7
N5855.81249 W13645.87978 18:27:33 10.46 1312.6 16.9
N5855.74425 W13646.27664 18:28:19 10.47 1786.4 23.0
N5855.82118 W13646.82606 18:29:05 10.48 1798.7 23.2
N5855.91838 W13647.36744 18:29:51 10.50 1778.4 22.9
N5856.05839 W13647.86505 18:30:37 10.51 1743.1 22.5
N5856.29014 W13648.19206 18:31:23 10.52 1672.2 22.0
N5856.53121 W13648.44859 18:32:08 10.54 1727.4 22.7
N5856.68120 W13648.91626 18:32:53 10.55 1890.5 24.9
N5856.82218 W13649.45345 18:33:38 10.56 1897.5 25.0
N5856.96541 W13649.99096 18:34:23 10.57 1943.2 25.0
N5857.08546 W13650.56517 18:35:09 10.59 1897.9 25.0
N5857.19168 W13651.13423 18:35:54 10.60 1912.0 25.2
N5857.29017 W13651.71326 18:36:39 10.61 1963.3 25.3
N5857.40057 W13652.30163 18:37:25 10.62 1890.1 24.9
N5857.53382 W13652.84623 18:38:10 10.64 1906.8 25.1
N5857.76782 W13653.25114 18:38:55 10.65 1944.0 25.0
N5858.01404 W13653.64671 18:39:41 10.66 1945.3 25.1
N5858.26446 W13654.03295 18:40:27 10.67 1901.5 25.0
N5858.51004 W13654.40856 18:41:12 10.69 1898.6 25.0
N5858.76270 W13654.76455 18:41:57 10.70 1948.8 25.1
N5859.02052 W13655.13405 18:42:43 10.71 1890.6 24.9
N5859.24679 W13655.54796 18:43:28 10.72 1935.8 24.9
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N5859.46051 W13656.00598 18:44:14 10.74 1942.3 25.0
N5859.66521 W13656.48202 18:45:00 10.75 1893.9 24.9
N5859.86895 W13656.93939 18:45:45 10.76 1932.1 24.9
N5900.11293 W13657.33464 18:46:31 10.78 1925.7 24.8
N5900.36623 W13657.70382 18:47:17 10.79 1878.1 24.7
N5900.61761 W13658.05240 18:48:02 10.80 1931.9 24.9
N5900.90150 W13658.32952 18:48:48 10.81 1861.9 24.5
N5901.17476 W13658.59796 18:49:33 10.83 1928.2 24.8
N5901.45221 W13658.89633 18:50:19 10.84 1905.5 24.5
N5901.70906 W13659.24523 18:51:05 10.85 1750.7 22.5
N5901.92728 W13659.61022 18:51:51 10.86 730.6 9.4
N5902.03607 W13659.70936 18:52:37 10.88 441.4 5.7
N5902.09626 W13659.78822 18:53:23 10.89 334.0 4.3
N5902.14229 W13659.84647 18:54:09 10.90 271.7 3.6
N5902.17351 W13659.90859 18:54:54 10.92 337.8 4.4
N5902.21953 W13659.96910 18:55:39 10.93 335.4 4.3
N5902.26942 W13700.01481 18:56:25 10.94 1195.4 15.7
N5902.37821 W13700.33313 18:57:10 10.95 1904.3 25.1
N5902.44935 W13700.92601 18:57:55 10.97 1363.1 17.6
N5902.48861 W13701.35505 18:58:41 10.98 488.6 6.3
N5902.48572 W13701.51116 18:59:27 10.99 538.8 7.1
N5902.47606 W13701.68239 19:00:12 11.00 656.4 8.5
N5902.48636 W13701.89128 19:00:58 11.02 370.7 4.8
N5902.49312 W13702.00908 19:01:44 11.03 414.1 5.3
N5902.47413 W13702.13622 19:02:30 11.04 540.7 7.0
N5902.47316 W13702.30906 19:03:16 11.05 296.1 3.8
N5902.48024 W13702.40273 19:04:02 11.07 197.8 2.5
N5902.48636 W13702.46485 19:04:48 11.08 328.8 4.3
N5902.46351 W13702.56012 19:05:33 11.09 202.0 2.6
N5902.45932 W13702.62417 19:06:19 11.11 169.1 2.2
N5902.44420 W13702.66955 19:07:05 11.12 204.3 2.7
N5902.42070 W13702.71622 19:07:50 11.13 134.7 1.7
N5902.39978 W13702.73038 19:08:36 11.14 38.0 0.5
N5902.39559 W13702.72137 19:09:21 11.16 52.7 0.7
N5902.39302 W13702.70528 19:10:06 11.17 41.5 0.5
N5902.39141 W13702.69240 19:10:52 11.18 37.2 0.5
N5902.39141 W13702.68050 19:11:38 11.19 34.3 0.5
N5902.39109 W13702.66955 19:12:23 11.21 38.1 0.5
N5902.38980 W13702.65764 19:13:08 11.22 39.3 0.5
N5902.38980 W13702.64509 19:13:54 11.23 4.4 0.1
N5902.38916 W13702.64445 19:14:39 11.24 9.3 0.1
N5902.38883 W13702.64734 19:15:25 11.26 13.3 0.2
N5902.38723 W13702.64445 19:16:11 11.27 42.7 0.5
N5902.38304 W13702.63350 19:16:57 11.28 35.6 0.5
N5902.38143 W13702.62256 19:17:42 11.30 76.7 1.0
N5902.37435 W13702.60228 19:18:28 11.31 41.6 0.5
N5902.36791 W13702.59778 19:19:13 11.32 26.0 0.3
N5902.36405 W13702.59424 19:19:59 11.33 18.2 0.2
N5902.36373 W13702.58844 19:20:45 11.35 19.7 0.3
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N5902.36630 W13702.58458 19:21:30 11.36 30.0 0.4
N5902.37113 W13702.58265 19:22:16 11.37 6.3 0.1
N5902.37145 W13702.58072 19:23:02 11.38 4.4 0.1
N5902.37210 W13702.58136 19:23:48 11.40 19.8 0.3
N5902.36952 W13702.57750 19:24:34 11.41 17.0 0.2
N5902.36824 W13702.57267 19:25:19 11.42 21.7 0.3
N5902.36470 W13702.57170 19:26:05 11.43 15.6 0.2
N5902.36309 W13702.57557 19:26:50 11.45 18.6 0.2
N5902.36598 W13702.57750 19:27:36 11.46 37.6 0.5
N5902.36437 W13702.56591 19:28:21 11.47 40.7 0.5
N5902.36341 W13702.55304 19:29:07 11.49 42.9 0.6
N5902.36148 W13702.53984 19:29:52 11.50 49.3 0.6
N5902.35987 W13702.52439 19:30:38 11.51 61.9 0.8
N5902.35568 W13702.50637 19:31:23 11.52 42.1 0.5
N5902.36051 W13702.51602 19:32:09 11.54 11.7 0.2
N5902.36148 W13702.51280 19:32:55 11.55 15.2 0.2
N5902.36019 W13702.50862 19:33:40 11.56 22.0 0.3
N5902.35922 W13702.50186 19:34:26 11.57 29.5 0.4
N5902.35568 W13702.49542 19:35:11 11.59 36.8 0.5
N5902.35246 W13702.48544 19:35:56 11.60 23.1 0.3
N5902.35246 W13702.47804 19:36:42 11.61 41.4 0.5
N5902.35085 W13702.46517 19:37:27 11.62 66.7 0.9
N5902.34281 W13702.45068 19:38:13 11.64 28.8 0.4
N5902.34538 W13702.44296 19:38:58 11.65 31.8 0.4
N5902.34377 W13702.43330 19:39:44 11.66 25.2 0.5
N5902.34345 W13702.42526 19:40:12 11.67 23.3 0.3
N5902.34152 W13702.41882 19:40:57 11.68 24.5 0.3
N5902.34216 W13702.41109 19:41:42 11.70 27.3 0.4
N5902.34184 W13702.40240 19:42:28 11.71 16.2 0.2
N5902.34216 W13702.39725 19:43:13 11.72 12.7 0.2
N5902.34281 W13702.39339 19:43:59 11.73 28.0 0.4
N5902.34023 W13702.38599 19:44:45 11.75 23.2 0.3
N5902.33991 W13702.37859 19:45:30 11.76 31.8 0.4
N5902.33895 W13702.36861 19:46:16 11.77 27.5 0.4
N5902.33830 W13702.35992 19:47:01 11.78 74.3 1.0
N5902.34377 W13702.33867 19:47:47 11.80 351.1 4.5
N5902.36244 W13702.23246 19:48:33 11.81 468.3 6.0
N5902.36405 W13702.08279 19:49:19 11.82 624.1 8.0
N5902.35118 W13701.88484 19:50:05 11.83 677.8 8.7
N5902.40074 W13701.69076 19:50:51 11.85 911.6 11.7
N5902.49441 W13701.46320 19:51:37 11.86 967.2 12.7
N5902.53367 W13701.16354 19:52:22 11.87 1850.5 24.4
N5902.42810 W13700.60865 19:53:07 11.89 1831.1 23.6
N5902.22983 W13700.16802 19:53:53 11.90 627.2 8.1
N5902.16449 W13700.01288 19:54:39 11.91 623.8 8.0
N5902.10237 W13659.85420 19:55:25 11.92 397.3 5.2
N5902.05410 W13659.76858 19:56:10 11.94 350.9 4.6
N5902.01740 W13659.68200 19:56:55 11.95 355.5 4.7
N5901.99101 W13659.58061 19:57:40 11.96 267.7 3.4
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N5901.98264 W13659.49661 19:58:26 11.97 357.4 4.7
N5901.96526 W13659.38749 19:59:11 11.99 369.9 4.9
N5901.93629 W13659.28353 19:59:56 12.00 460.6 5.9
N5901.87771 W13659.19019 20:00:42 12.01 676.5 8.7
N5901.78920 W13659.05919 20:01:28 12.02 1019.7 13.1
N5901.64661 W13658.88764 20:02:14 12.04 1131.5 14.9
N5901.46862 W13658.78207 20:02:59 12.05 1418.6 18.3
N5901.24782 W13658.63562 20:03:45 12.06 1894.2 24.9
N5900.94205 W13658.51975 20:04:30 12.08 1939.6 25.5
N5900.66621 W13658.20850 20:05:15 12.09 1996.0 25.7
N5900.38651 W13657.87473 20:06:01 12.10 2001.7 25.8
N5900.10842 W13657.53258 20:06:47 12.11 1955.7 25.8
N5859.82936 W13657.22199 20:07:32 12.13 2006.7 25.8
N5859.55159 W13656.87598 20:08:18 12.14 1987.4 25.6
N5859.28284 W13656.51485 20:09:04 12.15 1955.5 25.7
N5859.01054 W13656.18268 20:09:49 12.16 2010.3 25.9
N5858.71732 W13655.88625 20:10:35 12.18 1990.2 25.6
N5858.46433 W13655.48327 20:11:21 12.19 1930.8 25.4
N5858.21199 W13655.10926 20:12:06 12.20 1992.9 25.7
N5857.93583 W13654.76680 20:12:52 12.21 1968.4 25.4
N5857.66192 W13654.43206 20:13:38 12.23 1983.6 25.5
N5857.40508 W13654.04196 20:14:24 12.24 1992.0 25.7
N5857.11540 W13653.74520 20:15:10 12.25 1975.7 25.4
N5856.81767 W13653.49286 20:15:56 12.27 1922.5 25.3
N5856.52252 W13653.27302 20:16:41 12.28 1950.2 25.1
N5856.20516 W13653.18290 20:17:27 12.29 1908.6 25.1
N5855.89134 W13653.19706 20:18:12 12.30 1873.1 24.7
N5855.64319 W13653.55079 20:18:57 12.32 1938.3 25.0
N5855.42464 W13654.00044 20:19:43 12.33 1922.3 24.8
N5855.19644 W13654.42433 20:20:29 12.34 1920.0 24.7
N5854.92060 W13654.72206 20:21:15 12.35 1907.1 25.1
N5854.66053 W13655.06163 20:22:00 12.37 1940.0 25.0
N5854.40175 W13655.42308 20:22:46 12.38 1899.3 25.0
N5854.16261 W13655.81222 20:23:31 12.39 1914.4 25.2
N5853.97432 W13656.30081 20:24:16 12.40 1390.4 17.9
N5853.84042 W13656.65969 20:25:02 12.42 78.6 1.0
N5853.83334 W13656.68061 20:25:47 12.43 33.4 0.4
N5853.82787 W13656.68157 20:26:32 12.44 295.8 3.8
N5853.83817 W13656.58952 20:27:18 12.46 470.2 6.1
N5853.86553 W13656.44951 20:28:04 12.47 476.2 6.1
N5853.89997 W13656.31336 20:28:50 12.48 366.2 4.7
N5853.93086 W13656.21326 20:29:36 12.49 415.7 5.4
N5853.97689 W13656.11541 20:30:22 12.51 859.4 11.1
N5854.06347 W13655.89912 20:31:08 12.52 1845.5 23.8
N5854.25112 W13655.43724 20:31:54 12.53 1918.1 24.7
N5854.20252 W13654.83375 20:32:40 12.54 1979.5 25.5
N5854.05704 W13654.26984 20:33:26 12.56 1977.7 25.5
N5853.91670 W13653.70175 20:34:12 12.57 1985.3 25.6
N5853.77186 W13653.13526 20:34:58 12.58 2000.3 25.8
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N5853.61962 W13652.57071 20:35:44 12.60 1949.0 25.7
N5853.51212 W13651.98621 20:36:29 12.61 1987.4 25.6
N5853.42715 W13651.37531 20:37:15 12.62 1950.3 25.7
N5853.33928 W13650.77825 20:38:00 12.63 1934.6 25.5
N5853.16483 W13650.26326 20:38:45 12.65 2001.6 25.8
N5852.91345 W13649.85192 20:39:31 12.66 1875.5 24.7
N5852.66787 W13649.49079 20:40:16 12.67 815.4 10.5
N5852.56165 W13649.33243 20:41:02 12.68 310.5 4.1
N5852.52335 W13649.26709 20:41:47 12.70 387.1 5.0
N5852.49760 W13649.15444 20:42:33 12.71 366.2 4.8
N5852.50758 W13649.03953 20:43:18 12.72 360.4 4.6
N5852.53848 W13648.94168 20:44:04 12.73 507.8 6.7
N5852.58804 W13648.81165 20:44:49 12.75 961.2 12.4
N5852.71647 W13648.63334 20:45:35 12.76 1795.0 23.1
N5852.91635 W13648.21298 20:46:21 12.77 1981.1 25.5
N5852.98555 W13647.59693 20:47:07 12.79 1980.3 25.5
N5852.98780 W13646.96672 20:47:53 12.80 1952.2 25.7
N5852.96205 W13646.34745 20:48:38 12.81 1988.3 25.6
N5852.91570 W13645.72110 20:49:24 12.82 1994.1 25.7
N5852.86002 W13645.09572 20:50:10 12.84 1992.8 25.7
N5852.73288 W13644.51121 20:50:56 12.85 2001.5 25.8
N5852.55553 W13643.97466 20:51:42 12.86 1995.9 25.7
N5852.41359 W13643.40206 20:52:28 12.87 1918.1 25.3
N5852.29965 W13642.83301 20:53:13 12.89 1977.6 25.5
N5852.20277 W13642.23241 20:53:59 12.90 1991.7 25.7
N5852.09945 W13641.63116 20:54:45 12.91 1954.0 25.7
N5851.99678 W13641.04215 20:55:30 12.93 2001.1 25.8
N5851.88541 W13640.44316 20:56:16 12.94 1951.6 25.7
N5851.78113 W13639.85608 20:57:01 12.95 2000.2 25.8
N5851.67266 W13639.25548 20:57:47 12.96 1964.9 25.9
N5851.56516 W13638.66614 20:58:32 12.98 1965.6 25.9
N5851.45186 W13638.08067 20:59:17 12.99 2007.2 25.9
N5851.33824 W13637.48136 21:00:03 13.00 1959.4 25.8
N5851.23363 W13636.89202 21:00:48 13.01 2001.0 25.8
N5851.12839 W13636.28917 21:01:34 13.03 1941.4 25.6
N5851.01251 W13635.71399 21:02:19 13.04 1995.0 25.7
N5850.83259 W13635.18356 21:03:05 13.05 1961.0 25.8
N5850.64913 W13634.67083 21:03:50 13.06 1960.1 25.8
N5850.46406 W13634.16067 21:04:35 13.08 2008.2 25.9
N5850.27737 W13633.63410 21:05:21 13.09 1959.6 25.8
N5850.07814 W13633.14455 21:06:06 13.10 2006.7 25.8
N5849.85412 W13632.67623 21:06:52 13.11 1977.2 26.0
N5849.64169 W13632.20052 21:07:37 13.13 2012.4 25.9
N5849.42411 W13631.71868 21:08:23 13.14 1959.8 25.8
N5849.18142 W13631.30895 21:09:08 13.15 1979.7 26.1
N5848.94228 W13630.88216 21:09:53 13.16 2031.5 26.2
N5848.71601 W13630.40741 21:10:39 13.18 1976.7 26.0
N5848.49875 W13629.94038 21:11:24 13.19 2031.6 26.2
N5848.27730 W13629.45726 21:12:10 13.20 2040.8 26.3
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N5848.05103 W13628.97865 21:12:56 13.22 2048.9 26.4
N5847.82895 W13628.48941 21:13:42 13.23 2015.1 26.5
N5847.62006 W13627.99277 21:14:27 13.24 2013.6 26.5
N5847.40795 W13627.50193 21:15:12 13.25 2045.7 26.3
N5847.14627 W13627.09380 21:15:58 13.27 2065.6 26.6
N5846.85659 W13626.75134 21:16:44 13.28 2055.1 26.5
N5846.57914 W13626.37894 21:17:30 13.29 2011.3 26.5
N5846.31457 W13625.99592 21:18:15 13.30 2071.0 26.7
N5846.01009 W13625.70142 21:19:01 13.32 2009.4 26.5
N5845.69916 W13625.48544 21:19:46 13.33 1940.3 25.0
N5845.38696 W13625.61290 21:20:32 13.34 1940.5 25.5
N5845.21283 W13626.12853 21:21:17 13.35 2016.6 26.0
N5845.09116 W13626.72334 21:22:03 13.37 1960.2 25.8
N5844.97980 W13627.30656 21:22:48 13.38 2003.4 25.8
N5844.88452 W13627.91456 21:23:34 13.39 2012.9 25.9
N5844.78668 W13628.52417 21:24:20 13.41 1974.3 26.0
N5844.65375 W13629.09516 21:25:05 13.42 1950.6 25.1
N5844.48670 W13629.62302 21:25:51 13.43 700.6 9.2
N5844.44325 W13629.82869 21:26:36 13.44 299.2 3.9
N5844.42651 W13629.91785 21:27:22 13.46 254.6 3.3
N5844.41106 W13629.99284 21:28:08 13.47 78.1 1.0
N5844.40655 W13630.01602 21:28:53 13.48 18.3 0.2
N5844.40655 W13630.02181 21:29:39 13.49 2.8 0.0
N5844.40688 W13630.02117 21:30:24 13.51 2.2 0.0
N5844.40655 W13630.02085 21:31:10 13.52 9.0 0.1
N5844.40720 W13630.02342 21:31:55 13.53 7.1 0.1
N5844.40816 W13630.02213 21:32:41 13.54 26.6 0.3
N5844.40945 W13630.01409 21:33:26 13.56 245.4 3.2
N5844.42329 W13629.94102 21:34:12 13.57 105.0 1.4
N5844.43263 W13629.91302 21:34:57 13.58 120.7 1.6
N5844.42007 W13629.88341 21:35:42 13.60 421.3 5.4
N5844.43166 W13629.75177 21:36:28 13.61 1020.6 13.4
N5844.51180 W13629.46756 21:37:13 13.62 1867.2 24.1
N5844.62800 W13628.91974 21:37:59 13.63 1608.5 21.2
N5844.70074 W13628.42954 21:38:44 13.65 120.6 1.6
N5844.70685 W13628.39317 21:39:29 13.66 326.4 4.3
N5844.68336 W13628.48619 21:40:14 13.67 1666.7 21.5
N5844.62220 W13629.00118 21:41:00 13.68 453.1 5.8
N5844.60289 W13629.13990 21:41:46 13.70 166.0 2.2
N5844.57650 W13629.12638 21:42:31 13.71 1596.7 20.6
N5844.61190 W13628.62492 21:43:17 13.72 1896.4 24.4
N5844.61931 W13628.02399 21:44:03 13.73 1853.7 23.9
N5844.53144 W13627.46137 21:44:49 13.75 1859.6 24.5
N5844.39271 W13626.93609 21:45:34 13.76 1919.7 24.7
N5844.23114 W13626.41338 21:46:20 13.77 1946.4 25.1
N5844.04381 W13625.91320 21:47:06 13.79 1905.4 25.1
N5843.86132 W13625.42236 21:47:51 13.80 1949.9 25.1
N5843.70650 W13624.88130 21:48:37 13.81 1955.6 25.2
N5843.57325 W13624.31740 21:49:23 13.82 1970.6 25.4
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GPS Way Point Log
Cruise of Spirit of Adventure - 6-12-02

LATITUDE LONGITUDE GMT DEC TIME DISTANCE SPEED *
local feet knots

N5843.44257 W13623.74609 21:50:09 13.84 1928.6 25.4
N5843.25621 W13623.25170 21:50:54 13.85 2001.9 25.8
N5843.01030 W13622.83006 21:51:40 13.86 1999.9 25.8
N5842.75571 W13622.42901 21:52:26 13.87 2008.7 25.9
N5842.49725 W13622.03280 21:53:12 13.89 2015.2 26.0
N5842.24137 W13621.62725 21:53:58 13.90 1978.7 26.1
N5841.97808 W13621.25903 21:54:43 13.91 2002.4 25.8
N5841.65815 W13621.10872 21:55:29 13.92 1250.0 16.5
N5841.45666 W13621.03019 21:56:14 13.94 501.8 6.5
N5841.37459 W13621.01345 21:57:00 13.95 227.1 3.0
N5841.33725 W13621.01442 21:57:45 13.96 30.0 0.4
N5841.33242 W13621.01249 21:58:31 13.98 27.5 0.4
N5841.32920 W13621.00637 21:59:17 13.99 50.2 0.6
N5841.32373 W13620.99446 22:00:03 14.00 64.6 0.9
N5841.31697 W13620.97869 22:00:48 14.01 192.6 2.5
N5841.28768 W13620.95552 22:01:33 14.03 210.1 2.7
N5841.25582 W13620.92977 22:02:19 14.04 860.2 11.1
N5841.11677 W13620.87956 22:03:05 14.05 937.6 12.3
N5840.97612 W13621.00122 22:03:50 14.06 769.5 9.9
N5840.85703 W13621.08362 22:04:36 14.08 1297.5 17.1
N5840.75403 W13620.72409 22:05:21 14.09 1962.6 25.3
N5840.70414 W13620.11062 22:06:07 14.10 1978.4 25.5
N5840.67356 W13619.48749 22:06:53 14.11 1982.9 25.5
N5840.64588 W13618.86243 22:07:39 14.13 1994.4 25.7
N5840.60372 W13618.23672 22:08:25 14.14 2002.2 25.8
N5840.56188 W13617.60844 22:09:11 14.15 1956.4 25.8
N5840.52325 W13616.99400 22:09:56 14.17 2021.0 26.0
N5840.49107 W13616.35767 22:10:42 14.18 2008.2 25.9
N5840.46178 W13615.72489 22:11:28 14.19 1934.7 25.5
N5840.41414 W13615.11978 22:12:13 14.20 1204.5 15.9
N5840.37069 W13614.74803 22:12:58 14.22 430.5 5.5
N5840.36554 W13614.61220 22:13:44 14.23 376.5 4.8
N5840.39451 W13614.50695 22:14:30 14.24 389.7 5.0
N5840.44697 W13614.43614 22:15:16 14.25 650.4 8.4
N5840.54771 W13614.36694 22:16:02 14.27 1546.5 20.4
N5840.74824 W13614.06599 22:16:47 14.28 1963.2 25.3
N5840.80746 W13613.45542 22:17:33 14.29 2014.4 25.9
N5840.66198 W13612.88282 22:18:19 14.31 1999.2 26.3
N5840.43699 W13612.42158 22:19:04 14.32 2037.2 26.2
N5840.18433 W13611.99833 22:19:50 14.33 1988.3 26.2
N5839.93134 W13611.59986 22:20:35 14.34 2019.9 26.0
N5839.68222 W13611.17725 22:21:21 14.36 1951.4 25.7
N5839.43631 W13610.78072 22:22:06 14.37 1968.3 25.9
N5839.20007 W13610.35521 22:22:51 14.38 1922.8 25.3
N5839.00662 W13609.87434 22:23:36 14.39 1963.6 25.3
N5838.81447 W13609.37545 22:24:22 14.41 1979.1 25.5
N5838.59045 W13608.92162 22:25:08 14.42 1985.1 25.6
N5838.34584 W13608.50610 22:25:54 14.43 1941.3 25.6
N5838.10926 W13608.09411 22:26:39 14.44 1922.9 25.3
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GPS Way Point Log
Cruise of Spirit of Adventure - 6-12-02

LATITUDE LONGITUDE GMT DEC TIME DISTANCE SPEED *
local feet knots

N5837.87302 W13607.69017 22:27:24 14.46 1988.8 25.6
N5837.61971 W13607.29266 22:28:10 14.47 1989.3 25.6
N5837.36189 W13606.90578 22:28:56 14.48 1964.4 25.9
N5837.10601 W13606.52695 22:29:41 14.49 2025.6 26.1
N5836.83918 W13606.14393 22:30:27 14.51 2015.8 26.0
N5836.57139 W13605.76863 22:31:13 14.52 2001.7 26.4
N5836.30167 W13605.40621 22:31:58 14.53 2020.2 26.0
N5836.02519 W13605.05248 22:32:44 14.55 2046.6 26.4
N5835.73905 W13604.71227 22:33:30 14.56 1078.7 26.6
N5835.58649 W13604.53846 22:33:54 14.57 4898.9 24.8
N5834.92505 W13603.65559 22:35:51 14.60 1809.1 23.8
N5834.66917 W13603.36430 22:36:36 14.61 1796.5 23.7
N5834.39398 W13603.15799 22:37:21 14.62 1860.7 24.0
N5834.09271 W13603.05499 22:38:07 14.64 1884.6 24.3
N5833.78275 W13603.05692 22:38:53 14.65 1775.7 23.4
N5833.49147 W13603.09747 22:39:38 14.66 1144.9 15.1
N5833.30317 W13603.09780 22:40:23 14.67 1104.8 14.5
N5833.12164 W13603.11325 22:41:08 14.69 1112.1 14.3
N5832.93947 W13603.14447 22:41:54 14.70 1074.4 14.1
N5832.76534 W13603.20208 22:42:39 14.71 1095.6 14.1
N5832.59057 W13603.28609 22:43:25 14.72 1043.5 13.7
N5832.42320 W13603.35883 22:44:10 14.74 1029.6 13.3
N5832.25615 W13603.41194 22:44:56 14.75 1156.0 14.9
N5832.06979 W13603.48403 22:45:42 14.76 1479.7 19.1
N5831.82968 W13603.55999 22:46:28 14.77 1459.8 18.8
N5831.59278 W13603.63467 22:47:14 14.79 1435.0 18.9
N5831.35686 W13603.64690 22:47:59 14.80 1450.4 18.7
N5831.11835 W13603.63885 22:48:45 14.81 1361.9 17.9
N5830.89595 W13603.68971 22:49:30 14.83 1351.2 17.8
N5830.67386 W13603.70451 22:50:15 14.84 1327.4 17.5
N5830.45885 W13603.63209 22:51:00 14.85 1371.9 17.7
N5830.24256 W13603.50914 22:51:46 14.86 1388.8 17.9
N5830.02240 W13603.39263 22:52:32 14.88 1409.7 18.2
N5829.79806 W13603.28062 22:53:18 14.89 1433.3 18.5
N5829.57533 W13603.13288 22:54:04 14.90 1429.4 18.8
N5829.35679 W13602.96712 22:54:49 14.91 1422.8 18.7
N5829.14178 W13602.79042 22:55:34 14.93 1451.8 18.7
N5828.91229 W13602.66424 22:56:20 14.94 1405.5 18.5
N5828.70083 W13602.48561 22:57:05 14.95 1438.1 18.5
N5828.47359 W13602.36008 22:57:51 14.96 1439.6 19.0
N5828.25054 W13602.20816 22:58:36 14.98 1480.2 19.1
N5828.02330 W13602.04111 22:59:22 14.99 1443.3 19.0
N5827.80347 W13601.86988 23:00:07 15.00 1459.3 19.2
N5827.62837 W13601.55606 23:00:52 15.01 1469.7 19.4
N5827.46969 W13601.20748 23:01:37 15.03 1493.8 19.2
N5827.29685 W13600.87371 23:02:23 15.04 1513.4 19.5
N5827.11403 W13600.55088 23:03:09 15.05 1491.6 19.6
N5826.94666 W13600.20809 23:03:54 15.07 1522.7 19.6
N5826.79764 W13559.82346 23:04:40 15.08 1492.9 19.7
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GPS Way Point Log
Cruise of Spirit of Adventure - 6-12-02

LATITUDE LONGITUDE GMT DEC TIME DISTANCE SPEED *
local feet knots

N5826.67018 W13559.42242 23:05:25 15.09 1516.3 19.5
N5826.55463 W13559.00013 23:06:11 15.10 1510.6 19.9
N5826.42975 W13558.58975 23:06:56 15.12 1556.4 20.0
N5826.31227 W13558.15524 23:07:42 15.13 1544.7 20.3
N5826.20573 W13557.71460 23:08:27 15.14 1618.0 20.8
N5826.11013 W13557.24017 23:09:13 15.15 1604.9 20.7
N5825.99973 W13556.78216 23:09:59 15.17 1519.6 20.0
N5825.97495 W13556.30709 23:10:44 15.18 1699.2 21.9
N5826.17419 W13555.93276 23:11:30 15.19 1693.4 22.3
N5826.40432 W13555.63310 23:12:15 15.20 1684.6 21.7
N5826.63156 W13555.33023 23:13:01 15.22 1613.8 21.2
N5826.85429 W13555.05439 23:13:46 15.23 1635.2 21.5
N5827.08989 W13554.80655 23:14:31 15.24 1567.0 20.2
N5827.27593 W13554.46570 23:15:17 15.25 1053.6 13.9
N5827.34449 W13554.16153 23:16:02 15.27 957.5 12.3
N5827.40596 W13553.88441 23:16:48 15.28 647.3 8.5
N5827.44716 W13553.69676 23:17:33 15.29 455.2 5.9
N5827.47613 W13553.56480 23:18:19 15.31 295.3 3.9
N5827.46519 W13553.47435 23:19:04 15.32 363.1 4.7
N5827.41465 W13553.41352 23:19:50 15.33 322.4 4.2
N5827.36991 W13553.35912 23:20:36 15.34 284.8 3.7
N5827.33258 W13553.30505 23:21:21 15.36 134.9 1.8
N5827.31874 W13553.27190 23:22:06 15.37 45.1 0.6
N5827.31842 W13553.25774 23:22:52 15.38 41.1 0.5
N5827.32002 W13553.24518 23:23:38 15.39 2.8 0.0
N5827.31970 W13553.24454 23:24:24 15.41 3.1 0.0
N5827.31970 W13553.24358 23:25:09 15.42 15.5 0.2
N5827.32002 W13553.24840 23:25:51 15.43 26865009.7 -286.5
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GPS Way Point Log
Cruise of Spirit of Adventure - 6-12-02

Approximate Distance given Latitude, Longitude - example calculation

Point A Nome Municipl Airport
Point B NOAA buoy in Norton sound
decimal latitude of A = 64.517
decimal longitude of A = 165.45 x=(Pi/180)delLONG *CosT*re 654.41 miles

y=(Pi/180)delLAT *re 513.59 miles

decimal latitude of B = 57.083 distance= (x2 + y2)0.5 831.88 miles
decimal longitude of B = 177.73

re = 3958.76 miles
T = 59 deg

recosT

T
O

C

x

y

O

C A

B

delLONG

delLAT
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Mem orandum

To: File Project No.: 02056.02

From: Jennifer Wilson Date: October 3, 2002

Re: Wind Summaries for Sitka, Ketchikan, Juneau, and Cordova (1987-1999)

Project : Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve Vessel Quotas and Operating Requirements
Environmental Impact Statement, Appendix F Technical Memorandum

The attached document, Wind Summaries for Sitka, Ketchikan, Juneau, and Cordova (1987-1999),
provides the data used to calculate the wind climatology in Glacier Bay proper. The document
includes wind roses showing the speed and direction of wind events from 1987 through 1999.



Ketchikan (radial bands indicate 10 knot increments of wind speed
acting toward center of the wind rose)



Note: Radial Bands indicate 10 knot increments of wind speed acting toward the center of the wind rose

* Values in the table report the percentage and quantity for a given speed and direction.
* 'Calm' values are not graphed on the wind rose, but percentages and quantities are reported in the table.
* Unknown values are not included in percentages, only quantity is reported.

Your query returned 306 records.

Database: TDF14, TD3280 - Hourly Observations
Stations: Kethcikan Ap 
Years: 1987-1999
Months: January-December
Days: 1-31
Hours: 12 am-11 pm 

Speed 0o 22.5o 45o 67.5o 90o 112.5o 135o 157.5o 180o 202.5o 225o 247.5o 270o 292.5o 315o 337.5o Calm

0-9 knots
1.27%
(93)

0.04%
(3)

0.05%
(4)

0.10%
(7)

1.65%
(121)

6.06%
(444)

13.10%
(960)

13.56%
(994)

8.87%
(650)

1.10%
(81)

0.46%
(34)

0.10%
(7)

0.38%
(28)

2.70%
(198)

5.25%
(385)

3.67%
(269)

18.09%
(1326)

10-19
knots

0.11%
(8)

0.10%
(7)

3.04%
(223)

10.93%
(801)

5.85%
(429)

0.74%
(54)

0.01%
(1)

0.11%
(8)

0.75%
(55)

0.91%
(67)

20-29
knots

0.14%
(10)

0.74%
(54)

0.14%
(10)

Unknown (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0)

Please Read

Invalid Values are NOT included in the above calculations.
The following information is presented to show the completeness of the database for your query.
Please use this information to determine the validity and accuracy of the query results.
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A complete query should have returned at least 4748 records (1 for each hour (1945-83), 1 for each day (1984-99)).
7331 valid data cells were analyzed for your query.
A complete query should have analyzed 113952 data cells.
13 data cells were found to be invalid.
Possible reasons for an incomplete dataset are: 

! One or more stations are not valid for the dates selected. 
! Data is missing for a portion of the dates selected.

The dates found in the query are indicated below.

The dates where invalid values were found are indicated below.

Change your search criteria by clicking here or by pressing the 'BACK' button on your browser.

Station - KETHCIKAN AP (25325)

Year January February March April May June July August September October November December

1999 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31

Station - KETHCIKAN AP (25325)

Year January February March April May June July August September October November December

1999 1, 8-9, 29 28

Page 2 of 2Wind Rose
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Juneau (radial bands indicate 10 knot increments of wind speed acting
toward the center of the wind rose



 

Note: Radial Bands indicate 10 knot increments of wind speed acting toward the center of the wind rose 
 
 

* Values in the table report the percentage and quantity for a given speed and direction. 
* 'Calm' values are not graphed on the wind rose, but percentages and quantities are reported in the table. 
* Unknown values are not included in percentages, only quantity is reported. 
 
 
 
 

Database: TDF14, TD3280 - Hourly Observations
Stations: Juneau Ap
Years: 1987-1999
Months: January-December
Days: 1-31
Hours: 12 am-11 pm

Speed 0o 22.5o 45o 67.5o 90o 112.5o 135o 157.5o 180o 202.5o 225o 247.5o 270o 292.5o 315o 337.5o Calm Unknown

0-9 knots
6.70%

(7615)

2.44%

(2779)

0.93%

(1061)

2.94%

(3349)

10.45%

(11881)

6.22%
(7073)

1.75%

(1990)

0.71%

(811)

0.89%

(1017)

1.41%

(1603)

3.09%

(3509)

2.78%

(3163)

2.73%

(3100)

1.44%

(1640)

1.54%

(1753)

3.27%

(3724)

21.52%

(24474)

(3)

10-19 knots
0.08%

(94)

0.04%

(41)

0.08%

(88)

0.71%

(811)

6.74%
(7666)

11.44%

(13010)

4.40%

(5006)

0.43%

(487)

0.12%

(136)

0.13%

(152)

0.38%

(434)

0.39%

(441)

0.42%

(476)

0.12%

(136)

0.04%

(46)

0.04%

(49)

(0)

20-29 knots
0.00%

(2)

0.00%

(2)

0.00%

(3)

0.01%

(17)

0.28%
(320)

2.07%
(2352)

1.04%

(1188)

0.05%

(52)

0.01%

(8)

0.00%

(4)

0.00%

(1)

(0)

30-39 knots 0.00%
(1)

0.10%
(112)

0.04%

(50)

(0)

40-49 knots 0.00%
(1)

0.00%
(1)

(0)

Unknown (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0)
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Your query returned 4748 records. 
A complete query should have returned at least 4748 records (1 for each hour (1945-83), 1 for each day (1984-99)).
113732 valid data cells were analyzed for your query. 
A complete query should have analyzed 113952 data cells. 
220 data cells were found to be invalid. 
Possible reasons for an incomplete dataset are: 

! One or more stations are not valid for the dates selected. 
! Data is missing for a portion of the dates selected. 

The dates found in the query are indicated below. 

Please Read

Invalid Values are NOT included in the above calculations. 
The following information is presented to show the completeness of the database for your query. 

Please use this information to determine the validity and accuracy of the query results.

Station - JUNEAU AP (25309)

Year January February March April May June July August September October November December

1987 1-31 1-28 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31

1988 1-31 1-29 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31

1989 1-31 1-28 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31

1990 1-31 1-28 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-18, 20-31

1991 1-31 1-28 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31

1992 1-31 1-29 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31

1993 1-31 1-28 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31

1994 1-31 1-28 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31

1995 1-31 1-28 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31

1996 1-31 1-29 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31

1997 1-31 1-28 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31

1998 1-31 1-28 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31
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The dates where invalid values were found are indicated below. 

Change your search criteria by clicking here or by pressing the 'BACK' button on your browser. 

1999 1-31 1-28 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31

Station - JUNEAU AP (25309)

Year January February March April May June July August September October November December

1987 1

1988 19, 22-23 14

1989 25-26, 29 6, 28

1990 28 2, 4-5, 7 18 12, 18, 20

1991 3 27

1992 7

1993
13-
14 20 7, 15, 30

1994 7 8 20-21, 24

1995
6, 14, 18, 
28, 30 3, 24 3, 9 2 20

1996
2, 11, 24, 
29

2, 7, 
9 15, 25 12, 20, 

26
12, 18, 22-23,
27, 31

1, 13, 15, 17, 
20, 25

2, 16-18,
31 1-2, 7, 19 1, 16

1997 16, 31 10, 21, 27 15 8, 14 4, 9 13, 26-
27 6 6 11, 27

1998 4, 29 2 18 5, 22 17

1999 3, 8, 10 28 18 3, 13 24-25
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Cordova (radial bands indicate 10 knot increments of wind speed acting
toward the center of the wind rose



 

Note: Radial Bands indicate 10 knot increments of wind speed acting toward the center of the wind rose 
 
 

* Values in the table report the percentage and quantity for a given speed and direction. 
* 'Calm' values are not graphed on the wind rose, but percentages and quantities are reported in the table. 
* Unknown values are not included in percentages, only quantity is reported. 
 
 
 
 

Database: TDF14, TD3280 - Hourly Observations
Stations: Cordova Ap
Years: 1987-1999
Months: January-December
Days: 1-31
Hours: 12 am-11 pm

Speed 0o 22.5o 45o 67.5o 90o 112.5o 135o 157.5o 180o 202.5o 225o 247.5o 270o 292.5o 315o 337.5o Calm Unknown

0-9 knots
2.03%

(14)

2.03%

(14)

2.17%

(15)

5.93%

(41)

10.71%

(74)

4.92%

(34)

3.04%

(21)

0.87%

(6)

1.30%

(9)

0.14%

(1)

1.30%

(9)

1.74%

(12)

1.01%

(7)

1.01%

(7)

36.90%

(255)

(0)

10-19 knots
0.87%

(6)

2.89%

(20)

7.38%
(51)

7.53%

(52)

1.88%

(13)

0.14%

(1)

0.14%

(1)

0.29%

(2)

(0)

20-29 knots 1.16%
(8)

2.46%

(17)

(0)

30-39 knots
0.14%

(1)

(0)

Unknown (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0)

Please Read

Invalid Values are NOT included in the above calculations. 
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Your query returned 30 records. 
A complete query should have returned at least 4748 records (1 for each hour (1945-83), 1 for each day (1984-99)).
691 valid data cells were analyzed for your query. 
A complete query should have analyzed 113952 data cells. 
29 data cells were found to be invalid. 
Possible reasons for an incomplete dataset are: 

! One or more stations are not valid for the dates selected. 
! Data is missing for a portion of the dates selected. 

The dates found in the query are indicated below. 

The dates where invalid values were found are indicated below. 

Change your search criteria by clicking here or by pressing the 'BACK' button on your browser. 

The following information is presented to show the completeness of the database for your query. 

Please use this information to determine the validity and accuracy of the query results.

Station - CORDOVA AP (26410)

Year January February March April May June July August September October November December

1999 1-30

Station - CORDOVA AP (26410)

Year January February March April May June July August September October November December

1999 1, 8, 13, 18, 30
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Sitka (radial bands indicate 10 knot increments of wind speed acting
toward the center of the wind rose



 

Note: Radial Bands indicate 10 knot increments of wind speed acting toward the center of the wind rose 
 
 

* Values in the table report the percentage and quantity for a given speed and direction. 
* 'Calm' values are not graphed on the wind rose, but percentages and quantities are reported in the table. 
* Unknown values are not included in percentages, only quantity is reported. 
 
 
 
 

Database: TDF14, TD3280 - Hourly Observations
Stations: Sitka Ap
Years: 1987-1999
Months: January-December
Days: 1-31
Hours: 12 am-11 pm

Speed 0o 22.5o 45o 67.5o 90o 112.5o 135o 157.5o 180o 202.5o 225o 247.5o 270o 292.5o 315o 337.5o Calm Unknown

0-9 knots
2.35%

(172)

0.70%

(51)

0.61%

(45)

1.54%

(113)

12.38%

(907)

8.69%
(637)

3.49%

(256)

1.92%

(141)

2.95%

(216)

3.30%

(242)

4.50%

(330)

2.10%

(154)

2.48%

(182)

2.09%

(153)

3.37%

(247)

2.43%

(178)

14.32%

(1049)

(0)

10-19 knots
0.10%

(7)

0.04%

(3)

2.61%
(191)

11.79%

(864)

2.76%

(202)

0.82%

(60)

2.89%

(212)

2.36%

(173)

1.01%

(74)

0.53%

(39)

0.74%

(54)

1.09%

(80)

1.15%

(84)

0.75%

(55)

(0)

20-29 knots 0.25%
(18)

0.59%
(43)

0.19%

(14)

0.26%

(19)

0.52%

(38)

0.08%

(6)

0.11%

(8)

0.05%

(4)

0.03%

(2)

0.01%

(1)

(0)

30-39 knots
0.03%

(2)

0.01%

(1)

(0)

Unknown (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0)

Please Read

Invalid Values are NOT included in the above calculations. 
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Your query returned 306 records. 
A complete query should have returned at least 4748 records (1 for each hour (1945-83), 1 for each day (1984-99)).
7327 valid data cells were analyzed for your query. 
A complete query should have analyzed 113952 data cells. 
17 data cells were found to be invalid. 
Possible reasons for an incomplete dataset are: 

! One or more stations are not valid for the dates selected. 
! Data is missing for a portion of the dates selected. 

The dates found in the query are indicated below. 

The dates where invalid values were found are indicated below. 

Change your search criteria by clicking here or by pressing the 'BACK' button on your browser. 

The following information is presented to show the completeness of the database for your query. 

Please use this information to determine the validity and accuracy of the query results.

Station - SITKA AP (25333)

Year January February March April May June July August September October November December

1999 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-31 1-30 1-31 1-30 1-31

Station - SITKA AP (25333)

Year January February March April May June July August September October November December

1999 1, 3-5, 7, 30 23
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Mem orandum

To: File Project No.: 02056.02

From: Jennifer Wilson Date: October 3, 2002

Re: Technical References

Project : Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve Vessel Quotas and Operating Requirements
Environmental Impact Statement, Appendix F Technical Memorandum

The attached document, Technical References, provides several technical documents used as the
basis for the model at Glacier Bay proper. The theory behind these references was critical for
deriving a model for identifying locations in Glacier Bay proper for site specific study and to
conduct the study.

The technical references include:
Windspeed adjustment and wave growth, ACES Technical Reference
Coastal Engineering Manual III-1-8, II-1-74, and II-7-57 through -61
Chance of exceedance chart
Juneau extreme prediction chart















































Mem orandum

To: File Project No.: 02056.02

From: Jennifer Wilson Date: October 3, 2002

Re: Areas Identified for Detailed Study

Project : Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve Vessel Quotas and Operating Requirements
Environmental Impact Statement, Appendix F Technical Memorandum

The attached document, Areas Identified for Detailed Study, provides the maps and data used to
determine the sites where vessel traffic was within 2,000 feet of shore. This may be due to
channel constriction or operation decisions. The attachment includes several maps with vessel
track information.

















Mem orandum

To: File Project No.: 02056.02

From: Jennifer Wilson Date: October 3, 2002

Re: Example Calculations

Project : Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve Vessel Quotas and Operating Requirements
Environmental Impact Statement, Appendix F Technical Memorandum

The attached document, Example Calculations, provides example calculations on vessel wake
energy for Site 11 and Site 20 in Glacier Bay proper. These calculations use the 1996 vessel use-
days under Alternative 1 (No Action Alternative).



Example Calculation 1.  Upper Muir Inlet

Winds from 50 degrees

Site 20.  Stump Cove near Muir Inlet, fetch distances in miles.

From the wind analysis, there are three categories of wind with values for direction 50 degrees, and the 
following probablilities of occurence in each category.

Category 1:  1 to 9.999 knots with probability of occurence of  5.6%
Category 2: 10 to 19.999 knots with probability of occurence of 0.34%
Category 3: 20 to 29.999 knots with probability of occurence of 0.0034%

P1 0.056237:=

P2 0.003371:=

P3 0.000034:=

For the fetch shown in the drawing above, using CEDAS for restricted open water fetches, the wind 
direction of 50 degrees, a duration of 1 hour, the average wind velocity of 5 knots, we find that a 
significant wave of height 0.13 foot will be generated with a significant period of 0.8 sec. 

With the average wind velocity of 15 knots, we find that a significant wave height of 0.68 feet with the 
significant wave period of 1.7 sec will be generated.

With the average wind velocity of 25 knots, we find that a significant wave height of 1.33 feet with the 
significant wave period of 2.27 sec will be generated.

The general direction of the waves are 52 degrees in both instances and the shorelines affected will be 
oriented perpendicular to this direction.



The energy perpendicular to shore from these waves is thus found from:

The approximate azimuth of Beach A is 329 degrees.  The waves generated by 50 degree winds in this 
particular fetch will have a propagation direction of 52 degrees.  The angle between the beach face and 
the wave ray is thus  360-329+52 or 83 degrees.

Since Beach A is not directly perpendicular to the direction of the waves, the values n1, n2 and n3 must be 
multiplied by the sin of the angle between the beach and the wave ray to get the component or part of the 
energy which is directed perpendicular to the beach.  The energy directed parallel to shore is not added 
into the calculation. Wind wave energy parallel to shore adds to the longshore sediment transport, as 
does tidal energy.

Beach A will be affected only by winds from 50 degrees and from 340 degrees, as the following
analysis shows.  Furthermore, wave energies directly perpendicular to shore must be calculated.

Where the term (P1(24) 365 hr/yr)E1 represents the expected value of the number of hourly wind events 
per year.  The ni's represent the energy from the waves generated by wind in this one direction predicted 
by linear wave theory.

n3 835.532 yr 1−=n3 HMO3
2 P3⋅ 24⋅ 365⋅

hr

yr
E3⋅:=

n2 2.892 104× yr 1−=n2 HMO2
2 P2⋅ 24⋅ 365⋅

hr

yr
E2⋅:=

n1 3.746 104× yr 1−=n1 HMO1
2 P1⋅ 24⋅ 365⋅

hr

yr
E1⋅:=

Two shores most directly affected by the wind from 50 degrees are labeled as Beach A and Beach B in 
the figure below.

If Beach A were directly perpendicular to the direction of the waves generated by the 50 degree wind in 
this fetch,  the  energy from the 50 degree winds can be seen to be proportional to n1 + n2 where:

E3 1.586 103× hr 1−=E3
1

TP3
60⋅

sec

min
60⋅

min

hr
:=

E2 2.118 103× hr 1−=E2
1

TP2
60⋅

sec

min
60⋅

min

hr
:=

E1 4.5 103× hr 1−=E1
1

TP1
60⋅

sec

min
60⋅

min

hr
:=

The expected number of waves in an hourly wind event:

TP3 2.27s:=HMO3 1.33:=

TP2 1.7s:=HMO2 0.68:=

TP1 0.8s:=HMO1 0.13:=



θ 83deg:=

n1 HMO1
2 P1⋅ 24⋅ 365⋅

hr

yr
E1⋅ sin θ( )⋅:=

n1 3.719 104× yr 1−=

n2 HMO2
2 P2⋅ 24⋅ 365⋅

hr

yr
E2⋅ sin θ( )( )⋅:=

n2 2.87 104× yr 1−=

n3 HMO3
2 P3⋅ 24⋅ 365⋅

hr

yr
E3⋅ sin θ( )( )⋅:=

n3 829.304 yr 1−=

Let the total energy per year perpendicular to Shore A due to waves from winds coming from 50 degrees 
be

E50 n1 n2+ n3+:= E50 6.672 104× yr 1−=

To complete the analysis, this process is repeated for the other wind directions.

Winds from 130 deg

Beaches in Site 20.    Two of the Beaches Analyzed in Site 20.

Beach A, may be affected by winds from 130 degrees, with the same limited fetch.  It is necessary to use 
ACES to determine the direction of the waves that winds from 130 degrees will produce in this fetch.  In 
general, a fetch modifies the wave direction.

The direction of the waves according to ACES is 170 degrees.  Since θ=360-329+170=201.  These 
waves will not be incident on Beach A.



m1 4.958 104× yr 1−=m1 HMO1
2 P1⋅ 24⋅ 365⋅

hr

yr
E1⋅ sin θ( )⋅:=

θ 24deg:=

E3 1.457 103× hr 1−=E3
1

TP3
60⋅

sec

min
60⋅

min

hr
:=

E2 2.13 103× hr 1−=E2
1

TP2
60⋅

sec

min
60⋅

min

hr
:=

E1 4.557 103× hr 1−=
E1

1

TP1
60⋅

sec

min
60⋅

min

hr
:=

The expected number of waves in an hourly wind event:

TP3 2.47s:=HMO3 1.49:=

TP2 1.69s:=HMO2 0.66:=

TP1 0.79s:=HMO1 0.13:=

For the fetch shown in the drawings above, using CEDAS for restricted open water fetches, the wind 
direction of 340 degrees, a duration of 1 hour, the average wind velocity of 5 knots, we find that a 
significant wave of height 0.13 foot will be generated with a significant period of 0.79 sec. 

With the average wind velocity of 15 knots, we find that a significant wave height of .66 feet with the 
significant wave period of 1.69 sec will be generated. 

With the average wind velocity of 25 knots, we find that a significant wave height of 1.49 feet with a 
significant wave period of 2.47 sec will be generated.

 The general direction of the waves are 353 degrees. θ=24 deg

P3 0.000009:=Category 3: 20 to 29.999 knots with probability of occurence of 0.009%

P2 .009195:=Category 2: 10 to 19.999 knots with probability of occurence of .9195%

P1 .180695:=Category 1:  1 to 9.999 knots with probability of occurence of  18.07%

From the wind analysis, there are three categories of wind with values for direction 340 degrees, and the 
following probablilities of occurence in each category.

Site 20 Beach A is sheltered by the topography and coastal features of the site from wave attack in the 
other directions.

θ 24 deg=θ 353 329−( )deg:=

Wind directions 200, 260 and 340 produce waves in this fetch of  incident angles 185, 245 and 353, 
according to ACES with the fetch in Upper Muir Inlet near Stump Cove.  Of these, only the last wind 
direction will affect Beach A and

Winds from 200, 260 and 340 deg



This is a negligible vessel wake potential.

N 7.611 10 4−×=

N
HMOV

2 15⋅ A⋅

E50 E340+
:=

where the value of 15 represents the number of waves per 
vessel wake.

The value of N for the site would then be:

Using this calculation as the basis for the vessel waves which affect each site assumes that the 241 
vessel tracks provided by Glacier Bay National Park represent a statistically significant sampling of all 
vessels which enter the Bay.  In fact, we know this is not the case, since the tracks provided include only 
tour vessels, charter vessels and cruise ships.  However the assumption is conservative, because the 
sampling includes the largest vessels, which are also  the vessels which produce the largest wakes. 

once every .3 days during the 3 month season.

A 24.133 yr 1−=A V
2

241
⋅:=

This is the current number of "use days" for permitted vessel 
entries into Glacier Bay.  (refered to as Alternative 1)

V
2908

yr
:=

Not every vessel entering Glacier Bay will cause a wake which is incident on Beach A in the 
above example.  Of the 241 total vessel tracks, 2 were counted within 2000 feet of Site 20, 
Beach A.

 Define V to be the number of vessels "use days"  in Glacier Bay per season.

HMOV 0.556=HMOV

Hmax

1.8
:=

The design vessel wave heightHmax 1:=

A conversion value to convert the maximum wave height of a wave state to the moment magnitude wave 
height is 1.8, hence let

Calculation of N

E340 m1 m2+ m3+:=

Let the total energy per year perpendicular to Beach A due to waves from winds coming from 340 degrees 
be

m3 103.762 yr 1−=m3 HMO3
2 P3⋅ 24⋅ 365⋅

hr

yr
E3⋅ sin θ( )⋅:=

m2 3.04 104× yr 1−=m2 HMO2
2 P2⋅ 24⋅ 365⋅

hr

yr
E2⋅ sin θ( )⋅:=



Example  2 

Wave analysis of site 11 

     Site 11, Beach A,  Lower West Arm near Tidal Inlet, fetch distances in miles.

Beach A will not be affected by 50 degree winds.

Beach A has a beach face oriented at azimuth angle of 309 degrees. Wave directions which will be 
incident on Beach A will be in the range of 129 to 309 degrees.

Using ACES with the fetch shown in the figure above, wave directions given wind directions are

130 degrees  - waves at 134 degrees  (include)
200 degrees - waves at 153 degrees  (include)
260 degrees -  waves at 299 degrees  (include)
340 degrees - waves at 324 degrees (no effect)

Winds from 130 degrees

From the wind analysis, there are two categories of wind with values for direction 130 degrees, and 
the following probablilities of occurence in each category.

P1 .208013:=Category 1:  1 to 9.999 knots with probability of occurence of  20.8%
Category 2: 10 to 19.999 knots with probability of occurence of 4.51%
Category 3: 20 to 29.999 knots with probability of occurence of 0.28%

P2 0.0454:=

P3 0.002845:=



E130 m1 m2+ m3+:=

m3 9.628 103× yr 1−=m3 HMO3
2 P3⋅ 24⋅ 365⋅

hr

yr
E3⋅ sin θ( )⋅:=

m2 4.317 104× yr 1−=m2 HMO2
2 P2⋅ 24⋅ 365⋅

hr

yr
E2⋅ sin θ( )⋅:=

m1 1.496 104× yr 1−=m1 HMO1
2 P1⋅ 24⋅ 365⋅

hr

yr
E1⋅ sin θ( )⋅:=

sin θ( ) 0.087=

θ 5 deg=θ 134 309 180−( )−[ ]deg:=

 The general direction of the waves are 134 degrees in all instances and the shoreline A is oriented at an 
angle of  309 degrees.

E3 1.324 103× hr 1−=E3
1

TP3
60⋅

sec

min
60⋅

min

hr
:=

E2 1.946 103× hr 1−=E2
1

TP2
60⋅

sec

min
60⋅

min

hr
:=

E1 4.186 103× hr 1−=
E1

1

TP1
60⋅

sec

min
60⋅

min

hr
:=

The expected number of waves in an hourly wind event:

TP3 2.72s:=HMO3 1.83:=
TP2 1.85s:=HMO2 0.8:=

TP1 0.86s:=HMO1 0.15:=

For the fetch shown in the drawing above, using CEDAS for restricted open water fetches, the wind 
direction of 50 degrees, a duration of 1 hour, the average wind velocity of 5 knots, we find that a 
significant wave of height 0.15 foot will be generated with a significant period of 0.86 sec. 

With the average wind velocity of 15 knots, we find that a significant wave height of 0.80 feet with the 
significant wave period of 1.85 sec will be generated. 

With the average wind velocity of 25 knots, we find that a significant wave height of 1.83 feet with a 
significant wave period of 2.72 sec will be generated.



m3 936.574 yr 1−=m3 HMO3
2 P3⋅ 24⋅ 365⋅

hr

yr
E3⋅ sin θ( )⋅:=

m2 1.106 104× yr 1−=m2 HMO2
2 P2⋅ 24⋅ 365⋅

hr

yr
E2⋅ sin θ( )⋅:=

m1 1.505 104× yr 1−=m1 HMO1
2 P1⋅ 24⋅ 365⋅

hr

yr
E1⋅ sin θ( )⋅:=

sin θ( ) 0.407=θ 24 deg=

θ 153 309 180−( )−[ ]deg:=

The general direction of the waves are 153 degrees in all instances and the since shoreline A is oriented 
at an angle of 309 degrees degrees.

E3 1.809 103× hr 1−=E3
1

TP3
60⋅

sec

min
60⋅

min

hr
:=

E2 2.647 103× hr 1−=E2
1

TP2
60⋅

sec

min
60⋅

min

hr
:=

E1 5.714 103× hr 1−=E1
1

TP1
60⋅

sec

min
60⋅

min

hr
:=

The expected number of waves in an hourly wind event:

TP3 1.99s:=HMO3 .93:=

TP2 1.36s:=HMO2 0.41:=

TP1 0.63s:=HMO1 0.08:=

For the fetch shown in the drawing above, using CEDAS for restricted open water fetches, the wind 
direction of 200 degrees, a duration of 1 hour, the average wind velocity of 5 knots, we find that a 
significant wave of height 0.08 foot will be generated with a significant period of 0.63 sec. 

With the average wind velocity of 15 knots, we find that a significant wave height of 0.41 feet with the 
significant wave period of 1.36 sec will be generated. 

With the average wind velocity of 25 knots, we find that a significant wave height of .93 feet with a 
significant wave period of 1.99 sec will be generated.

P3 0.000168:=

P2 0.006978:=

P1 .115498:=Category 1:  1 to 9.999 knots with probability of occurence of  11.55%
Category 2: 10 to 19.999 knots with probability of occurence of .70%
Category 3: 20 to 29.999 knots with probability of occurence of .0168%

From the wind analysis, there are three categories of wind with values for direction 200 degrees, and the 
following probablilities of occurence in each category.

Winds from 200 degrees



m1 3.891 103× yr 1−=m1 HMO1
2 P1⋅ 24⋅ 365⋅

hr

yr
E1⋅ sin θ( )⋅:=

sin θ( ) 0.174=θ 170 deg=

θ 299 309 180−( )−[ ]deg:=

The general direction of the waves are 299 degrees in both instances and the shorelines most 
affected will be oriented perpendicular to this direction

E3 1.674 103× hr 1−=E3
1

TP3
60⋅

sec

min
60⋅

min

hr
:=

E2 2.449 103× hr 1−=E2
1

TP2
60⋅

sec

min
60⋅

min

hr
:=

E1 5.217 103× hr 1−=E1
1

TP1
60⋅

sec

min
60⋅

min

hr
:=

The expected number of waves in an hourly wind event:

TP3 2.15s:=HM03 1.11:=

TP2 1.47s:=HMO2 0.49:=

TP1 0.69s:=HMO1 0.09:=

For the fetch shown in the drawing above, using CEDAS for restricted open water fetches, the wind 
direction of 250 degrees, a duration of 1 hour, the average wind velocity of 5 knots, we find that a 
significant wave of height 0.09 foot will be generated with a significant period of 0.69 sec. 

With the average wind velocity of 15 knots, we find that a significant wave height of 0.49 feet with the 
significant wave period of 1.47 sec will be generated.

With the average wind velocity of 25 knots, we find that a significant wave height of 1.11 feet with the 
significant wave period of 2.15 sec will be generated.

P3 .000034:=Category 3: 20 to 29.999 knots with probability of occurence of .0034%

P2 0.010674:=Category 2: 10 to 19.999 knots with probability of occurence of 1.07%

P1 0.060527:=Category 1:  1 to 9.999 knots with probability of occurence of  6.05%

From the wind analysis, there are two categories of wind with values for direction 260 degrees, and the 
following probablilities of occurence in each category.

Winds from 260 degrees

E200 2.705 104× yr 1−=

E200 m1 m2+ m3+( ):=



This is a moderate level of significance for vessel wake potential.

N 0.019=

where the value of 15 represents the number of waves per 
vessel wake.

N
HMOV

2 15⋅ A⋅

E130 E200+ E260+
:=

The value of N for the site would then be:

Using this calculation as the basis for the vessel waves which affect each site assumes that the 241 
vessel tracks provided by Glacier Bay National Park represent a statistically significant sampling of all 
vessels which enter the Bay.  In fact, we know this is not the case, since the tracks provided include only 
tour vessels, charter vessels and cruise ships. 

or once every 5 days during the 3 month season.

15 A⋅ 6.516 103× yr 1−=A 434.39 yr 1−=A V
36

241
⋅:=

This is the current number of "use days" for permitted vessel 
entries into Glacier Bay.  (refered to as Alternative 1)

V
2908

yr
:=

Not every vessel entering Glacier Bay will cause a wake which is incident on Beach A in the above 
example.  Of the 241 total vessel tracks, 36 were counted within 2000 feet of Site 11, Beach A.

Define V to be the number of vessels "use days"  in Glacier Bay per season.

HMOV 0.556=HMOV

Hmax

1.8
:=

The design vessel wave heightHmax 1:=

A conversion value to convert the max wave height of a wave state to the moment magnitude wave 
height is 1.8, hence let

Calculation of N

E260 1.351 104× yr 1−=E260 m1 m2+ m3+:=

m3 74.9 yr 1−=m3 HMO3
2 P3⋅ 24⋅ 365⋅

hr

yr
E3⋅ sin θ( )⋅:=

m2 9.547 103× yr 1−=m2 HMO2
2 P2⋅ 24⋅ 365⋅

hr

yr
E2⋅ sin θ( )⋅:=



Mem orandum

To: File Project No.: 02056.02

From: Jennifer Wilson Date: October 3, 2002

Re: CoastWalkers Polygon Table

Project : Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve Vessel Quotas and Operating Requirements
Environmental Impact Statement, Appendix F Technical Memorandum

The attached document, CoastWalkers Polygon Table, provides a detailed list of the polygons that
make up each site as provided in this database. The purpose of this list is to provide an exact
location of the beaches studied for the EIS.



CoastWalkers Polygon Table
Listed by Site

1

Site
CoastWalker

Polygons
1 H008

H009
H010
H011
H012
H013
H014
H015
H016
H017
H018
H019
H048
H049
H050
H051
H052
H053
H054
H055
H056

2 H096
H097
H098
H099
H100

3 N120
Y003
Y004
Y005
Y006
Y007
Y008
Y009
Y010
Y011
Y012
Y013
Y014
Y015
Y016
Y017
Y018
Y019
Y020
Y021

Site
CoastWalker

Polygons
Y022
Y023
Y024
Y025
Y026
Y027
Y028

4 N083
N084
N085
N086
N087
N088
N018
N019
N020
N021
N022
N023
N024
N025
N002
N003
N004
N005
N006
N007
N008

5 W001
W002
W003
W004
W005
W006
W007
W015
W016
S083
S084

W019
W020
W021
W022
W023
W034
W035

Site
CoastWalker

Polygons
W036
WO41
WO42
WO43
WO44
W055
W056

6 II044
II045
II046
II047
II048
II049
II050
II051
II052
II038

HH054
HH055
HH056
HH057
HH058
HH059
HH060
HH061
HH062
HH063
HH049
HH050
HH051
HH052

7 D013
D014
D015
D016
D017
D018
D019
D020
D021
D022
D023
D024
D025
D026
D027



CoastWalkers Polygon Table
Listed by Site

2

Site
CoastWalker

Polygons
D028
D029
D030
D031
D032
D033
D034
D038
D039
D040
D041
D042
D043
D044
D045
D046
D047
D048
D049
D050
D051

8 X013
X014
X015
X016
X017
X018
X019
X020
X021
X022
X023
X070
X071
X072
X073
X074
X075
X076
X077
X078
X079
X080
X081
X082
X083

Site
CoastWalker

Polygons
X084
X085
X086
X087
X088
X089
X090
X091
X092
X093
Z094
Z095
Z096
Z097
Z098
Z099
Z100
Z101
Z102
Z103
Z104
Z105
Z106
Z107
Z108
Z109
Z110
Z111
Z112
Z113
Z114
Z115
Z116
Z117
Z118
Z119
Z120
Z121
Z122
Z123
Z124
Z125
Z126
Z127
Z128
Z129

Site
CoastWalker

Polygons
Z130
Z131
Z132
Z133

9 X008
X009
X010
X011
X012
X032
X033
X034
X035
X036
X037
X038
X039
X040
X041
X053
X054
X055
X056
X057
X058
X059
X060
X061

10 V038
V039
V040
V041
V093
V094
V095
V096
V097
V098
V099
V100
V101
V102
V103
V104
V105

11 FF004



CoastWalkers Polygon Table
Listed by Site

3

Site
CoastWalker

Polygons
FF005
FF006
FF007
FF008
FF009
FF053
FF054
FF055
FF056
FF057
FF058
FF059
FF060
FF061
FF062
FF063
FF064
FF065
FF066
FF067

GG001
GG002
GG003
GG004
GG005
GG006
GG007
GG008
GG009
GG010
GG011
GG012
GG013
GG014
GG015
GG016
GG017
GG018
GG019
GG020
GG021
GG022
GG023
GG024
GG025
GG026

Site
CoastWalker

Polygons
HH001
HH002
HH003
HH004
HH005
HH006
HH007
HH008
HH009
HH010
HH011
HH012
HH013
HH014
HH015
HH016
HH017
HH018
HH019
HH020
HH021
HH022
HH023
HH024
HH025
HH026
HH027

12 AA001
AA002
AA003
AA004
AA005
AA006
AA007
AA008
AA009
AA010
AA011
AA012
AA013
AA014
AA015
AA016
AA017
AA018
AA019

Site
CoastWalker

Polygons
AA020
AA021
AA022
AA023
AA024
AA025
AA026
AA027
AA028
AA029
AA030
AA031
AA032
AA033
AA034
AA035
AA036
AA037
AA038
AA039
AA040
AA041
AA042
DD001
DD002
DD003
DD004
DD005
DD006
DD007

V011
13 AA083

AA084
AA085
AA086
AA087
AA088
AA089
AA090
AA091
AA092
AA093
AA094
AA095
AA096
AA097



CoastWalkers Polygon Table
Listed by Site

4

Site
CoastWalker

Polygons
AA098
AA099
AA100
AA101
AA102
AA103
AA104
AA109
AA110
CC146

14 CC078
CC079
CC080
CC081
CC082
CC083
CC084
CC085
CC086
CC087
CC088
CC089
CC090
CC091
CC092
CC093
CC094
CC095
CC073
DD073
DD074
DD075
DD076
DD077
DD078
DD079
DD080

15 CC117
CC118
CC119
CC120
CC121
CC122
CC123
CC124
CC125

Site
CoastWalker

Polygons
CC126
CC127
CC128
CC129
CC130

16 AA149
AA150
AA151
AA152
AA153
AA154
AA155
AA160
AA161
AA162
AA163
BB068
BB069
BB070
BB071
BB072
BB073

17 BB082
BB083
BB084
BB085
BB086

18 BB091
BB092
BB093
BB094
BB095
BB096
BB097
BB098
BB099
BB100
BB103
BB104
BB105
BB106
BB107
BB108
BB109
BB110
BB111

Site
CoastWalker

Polygons
BB112
BB113
BB114
BB115
BB116
BB117
BB118
BB119
BB120
BB121
BB122
BB123
BB124
BB125
BB126
BB127
BB128
BB129
BB130
BB131
BB132
BB133
BB134
BB135
BB136
BB137
BB138
BB139
BB140
BB141
BB142
BB143
BB144
BB145
BB146
BB147
BB148

19

NO
POLYGONS
- Upper Muir
Inlet north of

McConnel
Ridge

20 NN073
NN074
OO67



CoastWalkers Polygon Table
Listed by Site

5

Site
CoastWalker

Polygons
OO68
OO69
OO70
OO71
OO72
OO73
OO74
OO75
OO76
OO77
OO78
OO79
OO80
OO83
OO84

OO085
OO086
OO087
OO088
OO089
OO090
OO091
OO092
OO093
OO094
OO095

21

NO
POLYGONS
- Upper end
of Muir Inlet

22

NO
POLYGONS

- South
Marble Island



  

APPENDIX H 
 

Coastal Geomorphology Effects Tables 



TABLE 1: ALTERNATIVE 1 – POTENTIAL EFFECTS ON THE PHYSICAL COASTLINE
AT 22 SITES IN GLACIER BAY NATIONAL PARK AND PRESERVE

Site Substratea Erodability Vessel Wake Potential Indexb Erosion Potential

1 Course Sand and
Granule Moderate Minor Minor

2 Pebble Minor Minor Minor

3 Cobble Minor Negligible Negligible

4 Cobbles with boulders Minor Minor Minor

5 Pebble Minor Minor Minor
6 Pebble with cobble Minor Negligible Negligible
7 Boulder with cobble Minor Minor Minor
8 Cobble Minor Minor Minor
9 Granular with pebbles Moderate to minor Minor Minor

10 Boulder with cobbles Minor Negligible Negligible
11 Cobble Minor Minor Minor
12 Cobble Minor Moderate Minor
13 Cobble Minor Minor Minor

14 Granular with pebbles
and cobbles Moderate to minor Minor Minor

15 Cobbles Minor Moderate Minor
16 Boulder Minor High Minor
17 Boulder Minor Moderate Minor
18 Pebble Moderate to minor Moderate Moderate
19c Boulder Minor Minor Negligible
20 Granular Moderate Negligible Negligible
21c Boulder Minor Minor Negligible
22c Bedrock Negligible Moderate Negligible

Notes:
a Synthesized from NPS Coast Walkers database.
b Based on the 1996 vessel use-days.  Reflects potential vessel wake affect from May through September.
c The physical attribute information is not available for Sites 19, 21, and 22 so an overall potential affect cannot be assigned.



TABLE 1B:  NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE VESSEL WAKE POTENTIAL BREAKDOWN.
NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE

Vessel Wake Potential Affect1

Site
June-August May & September2 Combined

1 Negligible Negligible Minor
2 Minor Minor Minor
3 Negligible Negligible Negligible
4 Minor Minor Minor
5 Minor Minor Minor
6 Negligible Negligible Negligible
7 Negligible Minor Minor
8 Negligible Negligible Minor
9 Minor Minor Minor

10 Negligible Negligible Negligible
11 Minor Minor Minor
12 Minor Minor Moderate
13 Negligible Minor Minor
14 Minor Minor Minor
15 Minor Minor Moderate
16 Moderate Moderate High
17 Minor Minor Moderate
18 Minor Minor Moderate
19 Negligible Negligible Minor
20 Negligible Negligible Negligible
21 Negligible Negligible Minor
22 Minor Moderate Moderate

                                                          
1 Based on the 1996 vessel use-days.
2 Assumes the maximum allowable vessel traffic is realized, which is a grossly conservative assumption.



TABLE 2: ALTERNATIVE 2 – POTENTIAL EFFECTS ON THE PHYSICAL COASTLINE
AT 22 SITES IN GLACIER BAY NATIONAL PARK AND PRESERVE

Site Substratea Erodability Vessel Wake Potential Indexb Erosion Potential

1
Course Sand and

Granule Moderate Minor Minor

2 Pebble Minor Minor Minor
3 Cobble Minor Negligible Negligible
4 Cobbles with boulders Minor Minor Minor
5 Pebble Minor Minor Minor
6 Pebble with cobble Minor Negligible Negligible
7 Boulder with cobble Minor Minor Minor
8 Cobble Minor Minor Minor

9 Granular with pebbles
Moderate to

minor Minor Minor

10 Boulder with cobbles Minor Negligible Negligible
11 Cobble Minor Minor Minor
12 Cobble Minor Minor Minor
13 Cobble Minor Minor Minor

14 Granular with pebbles
and cobbles

Moderate to
minor Minor Minor

15 Cobbles Minor Moderate Minor
16 Boulder Minor High Minor
17 Boulder Minor Moderate Minor

18 Pebble
Moderate to

minor Moderate Moderate

19c Boulder Minor Minor Negligible
20 Granular Moderate Negligible Negligible
21c Boulder Minor Minor Negligible
22c Bedrock Negligible Moderate Negligible

Notes:
a Synthesized from NPS Coast Walkers database.
b Based on 1995 vessel use-days and current regulations. Reflects potential vessel wake affect from May through

September.
c The physical attribute information is not available for Sites 19, 21, and 22 so an overall potential affect cannot be

assigned.



TABLE 2B: ALTERNATIVE 2 VESSEL WAKE POTENTIAL BREAKDOWN

Site Vessel Wake Potential Affect3 Combined
June-August May & September4

1 Negligible Negligible Minor
2 Minor Minor Minor
3 Negligible Negligible Negligible
4 Minor Minor Minor
5 Minor Minor Minor
6 Negligible Negligible Negligible
7 Negligible Minor Minor
8 Negligible Negligible Minor
9 Minor Minor Minor
10 Negligible Negligible Negligible
11 Minor Minor Minor
12 Minor Minor Minor
13 Negligible Minor Minor
14 Minor Minor Minor
15 Minor Minor Moderate
16 Moderate Moderate High
17 Minor Minor Moderate
18 Minor Minor Moderate
19 Negligible Negligible Minor
20 Negligible Negligible Negligible
21 Negligible Negligible Minor
22 Minor Moderate Moderate

                                                          
3 Based on the 1995 vessel use-days and current regulations.
4 Assumes the maximum allowable vessel traffic is realized, which is a grossly conservative assumption.



TABLE 3: ALTERNATIVE 3 – POTENTIAL EFFECTS ON THE PHYSICAL COASTLINE
AT 22 SITES IN GLACIER BAY NATIONAL PARK AND PRESERVE

Site Substratea Erodability Vessel Wake Potential
Indexb Erosion Potential

1
Course Sand and

Granule Moderate
Minor Minor

2 Pebble Minor Minor Minor
3 Cobble Minor Negligible Negligible
4 Cobbles with boulders Minor Minor Minor
5 Pebble Minor Minor Minor
6 Pebble with cobble Minor Negligible Negligible
7 Boulder with cobble Minor Minor Minor
8 Cobble Minor Minor Minor

9 Granular with pebbles Moderate to
minor

Minor Minor

10 Boulder with cobbles Minor Negligible Negligible
11 Cobble Minor Minor Minor
12 Cobble Minor Moderate Minor
13 Cobble Minor Minor Minor

14
Granular with pebbles

and cobbles
Moderate to

minor
Minor Minor

15 Cobbles Minor Moderate Minor
16 Boulder Minor High Minor
17 Boulder Minor Moderate Minor

18 Pebble Moderate to
minor

Moderate Moderate

19c Boulder Minor Minor Negligible
20 Granular Moderate Negligible Negligible
21c Boulder Minor Minor Negligible
22c Bedrock Negligible Moderate Negligible

Notes:
a Synthesized from NPS Coast Walkers database.
b Based on the maximum allowable vessel use-days in the 1996 Finding of No Significant Impact. Reflects potential

vessel wake affect from May through September.
c The physical attribute information is not available for Sites 19, 21, and 22 so an overall potential affect cannot be

assigned.



TABLE 3B: ALTERNATIVE 3 VESSEL WAKE POTENTIAL BREAKDOWN

Site Vessel Wake Potential Affect5 Combined
June-August May & September6

1 Negligible Negligible Minor
2 Minor Minor Minor
3 Negligible Negligible Negligible
4 Minor Minor Minor
5 Minor Minor Minor
6 Negligible Negligible Negligible
7 Negligible Minor Minor
8 Negligible Negligible Minor
9 Minor Minor Minor
10 Negligible Negligible Negligible
11 Minor Minor Minor
12 Minor Minor Moderate
13 Negligible Minor Minor
14 Minor Minor Minor
15 Minor Minor Moderate
16 Moderate Moderate High
17 Minor Minor Moderate
18 Minor Minor Moderate
19 Negligible Negligible Minor
20 Negligible Negligible Negligible
21 Negligible Negligible Minor
22 Moderate Minor Moderate

                                                          
5 Based on the maximum allowable vessel use-days in the 1996 FONSI.
6 Assumes the maximum allowable vessel traffic is realized, which is a grossly conservative assumption.



TABLE  4: ALTERNATIVE 4 – POTENTIAL EFFECTS ON THE PHYSICAL COASTLINE
AT 22 SITES IN GLACIER BAY NATIONAL PARK AND PRESERVE

Site Substratea Erodability Vessel Wake Potential Indexb Erosion Potential

1
Course Sand and

Granule
Moderate

Negligible Negligible

2 Pebble Minor Minor Minor
3 Cobble Minor Negligible Negligible

4
Cobbles with

boulders Minor
Minor Minor

5 Pebble Minor Minor Minor
6 Pebble with cobble Minor Negligible Negligible
7 Boulder with cobble Minor Minor Minor
8 Cobble Minor Negligible Negligible

9
Granular with

pebbles Moderate to minor Minor Minor

10 Boulder with
cobbles Minor Negligible Negligible

11 Cobble Minor Minor Minor
12 Cobble Minor Minor Minor
13 Cobble Minor Minor Minor

14
Granular with
pebbles and

cobbles
Moderate to minor

Minor Minor

15 Cobbles Minor Minor Minor
16 Boulder Minor Moderate Minor
17 Boulder Minor Minor Minor
18 Pebble Moderate to minor Minor Minor
19a Boulder Minor Negligible Negligible
20 Granular Moderate Negligible Negligible
21a Boulder Minor Negligible Negligible
22a Bedrock Negligible Moderate Negligible
Notes:
a Synthesized from NPS CoastWalkers database.
b Based on the pre-1985 entry levels with an extended vessel entry period. Reflects potential vessel wake affect

from May through September.
c The physical attribute information is not available for Sites 19, 21, and 22 so an overall potential affect cannot be

assigned.



TABLE 4B: ALTERNATIVE 4 VESSEL WAKE POTENTIAL BREAKDOWN

Site Vessel Wake Potential Affect7 Combined
June-August May & September8

1 Negligible Negligible Negligible
2 Minor Negligible Minor
3 Negligible Negligible Negligible
4 Minor Minor Minor
5 Minor Minor Minor
6 Negligible Negligible Negligible
7 Negligible Negligible Minor
8 Negligible Negligible Negligible
9 Minor Minor Minor
10 Negligible Negligible Negligible
11 Minor Minor Minor
12 Minor Minor Minor
13 Negligible Negligible Minor
14 Minor Minor Minor
15 Minor Minor Minor
16 Moderate Moderate Moderate
17 Minor Minor Minor
18 Minor Minor Minor
19 Negligible Negligible Negligible
20 Negligible Negligible Negligible
21 Negligible Negligible Negligible
22 Minor Minor Moderate

                                                          
7 Based on the pre-1985 entry levels with an extended vessel entry period.
8 Assumes the maximum allowable vessel traffic is realized, which is a grossly conservative assumption.



TABLE 5: ALTERNATIVE 5 – POTENTIAL EFFECTS ON THE PHYSICAL COASTLINE
AT 22 SITES IN GLACIER BAY NATIONAL PARK AND PRESERVE

Site Substratea Erodability Vessel Wake Potential Indexb Erosion Potential

1
Course Sand and

Granule
Moderate

Minor Minor

2 Pebble Minor Minor Minor
3 Cobble Minor Negligible Negligible

4
Cobbles with

boulders Minor
Minor Minor

5 Pebble Minor Minor Minor
6 Pebble with cobble Minor Negligible Negligible
7 Boulder with cobble Minor Minor Minor
8 Cobble Minor Minor Minor

9
Granular with

pebbles
Moderate to

minor
Minor Minor

10 Boulder with cobbles Minor Negligible Negligible
11 Cobble Minor Minor Minor
12 Cobble Minor Moderate Minor
13 Cobble Minor Minor Minor

14 Granular with
pebbles and cobbles

Moderate to
minor

Minor Minor

15 Cobbles Minor Moderate Minor
16 Boulder Minor High Minor
17 Boulder Minor Moderate Minor

18 Pebble Moderate to
minor

Moderate Moderate

19c Boulder Minor Minor Negligible
20 Granular Moderate Negligible Negligible
21c Boulder Minor Minor Negligible
22c Bedrock Negligible Moderate Negligible

Notes:
a Synthesized from NPS Coast Walkers database.
b Based on current entry levels, uses the current operating regulations, and includes an extended operating

period. Reflects potential vessel wake affect from May through September.
c The physical attribute information is not available for Sites 19, 21, and 22 so an overall potential affect cannot

be assigned.



TABLE 5B ALTERNATIVE 5 VESSEL WAKE POTENTIAL BREAKDOWN

Site Vessel Wake Potential Affect9 Combined
June-August May & September10

1 Negligible Negligible Minor
2 Minor Minor Minor
3 Negligible Negligible Negligible
4 Minor Minor Minor
5 Minor Minor Minor
6 Negligible Negligible Negligible
7 Minor Minor Minor
8 Negligible Negligible Minor
9 Minor Minor Minor
10 Negligible Negligible Negligible
11 Minor Minor Minor
12 Minor Minor Moderate
13 Negligible Minor Minor
14 Minor Minor Minor
15 Minor Minor Moderate
16 Moderate Moderate High
17 Minor Minor Moderate
18 Minor Minor Moderate
19 Negligible Negligible Minor
20 Negligible Negligible Negligible
21 Negligible Negligible Minor
22 Minor Minor Moderate

                                                          
9 Based on current entry levels, uses the current operating regulations, and includes an extended operating
period.
10 Assumes the maximum allowable vessel traffic is realized, which is a grossly conservative assumption.



TABLE 6: ALTERNATIVE 6 – POTENTIAL EFFECTS ON THE PHYSICAL COASTLINE
AT 22 SITES IN GLACIER BAY NATIONAL PARK AND PRESERVE

Site Substratea Erodability Vessel Wake Potential Indexb Erosion Potential

1
Course Sand and

Granule
Moderate

Minor Minor

2 Pebble Minor Minor Minor
3 Cobble Minor Negligible Negligible

4
Cobbles with

boulders Minor
Minor Minor

5 Pebble Minor Minor Minor
6 Pebble with cobble Minor Negligible Negligible
7 Boulder with cobble Minor Minor Minor
8 Cobble Minor Minor Minor

9
Granular with

pebbles
Moderate to

minor
Minor Minor

10 Boulder with cobbles Minor Negligible Negligible
11 Cobble Minor Minor Minor
12 Cobble Minor Moderate Minor
13 Cobble Minor Minor Minor

14 Granular with
pebbles and cobbles

Moderate to
minor

Minor Minor

15 Cobbles Minor Moderate Minor
16 Boulder Minor High Minor
17 Boulder Minor Moderate Minor

18 Pebble Moderate to
minor

Moderate Moderate

19c Boulder Minor Minor Negligible
20 Granular Moderate Negligible Negligible
21c Boulder Minor Minor Negligible
22c Bedrock Negligible Moderate Negligible

Notes:
a Synthesized from NPS Coast Walkers database.
b Based on current entry levels, uses the current operating regulations, and includes an extended operating

period. Reflects potential vessel wake affect from May through September.
c The physical attribute information is not available for Sites 19, 21, and 22 so an overall potential affect cannot

be assigned.



TABLE 6B ALTERNATIVE 6 VESSEL WAKE POTENTIAL BREAKDOWN

Site Vessel Wake Potential Affect9 Combined
June-August May & September10

1 Negligible Negligible Minor
2 Minor Minor Minor
3 Negligible Negligible Negligible
4 Minor Minor Minor
5 Minor Minor Minor
6 Negligible Negligible Negligible
7 Minor Minor Minor
8 Negligible Negligible Minor
9 Minor Minor Minor
10 Negligible Negligible Negligible
11 Minor Minor Minor
12 Minor Minor Moderate
13 Negligible Minor Minor
14 Minor Minor Minor
15 Minor Minor Moderate
16 Moderate Moderate High
17 Minor Minor Moderate
18 Minor Minor Moderate
19 Negligible Negligible Minor
20 Negligible Negligible Negligible
21 Negligible Negligible Minor
22 Minor Minor Moderate

                                                          
9 Based on current entry levels, uses the current operating regulations, and includes an extended operating
period.
10 Assumes the maximum allowable vessel traffic is realized, which is a grossly conservative assumption.



  

APPENDIX I 
 

43 Code of Federal Regulations 36.11  
Transportation and Utility Systems In and Across, and Access Into,  

Conservation System Units in Alaska—Special Access 



[Code of Federal Regulations]
[Title 43, Volume 1, Parts 1 to 999]
[Revised as of October 1, 1999]
From the U.S. Government Printing Office via GPO Access
[CITE: 43CFR36.11]

[Page 513-515]

                    TITLE 43--PUBLIC LANDS: INTERIOR

PART 36--TRANSPORTATION AND UTILITY SYSTEMS IN AND ACROSS, AND ACCESS INTO,
CONSERVATION SYSTEM UNITS IN ALASKA--Table of Contents

Sec. 36.11  Special access.

    (a) This section implements the provisions of section 1110(a) of
ANILCA regarding use of snowmachines, motorboats, nonmotorized surface
transportation, aircraft, as well as off-road vehicle use.

As used in this section, the term:
    (1) Area also includes public lands administered by the BLM and
designated as wilderness study areas.
    (2) Adequate snow cover shall mean snow of sufficient depth,
generally 6-12 inches or more, or a combination of snow and frost depth
sufficient to protect the underlying vegetation and soil.
    (b) Nothing in this section affects the use of snowmobiles,
motorboats and nonmotorized means of surface transportation
traditionally used by rural residents engaged in subsistence activities,
as defined in Tile VIII of ANILCA.
    (c) The use of snowmachines (during periods of adquate snow cover
and frozen river conditions) for traditional activities (where such
activities are permitted by ANILCA or other law) and for travel to and
from villages and homesites and other valid occupancies is permitted
within the areas, except where such use is prohibited or otherwise
restricted by the appropriate Federal agency in accordance with the
procedures of paragraph (h) of this section.
    (d) Motorboats may be operated on all area waters, except where such
use is prohibited or otherwise restricted by the appropriate Federal
agency in accordance with the procedures of paragraph (h) of this
section.
    (e) The use of nonmotorized surface transportation such as domestic
dogs, horses and other pack or saddle animals is permitted in areas
except
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where such use is prohibited or otherwise restricted by the appropriate
Federal agency in accordance with the procedures of paragraph (h) of
this section.
    (f) Aircraft. (1) Fixed-wing aircraft may be landed and operated on
lands and waters within areas, except where such use is prohibited or
otherwise restricted by the appropriate Federal agency, including
closures or restrictions pursuant to the closures of paragraph (h) of
this section. The use of aircraft for access to or from lands and waters
within a national park or monument for purposes of taking fish and
wildlife for subsistence uses therein is prohibited, except as provided
in 36 CFR 13.45. The operation of aircraft resulting in the harassment
of wildlife is prohibited.
    (2) In imposing any prohibitions or restrictions on fixed-wing
aircraft use the appropriate Federal agency shall:
    (i) Publish notice of prohibition or restrictions in ``Notices to
Airmen'' issued by the Department of Transportation; and
    (ii) Publish permanent prohibitions or restrictions as a regulatory
notice in the United States Flight Information Service ``Supplement
Alaska.''
    (3) Except as provided in paragraph (f)(3)(i) of this section, the
owners of any aircraft downed after December 2, 1980, shall remove the
aircraft and all component parts thereof in accordance with procedures
established by the appropriate Federal agency. In establishing a removal
procedure, the appropriate Federal agency is authorized to establish a



reasonable date by which aircraft removal operations must be complete
and determine times and means of access to and from the downed aircraft.
    (i) The appropriate Federal agency may waive the requirements of
this paragraph upon a determination that the removal of downed aircraft
would constitute an unacceptable risk to human life, or the removal of a
downed aircraft would result in extensive resource damage, or the
removal of a downed aircraft is otherwise impracticable or impossible.
    (ii) Salvaging, removing, possessing or attempting to salvage,
remove or possess any downed aircraft or component parts thereof is
prohibited, except in accordance with a removal procedure established
under this paragraph and as may be controlled by the other laws and
regulations.
    (4) The use of a helicopter in any area other than at designated
landing areas pursuant to the terms and conditions of a permit issued by
the appropriate Federal agency, or pursuant to a memorandum of
understanding between the appropriate Federal agency and another party,
or involved in emergency or search and rescue operations is prohibited.
    (g) Off-road vehicles. (1) The use of off-road vehicles (ORV) in
locations other than established roads and parking areas is prohibited,
except on routes or in areas designated by the appropriate Federal
agency in accordance with Executive Order 11644, as amended or pursuant
to a valid permit as prescribed in paragraph (g)(2) of this section or
in Sec. 36.10 or Sec. 36.12.
    (2) The appropriate Federal agency is authorized to issue permits
for the use of ORVs on existing ORV trails located in areas (other than
in areas designated as part of the National Wilderness Preservation
System) upon a finding that such ORV use would be compatible with the
purposes and values for which the area was established. The appropriate
Federal agency shall include in any permit such stipulations and
conditions as are necessary for the protection of those purposes and
values.
    (h) Closure procedures. (1) The appropriate Federal agency may close
an area on a temporary or permanent basis to use of aircraft,
snowmachines, motorboats or nonmotorized surface transportation only
upon a finding by the agency that such use would be detrimental to the
resource values of the area.
    (2) Temporary closures. (i) Temporary closures shall not be
effective prior to notice and hearing in the vicinity of the area(s)
directly affected by such closures and other locations as appropriate.
    (ii) A temporary closure shall not exceed 12 months.
    (3) Permanent closures shall be published by rulemaking in the
Federal Register with a minimum public comment period of 60 days and
shall not be
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effective until after a public hearing(s) is held in the affected
vicinity and other locations as deemed appropriate by the appropriate
Federal agency.
    (4) Temporary and permanent closures shall be: (i) Published at
least once in a newspaper of general circulation in Alaska and in a
local newspaper, if available; posted at community post offices within
the vicinity affected; made available for broadcast on local radio
stations in a manner reasonably calculated to inform residents in the
affected vicinity; and designated on a map which shall be available for
public inspection at the office of the appropriate Federal agency and
other places convenient to the public; or
    (ii) Designated by posting the area with appropriate signs; or
    (iii) Both.
    (5) In determining whether to open an area that has previously been
closed pursuant to the provisions of this section, the appropriate
Federal agency shall provide notice in the Federal Register and shall,
upon request, hold a hearing in the affected vicinity and other
locations as appropriate prior to making a final determination.
    (6) Nothing in this section shall limit the authority of the
appropriate Federal agency to restrict or limit uses of an area under
other statutory authority.
    (i) Except as otherwise specifically permitted under the provisions
of this section, entry into closed areas or failure to abide by
restrictions established under this section is prohibited.



    (j) Any person convicted of violating any provision of the
regulations contained in this section, or as the same may be amended or
supplemented, may be punished by a fine or by imprisonment in accordance
with the penalty provisions applicable to the area.

[51 FR 31629, Sept. 4, 1986; 51 FR 36011, Oct. 8, 1986]
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RESPONSE TO PUBLIC COMMENTS ON THE 
GLACIER BAY NATIONAL PARK AND PRESERVE, ALASKA 

VESSEL QUOTAS AND OPERATING REQUIREMENTS 
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

 
 
GENERAL RESPONSES TO MAJOR COMMENTS 
 
This section provides National Park Service’s (NPS’s or the Park Service’s) responses to comments 
that were made frequently and/or that require a relatively detailed response. 
 
Many individuals and environmental groups raised concerns regarding impacts of vessel traffic on 
marine wildlife and other resources. The Park Service shares these concerns; protection of park 
resources and values is paramount. At the same time, the Park Service must continue to provide 
opportunities for a range of quality visitor experiences consistent with its resource protection 
mandate. The alternatives presented in the final environmental impact statement (FEIS) consider 
various quotas and operating requirements for four classes of motor vessels as a way to accomplish 
this. Under any of the alternatives, and consistent with its mandates, Glacier Bay National Park and 
Preserve will remain a highly protected area for marine wildlife and other resources.  
 
Additional protection measures are included as NPS requirements outlined in concessioner contracts 
and as part of voluntary measures contained in concessioner proposals. Commercial vessel operators 
compete for limited permits in Glacier Bay, and the Park Service considers environmental protection 
measures when selecting operators. Operators have an incentive to reduce environmental effects of 
their operations, not only to obtain permits, but also to protect the resource on which their businesses 
depend. 
 
The primary concern raised among the public and environmental organizations is the potential of 
increasing cruise ship numbers to levels the Park Service set in 1996 (up to 184 cruise ships from 
June through August).  
 
NPS management policies (NPS 2001b) state that “when there is a conflict between conserving 
resources and values and providing for enjoyment of them, conservation is to predominate.” When 
dealing with unknown risks, the Park Service agrees that actions should proceed with caution. As an 
example, under the NPS preferred alternative, alternative 6, any increase in cruise ship numbers 
would be incremental and based on an annual evaluation of study results. The superintendent would 
exercise judgment and caution when considering any increase in cruise ships. 
 
The Park Service is not required to avoid all adverse impacts, either under NPS policy or under the 
requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The Park Service is required to 
leave resources “unimpaired,” a standard to which all park managers must adhere. While any effect 
that results in impairment would be significant, not all significant impacts result in “impairment.” 
Based on the analysis presented in the final environmental impact statement, current vessel numbers 
are not impairing park resources and values, and none of the other alternatives presented in this EIS 
would result in impairment. 
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General Response Number 1. 
 
The environmentally preferred alternative (alternative 4) should be the NPS preferred alternative —  
Each alternative considered in the environmental impact statement responds to two primary purposes 
common to all national parks: (1) conserving park purposes and values, and (2) providing 
opportunities for people to enjoy park resources. NPS management policies, as well as numerous 
court cases, clearly state that, “when there is a conflict between conserving resources and values and 
providing for the enjoyment of them, conservation is to predominate.” The alternatives considered 
represent a range of actions with varied vessel quotas and operating requirements to achieve these 
purposes. Alternative 4, the environmentally preferred alternative, would allow the fewest number of 
vessels and would have the most stringent operating requirements. The NPS preferred alternative in 
this FEIS would conserve park purposes and values but would allow more people to enjoy park 
resources than alternative 4. The NPS preferred alternative includes several of the protective 
operating requirements identified in the environmentally preferred alternative. These would include 
vessel approach distances to wildlife and certain geographic areas ; speed restrictions in areas where 
whales are present; a 13 knot speed limit for large vessels; and closures of certain areas to cruise ships 
and tour vessels. 
 
 
General Response Number 2. 
 
The purpose and need and alternatives were constructed too narrowly — The purpose of this 
environmental impact statement is “to identify and analyze the effects of the 1996 increases in the 
number of vessel entries” which shall be used to “set the maximum level of vessel entries.” The 
mandate required that the environmental impact statement consider the 1996 increases and that the 
Park Service use the environmental impact statement to set the maximum level of entries. The 
alternatives presented in the environmental impact statement represent the reasonable range of 
alternatives that have evolved for over 20 years. 
 
The alternatives in this EIS not only consider vessel quotas in Glacier Bay but also a range of 
operating requirements to protect park purposes and values. Further, some of the alternatives consider 
operating requirements for Dundas Bay, and some consider an extended timeframe over which vessel 
quotas would be in effect. 
 
Cruise ship numbers vary 100% among the alternatives, from a low of 92 to a high of 184 from June 
through September.  
 
The current vessel quotas and operating requirements have been established through several plans, 
consultations with agencies, tribes, and the public. The environmental impact statement is not 
intended to open up for consideration all the possible ways of managing vessel quotas and operating 
requirements in Glacier Bay. Instead, this environmental impact statement considers the impacts of 
the 1996 vessel increases and will be used to determine the maximum level of vessel use.   
 
In summary, the Park Service believes that the range of alternatives meets the requirements of NEPA 
because the range captures the full-range of vessel quotas and operating requirements that have been 
evolved over more than 20 years.  
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General Response Number 3. 
 
The Park Service needs to provide specific criteria for increasing cruise ships — The determination 
whether to increase cruise ship quotas would rely on a set of criteria that define the environmental and 
social conditions that would need to be met before any additional entries are approved. These criteria 
would be based on the recommendations and guidance provided by studies looking at the impact of 
vessels on all park resources. Studies would be identified in a research framework that would be 
developed and overseen by a Science Advisory Board. This research framework would identify the 
studies necessary to provide information on the effects of vessel traffic on the environment and 
develop monitoring information necessary for park management.  
 
Since the 1996 FONSI and the VMP/EA, the NPS has instituted a research program.  Several of the 
studies identified under the 1995 Vessel Management Plan and Environmental Assessment have been 
accomplished and information from those studies are included in this environmental impact 
statement. Those studies include, but are not limited to, the following: 
 

• Reaction of Steller sea lions to vessels - Completed in 2000 
• Disturbance of harbor seals by motorized vessels in Johns Hopkins Inlet -Completed in 2001 
• Monitoring underwater noise in Glacier Bay National Park – Ongoing 
• Disturbance of harbor seals at a terrestrial haulout in Glacier Bay National Park – Ongoing 
• Population characteristics of humpback whales in Glacier Bay and adjacent waters – Ongoing 
• Opportunistic sightings of marine mammals in Glacier Bay National Park – Ongoing 
• Humpback whale song recording in Glacier Bay: their frequency and occurrence – Ongoing 
• Humpback whale forage study - Completed in 2002 
• Coastal resources inventory and mapping project – Ongoing 
• Development of coastal monitoring protocols and process based studies - Completed in 2001 
• Ecology of selected marine communities in Glacier Bay - Completed in 2003 
• Distribution and abundance of small schooling fish in near shore communities - Completed in 

2003 
• Marine Predator studies in Glacier Bay National Park – Ongoing 
• Sea otter distribution, relative abundance, prey analysis, and impact on benthic communities 

– Ongoing 
• Fjord oceanographic processes in Glacier Bay, Alaska – Ongoing 
• Mapping the benthic habitat in Glacier Bay, Alaska - Completed in 2001 
• Abundance and distribution of forage fish and Plankton - Completed in 1999 

 
 
 
General Response Number 4. 
 
The environmental impact statement and alternatives should consider all vessel types, including 
administrative vessels —The scope of this environmental impact statement, as mandated by the U.S. 
Congress (see subsection 1.2.8), is to identify and analyze the effects of the 1996 increases in the 
number of vessel entries allowed in Glacier Bay. Those 1996 increases were limited to cruise ships 
and tour, charter, and private vessels. 
 
 
Administrative vessel use is determined by the superintendent to ensure visitor safety; respond to 
emergency situations; monitor impacts to park resources; and otherwise implement the park’s 
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mission, purposes, and values. Placing limits on the amount of administrative vessel use would 
restrict the park’s ability to protect the park’s resources and values.  
 
 
Administrative vessels are managed using a decision matrix (see appendix E of the FEIS). This 
matrix will be used by the superintendent to evaluate each administrative vessel. Administrative 
vessel use is defined as any vessel use that is not classified as a cruise ship, tour, charter, or private 
vessel under the standard permit classification system (36 CFR 13.65; see appendix A), or listed as an 
exception under 36 CFR 13.65(iii).  
 
 
General Response Number 5. 
 
The Park Service should not reduce whale waters — Examination of a reduced number of designated 
whale waters is some of the alternatives is appropriate, reflecting knowledge accumulated since the 
1996 vessel plan was completed. Experience since 1996 has shown that designating whale waters in 
other areas where whale presence is not consistent detracts from the effectiveness of the whale 
protection regulations because it makes the system overly complicated for both visitors and 
experienced users of Glacier Bay. The lower Bay is the only location where permanent designation of 
whale waters appears to be necessary. Protection of the areas formerly designated as whale waters 
(Whidbey Passage, Russell Passage, and the East Arm Entrance) will be accomplished via the 
superintendent’s authority to designate temporary whale waters anywhere where whales are found to 
be gathering and staying for several days. Biologists conducting near-daily whale monitoring surveys 
during the summer identify new whale aggregations and recommend to the superintendent that 
temporary whale waters be established. Park rangers then inform visitors and commercial operators as 
part of routine communications required upon entering Glacier Bay. Because the temporary whale 
waters system works well, and because the Park Service wishes to keep regulations as simple as 
possible, only the lower Bay is included as designated whale waters under the NPS preferred 
alternative. The Biological Opinion written by NOAA Fisheries, (the Federal agency authorized to 
manage marine mammal stocks) about the potential impacts of the NPS preferred alternative on 
threatened and endangered species, did not raise concerns about eliminating the other three areas 
currently designated as whale waters. 
 
 
General Comment Number 6. 
 
The Park Service should establish a regulation that requires cruise ships to travel at mid –channel 
while traveling up Glacier Bay —Cruise ship operators travel generally in mid-channel and the Park 
Service sees no reason to establish this as a requirement. Cruise ships would still be required to 
maintain a distance of at least 1 nautical mile from shore, and in narrower areas to navigate in mid-
channel while transiting in designated whale waters. Deviation from vessel operating requirements 
may be made when the safety of passengers or the vessel is immediately threatened. Where possible, 
operators should notify the National Park Service prior to the deviation. In all cases, notifications 
must be made as soon as it is safe to do so. 
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Response to Public Comments 
 
Included in this section is a compilation of written or transcripts of oral comments submitted during 
the public comment period and the National Park Service’s responses to the comments.  Responses 
from the Park Service to substantive comments appear to the right of the comment. Page numbers 
appear in the list below to assist the reader in locating comments and the associated responses. The 
diamond symbol ( ) indicates that substantive comments were received from a federal agency, state 
government, Native organization or corporation, organization, business or individual for which a 
response is provided in the FEIS. 
 
 
Federal Agencies 
 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ....................................................................1 
 
State and Local Governments 
 

State of Alaska ..........................................................................................................5 
 
Native Organizations or Corporations 
 

Hoonah Indian Association .....................................................................................15 
Huna Totem Corporation.........................................................................................21 
Sealaska Corporation...............................................................................................25 

 
Organizations 
 

Alaska Center for the Environment.........................................................................29 
Alaska Travel Industry Association............................................................................33 

Alaska Wildlife Alliance .........................................................................................29 
Cascadia Wildlands Project.....................................................................................37 
Center for Biological Diversity ...............................................................................41 
Coastal Coalition .....................................................................................................41 
Defenders of Wildlife..............................................................................................29 
Friends of Glacier Bay ............................................................................................67 
National Parks Conservation Association .........................................................75, 79 

National Parks Visitors Alliance.................................................................................93 
National Wildlife Federation...................................................................................29 
Oceana.....................................................................................................................29 

Passenger Vessel Association .....................................................................................95 
Sierra Club.......................................................................................................97, 101 
Sitka Conservation Society .....................................................................................41 
The Ocean Conservancy..........................................................................................29 
The Wilderness Society...........................................................................................29 
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Grouping: Federal Agency

Format: Comment Letter

NUMBER RESPONSE

F1-1 The Park Service appreciates the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s preference for the environmentally preferred 
alternative. The NPS preferred alternative has been revised in the FEIS to include many of the protective measures 
contained in the environmentally preferred alternative. Please see general response number 1 for more information.

F1-2 The Park Service found that there would not be disproportionate environmental or human health impacts on minority or 
low income populations. 
 
The Park Service has a close working relationship with the Hoonah Indian Association (HIA) as described in the cultural 
resources subsection (4.4.1), and will continue to work with the HIA on issues regarding access and protection of natural 
resources. 

2



3



NUMBER RESPONSE

F1-3 The FEIS includes a more detailed description of NPS consultations with the Hoonah Indian Association. 

4



5



 

Grouping: State of Alaska

Format: Comment Letter

NUMBER RESPONSE

S1-01 The FEIS now includes mention of the referenced litigation and its status.

6



7



NUMBER RESPONSE

S1-02 The Park Service considers the regulations in 36 CFR 1.5 and 1.6 to be appropriate and continues to follow these 
regulations to manage vessel use in Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve.  
 
A definition of traditional activities in not within the scope of the EIS.

8



9



NUMBER RESPONSE

S1-03 The FEIS now notes the State's authority and the Master Memorandum of Understanding.

S1-04 The Park Service appreciates this recommendation, which, as suggested by the comment, would be best addressed 
through direct discussions with the superintendent.

S1-05 ANILCA's provisions for access are not relevant to the proposals in this EIS and, consequently, are not referenced.

S1-06 A short-notice permit system would be provided under three of the six alternatives examined in the FEIS, including the 
NPS preferred alternative. 
 
The number of available short-notice permits will be adjusted annually.

10



11



NUMBER RESPONSE

S1-07 The referenced bullet has been revised to indicate one entry per day.

S1-08 No new non-motorized waters are being considered in this EIS. Consequently, reference to ANILCA Section 1110(a) and 
the regulations at 43 CFR Part 36 is not necessary.

S1-09 The NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 6, includes more information regarding the basis for increasing 
cruise ship numbers and study needs. Please see general response number 3.

S1-10 The description of humpback whale stocks has been revised from the text presented in the DEIS. The Park Service 
recognizes NOAA Fisheries (formerly the National Marine Fisheries Service) determination of the appropriate stock as 
stated in NOAA's biological opinion.

S1-11 No new non-motorized waters are contemplated in this EIS. While wilderness designation in Alaska does not prohibit 
motorized use, motorized use generates noise, air, and visual disturbances that are counter to wilderness values, 
including solitude and naturalness.

S1-12 Each cruise ship visit to Glacier Bay results in innumerable encounters with seabirds, causing them to dive, fly, or scoot 
away over the surface of the water. Increasing cruise ship visits would increase the number of these encounters. 
Therefore, no change has been made to the text for the FEIS.

12
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NUMBER RESPONSE

S1-13 ANILCA's provisions for access are not relevant to the proposals in this EIS and, consequently, are not referenced in this 
document.

S1-14 The FEIS has been modified to correct this error.

S1-15 The Park Service considers that a definition of traditional activities is beyond the scope of this EIS and, thus a definition is 
not included in this document.

S1-16 The Park Service will continue discussions and coordination with the state on this topic.

S1-17 The 2003 compendium is included in this FEIS.

14
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Grouping: Native Corporation or Organization

Format: Comment Letter

NUMBER RESPONSE

N1-1 The Park Service recognizes the intimate and integral relationship that Huna Tlingit have with Glacier Bay National Park 
and Preserve.

N1-2 Three of the six alternatives in this FEIS, including the NPS preferred alternative, would extend to year-round the vessel 
approach distance to harbor seals hauled out on ice in Johns Hopkins Inlet. The Park Service will continue its long-term 
studies of harbor seals and their population, as well as studies looking at vessel and marine mammal interactions.

16
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NUMBER RESPONSE

N1-3 Three of the six alternatives, including the NPS preferred alternative, include a 13-knot speed limit for large vessels 
throughout Glacier Bay. Studies have shown the potential and severity of collisions between vessels 262 feet (80 meters) 
or larger and humpback whales is significantly reduced when the vessel is traveling at speeds 13 knots or less. This also 
would reduce air emissions from existing conditions. Please see chapter 2 for a description of the NPS preferred 
alternative, alternative 6.

N1-4 Although Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve does not have a "no-discharge" policy by regulation, the Park Service 
does favor those applicants who include a no-discharge policy in their concession permit application. 
 
Discharges outside of Glacier Bay are regulated by the State of Alaska's commercial passenger vessel compliance 
program.

18



19



NUMBER RESPONSE

N1-5 The Park Service shares concern about these potentially adverse environmental effects as recognized by our 
identification of air quality-related values in subsection 4.2.2 of this EIS. Furthermore, in response to this and other 
comments received on the DEIS, the Park Service developed a new preferred alternative, which is included in this FEIS. 
Alternative 6, like two other alternatives evaluated in this FEIS, would result in reduced air emissions as compared to 
existing conditions. This would be accomplished through imposing a year-round 13-knot speed limit throughout Glacier 
Bay for vessels greater than or equal to 262 feet (80 meters). The effect on haze and its associated environmental effects 
should be reduced because overall maximum emissions of NOX and overall emissions of SO2 would be reduced by 19% 
and 51%, respectively, compared to existing conditions.

N1-6 Each alternative considered in this EIS responds to two key purposes common to all national parks: (1) conserving park 
purposes and values and (2) providing opportunities for people to enjoy park resources. NPS management policies, as 
well as numerous court cases, clearly state that ‘when there is a conflict between conserving resources and values and 
providing for the enjoyment of them, conservation is to predominate.’ The alternatives considered in this EIS represent a 
range of possible actions to achieve these purposes. These key purposes will be carefully considered along with other 
factors, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act, in the decision to be made regarding vessel quotas and 
operating requirements.

20
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Grouping: Native Corporation or Organization

Format: Comment Letter

NUMBER RESPONSE

N2-1 Under the NPS preferred alternative in this FEIS (alternative 6), quotas would be measured by 24-hour period, not by 
"entries," thereby addressing the issue raised by this comment.

22



23



NUMBER RESPONSE

N2-2 The issue of requiring Native interpreters on commercial vessels falls outside the scope of the EIS. However, the Park 
Service is supportive of providing park visitors with the story of Tlingit culture, and strives to include that perspective in all 
areas of planning, training, and through the concession contracting process.

N2-3 The Park Service is not considering increasing vessels beyond those established in the 1996 decision. Please see 
general response number 2.

N2-4 The Park Service is not considering increasing vessels beyond those established in the 1996 decision. Please see 
general response number 2.

N2-5 This issue is outside of the scope of this EIS. However, the NPS preferred alternative in this FEIS (alternative 6) does not 
restrict private vessels during May or September, and the private vessel seasonal-use day quota would be increased from 
existing levels during the June - August season. Short-notice permits would be issued for anyone who makes a 
reservation 48 hours in advance. If these provisions are insufficient, the Park Service will work with individuals on a case 
by case basis to accommodate appropriate access.

24



25



 

Grouping: Native Corporation or Organization

Format: Comment Letter

NUMBER RESPONSE

N3-1 The NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 6, would extend the June through August levels for cruise ships into 
May and September. Visitation by other vessel types does not warrant extension of the season for these other vessel 
categories.

N3-2 The Park Service did not consider increasing vessel numbers above those set in 1996. Please see general response 
number 2.

26



27



NUMBER RESPONSE

N3-3 This provision has been included in the NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 6, described in chapter 2. 

N3-4 This provision has been included in the NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 6, except that more seasonal-
use days would be provided for private vessels. Please see chapter 2. 

N3-5 Three of the six alternatives, including the NPS preferred alternative, include a 13-knot speed limit for large vessels 
throughout Glacier Bay. Studies have shown the potential and severity of collisions between vessels 262 feet (80 meters) 
or larger and humpback whales is significantly reduced when the vessel is traveling at speeds 13 knots or less. This also 
would reduce air emissions from existing conditions. Please see chapter 2 for a description of the NPS preferred 
alternative, alternative 6. 
 
The lower Glacier Bay speed restricted area and the noise restricted areas would continue to be in effect under all of the 
alternatives.

28
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Grouping: Organization

Format: Comment Letter

NUMBER RESPONSE

OR1-1 Please see general response number 1.

30



31



NUMBER RESPONSE

OR1-2 The NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 6, would extend the June through August levels for cruise ships into 
May and September. Visitation by other vessel types does not warrant extension of the season for these other vessel 
categories.

OR1-3 Under the NPS preferred alternative, Dundas Bay wilderness waters are closed to tour vessels, and all of Dundas Bay is 
closed to cruise ships.

OR1-4 Three of the six alternatives, including the NPS preferred alternative, include a 13-knot speed limit for large vessels 
throughout Glacier Bay. Studies have shown the potential and severity of collisions between vessels 262 feet (80 meters) 
or larger and humpback whales is significantly reduced when the vessel is traveling at speeds 13 knots or less. This also 
would reduce air emissions from existing conditions. Please see chapter 2 for a description of the NPS preferred 
alternative, alternative 6.

OR1-5 The "based in Bartlett Cove" exemption is eliminated under the NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 6. Short-
notice permits will be issued for anyone who makes a reservation 48 hours in advance. 

OR1-6 In the NPS preferred alternative in this FEIS, alternative 6, Adams Inlet would be closed to tour vessel and cruise ships.
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NUMBER RESPONSE

OR2-1 Each alternative considered in this EIS responds to two key purposes common to all national parks: (1) conserving park 
purposes and values and (2) providing opportunities for people to enjoy park resources. NPS management policies, as 
well as numerous court cases, clearly state that ‘when there is a conflict between conserving resources and values and 
providing for the enjoyment of them, conservation is to predominate.’ The alternatives considered in this EIS represent a 
range of possible actions to achieve these purposes. These key purposes will be carefully considered along with other 
factors, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act, in the decision to be made regarding vessel quotas and 
operating requirements.

36
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Grouping: Organization

Format: Comment Letter

NUMBER RESPONSE

OR3-1 Please see general response number 2.

OR3-2 The Park Service is tasked with conserving park purposes and values and providing opportunities for people to enjoy 
these resources and values. Cruise ships provide this opportunity to a large percentage (>90%) of the visitors who travel 
to Glacier Bay. The elimination or the limiting of cruise ships from Glacier Bay would limit the opportunities for visitors to 
enjoy the park's resources and values.

38



39



NUMBER RESPONSE

OR3-3 The assessment of humpback whales, marine mammals, and fish conclude that vessel noise likely agitates and disturbs 
marine organisms, but not to the point that populations are reduced. 

OR3-4 Marine mammals are disturbed by vessels, as discussed in the EIS. However, the reactions of marine mammals is 
generally within their normal range of behaviors and is not sufficient to cause population declines or to eliminate certain 
marine mammals from portions of Glacier Bay or Dundas Bay.

OR3-5 The Park Service appreciates that there are risks associated with potential invasive species. The risk is anticipated to be 
less than in ports because ships do not discharge ballast water in the park. 

OR3-6 The Park Service is concerned about any type of dumping in the park. In general, cruise ships do not discharge in the 
park. As part of the process of selecting concessioners, the cruise ships and tour vessels submit environmental 
management plans. These plans detail the precautions that the ships undertake to prevent accidental discharges. All 
other vessels must comply with the state, federal, and international maritime laws regarding discharges.

OR3-7 The Park Service appreciates that oil, fuel or hazardous material spills are possible and has existing plans to address 
those concerns. 

40
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Grouping: Organization

Format: Comment Letter

NUMBER RESPONSE

OR4-01 The Park Service is very much concerned with these species as well, and many of the operating requirements have been 
established to protect these species while allowing people to visit the park. The DEIS included the conclusions that effects 
on murrelets would be moderate, meaning these effects warrant careful consideration and monitoring. 

42



43



NUMBER RESPONSE

OR4-02 Please see general response number 1.

OR4-03 The Park Service and NOAA Fisheries have consulted regarding this matter. Please refer to NOAA Fisheries biological 
opinion for this proposal. The Park Service will continue to work with NOAA Fisheries on matters related to the effects of 
vessel traffic on marine mammals.

44
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NUMBER RESPONSE

OR4-04 The Park Service is consulting with NOAA Fisheries under both the Endangered Species Act and the Marine Mammal 
Protection Act to ensure compliance with these laws.

OR4-05 The DEIS included the conclusions that effects on murrelets would be moderate, meaning these effects warrant careful 
consideration and monitoring. Please see general response number 3 for the decision-making framework that would be 
used to determine if cruise ship entries could be increased.
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OR4-06 The Park Service appreciates the concerns related to vessel collisions with marine mammals. The NPS preferred 
alternative in this FEIS, alternative 6, includes the 13-knot speed restriction for large vessels (vessels greater than 80 
meters in length). The DEIS assessment does not dismiss the possibility of collision, in fact it includes the conclusion that 
collisions are inevitable. The fact that cruise ships tend to travel mid-channel, while marine mammals tend to be near 
shore, is a factor that reduces, but does not eliminate, the overall risk of cruise ships hitting marine mammals. 
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OR4-07 The conclusion that current levels of noise disturbance would be minor for humpback whales and Steller sea lions is 
based on the apparent increasing population trends for both species in Glacier Bay. Regarding effects at the individual 
level, the Park Service remains committed to gathering and using the best possible information to minimize vessel noise 
disturbance, as can be seen by the results of its acoustic monitoring program and the inclusion of a 13-knot cruise ship 
speed limit in three of the six alternatives, including the NPS preferred alternative. The Park Service will continue to work 
with NOAA Fisheries on matters related to the effects of vessel traffic on marine mammals.

OR4-08 Detecting the effects of vessel noise on marine mammals is hindered by a lack of information on their hearing abilities and 
by the wide variability in their natural behavior. The Park Service will continue to conduct research to isolate the direct and 
indirect effects of vessel noise on marine mammals, and is in the meantime using the best available information to design 
management strategies that minimize these effects. Please see general response number 3 regarding the study 
framework to be used before increasing cruise ship traffic.
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OR4-09 A major spill (i.e. over 100,000 gallons) would have a major effect. However, the risk of such a spill is very unlikely. The 
EIS concluded the effects to water quality would be minor, with the exception of a catastrophic oil spill.
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OR4-10 Regarding Dundas Bay, the NPS preferred alternative in this FEIS (alternative 6) establishes limits for tour and charter 
vessels and prohibits cruise ships. Tour vessels would be limited to one per day during the quota season and would be 
allowed only in the non-wilderness waters of lower Dundas Bay. Charter vessels would be limited by a seasonal-use day 
limit but not a daily quota during the quota season.

OR4-11 The current level of private vessel use does not warrant restricting private vessels in Dundas Bay. The Park Service does 
periodically monitor use in Dundas Bay and would consider additional measures if warrented.

OR4-12 Three of the six alternatives, including the NPS preferred alternative, include a 13-knot speed limit for large vessels 
throughout Glacier Bay. Studies have shown the potential and severity of collisions between vessels 262 feet (80 meters) 
or larger and humpback whales is significantly reduced when the vessel is traveling at speeds 13 knots or less. This also 
would reduce air emissions from existing conditions. Please see chapter 2 for a description of the NPS preferred 
alternative, alternative 6.

OR4-13 The "based in Bartlett Cove" exemption would be eliminated under three of the six alternative in the FEIS, including the 
NPS preferred alternative. Short-notice permits would be issued for anyone who makes a reservation 48 hours in 
advance.

OR4-14 The Park Service will develop a research framework to assist the superintendent in evaluating the current vessel 
approach distance to harbor seals hauled out in Johns Hopkins Inlet. See general response number 3.
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OR4-15 Under the NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 6, cruise ships and tour vessels would be allowed within the 
East Arm, but prohibited from entering Adams Inlet. Cruise ships rarely enter the East Arm.
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OR5-01 Please see general response number 3.
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OR5-02 The FEIS acknowledges that several species of wildlife, including harbor seals and Kittlitz's murrelets, have experienced 
population declines throughout Southeast Alaska and in Glacier Bay. Vessel traffic may cause disturbances to harbor 
seals and Kittlitz's murrelets; however, currently, the cause(s) of these declines is unknown. Future studies in Glacier Bay 
will be directed toward examining these declines and indentifying their potential causes.

OR5-03 Each alternative considered in this EIS responds to two key purposes common to all national parks: (1) conserving park 
purposes and values and (2) providing opportunities for people to enjoy park resources. NPS management policies, as 
well as numerous court cases, clearly state that ‘when there is a conflict between conserving resources and values and 
providing for the enjoyment of them, conservation is to predominate.’ The alternatives considered in this EIS represent a 
range of possible actions to achieve these purposes. These key purposes will be carefully considered along with other 
factors, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act, in the decision to be made regarding vessel quotas and 
operating requirements.

OR5-04 Please see general response number 1.
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OR5-05 Public comments are considered and addressed in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act provisions, the 
Council on Environmental Quality regulations, and NPS policy. The Park Service considers them carefully, and 
substantive comments are addressed. The NPS preferred alternative presented in the FEIS, alternative 6, came about, in 
part, to respond to public comment.

OR5-06 Please see general response number 4.

OR5-07 The size of the Bartlett Cove marina or the number of moorings in Bartlett Cove is outside of the scope of this EIS.
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OR5-08 The NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 6, would extend the June through August levels for cruise ships into 
May and September. Visitation by other vessel types does not warrant extension of the season for these other vessel 
categories.

OR5-09 Regarding Dundas Bay, the NPS preferred alternative in this FEIS (alternative 6) establishes limits for tour and charter 
vessels and prohibits cruise ships. Tour vessels would be limited to one per day during the quota season and would be 
allowed only in the non-wilderness waters of lower Dundas Bay. Charter vessels would be limited by a seasonal-use day 
limit but not a daily quota during the quota season.

OR5-10 Please see general response number 5.

OR5-11 A discussion of the effects of commercial fishing vessels and kayaks on nesting birds is included in the marine birds 
cumulative effects section of the FEIS.

OR5-12 The Park Service appreciates the need for this information and is continuing to monitor underwater ambient noise and 
collect vessel sound signatures from a variety of vessel types. The establishment of underwater noise standards for 
commercial vessels entering Glacier Bay will be considered by the Park Service if it is determined to be practicable, given 
the wide variation in the characteristics of vessels sounds.
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OR7-1 Since your comments were contained in the letter that the National Parks Conservation Association (NPCA) submitted, 
please see the responses to the NPCA letter.
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OR6-01 Please see general response number 3.

OR6-02 Please see general response number 3.
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OR6-03 The NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 6, would extend the June through August levels for cruise ships into 
May and September. Visitation by other vessel types does not warrant extension of the season for these other vessel 
categories.

OR6-04 The "based in Bartlett Cove" exemption would be eliminated under three of the six alternative in the FEIS, including the 
NPS preferred alternative. Short-notice permits would be issued for anyone who makes a reservation 48 hours in 
advance.

OR6-05 In general, cruise ships stay mid-channel when traveling within the park. Therefore, the Park Service has determined that 
defining mandatory routes would be unnecessary.

OR6-06 Three of the six alternatives, including the NPS preferred alternative, include a 13-knot speed limit for large vessels 
throughout Glacier Bay. Studies have shown the potential and severity of collisions between vessels 262 feet (80 meters) 
or larger and humpback whales is significantly reduced when the vessel is traveling at speeds 13 knots or less. This also 
would reduce air emissions from existing conditions. Please see chapter 2 for a description of the NPS preferred 
alternative, alternative 6.

OR6-07 Three of the six alternatives in this FEIS, including the NPS preferred alternative, would extend to year-round the 
seasonal timeframe of when vessels must remain greater than 0.25 mile (0.4 kilometer) from harbor seals hauled out on 
ice in Johns Hopkins Inlet. (The current seasonal restriction is from July 1 through August 31.)

OR6-08 Under the NPS preferred alternative in this FEIS, alternative 6, the East Arm would remain open to both cruise ships and 
tour vessels; however, Adams Inlet is closed to all cruise ships and tour vessels. Under current regulations, upper Muir 
Inlet is closed to all motorized vessels from June 1 to July 15. In general, cruise ships do not currently travel into the East 
Arm. 

OR6-09 Regarding Dundas Bay, the NPS preferred alternative in this FEIS (alternative 6) establishes limits for tour and charter 
vessels and prohibits cruise ships. Tour vessels would be limited to one per day during the quota season and would be 
allowed only in the non-wilderness waters of lower Dundas Bay. Charter vessels would be limited by a seasonal-use day 
limit but not a daily quota during the quota season.

OR6-10 As indicated above, the NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 6, includes many of the additional protective 
measures outlined in alternative 4.

OR6-11 The Park Service will develop a research framework to assist the superintendent in evaluating the current vessel 
approach distance to harbor seals hauled out in Johns Hopkins Inlet. See general response number 3.

OR6-12 Please see general response number 4.

OR6-13 The current level of private vessel use does not warrant restricting private vessels in Dundas Bay. The Park Service does 
periodically monitor use in Dundas Bay and would consider additional measures if warrented.

OR6-14 Three of the six alternatives, including the NPS preferred alternative, include a 13-knot speed limit for large vessels 
throughout Glacier Bay. Studies have shown the potential and severity of collisions between vessels 262 feet (80 meters) 
or larger and humpback whales is significantly reduced when the vessel is traveling at speeds 13 knots or less. This also 
would reduce air emissions from existing conditions. Please see chapter 2 for a description of the NPS preferred 
alternative, alternative 6.
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OR6-15 The NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 6, includes more information regarding the basis for increasing 
cruise ship numbers and study needs. Please see general response number 3.

OR6-16 Please see previous responses to NPCA comments regarding operating requirements. 

OR6-17 The NPCA's acceptance of an increase in private vessels under alternative 4 is noted.

OR6-18 As noted in the DEIS, the additional private vessels under alternative 5 and the NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, 
alternative 6, result from the removal of seasonal entry limits. Daily limits would remain at 25. The actual use is anticipated 
to be lower than the maximum allowable because rarely are maximum use levels achieved. Historically, maximum use 
occurs only during July. The elimination of the "based in Bartlett Cove" exemption would offset some potential increases 
in private vessel entries, particularly for traffic in lower Glacier Bay. Overall, private vessel use is expected to be similar to 
that that would occur under the no-action alternative, alternative 1. The analysis in the EIS acknowledges that private 
vessels can cause unique adverse effects.

OR6-19 The no-action alternative is the status quo, which is the vessel quotas and operating requirements currently in place, 
including 139 cruise ship entries during June through August.

OR6-20 The actions considered in the EIS are limited to Glacier and Dundas Bays. The Park Service welcomes opportunities to 
protect other areas, including working cooperatively with others to develop management strategies for areas such as Icy 
Strait. However, any actions outside of Glacier and Dundas Bays are outside the scope of the EIS.
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OR6-21 Additional information about air quality, based on direct observations, has been included in the FEIS. The EIS notes that 
visible haze does occur under current conditions. The NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 6, requires that 
specific monitoring and standards be established to better understand current air quality conditions and to prevent further 
deterioration of visibility. Cruise ship numbers could not be increased until air quality and visibility standards are set and 
monitoring is in place.

OR6-22 Based on the threshold levels presented in the EIS for air quality, air quality would not be impaired under any of the 
alternatives. However, sufficient information is lacking related to air quality to justify any increase in cruise ships. The NPS 
preferred alternative, althernative 6, requires very specific air quality standards and monitoring prior to any increase in 
cruise ship numbers.

OR6-23 The Park Service considers favorably prospective concessioners with environmentally responsive proposals. However, 
the Park Service may not impose any additional permittee operating conditions in the areas of air, water, and oil pollution 
beyond those determined by other appropriate agencies.

OR6-24 The FEIS acknowledges that several species of wildlife, including harbor seals and Kittlitz's murrelets, have experienced 
population declines throughout Southeast Alaska and in Glacier Bay. Vessel traffic may cause disturbances to harbor 
seals and Kittlitz's murrelets; however, currently, the cause(s) of these declines is unknown. Future studies in Glacier Bay 
will be directed toward examining these declines and indentifying their potential causes.

OR6-25 With vessels and whales being in the same area, the possibility of collisions cannot be ruled out.

OR6-26 The assessment of humpback whales, marine mammals, and fish conclude that vessel noise likely agitates and disturbs 
marine organisms, but not to the point that populations are reduced. 

OR6-27 A major spill (i.e. over 100,000 gallons) would have a major effect. However, the risk of such a spill is very unlikely. The 
EIS concluded the effects to water quality would be minor, with the exception of a catastrophic oil spill.

OR6-28 Please see general response number 3.

OR6-29 Any future increases in cruise ship numbers would be incremental.
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OR6-30 Deep benthic environments were found to not be affected by vessel traffic, including potential fuel spills. The rationale 
is similar to overall conclusions regarding fuel spills. The risks of a major spill are considered very low. The EIS needs 
to focus on significant impacts. 

OR6-31 The effects of vessel noise on threatened and endangered species, marine mammals, and marine birds and raptors 
are discussed under those sections, and not in the soundscape section. Data regarding soundscape is limited. 

OR6-32 These figures were determined to be unnecessary and were removed from the EIS. The placement of figures has been 
corrected in the FEIS.

OR6-33 Visibility condition observations will be conducted in the summer of 2004 to assess the effect of vessels, particularly 
cruise ships, on visibility under different meteorological conditions. These observations also should provide information 
about the presence of haze. Visibility data will be collected using a camera at a strategic location. Meteorological data 
collected at the same time in the park should provide information to determine the effect of emissions under conditions 
such as inversions. This information will enable a quantitative evaluation of visibility in the park. Also see general 
response number 3.

OR6-34 Since the overall character and functioning of the wilderness would remain intact, even when considering cumulative 
effects, alternative 3 would not impact the Glacier Bay Wilderness resource.

OR6-35 & 36 A major spill (i.e. over 100,000 gallons) would have a major effect. However, the risk of such a spill is very unlikely. The 
EIS concluded the effects to water quality would be minor, with the exception of a catastrophic oil spill.

OR6-37 The DEIS included the conclusions that effects on murrelets would be moderate, meaning these effects warrant careful 
consideration and monitoring. Please see general response number 3 for the decision-making framework that would be 
used to determine if cruise ship entries could be increased.

OR6-38 Our analysis focuses on long-term changes. Common sense dictates that reduced access to the region's premiere 
attraction may reduce the region's competitive position with respect to other destinations (particularly cross-Gulf 
destinations, but also destinations outside of Alaska). That is the underlying premise. The Park Service agrees that 
further refinement of the conclusions about how reduced cruise ship access to Glacier Bay will translate to changes in 
ports of call in Southeast Alaska communities is warranted. We have analyzed itineraries for each cruise ship 
scheduled for 2003 to identify patterns between Glacier Bay calls and calls in other Southeast Alaska ports, especially 
Skagway. The text has been modified to include this new analysis.
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OR6-39 The Park Service will consider all relevant factors in making a decision about vessel use in Glacier Bay and Dundas Bay, 
most certainly including the Organic Act.

OR6-40 Please see general response number 3.

OR6-41 Park Service policy states that "when there is a conflict between conserving resources and values and providing for 
enjoyment of them, conservation is to predominate." When dealing with unknown risks, the Park Service agrees that for 
any action they should proceed with caution. As an example, under the NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS (alternative 
6), cruise ship numbers would be increased only after clear indicators have been established and monitoring systems are 
in place. Increases would only be made incrementally. Based on current understanding, it is very unlikely that cruise ship 
numbers would increase to maximum levels for many years, if ever. The NPS preferred alternative allows the 
superintendent to exercise judgment and caution when considering any increase in cruise ships.
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OR8-1 Each alternative considered in this EIS responds to two key purposes common to all national parks: (1) conserving park 
purposes and values and (2) providing opportunities for people to enjoy park resources. NPS management policies, as 
well as numerous court cases, clearly state that ‘when there is a conflict between conserving resources and values and 
providing for the enjoyment of them, conservation is to predominate.’ The alternatives considered in this EIS represent a 
range of possible actions to achieve these purposes. These key purposes will be carefully considered along with other 
factors, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act, in the decision to be made regarding vessel quotas and 
operating requirements.
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OR9-1 This issue is addressed under the "Opportunity" portion of the Visitor Experience subsection (4.4.2). Under alternative 4, 
the EIS states that this alternative would have major effects on the opportunity for cruise and tour vessel passengers to 
visit Glacier Bay.

OR9-2 The NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS (alternative 6) does not reduce tour or charter vessel entries.

OR9-3 Certain local residents are afforded a statutory preference for providing visitor services in the park and preserve. The 
nationality of vessel ownership is not an environmental consideration.
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OR10-1 Please see general response number 1.

OR10-2 Federal law authorizes commercial fishing in the park. The effects of commercial fishing vessels have been evaluated in 
the Commercial Fishing Environmental Assessment (NPS 1998). In this EIS, commercial fishing vessel effects are 
considered in the cumulative effects sections of all resources affected.

OR10-3 Cruise ships provide the means by which over 90% of the visitors to Glacier Bay view and enjoy the park. Currently, 
cruise ships do not travel into several areas of Glacier Bay, including Whidbey Passage, Berg Bay, Fingers Bay, and 
Queen Inlet. Cruise ships rarely enter the East Arm. These areas currently provide visitors on tour, charter, and private 
vessels opportunities to experience Glacier Bay away from cruise ships. Additionally, under the NPS preferred alternative 
in this FEIS (alternative 6), cruise ships would not be allowed in the Beardslee Entrance and entrance to Adams Inlet in 
Glacier Bay or in Dundas Bay. Thus, the opportunities that currently exist for visitors on tour, charter, and private vessels 
would continue and, in fact, be increased with the preferred alternative.
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OR10-4 Please see general response number 5.

OR10-5 The "based in Bartlett Cove" exemption would be eliminated under the NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS (alternative 
6). Permits would be available to private vessels on short-notice -- within 48 hours of the desired entry to Glacier Bay.

OR10-6 As noted in the DEIS, the additional private vessels under alternative 5 and the NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, 
alternative 6, result from the removal of seasonal entry limits. Daily limits would remain at 25. The actual use is anticipated 
to be lower than the maximum allowable because rarely are maximum use levels achieved. Historically, maximum use 
occurs only during July. The elimination of the "based in Bartlett Cove" exemption would offset some potential increases 
in private vessel entries, particularly for traffic in lower Glacier Bay. Overall, private vessel use is expected to be similar to 
that that would occur under the no-action alternative, alternative 1. The analysis in the EIS acknowledges that private 
vessels can cause unique adverse effects.
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OR11-1 Since this letter contained all the comments that you presented at the public hearing, please see the responses to the 
Sierra Club's letter for responses to these comments.
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B1-1 Please see general response number 1.
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B1-2 The effects of the current vessel management plan are considered in alternative 1, the no-action alternative. Vessels that 
are not directly covered under this EIS, such as commercial fishing vessels and administrative vessels, are considered in 
the cumulative effects sections.
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B1-3 Please see general response number 3.
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B1-4 Each alternative considered in this EIS responds to two key purposes common to all national parks: (1) conserving park 
purposes and values and (2) providing opportunities for people to enjoy park resources. NPS management policies, as 
well as numerous court cases, clearly state that ‘when there is a conflict between conserving resources and values and 
providing for the enjoyment of them, conservation is to predominate.’ The alternatives considered in this EIS represent a 
range of possible actions to achieve these purposes. These key purposes will be carefully considered along with other 
factors, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act, in the decision to be made regarding vessel quotas and 
operating requirements.
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B1-5 The discussion of the economic effects of each alternative has been expanded in the FEIS.

B1-6 The allocation of entry permits is out of scope of this document. Please contact Dave Nemeth, Chief of Concessions at 
Glacier Bay National Park for information on concession permit allocations.
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B1-7 Three of the six alternatives in this FEIS, including the NPS preferred alternative, would extend to year-round the 
seasonal timeframe of when vessels must remain greater than 0.25 mile (0.4 kilometer) from harbor seals hauled out on 
ice in Johns Hopkins Inlet. (The current seasonal restriction is from July 1 through August 31.)
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B1-8 The underwater soundscape is difficult to address for a marine-oriented park. Sound travels much further and can be 
louder underwater, and with the current vessel levels, human-caused sounds (most notably, vessel noise) are common 
under water. The NPS preferred alternative in this FEIS, alternative 6, would require that the Park Service (1) measure 
baseline acoustic conditions, (2) determine which existing or proposed human-made sounds are consistent with park 
purposes, (3) set acoustic management goals and objectives based on those purposes, and (4) determine which noise 
sources are impacting the park and need to be addressed by management. The Park Service appreciates the importance 
of natural quiet as a component of visitor experience, as well as its importance to the kayak guiding operation of Alaska 
Discovery and your guests, which are also park visitors. The Park Service shares your desire to provide opportunties for 
solitude, that is why seasonal non-motorized waters were established in 1996. These areas, which can be seen in figure 
2-1, include the upper portions of six of Glacier Bay's eight inlets. This provides opportunties for visitors to enjoy the 
natural sounds described in this comment.

B1-9 Each alternative considered in this EIS responds to two key purposes common to all national parks: (1) conserving park 
purposes and values and (2) providing opportunities for people to enjoy park resources. NPS management policies, as 
well as numerous court cases, clearly state that ‘when there is a conflict between conserving resources and values and 
providing for the enjoyment of them, conservation is to predominate.’ The alternatives considered in this EIS represent a 
range of possible actions to achieve these purposes. These key purposes will be carefully considered along with other 
factors, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act, in the decision to be made regarding vessel quotas and 
operating requirements.
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B2-1 Three of the six alternatives, including the NPS preferred alternative, would extend seasonal-use days into May and 
September for cruise ships only. The option to extend seasonal-use days for cruise ships into May and September is 
presented in the EIS in consideration of anticipated future demands.
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B2-2 Changes to allow uninspected vessels over 100 tons to operate as charter vessels are included in the NPS preferred 
alternative in the FEIS.
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B3-1 The sentence has been deleted.

B3-2 The sentence has been modified to state "Some Elfin Cove Lodges use access to Glacier Bay in marketing their clients. 
They include sightseeing tours to Taylor Bay."

B3-3 The sentence has been modified to state "Some Elfin Cove Lodges use access to Glacier Bay in marketing their clients. 
They include sightseeing tours to Taylor Bay."

B3-4 The FEIS has been revised and is consistent with this comment.

B3-5 The FEIS has been revised and is consistent with this comment.

B3-6 The Park Service agrees that vessel use in Dundas Bay should be monitored currently and in the future. The research 
framework would identify studies for monitoring vessel use and impact to park resources in Dundas Bay.
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B3-7 While Dundas Bay lacks tidewater glaciers, it provides people with excellent opportunities for wildlife and scenic viewing 
as well as opportunities for exploration and to experience solitude and natural beauty. The Park Service wishes to 
maintain these high-quality opportunities provided by Dundas Bay. The NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 
6, includes a flexible quota system to allow for an average level of use of three charter vessels per day, but with no daily 
quota. The Park Service feels that this quota level protects the opportunity for solitude of Dundas Bay while not unduly 
restricting charter vessel operators. 

B3-8 A sentence has been added to the FEIS to acknowledge the role of natural processes in the resuspension of sediments.
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B4-1 Regarding Dundas Bay, the NPS preferred alternative in this FEIS (alternative 6) establishes limits for tour and charter 
vessels and prohibits cruise ships. Tour vessels would be limited to one per day during the quota season and would be 
allowed only in the non-wilderness waters of lower Dundas Bay. Charter vessels would be limited by a seasonal-use day 
limit but not a daily quota during the quota season.
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B5-01 The Park Service agrees that the current 100-ton limit for tour vessels often bears little relationship to the actual 
displacement of the vessels and is subject to manipulation to the degree allowed under applicable tonnage measurement 
systems. However, the Park Service feels the current tonnage limit, in being directly related to specific regulatory vessel 
classes, should remain the distinction between cruise ships and tour vessels. The Park Service notes that vessel 
operators have the opportunity to use the 2,000-ton International Convention System as an alternative to the U.S. System 
100-ton limit. As a side note, NPS records indicate that cruise ships visiting Glacier Bay in 1976 (the vessel quota base 
year) included vessels 250 feet in length (Lindblad Explorer), so that if a change were contemplated, something less than 
the proposed 300 feet length would be the logical break-point.
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B5-02 Each alternative considered in this EIS responds to two key purposes common to all national parks: (1) conserving park 
purposes and values and (2) providing opportunities for people to enjoy park resources. NPS management policies, as 
well as numerous court cases, clearly state that ‘when there is a conflict between conserving resources and values and 
providing for the enjoyment of them, conservation is to predominate.’ The alternatives considered in this EIS represent a 
range of possible actions to achieve these purposes. These key purposes will be carefully considered along with other 
factors, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act, in the decision to be made regarding vessel quotas and 
operating requirements.

B5-03 The current day boat operation and configuration meets the NPS classification for tour vessels. Where the vessel is based 
is irrelevant to the vessel classification.

B5-04 The NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 6, includes the quotas from alternative 3 for cruise ships and tour 
vessels.

B5-05 Under alternative 2, a reduction in charter and private vessel numbers would result in a reduction in the total number of 
allowable entries into Glacier Bay proper and not a reallocation of those entries.
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B5-06 Under the NPS preferred alternative in this FEIS, alternative 6, the ferry service would be a vessel quota separate from 
the total allocated to cruise ships, tour, charter, and private vessels.

B5-07 Under alternative 2, a reduction in charter and private vessel numbers would result in a reduction in the total number of 
allowable entries into Glacier Bay and not a reallocation of those entries.

B5-08 The NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 6, maintains the current measurement of speed as "through the 
water." 

B5-09 Under the NPS preferred alternative in this FEIS, alternative 6, the ferry service would be a vessel quota separate from 
the total allocated to cruise ships, tour, charter, and private vessels.

B5-10 The "based in Bartlett Cove" exemption is eliminated from three of the six alternative in the FEIS, including the NPS 
preferred alternative. Short-notice permits would be issued for anyone who makes a reservation 48 hours in advance.
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B5-11 The commenter incorrectly interpreted the data on underwater noise. The underwater noise reports discuss the sound 
levels received at the hydrophone. These data are not appropriate for determining which types of vessels are louder. 
Some vessels routinely pass closer to the hydrophone than others and therefore have higher recorded sound levels at the 
hydrophone. These vessels may be quieter than other vessels that do not pass as close to the hydrophone. 
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B7-1 The NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, presented in chapter 2, includes this provision.
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B7-2 The "based in Bartlett Cove" exemption is eliminated from three of the six alternative in the FEIS, including the NPS 
preferred alternative. Short-notice permits would be issued for anyone who makes a reservation 48 hours in advance.
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B8-1 

B8-1 Please see general response number 3.

B8-2 The Park Service is aware of the complexity of the whale protection regulations and has incorporated simplifications to the 
whale waters regulations in the NPS preferred alternative. Please see general response number 5.

B8-3 Cruise ships provide the means by which over 90% of the visitors to Glacier Bay view and enjoy the park. Currently, 
cruise ships do not travel into several areas of Glacier Bay, including Whidbey Passage, Berg Bay, Fingers Bay, and 
Queen Inlet. Cruise ships rarely enter the East Arm. These areas currently provide visitors on tour, charter, and private 
vessels opportunities to experience Glacier Bay away from cruise ships. Additionally, under the NPS preferred alternative 
in this FEIS (alternative 6), cruise ships would not be allowed in the Beardslee Entrance and entrance to Adams Inlet in 
Glacier Bay or in Dundas Bay. Thus, the opportunities that currently exist for visitors on tour, charter, and private vessels 
would continue and, in fact, be increased with the preferred alternative.

B8-4 The Park Service strongly disagrees that managers are motivated to increase cruise ships in the interest of obtaining 
more fees. Although the funds provided by cruise ships and other fees fund staff positions and projects, the Park Service's 
motivation is to protect the resources of the park for future generations while allowing the public to enjoy it. Cruise ships 
provide the means by which the majority of people are able to view and enjoy the park.

B8-5 Please see general response number 4.

B8-6 The numbers of cruise ships would not be increased unless the studies show that the increase would not impair park 
resources. Ongoing and potential future studies are described in chapter 2, subsection 2.13.3.
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B9-01 The Park Service appreciates the standards that Holland America has developed.
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B9-02 Any future increases in cruise ship numbers would be incremental.

B9-03 The Park Service wishes to revise regulations to reflect the best available information. The regional director, Alaska 
Region, will carefully weigh the risks and benefits of each operating requirement when making a final decision regarding 
operating requirements.

B9-04 The Park Service and NOAA Fisheries have determined through consultation under the Endangered Species Act that the 
13-knot speed limit is a reasonable and prudent measure to minimize the risk of humpback whale mortality. Studies have 
shown that vessels greater than 262 feet (80 meters) traveling faster than 13 knots have a greater tendency to strike and 
kill whales. Under the NPS preferred alternative in this FEIS (alternative 6) vessel speed would be measured "through the 
water."
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B9-05 The EIS represents the best available information. Should new information and/or new technologies be developed, then 
the Park Service would reevaluate the need for the 13-knot speed restriction.
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B9-06 The Park Service agrees that more data on vessel sound production at higher speeds is needed. However, based on the 
best available information, as presented in chapter 3 under threatened and endangered species, cruise ships traveling at 
higher speeds produced louder underwater sounds.

B9-07 The NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 6, maintains the current measurement of speed as "through the 
water." 
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B9-08 In general, cruise ships stay mid-channel when traveling within the park. Therefore, the Park Service has determined that 
defining mandatory routes would be unnecessary.

B9-09 The NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS contains this restriction due to the alarming decline in harbor seal populations. 
The FEIS contains additional information regarding the effects of cruise ships on harbor seals.

B9-10 Three of the six alternatives, including the NPS preferred alternative, would extend seasonal-use days into May and 
September for cruise ships only. The option to extend seasonal-use days for cruise ships into May and September is 
presented in the EIS in consideration of anticipated future demands.
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B10-1 Each alternative considered in this EIS responds to two key purposes common to all national parks: (1) conserving park 
purposes and values and (2) providing opportunities for people to enjoy park resources. NPS management policies, as 
well as numerous court cases, clearly state that ‘when there is a conflict between conserving resources and values and 
providing for the enjoyment of them, conservation is to predominate.’ The alternatives considered in this EIS represent a 
range of possible actions to achieve these purposes. These key purposes will be carefully considered along with other 
factors, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act, in the decision to be made regarding vessel quotas and 
operating requirements.

B10-2 The Park Service and NOAA Fisheries have determined through consultation under the Endangered Species Act that the 
13-knot speed limit is a reasonable and prudent measure to minimize the risk of humpback whale mortality. Studies have 
shown that vessels greater than 262 feet (80 meters) traveling faster than 13 knots have a greater tendency to strike and 
kill whales. Under the NPS preferred alternative in this FEIS (alternative 6) vessel speed would be measured "through the 
water."
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B10-3 The NPS preferred alternative in this FEIS, alternative 6, would extend the quota season for cruise ships to protect park 
resources during May and September. An increasing trend toward vessel use of the park has been observed during these 
months.

B10-4 Each alternative considered in this EIS responds to two key purposes common to all national parks: (1) conserving park 
purposes and values and (2) providing opportunities for people to enjoy park resources. NPS management policies, as 
well as numerous court cases, clearly state that ‘when there is a conflict between conserving resources and values and 
providing for the enjoyment of them, conservation is to predominate.’ The alternatives considered in this EIS represent a 
range of possible actions to achieve these purposes. These key purposes will be carefully considered along with other 
factors, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act, in the decision to be made regarding vessel quotas and 
operating requirements.

B10-5 In general, cruise ships stay mid-channel when traveling within the park. Therefore, the Park Service has determined that 
defining mandatory routes would be unnecessary.
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B11-1 The Park Service is concerned about the public opinion that a decision has been pre-determined. The NEPA EIS process 
is based on making a sound decision as determined from the analysis of impacts on the environment. Public involvement 
is also an important part of the NEPA process in developing the final decision. Please see section 5.1 of the FEIS to 
review a history of the public involvement for the scoping and development of the DEIS. When assessing the impacts of 
vessels on park resources the FEIS addresses four categories of vessels (cruise ships and tour, charter, and private 
vessels). Cruise ships tend to have a greater impact on park resources than the other vessel classes and, therefore, the 
greatest analysis of impact. 

B11-2 The EIS was prepared by an interdisciplinary team of specialists in the fields of study corresponding to the areas of 
analysis presented in the EIS. See "Chapter 5. Consultation and Coordination" for a list of the EIS consultants and their 
experience.

B11-3 The Park Service will consider this comment when charter use is re-allocated.
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I1-1 The Park Service is tasked with conserving park purposes and values and providing opportunities for people to enjoy the 
park resources. Since 99% of the people who come to Glacier Bay visit the Bay by motorized vessels, eliminating or 
significantly reducing the number of motor vessels that enter the park would contradict the NPS mandate of providing 
opportunities for people to enjoy Glacier Bay. To protect park resources the Park Service will limit the amount of vessel 
use that occurs within the park and mitigate the impact of those vessels on park resources by requiring specific operating 
requirements
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I2-1 Please see general response number 1.
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I11-1 The NPS preferred alternative is now alternative 6. This alternative combines elements of alternative 3 with many 
elements of alternative 5. While this alternative would provide for potential increases in cruise ship numbers (from 139 to 
184 over the June through August timeframe), as in alternative 3, it would, as in alternative 5, provide improvements to 
the existing operating requirements, based on experience with the existing regulations and knowledge gained over the 
past several years.

I11-2 The NPS preferred alternative adopts the provision of issuing permits to a designated individual for a specific vessel over 
a specific period of time.
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I3-1 Each alternative considered in this EIS responds to two key purposes common to all national parks: (1) conserving park 
purposes and values and (2) providing opportunities for people to enjoy park resources. NPS management policies, as 
well as numerous court cases, clearly state that ‘when there is a conflict between conserving resources and values and 
providing for the enjoyment of them, conservation is to predominate.’ The alternatives considered in this EIS represent a 
range of possible actions to achieve these purposes. These key purposes will be carefully considered along with other 
factors, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act, in the decision to be made regarding vessel quotas and 
operating requirements.
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I4-1 The DEIS was available at http://www.nps.gov/glba/ under "News and Events." The Park Service regrets that you were 
not able to locate it. We tried to design the website to be accessible to all interested parties.

I4-2 The Park Service is tasked with conserving park purposes and values and providing opportunities for people to enjoy park 
resources. Since 99% of the people who come to Glacier Bay visit the Bay by motorized vessels, eliminating or 
significantly reducing the number of motor vessels that enter the park would contradict the NPS mandate of providing 
opportunities for people to enjoy Glacier Bay. To protect park resources the Park Service will limit the amount of vessel 
use that occurs within the park and mitigate the impact of those vessels on park resources by requiring specific operating 
requirements.
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I5-1 Thank you for your concerns about public lands; however, R.S. 2477 is not directly pertinent to vessel management and 
operating requirements in Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve.
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I6-1 Please see general response number 1.
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I7-2 Cruise ships provide the means by which over 90% of the visitors to Glacier Bay view and enjoy the park. Currently, 
cruise ships do not travel into several areas of Glacier Bay, including Whidbey Passage, Berg Bay, Fingers Bay, and 
Queen Inlet. Cruise ships rarely enter the East Arm. These areas currently provide visitors on tour, charter, and private 
vessels opportunities to experience Glacier Bay away from cruise ships. Additionally, under the NPS preferred alternative 
in this FEIS (alternative 6), cruise ships would not be allowed in the Beardslee Entrance and entrance to Adams Inlet in 
Glacier Bay or in Dundas Bay. Thus, the opportunities that currently exist for visitors on tour, charter, and private vessels 
would continue and, in fact, be increased with the preferred alternative.
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I7-2 The Park Service is tasked with conserving park purposes and values and providing opportunities for people to enjoy 
these resources and values. Cruise ships provide this opportunity to a large percentage (>90%) of the visitors who travel 
to Glacier Bay. The elimination or the limiting of cruise ships from Glacier Bay would limit the opportunities for visitors to 
enjoy the park's resources and values.
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I8-1 The Park Service is tasked with conserving park purposes and values and providing opportunities for people to enjoy 
these resources and values. Cruise ships provide this opportunity to a large percentage (>90%) of the visitors who travel 
to Glacier Bay. The elimination or the limiting of cruise ships from Glacier Bay would limit the opportunities for visitors to 
enjoy the park's resources and values.
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I9-1 The Park Service is tasked with conserving park purposes and values and providing opportunities for people to enjoy 
these resources and values. Cruise ships provide this opportunity to a large percentage (>90%) of the visitors who travel 
to Glacier Bay. The elimination or the limiting of cruise ships from Glacier Bay would limit the opportunities for visitors to 
enjoy the park's resources and values.
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I10-1 The Park Service's goal in the vessel management plan is to protect park resources and provide high quality visitation. 
The Park Service cannot discriminate between local users and the U.S. public at large, and therefore, has sought to 
design the NPS preferred alternative to address the local and non-local concerns equitably while protecting park 
resources. 

I10-2 The primary factor to be considered by the regional director, Alaska Region, is protection of park resources. The regional 
director, Alaska Region, must ensure that park resources would be left unimpaired and within naturally functioning 
conditions. At the same time, as a responsible member of a greater community and region, the Park Service must take 
into account the negative as well as the positive impacts that tourism may have on park neighbors. Per Director's Order 
#17, the Park Service recognizes that cooperation between businesses that operate in the park is essential to providing 
high quality visitor experiences and opportunities. 

I10-3 Please see general response number 4.

I10-4 The "based in Bartlett Cove" exemption would be eliminated under three of the six alternative in the FEIS, including the 
NPS preferred alternative. Short-notice permits would be issued for anyone who makes a reservation 48 hours in 
advance.

I10-5 Each alternative considered in this EIS responds to two key purposes common to all national parks: (1) conserving park 
purposes and values and (2) providing opportunities for people to enjoy park resources. NPS management policies, as 
well as numerous court cases, clearly state that ‘when there is a conflict between conserving resources and values and 
providing for the enjoyment of them, conservation is to predominate.’ The alternatives considered in this EIS represent a 
range of possible actions to achieve these purposes. These key purposes will be carefully considered along with other 
factors, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act, in the decision to be made regarding vessel quotas and 
operating requirements.
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I10-6 The administration of concession contracts is out of scope of this EIS. Please contact the park's chief of concessions for 
further information on concession permits.

I10-7 The number of private vessel entries would not diminish under the NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS (alternative 6). 
Alternative 6 eliminates the seasonal entry quota which allows the same 25 vessels to only be present in any one day. In 
its place a seasonal-use day would be used which allows a total of 25 vessels to be present in Glacier Bay on any one 
day; however, they do not have to be the same 25 vessels. This allows more flexibility in the regulations and a greater 
variety of private vessel visitors to experience the park.

I10-8 Please see general response comment 4.

I10-9 The effects of non-motorized vessels will be assessed in the Backcountry Management Plan and Environmental Impact 
Statement which is currently under development.
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I12-2 Thank you for your comment. Please see general response number 1.

I12-2 The Park Service is tasked with conserving park purposes and values and providing opportunities for people to enjoy 
these resources and values. Cruise ships provide this opportunity to a large percentage (>90%) of the visitors who travel 
to Glacier Bay. The elimination or the limiting of cruise ships from Glacier Bay would limit the opportunities for visitors to 
enjoy the park's resources and values.
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I13-1 Please see general response number 1.

I13-2 Three of the six alternatives, including the NPS preferred alternative, include a 13-knot speed limit for large vessels 
throughout Glacier Bay. Studies have shown the potential and severity of collisions between vessels 262 feet (80 meters) 
or larger and humpback whales is significantly reduced when the vessel is traveling at speeds 13 knots or less. This also 
would reduce air emissions from existing conditions. Please see chapter 2 for a description of the NPS preferred 
alternative, alternative 6.

I13-3 Three of the six alternatives in this FEIS, including the NPS preferred alternative, would extend to year-round the 
seasonal timeframe of when vessels must remain greater than 0.25 mile (0.4 kilometer) from harbor seals hauled out on 
ice in Johns Hopkins Inlet. (The current seasonal restriction is from July 1 through August 31.)

I13-4 Each alternative considered in this EIS responds to two key purposes common to all national parks: (1) conserving park 
purposes and values and (2) providing opportunities for people to enjoy park resources. NPS management policies, as 
well as numerous court cases, clearly state that ‘when there is a conflict between conserving resources and values and 
providing for the enjoyment of them, conservation is to predominate.’ The alternatives considered in this EIS represent a 
range of possible actions to achieve these purposes. These key purposes will be carefully considered along with other 
factors, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act, in the decision to be made regarding vessel quotas and 
operating requirements.
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I14-1 In the DEIS, alternative 4 is the environmentally preferred alternative and alternative 3 is the agency preferred alternative. 
For the FEIS, the Park Service has developed a revised NPS preferred alternative (alternative 6) that includes new vessel 
quotas and some of the operating requirements from alternative 4.
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I15-2 Please see general response number 1.
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I16-1 Please see general response number 1.

I16-2 The Park Service strongly disagrees that managers are motivated to increase cruise ships in the interest of obtaining 
more fees. Although the funds provided by cruise ships and other fees fund staff positions and projects, the Park Service's 
motivation is to protect the resources of the park for future generations while allowing the public to enjoy it. Cruise ships 
provide the means by which the majority of people are able to view and enjoy the park.
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I17-1 Please see general response number 1.
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I18-1 Each alternative considered in this EIS responds to two key purposes common to all national parks: (1) conserving park 
purposes and values and (2) providing opportunities for people to enjoy park resources. NPS management policies, as 
well as numerous court cases, clearly state that ‘when there is a conflict between conserving resources and values and 
providing for the enjoyment of them, conservation is to predominate.’ The alternatives considered in this EIS represent a 
range of possible actions to achieve these purposes. These key purposes will be carefully considered along with other 
factors, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act, in the decision to be made regarding vessel quotas and 
operating requirements.
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I19-1 The Park Service is tasked with conserving park resources and values and providing opportunities for people to enjoy 
these resources and values. To protect park resources the Park Service will limit the amount of vessel use that occurs 
within the park and mitigate the impact of those vessels on park resources by requiring specific operating requirements.
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I19-2 Please see general response number 1.
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I20-1 The Park Service does consider soundscape in all decisions. This FEIS includes a modified analysis with additional 
considerations for soundscape.

I20-2 The Park Service thanks you for your suggestion. Viewing vessels is considered in the analysis of visitor experience 
(subsection 4.4.2). In addition, the wilderness resource section (subsection 4.4.4) evaluates the effects of the presence of 
vessels on the naturalness dimension of wilderness.
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I21-1 Please see general response number 1.
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I22-01 The NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 6, would extend the June through August levels for cruise ships into 
May and September. Visitation by other vessel types does not warrant extension of the season for these other vessel 
categories.

I22-02 Regarding Dundas Bay, the NPS preferred alternative in this FEIS (alternative 6) establishes limits for tour and charter 
vessels and prohibits cruise ships. Tour vessels would be limited to one per day during the quota season and would be 
allowed only in the non-wilderness waters of lower Dundas Bay. Charter vessels would be limited by a seasonal-use day 
limit but not a daily quota during the quota season.

I22-03 Three of the six alternatives, including the NPS preferred alternative, include a 13-knot speed limit for large vessels 
throughout Glacier Bay. Studies have shown the potential and severity of collisions between vessels 262 feet (80 meters) 
or larger and humpback whales is significantly reduced when the vessel is traveling at speeds 13 knots or less. This also 
would reduce air emissions from existing conditions. Please see chapter 2 for a description of the NPS preferred 
alternative, alternative 6.

I22-04 In general, cruise ships stay mid-channel when traveling within the park. Therefore, the Park Service has determined that 
defining mandatory routes would be unnecessary.

I22-05 The "based in Bartlett Cove" exemption would be eliminated under three of the six alternative in the FEIS, including the 
NPS preferred alternative. Short-notice permits would be issued for anyone who makes a reservation 48 hours in 
advance.

I22-06 Under the NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, Adams Inlet would be closed to tour vessels and cruise ships.

I22-07 The NPS preferred alternative has been revised in the FEIS based on public comment. The Park Service believes that the 
provisions of the NPS preferred alternative, alternative 6, comply with the intent of the Organic Act to protect park 
resources and conserve the environment.

I22-08 Please see general response number 1.

I22-09 Please see general response number 4.
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I23-1 Each alternative considered in this EIS responds to two key purposes common to all national parks: (1) conserving park 
purposes and values and (2) providing opportunities for people to enjoy park resources. NPS management policies, as 
well as numerous court cases, clearly state that ‘when there is a conflict between conserving resources and values and 
providing for the enjoyment of them, conservation is to predominate.’ The alternatives considered in this EIS represent a 
range of possible actions to achieve these purposes. These key purposes will be carefully considered along with other 
factors, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act, in the decision to be made regarding vessel quotas and 
operating requirements.
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I24-1 Each alternative considered in this EIS responds to two key purposes common to all national parks: (1) conserving park 
purposes and values and (2) providing opportunities for people to enjoy park resources. NPS management policies, as 
well as numerous court cases, clearly state that ‘when there is a conflict between conserving resources and values and 
providing for the enjoyment of them, conservation is to predominate.’ The alternatives considered in this EIS represent a 
range of possible actions to achieve these purposes. These key purposes will be carefully considered along with other 
factors, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act, in the decision to be made regarding vessel quotas and 
operating requirements.
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I25-1 The Park Service is tasked with conserving park purposes and values and providing opportunities for people to enjoy 
these resources and values. Cruise ships provide this opportunity to a large percentage (>90%) of the visitors who travel 
to Glacier Bay. The elimination or the limiting of cruise ships from Glacier Bay would limit the opportunities for visitors to 
enjoy the park's resources and values.
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I26-1 Please see general response number 1.
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I27-1 Please see general response number 1.
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I28-1 Charter permits will not increase under the NPS preferred alternative, alternative 6. Under the new concessioners 
prospectus, charter permits will be reallocated, allowing for increased opportunities for charter operators.

I28-2 The Park Service recognizes the different vessels classes; however, when a sailboat is under power it is considered a 
motor vessel and treated as such by the U.S. Coast Guard. As it is difficult to regulate a vessel that changes from one 
class to another depending on whether it is using motorized propulsion or not and as the majority of sailboats at some 
point use motorized propulsion when traveling within Glacier Bay, the Park Service will continue to include sailboats under 
the private motorized vessel category.
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I28-3 The Park Service strongly disagrees that managers are motivated to increase cruise ships in the interest of obtaining 
more fees. Although the funds provided by cruise ships and other fees fund staff positions and projects, the Park Service's 
motivation is to protect the resources of the park for future generations while allowing the public to enjoy it. Cruise ships 
provide the means by which the majority of people are able to view and enjoy the park.
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I29-1 Each alternative considered in this EIS responds to two key purposes common to all national parks: (1) conserving park 
purposes and values and (2) providing opportunities for people to enjoy park resources. NPS management policies, as 
well as numerous court cases, clearly state that ‘when there is a conflict between conserving resources and values and 
providing for the enjoyment of them, conservation is to predominate.’ The alternatives considered in this EIS represent a 
range of possible actions to achieve these purposes. These key purposes will be carefully considered along with other 
factors, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act, in the decision to be made regarding vessel quotas and 
operating requirements.
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I30-1 Please see general response number 1.
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I31-1 Please see general response number 1.
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I32-1 The Park Service is tasked with conserving park purposes and values and providing opportunities for people to enjoy 
these resources and values. Cruise ships provide this opportunity to a large percentage (>90%) of the visitors who travel 
to Glacier Bay. The elimination or the limiting of cruise ships from Glacier Bay would limit the opportunities for visitors to 
enjoy the park's resources and values.
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I33-1 Federal law authorizes commercial fishing in the park. The effects of commercial vessels have been evaluated in the 
Commercial Fishing Environmental Assessment (NPS 1998). In this EIS, commercial fishing vessel effects are considered 
in the cumulative ef
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I33-2 The emission factors for NOX, CO, and PM are calculated using the Marine Engine Emission Factors provided in Table 5-
1 of Energy and Environmental Analysis, EPA420-00-002, Analysis of Commercial Marine Vessels Emission and Fuel 
Consumption Data, Final Report, February 2000. This document instructs the user to use these factors to calculate the 
emissions of the pollutants listed above, which are determined from existing emission data and vary in relation to work 
load. The document provides direction to use the sulfur content of the fuel to determine the appropriate sulfur emission 
factor (see attached spreadsheet). The SO2 emission factor is derived differently, therefore, the error in the assignment of 
the SO2 factor does not have an impact on the other pollutant emission factors.
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I33-3 The 27 pounds/gallon factor will remain in use for all vessels other than cruise ships.
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I33-4 The sulfur content of the fuel used by the cruise ships will be adjusted to 2% to accurately yet conservatively represent the 
sulfur content of the marine grade fuel used by the cruise ships.
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I33-5 After reviewing the public comments, the Park Service has developed a revised NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS - 
alternative 6. This alternative includes the vessel quotas for cruise ships from alternative 3 and the tour, charter, and 
private vessel quotas from alternative 5. Operating requirements from alternatives 4 and 5 are included in alternative 6. 
The rationale for selection of this alternative is presented in section 2.8
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I33-6 The socioeconomic impacts were considered for all surrounding communities, not just Gustavus.
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I34-1 Please see general response number 1.

I34-2 Three of the six alternatives, including the NPS preferred alternative, include a 13-knot speed limit for large vessels 
throughout Glacier Bay. Studies have shown the potential and severity of collisions between vessels 262 feet (80 meters) 
or larger and humpback whales is significantly reduced when the vessel is traveling at speeds 13 knots or less. This also 
would reduce air emissions from existing conditions. Please see chapter 2 for a description of the NPS preferred 
alternative, alternative 6.

I34-3 Three of the six alternatives in this FEIS, including the NPS preferred alternative, would extend to year-round the 
seasonal timeframe of when vessels must remain greater than 0.25 mile (0.4 kilometer) from harbor seals hauled out on 
ice in Johns Hopkins Inlet. (The current seasonal restriction is from July 1 through August 31.)
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I35-1 The NPS preferred alternative (alternative 6) does address the differences between the main and upper parts of Dundas 
Bay.  
 
The NPS preferred alternative in this FEIS (alternative 6) establishes limits for tour and charter vessels and prohibits 
cruise ships in Dundas Bay. Tour vessels would be limited to one per day during the quota season and would be allowed 
only in the non-wilderness waters of lower Dundas Bay. Charter vessels would be limited by a seasonal-use day limit but 
not a daily quota during the quota season. 
 
While Dundas Bay lacks tidewater glaciers, it provides people with excellent opportunities for wildlife and scenic viewing 
as well as opportunities for exploration and to experience solitude and natural beauty. The Park Service wishes to 
maintain these high-quality opportunities provided by Dundas Bay. The NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 
6, includes a flexible quota system to allow for an average level of use of three charter vessels per day, but with no daily 
quota. The Park Service feels that this quota level protects the opportunity for solitude of Dundas Bay while not unduly 
restricting charter vessel operators. 
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I35-2 Three of the six alternatives in this FEIS, including the NPS preferred alternative, extend the quota season into May and 
September for cruise ships only. The NPS preferred alternative does not include a quota season in May and September 
for tour, charter, or private vessels.
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I36-1 The Park Service is tasked with conserving park purposes and values and providing opportunities for people to enjoy 
these resources and values. Cruise ships provide this opportunity to a large percentage (>90%) of the visitors who travel 
to Glacier Bay. The elimination or the limiting of cruise ships from Glacier Bay would limit the opportunities for visitors to 
enjoy the park's resources and values.

I36-2 The Park Service does not promote the use of any specific vessel type. Non-motorized vessel use in Glacier Bay National 
Park and Preserve will be evaluated in the Backcountry Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement which is 
currently under development.
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I37-1 The Park Service will consider all public opinions and concerns when making choices and decisions related to the 
alternatives. Please see the general response number 3 for a description of the decision-making process for increasing 
cruise ship quotas.

I37-2 Please see general response number 1.

I37-3 The NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 6, would extend the June through August levels for cruise ships into 
May and September. Visitation by other vessel types does not warrant extension of the season for these other vessel 
categories.

I37-4 In general, cruise ships stay mid-channel when traveling within the park. Therefore, the Park Service has determined that 
defining mandatory routes would be unnecessary.

I37-5 Three of the six alternatives, including the NPS preferred alternative, include a 13-knot speed limit for large vessels 
throughout Glacier Bay. Studies have shown the potential and severity of collisions between vessels 262 feet (80 meters) 
or larger and humpback whales is significantly reduced when the vessel is traveling at speeds 13 knots or less. This also 
would reduce air emissions from existing conditions. Please see chapter 2 for a description of the NPS preferred 
alternative, alternative 6.

I37-6 No new non-motorized waters are being considered in the EIS. However, the alternatives do include closures of certain 
waters to cruise ships and tour vessels. 

I37-7 Three of the six alternatives in this FEIS, including the NPS preferred alternative, would extend to year-round the 
seasonal timeframe of when vessels must remain greater than 0.25 mile (0.4 kilometer) from harbor seals hauled out on 
ice in Johns Hopkins Inlet. (The current seasonal restriction is from July 1 through August 31.)
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I38-1 The rules with regard to activities associated with commercial fish vessels are not included in this EIS and are found in the 
Park Service's 1998 Commercial Fishing Compensation Plan and Commercial Fishing Environmental Assessment. The 
rules for launching skiffs from vessels permitted under this EIS are detailed in 36 CFR 13.65. No permit is required for a 
motor vessel that is singularly launched from a permitted motor vessel and operated only while the permitted motor vessel 
remains at anchor, or a motor vessel that is launched and operated in accordance with a concession agreement from a 
permitted motor vessel while that vessel is not underway.

I38-2 The Park Service recognizes that some marine mammals will approach vessels. However, the current regulation that all 
vessels must slow to 10 knots or less near humpback whales is in place to reduce the possibility of a collision between 
whales and vessels. 

I38-3 Each alternative considered in this EIS responds to two key purposes common to all national parks: (1) conserving park 
purposes and values and (2) providing opportunities for people to enjoy park resources. NPS management policies, as 
well as numerous court cases, clearly state that ‘when there is a conflict between conserving resources and values and 
providing for the enjoyment of them, conservation is to predominate.’ The alternatives considered in this EIS represent a 
range of possible actions to achieve these purposes. These key purposes will be carefully considered along with other 
factors, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act, in the decision to be made regarding vessel quotas and 
operating requirements.

I38-4 Any changes to permit allocations are being addressed in the concessioner prospectus.

I38-5 While Dundas Bay lacks tidewater glaciers, it provides people with excellent opportunities for wildlife and scenic viewing 
as well as opportunities for exploration and to experience solitude and natural beauty. The Park Service wishes to 
maintain these high-quality opportunities provided by Dundas Bay. The NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 
6, includes a flexible quota system to allow for an average level of use of three charter vessels per day, but with no daily 
quota. The Park Service feels that this quota level protects the opportunity for solitude of Dundas Bay while not unduly 
restricting charter vessel operators. 

I38-6 The "based in Bartlett Cove" exemption is eliminated from three of the six alternative in the FEIS, including the NPS 
preferred alternative. Short-notice permits would be issued for anyone who makes a reservation 48 hours in advance.

I38-7 The primary factor to be considered by the regional director, Alaska Region, is protection of park resources. The regional 
director, Alaska Region, must ensure that park resources would be left unimpaired and within naturally functioning 
conditions. At the same time, as a responsible member of a greater community and region, the Park Service must take 
into account the negative as well as the positive impacts that tourism may have on park neighbors. Per Director's Order 
#17, the Park Service recognizes that cooperation between businesses that operate in the park is essential to providing 
high quality visitor experiences and opportunities. 

I38-8 The issue of sea otter harvesting is out of the scope of this EIS which focuses on vessel quotas and operating 
requirements.
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I39-1 Please see general response number 1.

I39-2 The Park Service enforces state and federal regulations regarding air emissions and discharges of greywater and 
blackwater into the marine environment. This is described in detail in subsection 4.2.3.
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I40-1 The NPS preferred alternative, althernative 6, describes the decision-making framework that would be used should the 
Park Service consider increasing vessel numbers. If there would be any increases in the cruise ship vessel quota, they 
would be based on indicators and standards established by the Park Service. The FEIS contains the study framework that 
would be used to make decisions regarding any changes in vessel quotas. Please also see general response number 3.

I40-2 Ecological threshold effects may exist and all effects will not be proportional to decreases or increases in vessel quotas. 
However, as we have said, the scientific data is limited. Therefore, as part of the study framework that will be used to 
determine whether cruise ship vessel quotas will increase, these factors will be considered.

I40-3 The Park Service re-examined the document and has attempted to identify all areas where there are scientific data gaps. 
These are stated explicitly throughout the document.

I40-4 Our analysis focuses on long-term changes. Common sense dictates that reduced access to the region's premiere 
attraction may reduce the region's competitive position with respect to other destinations (particularly cross-Gulf 
destinations, but also destinations outside of Alaska). That is the underlying premise. The Park Service agrees that further 
refinement of the conclusions about how reduced cruise ship access to Glacier Bay will translate to changes in ports of 
call in Southeast Alaska communities is warranted. We have analyzed itineraries for each cruise ship scheduled for 2003 
to identify patterns between Glacier Bay calls and calls in other Southeast Alaska ports, especially Skagway. The text has 
been modified to include this new analysis.
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I41-1 Please see general response number 1.

I41-2 Increased public demand and the park's mandate to provide opportunities for people to enjoy the resources of the park 
has led the Park Service to re-evaluate the number of ships allowed into the park. 
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I42-1 Please see general response number 1.
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I43-1 Please see general response number 1.
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I44-1 Humpback whale numbers have been revised in this FEIS. 

I44-2 This change has been made for the FEIS.

I44-3 Three of the six alternatives, including the NPS preferred alternative, include a 13-knot speed limit for large vessels 
throughout Glacier Bay. Studies have shown the potential and severity of collisions between vessels 262 feet (80 meters) 
or larger and humpback whales is significantly reduced when the vessel is traveling at speeds 13 knots or less. This also 
would reduce air emissions from existing conditions. Please see chapter 2 for a description of the NPS preferred 
alternative, alternative 6.

I44-4 The mid-channel course of cruise ships is a factor in determining the likely risk of a cruise ship striking a whale. The EIS 
did not conclude that a mid-channel course eliminated risk, only that it reduced it.

I44-5 The EIS notes that reducing vessel speed would likely reduce vessel noise.

I44-6 As stated earlier, the NPS preferred alternative in this FEIS (alternative 6) includes a 13-knot speed limit for cruise ships. 
The EIS also notes that with effects of vessel traffic in Glacier and Dundas Bays, together with other factors, "the 
population (of humpback whales) is increasing, but probably at a lower rate and with a lower potential peak than if these 
effects were not occurring."
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I44-7 The FEIS text includes additional and revised discussion regarding collision risks to marine mammals.
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I45a-1 Please see general response number 2.

I45a-2 The FEIS has a revised NPS preferred alternative (alternative 6); however, it is not based on soundscape. The Park 
Service feels that it is not necessary to develop an alternative based specifically on soundscape because the topic of 
sound and noise is adequately addressed in the soundscape, marine mammals, and threatened and endangered species 
sections and the effect of all alternatives on the underwater and above water soundscape is moderate. 

I45a-3 The Park Service changed their preferred alternative from alternative 3 to alternative 6. This alternative incorporates most 
of the operating requirements of alternative 5. The Park Service will consider all public opinions with respect to mitigation 
measures.

I45a-4 Please see general response number 4.

I45a-5 The harbor seal population declines are of great concern, but it is difficult to design vessel regulation measures that will 
reverse this trend in absence of evidence that links the decline with vessel traffic. Using the precautionary principle, three 
of the six alternatives in this FEIS, including the NPS preferred alternative, would extend the harbor seal protections in 
Johns Hopkins Inlet year-round. The Park Service is considering increasing the approach distance to 500 meters.

I45a-6 The Park Service will consider this comment when charter use is reallocated.
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I45b-1 Please see general response number 2.

I45b-2 Please see general response number 3.

I45b-3 Under the NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 6, all user groups will have increased opportunities to 
experience Glacier and Dundas Bays.

I45b-4 Please see general response number 4.
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I45b-5 The Park Service has tried to integrate all public concerns within the framework of NEPA and the goals and purpose of 
Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve in the development of this EIS. This is demonstrated by the change in the 
preferred alternative from alternative 3 to alternative 6 in the FEIS. The Park Service believes that alternative 6 contains 
the best mix of vessel quotas and operating to meet most concerns addressed during the comment period.
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I45b-6 The NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 6, integrates the cruise ship quotas from alternative 3 and most of 
the operating requirements of alternative 5. 
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I46-1 The Park Service appreciates your concerns about public lands; however, R.S. 2477 is not directly pertinent to vessel 
management and operating requirements in Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve.
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I47-1 The Park Service apologizes for any problems you had in accessing the website or in providing comments. 

I47-2 Please see general response number 1.

I47-3 Please see general response number 1.
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I48-1 The Park Service is tasked with conserving park purposes and values and providing opportunities for people to enjoy park 
resources. Since 99% of the people who come to Glacier Bay visit the Bay on motorized vessels, eliminating or 
significantly reducing the number of motor vessels that enter the park would contradict the NPS mandate of providing 
opportunities for people to enjoy Glacier Bay. To protect park resources the Park Service will limit the amount of vessel 
use that occurs within the park and mitigate the impact of those vessels on park resources by requiring specific operating 
requirements.
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I49-1 While Dundas Bay lacks tidewater glaciers, it provides people with excellent opportunities for wildlife and scenic viewing 
as well as opportunities for exploration and to experience solitude and natural beauty. The Park Service wishes to 
maintain these high-quality opportunities provided by Dundas Bay. The NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 
6, includes a flexible quota system to allow for an average level of use of three charter vessels per day, but with no daily 
quota. The Park Service feels that this quota level protects the opportunity for solitude of Dundas Bay while not unduly 
restricting charter vessel operators. 
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IF1-1 Please see general response number 1.

IF1-2 The NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 6, would extend the June through August levels for cruise ships into 
May and September. Visitation by other vessel types does not warrant extension of the season for these other vessel 
categories.

IF1-3 The "based in Bartlett Cove" exemption would be eliminated under three of the six alternative in the FEIS, including the 
NPS preferred alternative. Short-notice permits would be issued for anyone who makes a reservation 48 hours in 
advance.

IF1-4 In general, cruise ships stay mid-channel when traveling within the park. Therefore, the Park Service has determined that 
defining mandatory routes would be unnecessary.

IF1-5 Three of the six alternatives, including the NPS preferred alternative, include a 13-knot speed limit for large vessels 
throughout Glacier Bay. Studies have shown the potential and severity of collisions between vessels 262 feet (80 meters) 
or larger and humpback whales is significantly reduced when the vessel is traveling at speeds 13 knots or less. This also 
would reduce air emissions from existing conditions. Please see chapter 2 for a description of the NPS preferred 
alternative, alternative 6.

IF1-6 Three of the six alternatives in this FEIS, including the NPS preferred alternative, would extend to year-round the 
seasonal timeframe of when vessels must remain greater than 0.25 mile (0.4 kilometer) from harbor seals hauled out on 
ice in Johns Hopkins Inlet. (The current seasonal restriction is from July 1 through August 31.)

IF1-7 No new non-motorized waters are being considered in the EIS. However, the alternatives do include closures of certain 
waters to cruise ships and tour vessels. 

IF1-8 The NPS preferred alternative in the FEIS, alternative 6, includes more information regarding the basis for increasing 
cruise ship numbers and study needs. Please see general response number 3.

IF1-9 Any future increases in cruise ship numbers would be incremental.
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Demelza Costa 
Constance Rodman 
Mandy Merritt 
Wendy Powers 
Linda Young 
Judith Holstein 
Phil McPherson & Cindy 
Pardee 
Patti Bell 
Florence Thompson 
Matthew Geisert 
Deborah Smith 
Nita McCuller 
White Bear 
Janine Taulman 
Brent Larsen 
Don  Smith 
Evan Silberstein 
Art  Zernis 
Amanda Lane 
Carol Sulanke 
Stephen Williams 
William Berry 
Mary Hogan 
Rochelle Garnes 
Bridgit Roeth 
Tim  Reede 
Lauren Brown 
Carolyn Bourassa 
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Jacqueline Lasahn 
Betty J. Van Wicklen 
Bernard Wasserman 
Diana Dexter 
Lisa Hedge 
Carina Barnett-Loro 
James M. Nordlund 
Kelly Hanlon 
David Anderson 
Kathy Galligan 
Matt Moore 
Nora Reed 
James Boone 
Mary Gill 
Craig Bredeson 
Connie Boitano 
Katherine Hamilton 
Sara Kube 
Kathleen Jannusch 
Kate Marks 
Michael Larson 
Margaret Rydant 
Robert Anthony 
Andrea Kruse 
Kathy Ross  
Lesley Urasky 
Charles Kalina 
Carol Waldner 
Joseph Waldner 
Roberta D. Smolenski 
John Mueller 
Lawrence Farris 
Mary Ann Hansen 
Elaine Fischer 
Michele Heinbaugh 
Mark Carroll 
Jordan Moore 
Brenda Bussell 
John Will 
Bridget LaNoir 
Mark Buchsbaum 
Deborah Jutz  
Zona Hays 
Rene Turner 
Mary Yep 
Karen Ziomek 
Rhiannon Chandler 
Natasha & Noah Brenner 
Rita Hickey 
Ethan Finkelstein 

Walter J. Lee IV 
Kristy Fruth 
Marilyn Edlund 
Georgia Evans 
Donna Calvao 
Mary Shockley 
Carrie Watson 
Niki Pestel 
Mary Lu Kelley 
Anne Duffy 
Wendy Taylor 
Fletcher Rogers 
Daniel Kelly 
Nancy Hamilton 
Jessica Joseph 
Albert Utzig 
Ralph Bocchetti 
Anthony Donnici 
Ulla Besch 
Ed  Lickey 
Nicole Groeber 
Kate Krader 
Heather Sousa 
Nick Urban 
Kristin Hannum 
James Davidson 
Bruce Combs 
Kendra Haggerty 
Denise Lytle 
Judith A. Cartisano 
Julie Rodgers 
Erica Ryan 
Charlene Rush 
Debbie Feldman 
Sharon Posey 
Arlene Epperson 
Carolyn Zinns 
Lottie Jenvey 
Mary Pease 
Nori Hayes 
Beverly Drucker 
Laura Homeyer 
Nathan Miller 
Bonnie S. Mandell-Rice 
Edna Rankine  
Jennifer Clark 
Kirsta Skaff 
Mercy Drake 
Jamie Przybylski 
Shaindel Beers-Finley 

Margaret Kerr 
Tom  Chancler 
Emily Rieber 
Scott Cowan 
Helen Mckay 
John Newton 
Louis Rhodes 
Joan Breiding 
LeeAnn Young 
Debbie Slack 
Michael Lance 
Patrick Kilbane 
Marcia Cooperman 
Louis Rhodes 
Jess Stewart 
Bobbie Peter 
Briana McElfish 
Jonathan Fernsler 
Lori Hyder 
Lisa Uchno 
Julia Johns 
Beverly Flores 
Michael Allen 
Ariele Faulkner 
William Clemons 
Alan Christy 
David M. Felix 
Brian Scott 
Darlene Wolf 
Patricia Maddox 
Barbara Christensen 
Jane Hart 
Sheri Mitchell 
Sanford Higginbotham  
Diane Brown 
Alex Herrera 
Jennifer Morgan 
Howard Deutch 
Bill & Marilyn Voorhies  
Eleanor Burian-Mohr 
Kevin Armitage 
LeeAnn Bennett 
Constance Anderson  
Agnes Jung Biro Mihly 
Carolyn Ganus 
Heather Rorer 
Heather Payne 
Russell Bezette 
Myra MacDonald 
Elaine & William Barney 
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Robert Rutkowski 
Greg Garrison 
Margaret Welke 
Jim  Lunsford 
Adam Savett 
Tristan Raymond 
Ana  Velasco 
Michelle Mink 
Dana Steeples 
Shannon Holmes 
Marian Simmons 
Wood Lee 
Danny Tangorra 
Dottie Moseley 
Florence Sullivan 
Melanie Maloney-
Richardson 
John Mueller 
Charles Simms 
Marian Simmons 
Aurora Kushner 
Deborah Crews 
Fred Mann 
Kendall Dinwiddie 
Cathy Stahmer 
Alessandro Drius  
Chuck Johnson 
Billie Whittaker 
Karen Hardin 
Martin Baskin 
Kathy McElwain 
James Nimmo 
Cory Golden 
Bob  Schneider 
Carmen Blakely 
Lisa Broxson 
Scott Hills 
Margaret Feinberg 
Larry Johnson 
Ronald Champany 
Heather Busse 
Jamie Tietjen 
John Fairfield 
James Andelin 
Edward LeVieux 
Dean Ruscoe 
Elyse Friedman 
Grace Busch 
Clark Andelin 
Lenore Rubino 

Betty Dean 
KayLee Witt 
Renee Davis-Born 
Kathrin Dodds 
T. B.  Boorn 
Karen Munro 
Marvin Orndoff 
Sharon Jabs 
Nelson Siler  
Pamela Raya-Carlton 
Deborah Brush 
Jenni Kovich 
Rachel Roffman 
Mr.  & Mrs. Donald Wood 
Gregory Kelly 
Claire Stuart 
Keith Cubbon 
Patricia Hopkins 
Jim  Derzon 
Jamie Mierau 
Holly Eaton 
Elizabeth Petersen 
Leslie Ruby 
Timothy Gilbert 
Cheryl Morris 
Cheryl Reid 
Melissa Chisena 
Alison Megger 
Harry Schueler Jr. 
Mia  Knight Nichols 
Lois Solomon 
Gersldine Fox 
Richard Sleator 
Shelley White 
Virginia Manley 
Marie Macaluso 
Jayleen Hatmaker 
Kevin Kruse 
Gene Reimer 
Christine Crawford 
Courtney Lyons-Garcia 
Alison Burrows 
Linda Leimbach 
J.M. Gordon-Omelka 
Nicole Loerzel 
Annie King 
David Fox 
Robert Kruschwitz 
Allyson de Groat 
Mary Ann McFarland 

Annie Blackmer 
Jim  Walters 
Susan Poverchuk 
Paul Buechler 
Liz  Clements 
Kenneth Ohnemus 
Don  Blanton 
Anita Lutz  
Karen Stelma 
Heather Randall 
Shanna Rozelle 
Karen Robbins 
Robert Edwards 
Karen Robbins 
Martha Coyne 
Lynn Harrigan 
Kim  Mazik 
Jay  & Sandy Lynch 
Jenny Wilson 
Karen Ognian 
Neil Milani 
Mary Kinnick 
Robert Hill 
Joan Bueter 
Holly Dyer 
Marlena Lange 
Alison McGinty 
Missy Correlle 
Pam  Jaeger 
Mary Dyer 
Mayra Lopez 
Michael Kelly 
Colleen Woods-Esposito 
Mark and Mary McGrath 
Mack Grubb 
Bernie Stein 
Sandi Beale 
Marsha Brofka-Berends 
Phyl Morello  
Derek Brown 
Susan Murray 
Lynn Dodson 
Greg Gillis 
Gloria Diggle 
Julie Ford 
John Kavanagh 
Matthew Cozzi 
Jim  Mosser 
James Hood 
Robert Gartner 
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Holly Dyer 
Frank Willard 
Deborah Hardin 
Karen Becker 
Melissa Judge 
Andy Lynn 
Kelly Wilford 
Lucy Moore 
Matt Hols 
Stephanie Hunt-
Brinkmann 
Susan Schlessinger 
Gina Lopez 
Bonnie Mc Cune 
James Hembree 
Shirley Davis 
Christine Georgiou 
Chrisley Pickens 
Johnnie Prosperie 
Danny Dillow 
Anatole Besman 
Kevin and Tracy Burgess 
J. K. Fort-Strietzel 
Angela Burgess 
Glenn Friedman 
Catherine Menke 
Barre Simmons 
Marilyn Chestnut 
Sister Philothea 
Wendy Porter 
Shannon Cummins 
Sarah Emmerson 
David Sawaya 
Claire Watson 
Donna Mo 
Sheri Archey 
Jennifer Gale  
Paula van de Werken 
George Imrie 
Ellen Ramsdale 
Juanita Montano 
Alex Stavis 
Mark Holt 
Thomas Conroy 
Doris Cassidy 
Jack and Karen Bashor 
Mark Giordani 
Karen Lampke 
Lauren Jonik 
Miriam Dyak 

Suzanne Moran 
Diane la Chusa 
Jane Drews 
Jim  Steitz 
Jennifer Lee 
Douglas Estes 
Celine Nahas 
Gail Harmon 
Barbara Geist 
Hal  Rodgers 
Roland A. Press 
Pamela Abramson 
Ulla Sarmiento 
Tami DeNoel 
Dinda Evans  
Ellen Kolasky 
Jeanette Kaufman 
Vicki O'Riley 
William Koeppen 
Ravi Grover 
Raphael Mazor 
Robert Davis 
Edward Hamlin 
Thomas Mulligan 
Mark Bender 
Jody Conrad 
Theresa Terhark 
Stacy Bruno Lovra 
Kathy Watt 
Arthur Moss 
Matt Hicks 
Sandra Sekelsky 
Mary Anne Vestal 
Marcia Z. Dunetz 
Sharon Morris 
Mha Atma S. Khalsa 
Harlan Solomon 
Kay  Corriher 
Yolanda Garcia 
Doris Dickens 
Terri Mungle 
Lois White 
Mary Anna Coulter 
Urmila Padmanabhan 
Lucy Joyce 
Richard Sanders 
Dorothy Chiu 
Weldon H. Jackson 
Rae  Newman 
Susanna Isbell 

Nikki Hiza 
Audrey Johnson 
Barbara Bernhart 
Dawn Stanzione 
Doris Gagnon 
Clyde Jones 
Timothy Lewis 
Joanne Johnson 
Patricia J. Jennings 
Kimberly Hurley-Shoaf 
Jesse Gore 
Connie Gilmore 
Bruce Hoegh 
William A. Richey 
James H. Fitch 
Laura Thayer 
Lisa Butch 
Brian Stewart 
Rebekah Roberts 
Kerry Burkhardt 
David Burton 
David Wexstein 
Emily Heinlen 
Jacqueline Robertson 
Maria Prokopowycz 
Kristin Kirby 
Lee  VanderWeyden 
Deborah L. Steinmetz 
K.  Finch 
Timothy Johnston 
August & Judith Mirabella 
Melody Torrey 
Sarah Ives 
Thomas Porter 
Marlo Hill 
Clark Hiestand 
Misti Jancosek 
Stan Logan 
Jean Strickler 
Swami Shraddhananda 
Ray  Vickers 
Janette Stoner 
Kathryn Miller 
Alfred Papillon 
Joe Zillner 
Terry Proeger 
Kathryn Santana 
Mary Lupton 
Courtney Gartin 
Earl Lane 
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Michael Keepper 
Kimberly Peterson 
Cindy Gawne 
Davydd Contarino 
Julie Bond 
Heather Williams 
Kate Spoont 
Johnny Fink 
Glen Zorn 
Linda Sotis 
Sheri Millard 
Lauryn Slotnick 
Richard Spotts 
James A. Knight 
Thomas Zissu 
John Marchese 
Charlene Root 
John Dukes 
Randolph Schoedler 
Susan Montague 
Marie Jacobs 
Martha Waltman 
LaVerne Smith 
Jill Forman 
William Berry 
Courtney Gartin 
Marie Slater 
Chris Norbury 
Kathy Rapp 
David Kibitlewski 
Carl Paulie 
Ted  Boyce 
Carl Paulie 
Jason Russ 
David Loomis 
Charlotte Girard  
Martin Wimmer 
Henneth Bozek 
Marie Slater 
Judy Desreuisseau 
Jennifer Rosenberg 
Philip Komdat 
Michael Wagner 
Lisa Frey 
Linda Mack 
Sheila Balch 
Bob  Aegerter 
Freya Harris 
Thornton Long 
Ferdinand Kutheis 

Patricia McCain  
Marie Gutkowski 
Traci Hamilton 
Patricia Patterson 
Davis McGlathery 
Patrick Stoddard 
Elaine Costeas 
Jonathan Lotz 
Patricia Clements 
Tom Dancer  
Patricia Mackura 
Nichole Lorusso 
Judy Krach 
Kathleen Steele 
Sabrina Corbaci 
Robert Holder 
Andrew Freeman 
Michael Gill 
Seth Silverman 
JoEllen Kuszmaul 
Gerald J. Dalton 
John Yarber 
Jennifer Johnston 
Lois Evron 
Gail Lee Van Heel 
Adam Moyer 
Deby Murphy 
Robyn Reichert 
Steven Dawes 
Charles Alvarez 
Kenneth Albers 
Linda Carpenter 
Tara Holmes 
Marion Davis 
Satu Hummasti 
Marvin George 
Amy  R. Prisco 
Ingrid Leypoldt 
Marcella Hammond 
Sharon Lu 
Jason J. Green 
Barbara Kridner 
Dorothy Foster 
Pandora Rose 
Alice Bartholomew 
Angela Nichols 
Anne Snyder 
Linda Beliveau 
Kelly Eyler 
Amanda Nelson 

Sandra Schachat 
Laura Tregoning 
Keegan Roberson 
Donald Chelman 
Stephen Bickel 
John Buchanan 
Bryan Strickland 
John Buchanan 
Laura Herndon 
Diana Wittenbreder 
Stephen Reynolds 
Amanda Petel 
Paul Szymanowski 
Mary-Carol Madison 
D. A. Randall 
Robert A. Vanderkamp 
Pamela Jiranek 
Wayne Bessette 
Donna Chelman 
C.  Johnson 
Diane Baptista 
Kirsten Buell 
Mark Buell 
Hiroko Jones 
Stefanie Collins 
Julia Benedetti 
Vanessa Pesec 
Stephen Bickel 
Jo  Ellen Young 
Eugene Kiver 
Jack Saylor 
Marti McKenna 
Frances Cone 
Chris Hudock 
Barry Klein 
Dana Wullenwaber 
Gabriella Turek 
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